
Will the Rocket Replace Artillery?
See Page 600

A Billion Dollar Junk Business!

Sky Jobs and Ground Jobs

,How to Make: Modernistic
Bookshelves -a Sun-
lamp-Your Own
Castings

NOV

25

CENTS



The New Knight
Screen Grid Chassis

The circuit of the New Knight 8 Screen Grid
is the heir of years of experiencein radio man -
ufac ture. Just as it is rich in years of devel-
opment, so is it replete with an amazing
array of advanced features representing the
peak achievement in all -electric radio.

8 Tubes-Three Screen Grid
Knight 8 excellence is partially explained by
its ingenious circuit which employs three
powerful screen grid tubes with an unequalled
sensitivity. Two tremendous "295" tubes in
push-pull audio arrangement make possible
remarkable tone and volume.

New Filtered Tone
Pronounced clarity of tone is the outstand-
ing characteristic of the advanced Knight 8.
True life -tone, vibrant and vivid so that you
can identify every instrument and every
voice, proves that the 1931 Knight loses noth-
ing in reproduction.

Dynamic
Speaker

Equipped
The powerdynamic
reproducer is espe-
cially designed to
match the imped-
ance of the receiver
perfectly. It repro-
duces beautiful
toneat any volume.
unmarred by any
trace of hum or dis-
tortion.

RADICY

CATALOG
EVERYTHING NEW I

Send For This Catalog Today
()UR NEW "1931" catalog is just off the press -168 pages full of the

latest in radio attractions - over 500 illustrations - showing the
newest improvements in radio. Prices are lower than ever before.
Hundreds of specials are offered at really astounding prices.

Wholesale Prices
Everything in this book is offered at the
lowest wholesale prices, which means a
tremendous saving to you for anything you
want to buy-whether in complete sets -
accessories, parts or kits.

All The New Accessories
New 1931 Screen Grid, Tone Control, A.
C. Humless All -Electric Sets, Public
Address, Phono - Combinations, Dynamic
Speakers, Beautiful Consoles. Also battery
operated sets.

Wonderful Values
You will be surprised at the remarkable
values offered in this book of radio bargains.
All the latest features priced to give you
remarkable savings.

Tremendous Stocks
The resources of this $3,000,1410 company
make it possible for us to buy in large
quantities at great savings, and to carry a
complete stock of every possible kind of
accessory-no matter what you want in
radio, we have it.

Use Coupon Below For Free Catalog
Simply sign your name and address to the coupon given below, and mail to us, so as
to get this new "1931" book of radio bargains. It is absolutely FREE and we will be
glad to send it to you. The prices in it sell themselves.

Slot Machine Sets
Here is the latest mach-
ine for bringing in the
money automatically for
stores, hotels, depots and
and other public places.
A nickel will play it for
six minutes.

Phono-Combinations
Screen Grid Radio receiver op-
erates in conjunction with the
finest phonograph equipment. A flip
of a switch and the radio broadcasts
come in through your radio receiver;
another flip and the phonograph rec-
ords may be reproduced
electrically.

XL11.1 EID
CORPORATION

711 W. Lake Street Dept. D-2 Chicago

Electric Clock Sets
Automatic time switch
turns radio on and off. Just set
for the time your favorite pro-
gram comes on the air.
The set will do the
rest.
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jwill train you
at home

to fill a ,1 rr

106; PAY
Radio Job.

$100 a week
"My earnings in Radio

are many times greater
than I ever expected they
would be when I enrolled.
They seldom fall under
1100 a week. If your
course cost four or five
times more I would still
consider it a good invest-
ment."

E. E. NVINBORNE
1414 W. 40th St.,

Norfolk, Va.

Jumped from S35 to
Sim a week

"Before I entered Radio
I was making $35 a week.
Last week I earned $110
servicing and sell in g.
Radios. I owe my success
to N. R. I. You started
me off on the right foot."

J. A. VAUGHN
3715 S. Kingshighway,

St. Louis, Mo.

$500 extra in 6 months
"In looking over my

records I find I made $500
from January to May in
my spare time. My best
week brought me $107.
I have only one regret
regarding your course
-I should have taken
it long ago."

HOYT MOORE
R. R. 3, Box 919,
Indianapolis, Ind.,

If you are earning a penny less than $50 a week. send
for my book of information on the opportunities in Radio.
It is free. Clip the coupon NOW. Why be satisfied with $25,
$30 or $40 a week for longer than the short time it takes to
get ready for Radio.

Radio's growth opening hundreds of $50, $75,
$100 a week jobs every year

In about ten years Radio has grown from a $2,905,000 to
a $1,000,000.000 industry. Over 300.000 jobs have been cre-
ated. Hundreds more are being opened every year by its
continued growth. Men and young men with the right train-
ing-the kind of training I give you-are needed continually.

You have many jobs to choose from
Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators, station

managers and pay $1,000 to $5.000 a year. Manufacturers
continually need testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, service

for jobs paying up to 015.000 a year.
companies use hundreds of Radio operators, give them world
wide travel at practically no expense and a salary of $55
to $200 a month. Dealers and jobbers employ service men,
salesmen, buyers, managers, and pay $30 to $100 a week.
There are many other opportunities too. My book tells you
about them.

So many opportunities many N. R. 1. men make
$5 to $25 a week while learning

The day you enroll with me I'll show you how to do 10
jobs, common in most every neighborhood, for spare time
money. Throughout your course I send you information On
servicing popular makes of sets; I give you the plans and
ideas that are making $200 to $1.000 for hundreds of N. It. 1.
students in their spare time while studying.

Talking Movies, Television, Wired Radio included
Radio Principle§ as used in Talking Movies, Television

and home Television experiments, Wired Radio, Radio's use
in Aviation, are all given. I am so sure that I can train you
satisfactorily that I will agree in writing to refund every
penny of your tuition if you are not satisfied with my Lessons
and Instruction Service upon completing.

64 -page book of information FREE
Get your copy today. It tells you where Radio's

good jobs are, what they pay, tells you about my
course, what others who have taken it are doing
and making. Find out what Radio offers you, with-
out

d will giveYou my new 8 OUTFITS
of RADIO PARTS for a home

Experimental Laboratory
You can build over 100 cir-
cuits with these outfits. You
build and experiment with
the circuits used in Crosley,
Atwater - Kent, Eveready,
Majestic, Zenith, and other
popular sets. You learn how
these sets work, why they
work, bow to mat - them
work. This makes
at home easy, fase,
practicalL

Back view of 5 tube
Screen Grid A. C. tuned
Radio frequency set-
only one of many cir-
cuits you ran build
with my outfits.

the slightest obligation. ACT NOW. -74 Needs
J. E. SMITH, President Trained

National Radio Institute Dept., OMSSS

am doubling and
salaries of many
in one year and

less Find out about
this quickway to

\4{.344ki BIGGER
Radie" PAY

Men
Washington, D. C. Our Own Home yrry\

Pioneer and Wort it ',4

Largest Home -Study Ra-
dio training organization
devoted entirely to train-
ing men and young men
for good jobs in time Radio
industry. Our growth has

a, -- -
paralleled Radio's growth.

1 We occupy three hundred
- times as much floor space

now as we did when or-
ganized in 1914.

fifetimeEmploonentferoicetoallgradaates

tripling the

J. E. SMITH. President,
National Radio Institute, Dept. nms,...s

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Smilh: Send me your book. This
request does not obligate me.

Name

Address

City slittr
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THE R. T. I. ADVISORY BOARD. These men are executives witn important concerns
in the radio industry-manufacturing, sales service, broadcasting, engineering, etc., etc. They
supervise R. T. I. Work Sheets, Job Tickets, and other training methods.

e"

Let F. H. SCHNELL
and the R. T. I. Advisory

Board Help You
20 years' Radio Experi-
ence. First to establish

2 -way amateur commu-
nication with Europe.
Former Traffic Mgr. of

Am. Radio Relay League,
Lieut. Corn. U. S. N. R. In-

ventor and Designer. Cons.
Radio engineer.

Assisting him is the R. T. I.
Advisory Board, composed of

men prominent in the Radio In-
dustry-manufacturing, broad-

casting, engineering and servicing.
All these men know Radio and will

help you succeed in their field.
RADIO &, TELEVISION INSTITUTE

4806 St. Anthony Ct., Chicago, Dept. 918
aims Amon a imma rama a IBM -I

RADIO & TELEVISION INSTITUTE
4806 St. Anthony Court, Chicago, Dept 92

Send me Free and prepaid your BIG RADIO OPPOR-
TUNITY BC OK, Tune In On Big Pay," and full details of
your three -in -one Home Training (without obligating me in
any way).

Address
IL R. T. I. TRAINS YOU AT HOME FOR A GOOD JOB OR A PROFITABLE I

PART TIME OR FULL. TIME BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN City State
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Equipped with New American Motors.

Here is a close-up view of the bow and centre section of the giant Dornier
DO -X seaplane, as she appeared when taken out on to Lake Constance for
the first trials of her new water-cooled American Curtis Condor Conqueror
motors. A long series of speed and load tests has shown that the new motors
are entirely satisfactory and the huge craft is now being groomed for her

proposed flight across the Atlantic to the United States.
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ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH OF STUDENTS WORKING IN SERVICE DEPT. OF COYNE RADIO SHOPS

LEARN RADIO-TELEVISION
TALKING PICTURES in 8 WEEKS
ByActual Work In the Great Shops of Coyne

Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull,
hopeless job! Don't be satisfied to work fora mere
$20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how to make
REAL MONEY in RADIO-THE FASTEST -
GROWING, BIGGEST MONEY -MAKING
GAME ON EARTH!
THOUSANDS OF JOBS OPEN

Paying $60, $70 to $200 a Week
Jobs as Designer, Inspector and Tester, paying
$3,000 to $10,000 a year-as Radio Salesman and in
Service and Installation Work, at $45 to $100 a
week-as Operator or Manager of a Broadcasting
Station, at $1,800 to $5,000 a year-as Wireless Op-
erator on a Ship or Airplane, as a Talking Picture
or Sound Expert-THOUSANDS OF JOBS
PAYING $60, $70 and on UP TO $200 A WEEK.

No Books  No Lessons
All Practical Work

Coyne is NOT a Correspondence School.
We don't attempt to teach you from books
or lessons. We train you on the finest out-
lay of Radio, Television and Sound equip-
ment in any school-on scores of modern
Radio Receivers, huge Broadcasting
equipment, the very latest Television ap-
paratus, Talking Picture and Sound Re-
production equipment, Code Practice
equipment, etc. You don't need advanced
education or previous experience. We give

you-right here in the Coyne Shops-all
the actual practice and experience you'll
need. And because we cut out all use-
less theory, you graduate as a Practical
Radio Expert in 8 weeks' time.

TELEVISION
Is on the Way!

And now Television is on the way! Soon
there'll be a demand for THOUSANDS of
TELEVISION EXPERTS! The man who
learns Television NOW can make a FOR-
TUNE in this great new field. Get in on
the ground -floor of this amazing new Ra-
dio development! Come to COYNE and
learn Television on the very latest, new-
est Television equipment.

Talking Pictures
A Great Field

Talking Pictures and Public Address
Systems offer thousands of golden
opportunities to the Trained Radio
Man. Here is a great new field of
Radio work that has just started to
grow! Prepare NOW for these mar -

H. C. Lewis, Pres. Radio Division Founded 1899

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina Street Dept. 80-5B Chicago, Illinois

I
I
I
I

I
I

velous opportunities !Learn Radio Sound
work atC oyne on actual Talking Picture
and Sound Reproduction equipment.
EARN AS YOU LEARN
Don't worry about a job! Coyne Train-
ing settles the job question for life. We
often have more calls for Coyne gradu-
ates than we can supply. YOU GET FREE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR LIFE.
And don't let lack of money stop you.
If you need part-time work while at
school to help pay living expenses, we
will gladly help you get it. Many of our stu-
dents pay nearly all of their expenses that way.

COYNE IS 31 YEARS OLD
Coyne Training is tested, proven beyond all
doubt. You can find out everything absolutely
free. How you can get a good Radio job or how
you can go into business for yourself and earn from
$3,000 to $15,000 a year. It costs NOTHING to in-
vestigate! Just MAIL THE COUPON for YOUR
COPY OF MY BIG FREE BOOK!

III= MN JIM IMM

H C. LEWIS, President
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School
goo S. Pauline St., Dept. 80-5B, Chicago, Ill.
Send me your Big Free Radio Book and all
details of your Special Introductory Offer.
This does not obligate me in any way.

Name

Address

City . State
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NEW BOOKS
at Magazine Prices;

Each of the following 50c books is of the large size, 81/2 x 111/2 inches, con-
taining 96 profusely illustrated pages, bound in beautiful colored covers. The
contents of any one of them is equivalent to the average 300 -page volume, and in
ordinary book form would probably cost you from $2.00 to $10.00. Get
these exceptional bargains TODAY, while we still have them in stock!

NEW RADIO
TROUBLE FINDER

13 SERVICE MANUAL
Ever have your radio reception fail
or become distorted just when a
big program was on and you wanted
to hear every delicate inflection of
tone distinctly? That's when this
big book is worth its weight in
gold. In simple words and easy to
understand charts and pictures, it
shows you how to find and correct
any radio trouble quickly. It's just
the book you need for improving the
reception of your set, repairing sets
for friends, and for starting a
profitable repair business of your
own. Shipped, prepaid,
to your home for 50e
only

LUCKY BREAKS
Read about the $315,000 fortune waiting for
some Lucky person! Read what Belasco, Cope-
land, Untermyer, Taft and others think of
Luck. Read about Luck in the movies, in ath-
letics, above the clouds! Read about the Luck
of the real person who actually did break the
bank at Monte Carlo. Read about the Luck
of Columbus, Napoleon, Lafayette. The Luck
that made Presidents. Read these true stories
of amazing Lucky Breaks and be
prepared when yours comes along 0CPrice, prepaid, only

NEW SHORT WAVE
MANUAL

Experience the thrills of the Short Waves of
hearing Europe, Africa or Australia direct as
clearly as native stations. This big book, re-
plete with illustrations and How -to -Build dia-
grams and plans, crowded with 28 chapters
by Lieut. Wenstrom, Marshall, Spangenberg
and other foremost S -W authorities, represents
the last word in authentic S -W data. The
most complete up-to-the-minute short wave
manual ever published. Brings you more in-
formation than books selling at
ten times its price. Shipped, pre- 0Cpaid to your home for only

ANATOMICAL MANIKINS
MALE 13 FEMALE

By Dr. David H. Keller
Book measures 6 x 14 inches. Contains 12
large plates of the human body, male and
female, with complete descriptions of every
muscle, nerve, gland, bone, organ, etc., in-
cluding reproductive organs of male and fe-
male. Books of this kind ordinarily cost from
$10 to $25 when bought through
medical supply establishments.
Price, complete and prepaid, only. SI

HOW TO WIN AT
BRIDGE

by Wilbur C. Whitehead
The world-famous Bridge author-
ity's newest book. His easy picture
method shows how to play both
Auction and Contract Bridge TO
WIN! Complete rules of play and
methods of scoring for both Auction
and Contract Bridge. Contains 500
hands to bid and play, with complete
solutions and analyses in back of
book. The biggest 50c worth ever
offered to Bridge fans. Printed in 2
colors. Hearts and diamonds shown
in red throughout. 96 pages. Large
81/2 x 111/2 -inch size.
Beautiful colored cover. 5 0 CPrice postpaid, only...

FLYING FOR
EVERYBODY

19 Chapters-More than 120 Photographs,
Maps and Diagrams. This book is the one
complete Aviation Manual which covers every
phase of flying from the ground up. Con-
densed in its pages is the essence of years of
experiences of Aviation's foremost
authorities. No air -minded person
should be without it. Price, pre- 50cpaid, only

RADIO AMATEURS'
HANDIBOOK

Sometimes called the Radio Amateurs' Bible.
30 profusely illustrated chapters bring you 10
How -to -Build articles, with complete instruc-
tions and diagrams; new radio wrinkles, DX
hints, data on the new tubes, answers to AC
problems, and helpful, money -saving ideas for
the radio service man. 96 illustrated pages.
Large 81,4 x 11'/z -inch size. Beau-
tiful colored cover. Shipped, pre- 50cpaid, to your home for only

Also the Following at
Only 25c Each

How to Make It (working in wood,
metal, cement, paint, etc.)

How to Electrify Your Radio Set
What Radio Set Shall I Buy
How to Build the Famous One Knob Set
101 Radio Hook -Ups
The Neutrodyne and All About It
Cookoo Nuts (A game in book form for

parties)
S'matter Pop (the famous comics in

book form)

Buy Them at Your Newsdealer
or Mail Coupon AT ONCE!

'1

0

HOW TO

WIN AT
BRIDGE

8

56
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POPULAR MAGIC
AND CARD TRICKS

Mystify your friends; charm the ladies; be
the life of any party. Make glass bowls van-
ish, cards fly, coins disappear. Do hundreds of
other magic tricks and games as easily as a
professional. Over 200 described
and illustrated in this big book 50c
on magic. Prepaid, only

1001 RADIO QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS

If you own a radio, you need this book. Every-
thing you want to know about radio is in it,
from "How to Kill Outside Radio Noises," to
a clear description of the newest tubes and
how to use them. If you have a question on
radio, here is your answer and a thou-
sand more. 96 illustrated pages. Large 81/2
x 111 -inch size. Beautiful col-
ored cover. Shipped, prepaid to 50c
your home for only

----- MAIL TODAY
EXPERIMENTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Dept,2511,381 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please ship me, prepaid, the
books whose titles I have listed below.
Remittance is enclosed.

Name

Address

City

State
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71 Will Train You To Gel: LP if;
ELECTRICITY
In 12 Weeks IN THE GREAT COYNE SHOPS

Don't Waste Your Life in a Dull
Hopeless Job

Don't spend your life waiting for $5 raises in a dull,
hopeless job. Now . . . and forever ... say good-bye to
25 and 35 dollars a week. Let me show you how to qualify
for jobs leading to salaries of $50, $60 and up, a week. in
Electricity-NOT by correspondence, but by an amazing
way to teach, that makes you a practical expert in 90
days! Getting into Electricity is far easier than you
imagine! Act now, today!

Lack of Experience Bars No One
I don't care if you can't tell the difference between
battery and an air brake. Any number of students enter
my school knowing no more about electricity than an
Infant. And yet they graduate and go right out in the
field and get electrical Jobs leading to big pay.

You Don't Have to Have an
Advanced Education

That's the beauty of my method of teaching. It Isn't
what you know-It's how you are taught that counts.
My method of teaching enables you to catch on Instantly
even though you have only had a common school educa-
tion without the use of dry books. You don't need
advanced education to understand electricity the way
I teach it. Just think-you can learn in 90 days. Don't
let lack of advanced education worry you.

I Don't Care If You Are 16 Years
Old or 40

Electricity gives everybody the same wonderful oppor-
tunity. Don't worry about your age. Plenty of men
who never succeeded until late in life. This may be just
the field you were cut out for. No matter what your age
Is, or how long it has been since you studied, my method
of teaching will prove fascinating and easy to you.

Earn While You Learn
We maintain a real employment service. If you should
need part time work, I'll assist you in getting It, if you
will just write and tell me your circumstances. In that
way many earn while learning. Many of my students
pay all their living expenses through part time jobs
secured by Coyne.

My Course Includes Training In
_Airplane -Electricity

Not a Correspondence School

COYNE Electrical
SCHOOL

H. C. LEWIS, Pres., Dept. 8043 ft -Established 1899

500 S. Paulina Street, Chicago

on Real Electrical Machinerti
Don't Worry About a Job

Coyne training settles the job question for life. Clyde
F. Hart got a position as electrician with the Great
Western Railroad at over $100.00 a week two weeks after
graduation. That's not unusual. We can point to Coyne
men making up to 8600 a month. Coyne men get positions
which lead to salaries of $50.00, $60.00 and up a week.
You can go into radio, battery or automotive electrical
business for yourself and make from $3000 a year up.

No Books - No Lessons '
You work on real live electrical machinery, building real
batteries, winding real armatures, operating real motors,
dynamos and generators, wiring real houses, etc., etc. -
here in this world famous parentschool, with its hundreds
of thousands of dollars worth of new up-to-date elec-
trical equipment.

Prepare for Jobs Like These''
Coyne men have the advantages of getting positions
which lead to those that are listed below. Our free em-
ployment bureau gives you lifetime employment service.

Armature Expert -850 a Week and up.
Substation Operator-$65 a Week. Inventor-Unlimited.

Auto Electrician-$60 a Week and up.
Maintenance Engineer- $60 a Week and up.
Service Station Owner-$60 a Week and up.

Radio Expert-$60 a Week and up.

New $2,000,000 School
We are now in our new, fireproof, modern home wherein
Is installed thousands of dollars worth of the newest
and most modern electrical equipment of all kinds. We
now have a larger amount of floor space devoted to
the exclusive teaching of practical electricity. Every
comfort and convenience has been arranged to make
you happy and contented during your training.

Electricity the Greatest of
AU Industries

Electricity Is THE FIELD. It Is one of the youngest.
Every day sees an increase In its use. It holds the
greatest future. The young man of today who gets into
Electricity lays the cornerstone for lasting success -
prosperity. Nearly every large building now needs
trained Electrical men for maintenance. Every hotel.
theatre, station -in fact Practical men are in demand
everywhere-all the time.

Not a Correspondence
School butAn Institution
To WhichYou Come for

Practical Traimng-.

on Real Electrical Machinery-.

Thorough Training that Results
in Big Pay

My training is so thorough that you will be able to step
out and get a job leading to big pay. Hundreds of
Coyne graduates testify as to the thoroughness of my
course and that if it hadn't been for this thoroughness,
they never would have been able to have held their jobs.
It's the wonderful, practical, learn -by -doing method
which gives Coyne students such a thorough training.

Fascinating Method of Learning
Maybe you don't think this method of training Isn't
fascinating. The instructor shows you how to do job No.
I. Then you do it. Then he shows you how to do job No.
2. Then you do it. After while you're building real
batteries that generate real juice; you wind real arm-
atures that actually work and you do complete house
wiring jabs. And all this time you'll find that It's so
interesting you won't even realize that you are in school.

Lifetime Employment Service
My lifetime employment service not only helps you after
you graduate, but from then on, throughout life, you
are always welcome to call upon us for further
employment service.

Every Possible Kind of Assistance
My organization is so thorough that you get every pos-
sible kind of assistance. We secure a clean room for you
at the lowest rates. The welfare department looks after
your comfort. We help you to get part time employment.
We give entertainments for you. We help you to get a
job when you graduate. We keep in touch with you,
giving you the advantage of our entire staff should you
run scrims knotty problems and need assistance.

My Big Book FREE!
Coyne Is your one great chance to get into electricity. Ev-
ery obstacle is removed. This school is 30 years old-Coyne
training Is tested-proven beyond all doubt-endorsed by
many large electrical concerns. You can find out every-
thing absolutely free. Simply mail the coupon and let me
send you the big, free Coyne book of 150 photographs ..
facts . . jobs ... salaries opportunities. Tells you
how many earn expenses while training and how we assist
our graduates in the field. This does not obligate you.
So act at once. Just mail coupon,

Send for Free Book!
4r. II. C. Lewis, Pres.

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 80-83
500 S. Patinas St., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Mr. Lewis: Without obligation send me your big free catalog and
all details of Free Employment Service, Radio, Aviation Electricity and
Automotive Courses that are included and how you will help me "earn
while learning."

Name

Address

 City State
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Safety Valve
This Department Is for Your Use. Expressions of Opinion
or Comments Are Welcomed. Address: Safety Valve Editor

Building a Glider
UNCLOSED you will find a clipping about
-Ca a glider being constructed by a friend
and Myself. The glider is being constructed

Local Youths
Construct Home

Made Glider
Motorless Ship Will Be Ready]

For Trials In
August

A trim, grateful, motorless
glider will be soaring over the
housetops of St. Johnsbury in the
near future if 'plans -of two local
airminded .youths materialize.

After weeks of careful planning
during which every specification
on the famous Northrup glider
was studied out, Russell Wheelock
of Lafayette street and Harold
Voare of St. Johns street under-

-nstruet duplicate- of

canvass 'dna arability
a all weather.
The glider is being constructed

on specifications and plans pub-
lished in Science & Invention. A
few rrAPPENNINPM111e4.1

ade in th i

amous

following the directions given in SCIENCE
AND INVENTION with the exception of a few
minor details, namely:

We are using the Gottengen 441 airfoil
section and the V -in. spar instead of those
given in the directions in your publication.
Instead of wire in bracing the wings we are
using diagonals of spruce.

We have a considerable amount of No. 16
piano wire. Is this suitable for use as flying
or landing wires?

When the glider is given its trial spin, we
will be glad to inform you as to the results.

RUSSELT. A. WHEELOCK.
St. Johnsbury, Vt.

(Aro. 16 piano wire can be used in the
building of a glider. but the wire is a little
heavier than is actually required. ire St'0111(1

apPreciale hearing from the readers 'adoe arc
building gliders from these plans, with par-
ticular reference to the progress they arc
making.-Lot TOE.)

Makes Furniture
T HAVE been reading your magazine for

many years and find it the most complete
and up-to-date magazine of a scientific nature
in the market.

I like H. L. Weatherby's construction ar-
ticles in particular and have made many
pieces of furniture from his instructions,
which are now doing good service.

BURT KNUTSON,
Bismarck, N. D.

The Archimedes of Science and
- Invention

TN your solution of the Decimal -Clock
I Problem, your answer is different from
mine, although both were worked in vir-
tually the same
method.

You say that
8:20 a. in. is
9/26 of a 24 -
hour day. But 8
X 60 + 20 =
500 minutes.
The 24 hours
are 1440 min-
utes. 500/1440
is 25/72 (not
9/26).
This correct (eel). fraction, applied to your
operation, gives the answer : 22 2/9 seconds
and 47 minutes past 3 o'clock, decimal time.
And this is my answer.

I am enclosing the carbon copy of the so-
lution I sent you, together with the solution
oi Problem No. 2 (which agrees with yonr
a s wer -t:tct

Poor old Homer used to get all the Name
for nodding. Now it is the Archimedes of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION. (By the way, that
asbestos (in was first solved by Archim-
edes, was it not ?)

May I not entertain the feeling that you
will check iny entries?

Wri,LIA'M J. MART IN,
Remillard Brick Co., San Francisco, Calif.

The solution given by Mr. Martin follows:

would like very much to become an asso-
ciate reporter for your magazine. I am sure
that I may be able to contribute several in-
teresting articles should. they arise.

GEORGE J. GORNSTEM,
Roxbury, Mass.

(11re have discontinued the practise of
issuing reportel- cards. We find that read-
CrS of. SCIENCI AND INVENTION .1/(/01.:7:///e
have a knack for obtaining news and do not
require cards of any kind to properly pre-
sent the subject matter which they desire to
report upon. II -0 tire always open to sugges-
tions and look our each and every article
that is submitted.-EorroR.)

Prize Winner Nearly Lost Out
THE September issue of SCIENCE AND IN-

VENTION contained a big surprise for me.'
On page 410 I found my name among the

prize winners.
It may interest
you to know
that, after I had
the plan drawn.
I almost decided
not to send it in,
thinking I had
no chance to
win a prize. Fi-
nally, at almost
the last minute,
I decided to

send it in anyway. Needless to say, the re-
sults greatly exceeded my ex,pectations.

ALLEN CUNNI NCHAM,
COatSbUrg,

The regulation clock makes two revollf- (IVe congratulate you at winning one of
tions of its hour -hand in twenty-four hours the jive fourth prises of $20.00 in the "Base -
and the decimal clock but one. But (it is meta Plan" contest that was conducted by
easy to conceive) the regulation clock can be this inagas.-inc.-EorroR.)
slowed down one-half, the full clay becoming
one of twelve hours, and time being ex-
pressed by half of the customary divisions-
tlfus: 8:20 is 4:10. The regulation and
decimal clocks accordingly make one revolu-
tion and the hands um\ e furl passn, oblivi-
ous of the different arbitrary divisions of
"time."

In the slowed -dozen regulation clock there
are 720 minutes (12 X 60) per full day and
in the decimal clock 1000 minutes. The
ratio is 1000 :720, or 1 :1.38 8/9. 4 :10
(slowed -down time)-reduced to minutes (4
X 60 + 10) is 250 "regulation" minutes,
which, multiplied by 1.38 8/9, is 347.22 2/9
decimal minutes, or 3.47.22 2/9 dedinal
hours, equal to

(Answer) : 22 2/9 seconds, 47 minutes,
past 3, decimal time.

(/t ;S not the r Ed o nodded
over the time problem.

You worked out your answer from a false
start. The clock hands were not shown at
8:20, and it netts told that the hands acre at
equal distance from 6. This made the time
exactly 18 and 6/13 Hi flit, ICS past 8 o'clock
a. m,. which is 9/26 of the 24 -hour day. The
published solution is correct, as you will dis-
eoz.er upon reVic-101 lig your work.-EDITOR.)

Reporter Cards
T AM one who praises and enjoys your
1 magazine with its several interesting and
wonderful introductions to science and in-
vention.

I am a junior at Boston University and

An Outboard Motorboatist
ILIKED your article in August SciENcs

AND INVENTION on outboard motors and
think you have discussed the subject admi-
rably. It is one of the best of its kind I
have read and well worth the price of sub-
scription.

N. T. LE.RSCIT,
New York City.

Another Glider Bug
AM sending you a picture of myself and

glider built from plan in the August,
1929, issue.

JACK QUEEN.
Ferry, Okla.

(Good. And how do you like sailing ships
of the air?-EDITOR.)

(Continued on page 667)
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

in this
amazing

NEW

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
BRITANNICA

24 volumes
--25,000,000

words

150) ,uperb
illustrations

500 mops--
ct complete

atlas

3,500 woricl-iomovs
contribvtOrs

IJOhosonyl000kcose

table in

with every
set

than in any similar work ever published
THE greatest encyclopaedia value ever offered the American people

that is what you get in this amazing new Britannica.
"Its equal does not exist," says the New York Times. "The

finest investment I ever made," is the verdict of 50,000 purchasers who
have placed this newest greatest knowledge book in their homes.

And now you too can buy it-at an

"Finest encyclopaedia
in English"

HERE is more for your money-"Your
money's worth, pressed down and

running over," as one critic puts it.
Open it anywhere-and see for yourself.

15,000 new illustrations crowd its pages.
500 maps make it marvelously useful and
convenient. Thousands of articles, by
3,500 world -known authorities, cover the
whole range of human knowledge. It's
all-inclusive, this book-accurate,
accessible, fascinating.

What you get-compared with what
you pay-is amazing. These 24 volumes
give you the actual equivalent of 500
ordinary books. Bought separately, those

"EVERY HOME SHOULD
HAVE IT" -.the verdict of the critics

"The finest encyclopaedia in
English, if not in any language"

-New York Sun
"Your money's worth, pressed

down and running over"
-Leon Whipple

"Money spent on such a work as
this Encyclopaedia is an investment
in a gilt-edged security"

-Philip Snowden

amazingly low price.
500 books would cost you $1,200. Yet you
get this new Britannica for only a frac-
tion of that amount.

"A library in itself"
HE contributors to this new Britan-

nica include the most eminent men and
women of this age. Einstein writes for you
on Space -Time. Freud explains Psycho-
analysis, and Shaw, Socialism. Henry
Ford, George Eastman, Grantland Rice
Cecil B. De Mille-all tell you about their
own specialties, in their own words.

"For the whole family"
There is practical help for you and.

every member of your family in this new
Britannica. Women find it invaluable
-not only for its wealth of useful every-
day information-but for its recognition
of the new place women are taking in the
world today. For men it provides a quick
accurate summary of sports, busi-
ness, world affairs the sort of
information you need every day.

Your children will love this
book. It helps them, too - in
school and at home-tells them
the things they really want to
know. Even young children are
delighted with the pictures. It is
a book children grow up with-
and never outgrow.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET TODAIV

Lowest price in 60 years
$5 down

IN sheer dollar -for -dollar value theI Britannica has always held unques-
tioned leadership. And now this new
Britannica comes to you at a new low
price-a price lower, in fact, than that
of any completely new Britannica in 60
years. Buy it on easy payments, if you
like. Under our Time Payment plan, an
initial investment of only $5 brings the
entire set, complete with its special book-
case table, to your home.

56 -PAGE
FREE BOOKLET

Brought to you by your
postman

Act now! Send for our free illus-
trated booklet. It contains numer-
ous specimen maps, color plates,
etc., and gives full information.
Before you spend a dollar you can
see exactly what you get for your
money. No obligation. Just fill
out the cou-
pon and
mail today.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, Inc.
342 Madison Avenue, New York City

WITHOUT OBLIGATION-
Please send me, by return mail, your 56 -page

illustrated booklet with color plates and maps from
the new Britannica, together with low price offer, etc.

L_ _ _ _ _ _ _
State_ _ -----

Name

Address.

City
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Editorial

Transatlantic Air Travel
THE Atlantic has been flown again, once

each way by the British dirigible R-100,
and twice from east to west by the

German flier Capt. Wolfgang von Gronau and
his companions, and by the French ace Capt.
Dieudonne Coste and his companion Maurice
Bellonte, the German in a flying boat and the
Frenchman in a land plane.

In these accomplishments we have examples
of fights by the only three
forms of aircraft which have emerged from
the experimental stage and proved their ability
to cover relatively short distances with a pay
load. Whilst we naturally regard these
flights as being of considerable importance,
and extend our heartiest congratulations to
those responsible for them, it is not with the
spectacular nature of these feats that we wish
to deal here; we want to discuss the higher
aim behind them, which is to establish a reg-.
ular transatlantic air travel service.

Capt. Coste's plane is the fourteenth to
cross the North Atlantic, and the fifth to
make the highly dangerous east to west flight.
The first heavier-than-air machine to cross the
Atlantic was the United  States Navy flying
boat, NC4, which flew across in stages in
May 1919. The following month Messrs.
Alcock and Brown, British fliers, made a
single hop from Newfoundland to Ireland,
and the first dirigible flight was made in the
same year by the British airship R-34.

To the casual observer, but little progress
would appear to have been made in the eleven
years which have elapsed since these historic
'flights. Flying across. the Atlantic is still in
the nature of a spectacular stunt, especially
in a heavier-than-air machine. A regular pay-
ing service is still far off in the future. The
difficulties which lie in the way may be classi-
fied under two heads, not unrelated, (1) me-
teorological conditions and (2) the provision
of sufficient power without undue increase in
weight. .,

We have always been of the opinion that
aviators did not have the slightest idea o

meteorological conditions over the Atlantic ;
if they had, some of the attempts would never
have been made, and the science of aviation
would have been the poorer. At any given
time meteorologists on land cannot be certain
of conditions over the whole route; the record
of Capt. Coste's flight proves that. Only sailors
know intimately what conditions to expect.
They know that, despite forecasts to the con-
trary, storms of terrific intensity can on oc-
casion arise suddenly without the slightest
warning, barometric or otherwise. Under
these circumstances it is folly to attempt a
flight without the provision of two-way radio
communication so that information can be
collected from ships en route.

Before a commercial transatlantic air ser-
vice can be established on a regular schedule,
therefore, it would appear to be essential in
the first place to tighten up the organization of
meteorological services; cross-country flying
has already proved that necessity. In the
second place, heavier-than-air machines, to
be safe from engine failure, should have at
least three motors, and to be safe against
being taken by surprise by storms they should
be capable of a maximum speed of not less
than 150 M. P. H.-preferably 200 M. P. H.
-so that they can successfully contend with
the not infrequent 100 M. P. H. hurricanes.
This involves the development of increased
power. Flying boats are much more logical
machines to employ than land planes, coupled
with the development of floating refuelling
stations so that the pay load may be increased.

The recent experiences of both the Graf
Zeppelin and the R-100 'indicate that fabric
envelopes should be replaced by metal cover-
ings in order to make airships safe.

But the most important mechanical require-
ment is the provision of a considerably in-
creased power -weight factor.

"Those Who Refuse to Go Beyond Fact Rarely Get as Far as Fact" HUXLEY.

586
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"Five days to drive
the car you buy
-then decide!"

PTIHIS is the way the famous
Studebaker Pledge protects

your purchase. You drn e the car
you buy. If for any reason, it does
not measure up to your expecta-
tions, you may return it within
five days and apply your payment
on any car in your Studebaker
dealer's stock, new or used!

Besides this five days' driving
trial, the Studebaker Pledge pro-
vides a 30 -day guarantee on all
Certified cars and states explicitly
that every Pledge -backed car must

have its lowest price plainly
marked.

These assurances were im-
portant factors to the buyers of
hundreds of thousands of used
cars from Studebaker dealers. Peo-

ple who look before they buy used

cars recognize the Studebaker
Pledge as fair, square sales policy.

When you buy your used car, see
your Studebaker dealer first-
get the full protection
of the famous Stude-
baker Pledge!

Studebaker
Builder of Champions

Pledge to the Public
on Used Car Sales

-1-

1 Every used car is conspicuously marked
with its lowest price in plain figures,
and that price, just as the price of our
new cars, is rigidly maintained.

All Studebaker automobiles which are
sold as CERTIFIED CARS have been
properly reconditioned, and carry a
30 -day guarantee for replacement of
defective parts and free service'on ad-
justments.

3 Every purchaser of a used- car may
drive it for five days, and then, if not
satisfied for any reason, turn it back
and apply the money paid as a credit
on the purchase of any other car in
stock-new or used. (It is assumed
that the car has not been damaged in
the meantime.)

Invest 2c .

You May Save $200
Spend 2c now for your copy
of this interesting and instruc-
tive booklet, "How to Judge
a Used Car"- i t may save you
as muchas $200 on the used car
you buy. Mail the coupon now!

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION OE AMERICA
Div. ].711, South Bend, Indiana

Please send me copy of -How to Judge a Used Cdr. -

Name

Street..

City Seale
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New Units, New Features, New Improvements

in Compiete 1931" "Woodworking Line

No more drudgery-no
more tedious hand work
when you use"Delta"mo-
tor-driven tools. Working
with wood becomes a real
pleasure with the help of
these time -saving, effi-
cient, practical machines.

"DELTA" DE LUXE
WORKSHOP - the last
word in motor -driven
workshops. Includes a 4 -
speed Lathe, Band Saw,
Circular Saw, and Jointer.

"DELTA" BORING
AND ROUTING
ATTACHMENT --
makes child's play
out of difficult bor-
ing, routing, and
mortising. Conven-
ient, easy to operate.
Furnished separate-
ly if desired.

"DELTA" COMBINATION JOINTER and
CIRCULAR SAW. Can be operated separately
or together-no interference. Furnished with

or without motor.

"DELTA" HANDI-SHOP -A complete, compact, practical
motor -driven workshop. Popular priced. Includes equipment

for wood -turning, circular -sawing, scroll -saw-
ing, boring, sanding, grinding and buffing.

"DELTA"
LINE -

SHAFT
SHOP

Includes 4 -speed Lathe, Band Saw, Jointer and Circular Saw.
Operates with either gasoline or electric motor. Very efficient.

"DELTA" BAND SAW has many
exclusive features. Provided with spe-
cial extra -safe guard. Furnished with
or without stand.

Practical MotorDriven Woodworking
Equipment Now Within Reach of All
Again "Delta" blazes the trail toward woodworking efficiency with the an-
nouncement of its new 1931 line! Now are available at astonishingly low
price levels a complete series of compact, rugged woodworking machines in-
corporating numerous exclusive constructional features. Each unit embodies
the practical, efficient design, the careful workmanship, the dependable
quality of materials - for which the "Delta" trademark stands. The new
"Delta" Boring and Routing Machine, the "De Luxe" Workshop, the new
"Delta" Band Saw, as well as the improved "Handi-Shop" are but a few of
the Delta Units that will be of intense interest to all those who work with
wood. All units now operate with either electric or gasoline motor power.

Make Things Quickly and Easily With
These Modern Motor -Driven Tools

They save time and labor, and produce better work for artisans, farmers
and mechanics. Up-to-date craftsmen everywhere are flocking to motor -
driven woodworking equipment to eliminate tedious hand labor. And for full
or spare -time work,"Delta" Units quickly pay for themselves.

10 -Day Trial
EASY TERMS
Send coupon today for free illus-
trated literature describing the
new 1931 "Delta" line. Also de-
tails of 10 -Day Trial Offer and
Easy Payment Plan.
DELTA SPECIALTY COMPANY

Division of DELTA MFG. CO.
1661.67 Holton Street Dept.C1130

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Delta Specialty Co., 1661-7 Holton Street
Milwaukee, Wis., Dept. C1130

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE illustrated
literature describing 1931 "Delta" line and
details of 10 -day Trial Offer and Easy Payment
Plan. (Check items of particular interest.)
 "De Luxe" Shop

Handi-Shop
E Band Saw
 Line -Shaft Shop

Name

C Routing Machine
 Jointer
E Circular Saw
Li Moulding Cutter

Address

Age__
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Making Modern Suspension
Bridges Safe

By Don Charles
Correspondcnt and Special Irritcr

New Methods Make It Possible to Build Suspension Bridges
Twice as Long as the New One Being Built Across the

Hudson Between New York and New Jersey

SUSPENSION bridges more than
two miles long! Bridges swung be-
tween heaven and earth that are

iurricane proof ! Bridges that will out-
last our present civilization !

Modern engineering plans have ad-
vanced so rapidly as a
result of the planning
and construction meth-
ods used in the new
suspension bridge now
being constructed across
the Hudson between
New York and New
Jersey that it is possi-
ble that the future will
see suspension bridges
more than two miles in
length, and hurricane
proof. Not even a tor-
nado will cause them to
swing, nor could a
cyclone make them
tremble.

Since the first suspension bridge was
placed over Niagara the method of con-
struction has undergone many changes
and has been modernized by the use of
electric compressing machinery for
cables, giant weavers that travel back
and forth spinning a bridge through the
air, and scientifically -designed anchor-
ages that the most terrible earthquake
could not destroy.

The new Hudson River bridge is a
marvel of engineering. It is suspended on
four cables, each made up of 2.6,474 steel
wires .196 of an inch in diameter. Each
wire has a strength, accurately tested by
new electrically -driven machines, of at
least 220,000 pounds to the square inch.

The four main cables are 36 inches
in diameter and will weigh 28,450 tons.

View of the new Hudson River Bridge, taken from

This 'ci> been accomplished on the
Jersey side by digging into the bedrock
of the Palisades, and on the New York
side there has been built a great block

of reinforced concrete,
now a landmark for

. tourists coming into
New York by way of
the Riverside Drive ex-
tension. This great
"anchor" is 290 feet
long, 200 feet broad and
roughly 130 feet high.

Imbedded in the rock
and cement are num-
bers of steel beams
connected to massive
evebars, which act as
the cable terminals.

By such simple basic
methods, with exacting

Riverside Drive.

They will support a weight of 350.000
tons, although they will never be called
upon to carry more than approximately
one -quarter of this weight.

Travelers across this structure may
feel absolutely safe when they know
that these great cables. made up of more
than 100,000 steel wires, would support
four similar structures at the same
time. This is the "factor of safety" by
which bridge engineers eliminate any
chance of collapse. Engineers say that
even hurricanes would not make the
bridge swing; that a storm would beat
against the bridge with about as much
effect as a child leaning against the
great pyramid!

The cables of the new bridge are
anchored at each end in solid rock.

tests, the longest bridge
in the world is being
put in place. It is twice

as long: as the second largest, the Dela-
ware River Bridge at Philadelphia, and
has a main span length of 3.500 feet as
against a span of 1.750 feet for the
Delaware bridge, and of only 1,590 feet
for the Brooklyn Bridge.

How do engineers know that such a
huge structure is safe? How can they
tell, when they have never built a bridge
more than half the size of the new one?
How can they do more than guess ? But
the engineers who have given years to
planning and testing, before actually
starting work on the bridge, have con-
sidered nothing but cold fact and known
conditions. They know exactly what
they are doing.

Before the design was decided upon,
two methods of suspension were con -
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Showing the spinning. machinery at the New
York anchorage side. These gigantic spin-
ners travel back and forth, putting the cables

in shape and actually making them.

sidered-the parallel wire method and
the eyebar cable method. The former
was chosen, one of the deciding factors
being the cost. The parallel wire cable
work and some of the steel work for
joining the cables to the anchorages, as
well as the actual construction work.
were done by John A. Roebling Sons
Company, who built the famous
Niagara "and Brooklyn bridges. For
more than a year they carried an an-
alysis, experiments with full size and
model tests, and other work.

Because of the impossibility of trans-
porting and raising these great cables
in one piece from the factory to the
bridge, the cables are being built in
their final place and position on the
bridge itself. The wires are manufac-
tured at the factory and shipped in reels
to the bridge site, where they arc spun
across the river with cable -spinning ap-
paratus which travels back and forth on
an aerial tramway.

Before any of the cable -spinning work
could be done an initial cable had to be
drawn across by a tug -boat and barge
and the two ends lifted to the towers
and finally stretched in the air. After
this other cables were drawn across, and
two sets of cables were adjusted for -
supporting the catwalks which had been
built, in order that the cables could be
"formed" from the spun wires.

For suspending the catwalks one on
each side of the towers, 36 powerful
cable ropes nearly three inches in
diameter were made and hoisted into.
position from cable anchorage to cable
anchorage over the tower tops. These
cable ropes are a mile long. The steel
framework sections of the catwalks
were fastened to them, starting from
the center of the span, by means of a

traveling cage.
On the catwalks

the actual compact-
ing of the smaller
sets of cables that
go to make up the
four 36 -inch cables
has been going on.
The wires are be-
ing strung and
compacted at the
rate of about 200
tons of single wive
a day. For the
final compacting a
circular multi pl e
hydraulic jack was
developed. Its job
is to squeeze the
smaller cables into
a large circular
area, so that they
can be bound with
steel wire into per-
manent shape.

The operation of
this newly devel-
oped device was
tested out on a full-
size section of
cable at the fac-
tory. The circular
jack is placed

around the cable and the twelve hy-
draulic jacks of which it is composed
squeeze the cable into tube shape with a
pressure of 720 tons. Steel bands are
applied to hold it in form until a spiral
lapping of steel wire covering is ap-
plied, as well as a final covering of
waterproof material.

Such methods make it unnecessary to
replace cables as has been necessary at
times in the Brooklyn Bridge. The
Cables Will last many times the life of
the bridge and cannot be weakened. The
wire used in the cables is of a material
that will safe carry year in and year
out, a greater load per unit area than
any other structural material. It is

Above-At Rod Mill No. 3 there are
 the toilers where the wire is fed into

circular spinninc holes for the coiling of
the wire.

Right-The mail cables in construction,
looking south from the New York side
to the New Jersey anchorage. These
cables become in effect steel bars.

made by die "cold -drawn" process. The
steel is made by the open hearth method
and cast into ingots about five feet in
length and five inches square. After it
has been chemically treated and an-
alyzed the ingots are reheated and
passed thrOugh rollers to reduce them
to a square of about two inches. These
are cut into billets about thirty feet
in length and then rerolled to a diameter
of approximately of an inch. and are
coiled and tempered before being cold -
drawn into wire.

This drawing process is done in four
operations, by pulling the wire through
(lies with holes of progressively smaller
diameter. By this method there is pro-
duced 4,000 linear feet of wire for each
thirty-foot billet.

The wire is then galvanized-covered
with a coating of almost pure zinc to
protect it against corrosion. Then it is
spliced anti wound on six-foot reels,
each reel holding about thirty miles of
wire and weighing about eight tons.
Finally it is shipped on special freight
cars to the bridge, where it is spun in
position for building the subcables of
which the four great cables are to be
formed.

'There are many kinds of special steels
used in modern cables which were un-
known in other days-in the great
girders of the towers, in the sleepers of
the anchorages, in the connecting eve -
bars, in the beams for the roadways,
and in other points of the structure
where stresses must be supported with
security.

Metallurgists have been able to in-
crease the strength of iron by. numerous
processes of heat treatment and draw-
ing, as well as adding alloys, so that in
reality the cables will support much.
greater stresses than at one time was
thought possible, and do this almost in-
definitely.

The limiting factor in bridge length
is no longer that of material or design,
but rather that of profit. The question

is whether a bridge twice as
long as the new fludson
structure would pay. Would'
it be possible to get enough
traffic across a larger bridge
to warrant the enormous
(Continued on page 647)
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The wasp which fertilizes the
Calimyrna Fig, 27 times
natural size. Actually the
insect is less than 3/16

inches in wing span.

For a Thousand Years
the Smyrna Fig Has
Been Matured by Pollen
Carried Into It by a

Wasp . . But the Cali-
myrna Fig (American
Smyrna Fig) Within the
Past Few Years Has
Been Blighted by a Fungus which the
Fertilizing Insect Picks Up with the
Pollen.... The Battle of Scientists to
Save the Wasp and Destroy the Fun-
gus Is the Theme of This Absorbing

Article.

On the Shoulders of a Wasp
Rests an Entire Industry

THESE TWO SPECIES
OF FIGS GROW IN
THE SAME TREE

MAMME
FIG

FIRST CROP)

By George A. Pettitt
Associate. Editor, California iloulhly

THIS BRANCH IS REMOVED
TO CALIMYRNA TREE__

PROFIOHI
FiG

(SECO ID CROP)

RLASTOPHAGA PSENES1 THEY LAY THEIR EGGS- WHENE1
LARVA: DEVELOP INTO i. LARV,E ARE NEARLY DEVELOPED(
WASPS AND FLY TO r BRANCH WITH FIGS is REMOVED(

LPROFICHI FIG5 WHERE. TO CALImypNA TREE

CROSS-SECTION
OF CALIHYRNA FIG

(WHEN YOUNG FEMALE WASPS
'EMERGE FROM PROFICHI FIGS.
THEY ENTER THE CALIMYRNA
FIGS THUS. FERTILIZING THEM.

X TERMINATION campaigns
against insects, even those which
require the importation of merce-

nary armies of insects to do the fight-
ing, are an old story in this scientific
age; but to support science's reputation
for having something: new every min-
ute, a determined group of scientists
and farmers in California is now
waging a campaign to -bring a- few
billion billion baby insccts .into the
world as hygienically as human babies
in a hospital.

The insect concerned is a tiny
wasp known as the Blastopltaga
psenes, whose wing spread is less
than three -sixteenths of an inch,
but upon whose fragile shoulders
rests the future of America's Cali-
myrna fig industry.

The Calimyrna
fig is the Ameri-
can cousin of the
famous Smyrna
fig, which for
thousands of
years has been
known wherever
ships and trade
could reach. It is
accepted as one
of the best pos-
sible varieties for
drying because of
its rich, golden
Color, tender skin
and good flavor.
But it is also a
very primitive
variety of the

The complicated process by which the
Calimyrna fig is fertilized is graphically rep-

resented in this drawing.

To prevent infection of the Calimyrna, the
scientists treat the mamme crop with fungi-
cide just before the wasps migrate to the

profichi crop of the Caprifig Free.

Circle -A fungus
growth (center)
around a wasp from
an untreated fig, con-
trasted with the les-
sened fungus growth
on seven treated figs.
Left- Edith. Phillips,
scientist sent by the
University of Califor-
nia, studying the figs.

In this cluster of Caprifigs,
the mature mamme figs are
below, the immature profichi
figs at the top. Migration

of wasps is beginning.

species Ficus carica, or
edible fig, and unlike any
other variety, it re(mires

fertilization, or caprihcation as it is
called, by pollen from an entirely differ-
ent tree, the Caprifig. \Vithout this
pollen, while other figs are maturing to
a luscious sweetness, the Smyrna figs
sulk, shrivel up and drop front the trees.
'flint is where the tiny Mastophaga
/slues plays its part. The fig wasp is
the only insect known that will coop-
erate with man by carrying this pollen
to the thousands of w;Liting figs in the
Smyrna orchards.

Within the last few years strange
blight has struck the Calimyrna figs.
Approximately half of California's
58,000- acres of figs are Calimyrnas
according to the best estimates obtain-
able; vet from 1923 to 1927 only 16
per cent. of the marketable figs were
Calinryrnas. Figs of all varieties suf-
fered, but the Calimyrna, living up to
its reputation as the pampered darling
of the fig industry, suffered worst of
all. A large percentage of the crop
rotted on the trees, an additional per-
centage could not be marketed, and
more was fit only for jams, bakery fill-
ing, or stock feed. The loss was esti-
mated to be in excess of a million dol-
lars annually. Worst of all, when sci-
entists were called in to study the
trouble, they found that the Calimyrna
figs had a strange disease of their own,
and that that disease was carried by the
fig wasp. without which there would
be no Calimyrna figs. That is why sci-
ence is trying to raise hygienic wasps.

Ever since its first importation of
California, fifty years ago, the Cali-
myrna fig has been a puzzle to orchard-
ists. Several years passed before Cali-
fornians discovered that the fig wasp
was a necessary part of the Calimyrna
industry, and ten more years passed
before the wasps could be persuaded to
adapt themselves to their new home. It
was even longer (Continued 071 page660)
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Above-These heavy -brewed
dwellings are built into the
faces of rocks 500 feet high,
about 100 feet from t1 sum-
mit, and are located N Cey-
lon.... On the right closm..e
an ancient apartmen- house
built in a cliff in a 1,M0 -
foot canyon wall in Ari.
zona-a trifle higher 1 -Ian
any apartment rent could

reach at that time.

Landlords-Ha-Ha!
Just Pick Carefully When You Settle Down and No One Will

Bother You with a Monthly Bill for Rent

They call the smiling fel-
low on the left a "Troglo-
dyte," but you'd have to
think up a worse name
than that to fineigle him
into moving to a place
where he'd find a monthly
rent bill in the mailbox.
Right-Houses built into
cliffs by French peasants
(Department of Seine) re-
quire few windows or doors
and are warm in winter,

cool in summer.

Left-Like wasps' nests are
the mud humps built by
the Troglodyte Tunisians
in the Sahara-one door,

outside steps, no win-
dows. And their in-

habitants are like
wasps, too. From
such huts as these
they have gone forth
to sting many a

desert -crossing cara-
van for its roll. On

the right appears an
apartment group in

Germany, at Neberlingen
on the Bodensee, right

under the wing of Mother
Earth.

Above-Peasant Indians long ago
built this apartment house in the
land of the sky, overlooking a some-
what hostile pert of New Mexico.
Modern Manhattanese say they

showed rare judgment.

All photos by Ewing, Gallaway
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Mounting the wings on a Boeing biplane.

NINE out of ten young men today,
it is estimated, are looking for an
aviation job. Their first aim is

always the pilot's berth-hard work
sometimes, but short hours-and pay
that. for tlmse at the top. ranges up to
$8,000 or more a year. The pilot of a
transport ranks higher than a locomo-
tive engineer. One of the largest of
employers told me:

"Our conception of the transport pilot
of the ,future is an individual similar
to the captain of an ocean liner." Sev-
eral thousand hours in the air, and
nearly as many dollars. must be invested
before one can command a big airliner
and a big- salary.

But there are scores of other jobs -in
aviation, aloft and aground, for those
who train themselves. The flying me-
chanic will soon he common. Thus the
112 -passenger DO -X, when it flies the
Atlantic to this country, will carry sev-
eral mechanics equipped to make flying
repairs. -

Then there are the couriers or stew-
ards, who look after the welfare of pas-
sengers; navigators; radio operators;
flying mail clerks; aerial chefs, and so
on. There are even flying stenographers
and secretaries, for big business men
with flying offices for rapid trips.

Nine -Tenths Are on the Ground

Young as the aviation industry is, it
employs directly and indirectly about
100,000 persons. One -tenth are pilots.
So for every aerial job there are nearly
nine on the ground. In a large aircraft
plant near New York City I recently
saw former cabinetmakers  carefully
erecting the cabin of an airliner.

A few weeks of skillful work by ma-
chinists, metal workers, fuselage and
landing gear experts, welders, fabric
coverers, painters, dopers, electricians,
motor installers, riggers and assemblers,
not to mention engineers, checkers and
inspectors, and this great plane will take
to the airways, taking- 21 persons at
116 -miles -an -hour cruising speed.

The employment manager tells me
that almost all his' men are skilled, with
three years or more of experience. Ma-
chinists usually get their training in
other metalworking plants. Carefulness
is essential, 'for mistakes are costly.
Quantity production and low -unit costs
are not yet possible in aircraft plants.

Welders are usually specially trained
for aircraft work, for the complicated

Sky Jobs
and

Ground
Jobs

By Orville H. Kneen
Author of .1..;,o-pnan's Book of Flying

A Large Proportion of the
Younger Generation Today Is

Turning to Aviation in Its Search
for a Career. . . . To These, the
Following Survey of the Occupa-
tional Possibilities of the Aviation
Industry, by a Man Who Has
Made It a Special Study, Will Be
Welcome and Useful Reading

joints in fuselage tubing require great
skill, and lives and money depend upon
good work. Only one plant has as yet
adapted electric arc welding to aircraft
-the Boeing Airplane Company of
Seattle.

In the wood mill and dry kiln are pre-
pared the spruce and other light, strong
wood stock. In the wing- panel shop,
pattern and model shop, veneer wing -
covering department, etc., woodworkers
are numerous. Women may be seen
cutting and sewing, cotton fabric for
wing covering; others nail wood ribs
together in a jig, and do other odd jobs.

The mechanically -inclined today are
eagerly seeking openings as helpers or
apprentices, leading to suell
jobs as sheet metal or cowling expert,
coppersmith, tinner, etc. The best cowl-
ing men get up to $1.25 an hour and
are scarce. Dural sheet, beginning to
be used for wing and fuselage covering,
requires expert workmen. Steel workers
fabricate, rivet and assemble angle iron
shapes, channels, round, flat and square
dural tubing, etc.

Ryan Aircraft Corp.
Welding a fuselage at the Ryan plant.

Fokker trimotor plane flying for the Western
Air Express.

Then there are special lines such as
upholstering.; plumbing; electrical and
radio installation; tank fabrication and
installation; heat. treating of metal
parts; chromium and nickel plating;
cable work; hull work on flying boats;
adiator fabrication and installation ;

soundproofing and insulating, etc.
In allied lines are large plants pro-

ducing carburetors, magnetos and igni-
tion systems, starters. propellers, floats,
brakes, wheels and tires, instruments,
radio equipment, airport lights and bea-
cons, parachutes, etc.

Such jobs lead to higher positions
such as licensed mechanic on airplanes
and engines; group foreman; inspector;
shop manager, etc. Shop work is the
best of training for the engineer, who
may take home -study work \\lien he
cannot afford a four-year aeronautics
course in college.

In one plant I recently met the fore-
man of the aileron and tail department.
Ile told me he began his aircraft work
some six years ago by making models.
He sent one to the plant manager, and
a job resulted. This method would.
hardly get a job today. Nevertheless, it
is a good indication of the value of
building models and studying- aircraft
design.

There are many who study aero-
nautics while they work at the detail
jobs, such as designing fitting's, land-
ing gear, engine parts, wirino-blayouts,
tools and jigs, etc. In a typical plant in
New jersey the Engineering Depart-
ment has the following:

4 project engineers
29 draftsmen, one chief and 3 juniors

5 bill of material clerks, who ,4meck
i':ems, compute weights, etc.

4 stress analysis clerks, who compute
strength of each part

4 blueprint operators, who make prints
from tracings

5 tool and jig designers
3 file clerks
'3 stenographers

Apprentices Get a Chance

Some plants have a complete ex-
perimental department, with mechanics,
draftsmen and helpers. Mechanics
and engineers get the best of training
in shops where airplanes are inspected,
overhauled and maintained. Appren-
tices are employed in some plants, at
around 45 cents an hour. It is reported
that boys (Continued on page 649)
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Bringing

the Food

to the Man
By Richard Graves

pAY fifty cents as you enter, and
you can eat as much as you
want of everything in a new type

of restaurant which has recently been
opened in an Idaho city.

The food passes the counter, as may
be seen in the photograph, on an endless

All food passes in
front of each patron
on an endless con-
veyor at a speed al-
lowing him ample time
to select the quantity
he desires. When he
is through eating, he
slips his dishes through
the trap door under
the counter (left); a

rubber belt takes them
to the kitchen.

conveyor. The conveyors, extending
from the kitchen to the dining room,
carry trays of food past the patron, who
chooses any dish that may take his
fancy. The conveyor carrying the trays
is enclosed in glass and a glass door di-
rectly before each seat may be lowered

Page Maggie Jiggs!
By S. R. Winters

THE quips and cartoons about din-
nerware as missiles hurled be-
tween wife and husband are pro-

verbial. More than once Maggie (of
cartoon fame) has used jiggs' head as
a battering ram, splintering chinaware
into smithereens. In real life ---in the
research laboratory, at least-breaking
chinaware, to test its strength, must be
done systematically, and without the
fickle human equation. Therefore,
Uncle Sam has designed a sort of me-
chanical dummy for breaking dinner
ware-and the proverbial bull in the
china store is a tame affair compared
with the reckless abandon with which
this device shatters the dinner dishes.

Exefting the force of a swinging pen-
dulum, a "mechanical man" designed be
the Bureau of Standards determines the
strength of chinaware by destroying it.
This pendulum, simulating the swinging
arm of a person, delivers blows of in-
creasing force until the test specimen
breaks. The cumulative effect -or
striking blows with increasing force-is
measured by the weight of the pendu-
lum and the distance through which it
falls. The chinaware subjected to such
merciless blows undergo two principal
tests-its resistance to impact or direct

blows and its relative stubbornness
to chipping. As a merit of strength,
the ware must submit to six tests.
The other physical properties in-
quired into are size, weight, and
amount of water absorption.

Curiously enough, the
experiments of the Bureau
of Standards have failed
to disclose any definite
relationship between the
thickness of chinaware

and any article removed to the counter.
When the patron has finished eating,

the used dishes may be slipped through
a trap door under the counter. These
dishes fall on a rubber belt and are re-
turned to the kitchen, where the belt
runs through an automatic dish wash-
ing machine in which they are also
automatically dried. They then are
rolled off the belt into large baskets
ready for replacement on the food belt
or putting away.

The food conveyors, after passing
through the dining room, are lowered to
the next floor where another counter is
provided, and more patrons are served
as the trays pass before them on the re-
turn journey (Continued on page 641)

Here's the "mechanical man" which
tests the strength of chinaware by

destroying it. Below
-The machine in op-

eration.

and its strength. Simi-
larly, there is an
absence of relation
between the amount of
water that has been
absorbed by the ware
and its strength. Fur-
thermore, a piece of
dinnerware may be
subject to ready chip-
ping and yet with -
(Continued on page

641)
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Right-The famous "Benedicit6" of Chardin,
photographed by white light. Above-A
portion of the same picture, under the X-ray,
revealing the composition of the colors used
by the painter, and the delicacy of his touch.
The X-ray unerringly detects any attempt to

duplicate the Chardin style.

ART critics and the most accom-
plished antiquarians can find in
chemical or physical tests most

valuable means of verification in de-
termining the authenticity of a picture,
even if it carries the signature or mark
of a distinguished painter. To satisfy
the market provided by amateurs and
collectors, how many skillful falsifica-
tions have been produced of `'chefs -
d'oeuvres" of the virtuosos of the brush !
But today the authorities in the muse-
ums are losing confidence and the same
applies to amateur collectors. Today,
before accepting a picture, they have
the colors analyzed by chemists and the
technique examined by artists, while
physicists examine it for retouching,
restorations, or evidence of counter-
feiting.

In the course of the year 1928, H. H.
Verne, director of the French national
museums, put into the hands of J. F.
Cellerier, director of the testing labora-
tory, Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers,
Paris, the work of establishing in the
museum of the Louvre a. laboratory of
scientific research, in which the tech-
nique of paintings could be studied, and
the identification of pictures and works

Above-The interior of the scientific research
laboratory established in the Museum of the

Louvre, showing a part of the equipment.

At the right is shown how the X-ray separate!, the original
part of a painting from the restored part. The painting as
restored appears at the left. Water colors were used in the

restoration of the picture.

ht on

d Masters
By Jacques Boyer

Translated be T. O'Conor Sloane, Ph.D.

How the X -Ray and Ultraviolet
Ray Are Being Used to Make the
Falsification of Ancient Paintings

Impossible

of art carried out. M. Cellerier started
with a small installation, enabling him
to apply all the resources of physics and
chemistry to determine the exact cons-.
position of substances employed on a
picture and to study the special tech-
nique of each artist. The eminent
scientist and his assistants proceeded
step by step to make 'the most varied
tests. to carry out their investigation.
They utilized X-rays, already employed
for a number of years for these experi-

ments by such investigators as
Faber, Heilbron and Dr. Cheron.
Following Bayle they used ultra-
violet rays on account of the
phenomena of special luminosity
which they produce on certain
colored pigments. They also
utilize the spectroscope, polar-
ized light, and the analysis of
the chemical constitution of the
paint and of the support; all of

which gives the most valu-
able indications for a re-
port on the picture ex-
amined. Thus these
-methods of scientific ex-
amination complement each
other.

M. Cellerier and his col-
laborators are actually preparing this
"Reference of Artists' Technique" by
determining the technique and the char-
acteristic (Continued on page 642)

This painting of the Bruges School appeared uniformly ancient
under the camera as ordinarily operated. The X-ray detected
signs of retouching at the base of the neck and on the

cheek, as shown at the right.
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Man-made Models
Enter

Advertising Art
By Eugene de Lopatecki

Willy Noell, German. Artist, Has Worked Out a
Technique for Making Advertising Illustrations
by Photographing Ingeniously Constructed

Miniatures in Plasteline

THE 'Machinery Demon," in his
stiff and clanking Metal armor, is.

. just a plasteline model, about four
'inches high, skillfully photo-

graphed. And the dainty miss selecting
a cigarette is not a human being at all;
she is a combination of cardboard, wire,
plasteline, and paint, treated in the same
manner. The only real thing about the
figure is her cigarette case.

The figures accurately proportioned?
Lifelike? Yes-for the innovator of
this latest development in advertising
art-photographing miniature clay mod-
els instead of live artists' models-is
himself a well-known artist.

Willy Noell recently arrived from
Germany. He had been interested in
the movies-had seen miniature movie
sets. Trees from sponges. Falls of

cardboard. Why not camouflaged mod-
els for advertising illustrations, follow-
ing the same plan? They would cer-
tainly be more economical than staging
elaborate posings of flesh -and -blood
models. And how much easier to ar-
range, work with, and change ! How
much more distinguished the effects! If

Skeleton, armor, gear
teeth, cams, and other
auto parts that comprise
the "Machinery Demon"
of iron? Guess again!
They're all of clay, dusted
with a combination of
graphite and silver powder.

Three clay gentlemen, "The Dis-
tinguished Set." The balcony is
strong cardboard covered with
Plasteline. "Three Distinguished
Gentlemen" fencing in real life
would have made a rather ordinary
picture. In clay, the result is really

distinctive.

you didn't like a nose, you just
remolded it! If you wanted
more shadows and highlights,
you rubbed the corners with a
soft rag.

So-Mr. Noell began experi-
menting with miniature figures
of plastic material, wood, wire
and cardboard. After complet-
ing one, he had it snapped by a
good photographer - and there

was the illustration, ready for use.
Take the mechanical robot, used for

a Whiz Oil advertisement. Various at-
tempts to build this monster of motor
parts had proved unsuccessful. For you
cannot model figures of steel in exact
proportion, with subtle shadings. Since
steel is not plastic unless melted (and

then it's too hot to work with), it can-
not be cut or molded for art work.

Mr. Noell solved the problem. He
fashioned and implanted a skeleton of
strong wire in a wooden base, just about
the size of the model needed. Upon
this foundation he molded a robot of
plasteline (regular sculptor's clay). He
was able to get the gear teeth and armor
details in exact scale. But a steel
model, not a clay one, was required. A
mixture of graphite and silver powder,
dusted on the figure, did the trick. To
get highlights and shadows, breaking
the monotone, the artist wiped the edges
with a soft rag.

Here the photographer helped; the
success of a (Cont:nacti on page 658)

Her hat is not of felt, her ears are not
of cartilage, her wrap is not wool. The
only thing that's real about her is the
cigarette case. To add to the depth
of the relief the background was painted

black.
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Mechanics, Manual Training Students, Home Handicraftsmen

Get Your Share of $3250.00
in Fine Tools and Home Workshop Equipment

In Fifteen Minutes You May Win a Complete Workshop of
Your Own Selection

IF YOU HAD $50.00, or $200.00, or
$400.00 to spend in equipping a home
workshop, what tools and equipment
would you buy?

SCIENCE AND INVENTION will award
$3,250.00 in fine tools and home
workshop equipment to the fifteen peo-
ple who answer this question most ef-
fectively in the judgment of a picked
committee.

There are no strings attached. You
invest nothing but the price of stamps
and stationery, plus the mental effort of
selecting and listing the tools and equip-
ment you think are best.

The Three Points
There are three points to consider

-QUALITY, COMPLETENESS,
AMOUNT OF MONEY ALLOWED.

You want your assortments to be as
complete as possible. But completeness
must not be gotten at the sacrifice of
quality. And the cost of any assort-
ment must not exceed the amount of
money allowed.

Your problem, in a nutshell, is to bal-
ance QUALITY against COMPLETE-
NESS and both of these points against
the AMOUNT OF MONEY AL-
LOWED.... The fifteen prizes, total-
ing $3,250.00 in fine tools and workshop
equipment, will go to the fifteen people
who tell us how to get the MOST and
BEST tools and equipment for the
AMOUNTS OF MONEY named in
the three price divisions. You may
enter lists for any or all the divisions.

Each winner in the contest will re-
ceive exactly the tools and equipment
he has named in his winning selection.
. . . If, however, his winning selection
duplicates tools or equipment he already
owns, we shall be glad to substitute any
others he may desire in their place, pro-
vided the total cost is the same.

. Ask Us for Catalogues
We want all the data WO can get on

the ideal tools and equipment for the
home workshop. To help you in making
out your lists, we shall be glad to see
that you are supplied with a representa-
tive group of manufacturers' catalogues.
Drop us a line saying you wish to enter
the, contest. We'll do the rest.

Machine Tools, Motors, and

Presenting the Judges
Robert Henry
S nt i t It, MS., is
Associate Profes-
sor of Machine
Construction at
Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technol-
ogy. For forty
years he has had
charge of the Ma-
chine Too! Labo-

ratory there.

Alfred S. Kinsey
has been Profes-
sor in Charge of
Shop Practice at
Stevens Institute of
Technology, Castle
Point, Hoboken,
N. J., since 1908,
and is a number
of the American
Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers.

Arthur II. Lynch, Editorial Director of
the Radio -Science Publications, will serve
as the third member of the judges' coin-

Mittee.

Three Divisions-Fifteen
Prizes

Five at $50.00
In the First Division you select the

ideal tools and equipment you would
buy if you had $50.00 to spend.

The prizes in this division will be five
sets of tools and home workshop equip-
ment, costing $50.00 each at the manu-
facturers' lost price. Tools and equipment
will be exactly those selected by the
winners.

Five at $200.00
In the Second Division you select the

ideal tools and equipment you would
buy if you had $200.00 to spend.

The prizes in this division will be five sets
of tools and home workshop equipment,
costing $200.00 each at the manufacturers'
list price. Tools and equipment will be
exactly those selected by the winners.

Five at $400.00
In the Third Division you select the

ideal tools and equipment von would
buy if you had $400.00 to spend.

The prizes in this division will be five
sets of tools and home workshop equip-
ment, costing $400.00 each at the manu-
facturers' list price. Tools and equipment
will be exactly those selected by the
winners.

Miscellaneous Working

How to Do It
GET A. REPRESENTATIVE

GROUP of tool and equipment manu-
facturers' catalogues. Pick manufac-
turers who make tools and equipment of
established quality, reputation, and de-
penclabil ity.

Write down the names of the tools
and equipment Units you think would be
ideal for the home workshop in any or
each of the three price classes named,
together with the manufacturers' list
prices. Try to make your assortment
or assortments as complete as possible
within the money limit allowed. Enter
lists for any or all of the divisions as
you please.

For each list write a letter of from
200 to 500 words, telling plainly why
vou chose the tools you did. Send in the
letter with the list. The letter will be
considered by the committee in making
the awards. Give reasons that are to
the point.

Winners in the Ideal Home Work-
shop Equipment Contest will be an-
nounced in the April, 1931, number of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

Your Hardware Dealer Will
Help You

Thirty-five thousand hardware
dealers have been informed about this
Ideal Home Workshop Equipment
Contest. They will be glad to co-
operate with von in selecting the tools
and equipMent for your Ideal Home
Workshop list or lists. Ask your own
dealer about it.

Follow These Simple Instructions
A-List your ideal tools and equipment with

manufacturers' names and list prices, keeping the
total within the amount named in the division
the list is intended for.

B-Write a letter of from 200 to 500 words ex-
plaining why you chose the tools and equipment
you did.

Contest Rules
1. Entries must reach our office, 381 Fourth

Avenue, not later than midnight, December 24,
1930.

2. Only one prize will be awarded to any win-
ning contestant, but you may enter lists in any or
all the divisions.

3. The contest is free and open to everyone.
You need not be a reader of SCIENCE AND INVEN-
110N to enter.

4. In case of ties, tieing contestants will receive
prizes of identical worth according to the division
involved.

5. Neatness of lists and pointedness of letters
will count in the awards.

6. No employees of this magazine or members
of their families are permitted to enter the contest.

7. The decision of the judges will be final.
8. 'The winning lists will be those in which com-

pleteness and quality are best combined, in the
judgment of the committee, within the money
limits of the divisions involved.

Equipment Will Be Considered in this Contest
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Miniature
Golf gets

e 1es
No One, Apparently, Is Safe
From the Miniature Golf Bug
Nowadays. Even the Neigh-
borhood Kiddies of the Long
Island Suburbs Have Been
Bitten. Here Are Some Photo-
graphs of a Primitive Course
They Have Laid Out in a
Vacant Lot at the Corner of
Metropolitan and Flushing
Avenues, Queens. A Strip of
Rolled up Linoleum, Bits of
Piping, Tree Roots, and What
Have You, Serve as Hazards.

Here we have the game in
full swing, and every hole busy.
The kiddies are as keen as

their elders.

Above-A general view
of the entire course.
Right and left-Two of

the hazards.

Here we have the kiddies lined
up for admission, the charge for
which is one cent. Anybody who
makes a hole in one gets a glass

of lemonade.

This is a mean hole. Will
the "south paw" make it?
Anything in the way of
a golf club, crooked walk-
ing stick, or hockey stick

serves as a putter.
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A Billion Dollar
By Leon D. Wilkins

MOST of us are familiar with
the fact that old automobiles
e \ entually find their way to the

junk man, that scrap iron is melted
clown and used over again, and that old
newspapers, magazines and rags go to
make new paper. But how many of us
are aware that the junk business is now
a highly organized billion dollar indus-
try, the raw material for which is pro-
vided by the waste products of a thou-
sand other industries and human activ-
ities ? The machinery of this industry
literally absorbs otherwise worthless
junk at one end and delivers dollars and
cents at the other.

At least half a million dollars' worth
of scrap iron and steel is reclaimed an-
nually, and more than 30,000 tons of
such material is consumed each year at
furnaces, mills and foundries, according
to the United States Bureau of Mines.
The value of other common metals re-
claimed amounts to more than a quarter
of a billion dollars.

According to the definition of the
Bureau of Mines, secondary metals are
those recovered from scrap metal,
sweepings, skimmings and drosses.
They are so called to distinguish them
from metals derived directly from ores,
which are called primary metals. The
distinction does not imply that secondary
metals are of inferior quality, for
metals derived either from ore or waste
material vary in purity and adaptability
to use in making certain products.

`The collection of waste material is
a long-established branch of industry
now vital as a source of supply of many
products," says J. P. Dunlop in a statis-
tical report recently published by the
Bureau of Mines. -The problems con-
nected with the waste trade are no
longer viewed academically by the large
consumers of metals and other wastes.
They arc an important factor in the

Business in Junk
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"The junk industry absorbs
junk at one end and de-
livers dollars and cents at

the other"

Sixty-four grinders at work
at Lake Linda, Mich., on
ore formerly regarded as

waste

supply of raw material, and
their proper use results in
reduced cost of many prod-
ucts. The interest shown in
problems connected with metal
wastes and their recovery and
use continues unabated. Old
trade associations are enlarg-
ing the scope of their ac-
tivities and new ones are
being established. Associa-
tions to perform service for
the lead and aluminum indus-

This picture shows piles of scrap iron waiting
to be put into the open hearth furnaces of
the Open Hearth

ville, Ohio

tries similar to the service rendered
by the Copper and Brass Association
have been formed. All these associa-
tions seek to standardize specifications."

Under present economic conditions
only a small percentage of the waste
paper, rags and metals discarded at
homes now returns to the waste trade;
high collection costs preclude rural col-
lection in small quantities.

Jewelry and dental waste furnish the
largest supply of secondary gold and
silver, and photographic waste also pro-
vides a vast quantity of secondary silver.
The recovery from waste film is prob-
ably 800 ounces to the million feet. The
largest plants engaged in recovering sil-
ver from films are located in Denver,
Los Angeles and San Francisco.

In Nevada, about 15,000 'pounds of
mercury are being recovered annually
from old dumps and slimes at mills
which formerly treated gold and silver
ores by amalgamation. More than
500,000 short tons of secondary copper
are recovered every year in the United
States, also 300,000 short tons of sec-
ondary lead, which is equal to 40 per-
cent of the total refined primary lead
produced. About 70,000 short tons of
secondary zinc is recovered, and the re-
covery of secondary tin is equal to about
41 percent of imported tin and is valued
at between $35,000,000 and $45,000,000
annually. Most of this tin is obtained
by detinning old tin -coated containers.
Western copper mines use detinned
scrap to precipitate copper from mine
waters.

Photos Ewing Galloway
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Dr. Darwin Oliver Lyon, an
American, experimenting on
a rocket in his laboratories
near Vienna, Aus-
tria. This rocket is
four feet long and
its propelling agent
is liquid gas. A
gyroscope keeps
it from deviating
from its course.

SO many forecasts of the horrors
of future war have been made in
recent years that military engineers

will probably require a long time to
work out all the devices that have been
suggested to them by imaginative
writers and speakers. But recently an
authentic touch of frightfulness was
added to these forecasts when it be-
came known that the war departments
of several European countries, notably
Germany, France and Italy were mak-
ing special and secret studies of rockets
to supplement or replace cannon in
bombardment and barrage.

What this may mean in terms of
military and civilian slaughter in. time
of war can hardly be imagined. The
big gun has grown from the old-fash-
ioned iron cannon to the Big Bertha that
bombarded Paris, but this is about the
ultimate range of such weapons. As
long as no other type of projectile
throwing arm is used there is little
danger that New York, for instance,
can be blown to pieces by batteries
placed at Paris or Berlin. The mechan-
ical difficulties preclude forever the
throwing of explosives such distances
by cannon.

But in modern rockets we have a new
and almost untried weapon that may
revolutionize warfare, make possible
the accurate bombardment of cities half
way around the earth, turn every in-
fantryman into a traveling artillery-
man, and carry the battle beyond the
front-line trenches into -the very homes
of non-combatants and civilians in the
capitals of the world,

Renewal of experiments to adapt
rockets to the uses of war, recalls the
fact that these devices have already had
an important place in military history.
Before 1805 Sir William Congreve, an
unusual and versatile British inventor,
suggested that rockets might be used
to good effect in attacking cities, forti-
fications, or fleets of ships, and to him
we owe much of our modern concep-
tion of the uses to which rockets may

Will the Rocket
Replace Artillery?

By Gawain Edwards
ziuthw- of 'The Earth Tube," etc.

It Seems Inevitable That Whenever Science
Makes Some New Advance, Somebody Thinks
Up a Way of Utilizing the Latest Discovery to
Produce Still Another Engine of Frightfulness
for Use in Time of War. Much Has Been Heard

Recently of the Adaptation of the
Rocket to the Peaceful Arts. Here
We Have the Other Side of the
Picture-the Potential Horrors of the
Rocket as an Alternative to Artillery

be put. Previously the rocket had been
only a pretty product of the pyrotech-
nist's art, suitable for displays at cele-
brations. He perceived in the recoil
principle that drove these fiery toys,
a force that could be turned to the uses
of mankind, and since England was at
that time embroiled in wars across the
channel, his mind naturally linked
rockets with military operations.

Carrying- on earlier experiments
made by General Desaguliers at the
Woolwich Laboratory, Congreve mas-
tered the rudiments of rocket -craft, as
ii. was understood in his clay, and set
himself to the task of snaking a rocket
capable of carrying an explosive or in-
cendiary charge and having a range of
two miles or more. At length, he oh-

tained permission 'for the construction
of several rockets after his design in
the Royal Laboratory. Military author-
ities were impressed and preparations
were made to try out Congreye's
scheme in actual battle.

When Sir Sidney Smith's expedi-
tion went against Boulogne in 1805 it
included a number of boats equipped
with rockets and apparatus for firing
them. Congreve himself went along
and participated in the subsequent at-
tack against the French flotilla, but
rough weather prevented the use of
rockets in the battle. The following
year however, they were used in
another attack against Boulogne and
were credited with doing considerable

(Continued on paw 652)

This photo shows a slight mishap which occurred when one of Ludvik Ocenasek's rockets
exploded at the starting point at Prague, Czechoslovakia.
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How to Form an

Outboard Club
and Hold a Regatta

Miss Helen Hentschel, an American, passing the finishing post during
an outboard race in Berlin in 1928.

THE enthusiasm for outboard rac-
ing seems to know no bounds !
From all over the world, reports

of stirring races come in almost daily.
Records tumble at every new report and
the motor manufacturers are toiling
night and day to keep up with the de-
mand for their products !

The first move in the forming of an
Outboard Club is for some one suffi-
ciently interested to sell the idea to
fifteen or twenty more enthusiasts.

Then a meeting place must be selected,
a vacant office, someone's store, a hall,
or even the front porch will do-a
temporary Commodore, Vice -Commo-
dore, and Rear Commodore should be
chosen, a name for the club suggested,
cooperation of the American Outboard
Association should be obtained by letter
to its Secretary, and you are off to a
lot of red-blooded fun and sport! The
A. 0. A. address is 11 West 42nd St.,
N. Y. City.

When these things have happened. a
line or two to the writer will bring
complete details on the constitution, by-
laws, and functioning of the club. The
duties of officers, committees and sub-
committees and whatever additional in-
formation may be needed to give the
new Outboard Club a -proper send-off.

There are many towns on inland
waterways, the seacoast or river bank
where exciting and profitable regattas.wor
could be staged by local talent if the
boys were familial with the routine and
detail of working committees for such
events. It is to assist these groups that
the following is offered.

First we must have a race course.
Officially it should measure 2 miles in
circumference. However, with out-
boards and extreme manoeuverabilitv,
smaller courses can be used to great ad-
vantage though speeds' will of course
be reduced due to the sharper and more
frequent turns. It is not advisable to
make the course smaller than one mile,
however, as speeds will be entirely sac-

rificed and the chance of accident in-
creased many times over by the crowd-
ing that will ensue.

Fig. 1 shows the best method of stak-
ing the course. Course Fig. 2 is very
spectacular due to the sharp turns but
reduces speeds. The Fig. 3 course is
the least satisfactory, as the distances
between buoys is so great that many
drivers lose sight of them and run off
the course. Another fault in this course
lies in the fact that there being no buoys
in the center of the course, transient
boats, cruising along and not seeing the
end markers, often trespass, inviting ac-
cident and roughing the water as well
as interfering with the spectators' view
of the race.

Fig. 4 shows an easy way to con -

By J. Phillips Dykes
Rear Commodore and Secretary
American Outboard Association

struct markers. These are simple and
few minutes' work with hammer and

SalV will suffice for each one.
The ideal arrangement for the

judges' stand is flat bottomed scow or
barge long enough and with enough
beam to carry twentv-five men and
necessary equipment. However, a large
houseboat or cruiser can be used to ad-
vantage. Another excellent arrange-
ment is the end of a convenient dock,
especially if it happens to be T-shaped.
The dock or barge arrangement is fine
where the clock system of starting is
used, but the boat can be used equally
as well if flying starts as used by the
Mississippi Valley Association are
adopted.

The clock system is troublesome,
cumbersome, and apt to confuse drivers,
so is seldom used except at National
regattas. For the small club a flying
start using the pole boat is to be recom-
mended. No one but the race com-
mittee should be allowed on the judges'
stand or in the poleboat.

An interesting program should in-
clude -A," "B" and "D" class races and
a free-for-all. (Continued on page 662)
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How to lay out different outboard race courses.
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Making Room for Motor
Cars in Chicago

By Sidney J. Williams
Director, Public Safety Division National Safety

Council

Acme Newspic-
tures.

Ot.rift iVIVE NPDOVEMENT

t Abt1

The photograph shows Wacker Drive, double -deck improvement of the north boundary of Chicago's business district. Note raised
double -deck bridge. In the drawing appears the final link in the Outer Drive.

THE location of Chicago along a
lake shore has restricted the num-
ber of traffic arteries radiating

from the business center. Naturally
this has caused an overcrowding of
these arteries, which serve a surround-
ing population of more than 4,000,000
people.

The probable ftiture growth and
traffic needs of the metropolitan area
formed a major problem in the Chicago
Street Traffic Survey, conducted in 1926
for the Chicago Association of Com-
merce. One of the results of this sur-
vey: was a plea for the uniform treat-
ment of traffic problems throughout this
entire region.

This also has been the viewpoint of
the Chicago Regional Planning Asso-
ciation. in its efforts to better traffic
conditions, and of the Municipal Plan
Commission as well.

The, problem of providing adequate
approaches to the central "Loop" dis-
trict has caused Chicago to pioneer in
the development of "through streets,"
and of extensive systems of automatic
traffic lights.

It also has stimulated the city to plan
a .unique system of parks and "outer
driveways" along the 2.2 miles of lake
shore within the city limits.

The largest of the parks, extending
almost continuously along the lake
shore, were made possible by state laws
enabling the city park boards to ex-
change designated areas of newly filled

WACKER DRIVE

WACKER
DRIVE is the designated

name for the improvement of the
northern boundary of the traffic quad-
rangle around Chicago's central busi-
ness district, formerly one of the most
crowded in the city.

The improvement includes two levels,
one street above the other. The upper
level is 110 feet wide for general
traffic, and the lower level is 135 feet
wide for the exclusive use of heavy
commercial traffic which passes be-
tween the boat and freight terminals
and the industrial district east of
Michigan Avenue and the warehouse,
industrial and terminal district on the
west side. Vehicles can pass six abreast,
three lines in each direction, without

interruption from cross traffic.

lake shore land for
the riparian rights
of private owners.
Thus the park
boards were able to
extend the new
park areas and the
new driveways into
the former bed of
the lake. This has
made possible the
planning of a prac-
tically continuous
new driveway along
the entire water
front. -

Thousands of
Chicagoans can
park their cars in the Grant Park municipal area, within a few

minutes' walk of the loop skyscrapers.

Approximately 25 per cent of the
population .pours in and out of the
"Loop" every day, between the hours
of 7:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m. The Loop
traffic problem has long been a serious
one. One of the first important steps
toward its solution was the widening
of Michigan Avenue, which extends
through the Loop district along the for-
mer lake shore. In 1924 the surface
street car lines co-operated by re-rout-
ing many of their car lines to eliminate
left turns and most right turns at busy
intersections. This move proved so
beneficial that the City Council pro-
hibited all left turns by vehicles in the
Loop.

Another important step came in 1926,
(Continued on

page 665)
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In the
Miss Jackie Providence trying
out a new flying instruction
device which is as sensitive
as a real plane to the proper

control

Learning to Fly While on the Ground
E Link Aviation Trainer is the name of a device to

1. teach potential aviators the art of- flying. This consists
of a single seater monoplane -like structure that is as sensi-
tive as a real plane. If the operator does not properly con-
trol the stick, and have the ailerons and rudder in the correct

Position, all of the sensations of a
side slip, nose dive, or a near loop
are experienced. An electric motor
supplying air to a bellows, produces
the flying effect. A small light on
the nose of the plane indicates to
the ground pilot when the stick has
not been properly controlled, while
an indicator tallies every error.
The device is the center of attrac-
tion at the Mayfair Miniature Gol I
Course in Los Angeles. Calif..
where it was first installed. Such
devices would make a valuable
adjunct to the multitude of minia-
ture golf courses that now dot the
country.

Spotlight of Science
Measuring the Velocity of

Winds
AWIND meter which is said to be

capable of recording the velocity of
wind at all speeds of from one to eighty
miles an hour, and to indicate any varia-

tions in this velocity, has been invented
by R. E. Apthrop, of Salem, Mass. A
colored liquid in a glass tube moves
hack and forth in response to the force
and fluctuations of the wind. Accord-
ing to the inventor, the device can be
built at the surprisingly low cost of
$75.00 per unit, and would prove to be
invaluable for ships or planes.

World's Record for Con-
secutive Airplane Takeoffs

and Landings
WHAT is believed to be a world's

record for consecutive takeoffs
and landings in an airplane has been
established at the Akron, Ohio, munici-
pal airport by Pilot "Wildbill" Hudson
of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com-
pany, who made 489 separate flights be-
tween 5 :00 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. in a
single day.

The record was not established as a
"stunt," but was all a part of the day's

work for I I udson. whose job just now
is tcAing a new type of brake for Air -
wheels recently designed by Goodyear.

The plane, which was brought to a
dead stop with full brake on each land-
ing, made a complete 360 -degree turn
on each flight. Average duration of
flights and 20 seconds.
The ship is a standard Challenger Robin,
and was used in development and
demonstration of Air -wheels. Since
that time it has made more than 4500
landings, 3000 of which were with rigid
landing gear, without shock absorbers.

Electricity Lowers Life Boats
T0 assure safety to passengers in

time of distress, an electrically oper-
ated life boat lowering apparatus has
been installed on board the Grace liner
Santa Barbara. In the first test of the
device in Brooklyn, N. Y., stewardesses
of the liner demonstrated the practica-
bility of equipment, and the ease with
which it can he handled. Here we see
the boat just touching the water after
being electrically lowered. It is at
all times under complete control.

Lightweight Motor for
Launching Gliders

LV. HUBBARD, of Los Angeles,
Calif., has invented a new six -

cylinder radial motor, which is intended

L. B. Hubbard demon-
strating how a four -
pound motor can drive
a propeller at 1500
revolutions a minute,
and a closeup of the
interior of the radial

motor

for launching gliders. While the motor
weighs only fifteen pounds, it will de-
velop h.p. Another smaller motor
weighing but four pounds also develops
sufficient energy to launch gliders, and
it has been claimed that with a seven -
pound tank of carbon dioxide gas. this
smaller motor will launch a glider
twenty-five times and do away with the
elastic bands and the numerous helpers
that are now needed. Provision has
been made for the use of gasoline.
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Will the Sea Yield Its Treasure?

EXPERIMENTS completed recently
at a seaside laboratory installed in

a cabin at Las Flores Beach, Santa
Monica, Calif., have convinced Herschel
C. Parker, consulting mining engineer,
and his partner, Konrad Kather, of Ber-
lin, that gold can be obtained from
ocean waters in paying quantities. It is
a well-known fact that the waters of
the ocean contain gold. The cost of

-extracting this gold has heretofore been
so great as to prevent commercial ef-
forts. According to Parker, tests have
shown that his new process can earn
better than 75 percent gross profit, and
can extract gold on a basis of two cents

World's Smallest Gasoline
Engine Drives Model Boat

HERE is a vest pocket edition of a
heavy duty, one -cylinder marine

engine, which Daniel Calkin, a student
at the University of Washington, built.
It drives a forty -inch model boat. Ten
weeks of labor were spent in building
the tiny engine, which has a three-
quarter inch bore, a one-third cubic inch
piston displacement, and develops one -
sixteenth of a horsepower. It propels
the boat at a speed of four miles per
bout.

Daniel Calkin
holding the
miniature gas
engine which

he built.

value from between five and ten tons
of sea water. Briefly, the process is
supposed to operate along these lines.
Sea water is piped into a tank, in the
bottom of which tank an ochre -oxide of
iron has been placed.' The gold is sup-
posedly deposited on the ochre, and is
then put through an ordinary chlorina-
tion or cyanide process for extraction.
Parker says that the chemicals are re-
claimed and the process repeated.

The photo shows Kather, his daugh-
ter Bertha, and Parker in their beach
plant where the experiments were con-
ducted.

Talking Hen for London
ASEVEN -FOOT hen, speaking

English, French and Spanish
and laying \ vooden eggs, has been

built by the Department of Agricul-
ture for exhibition at the London
Poultry Congress. Various anatomi-
cal functions are performed and il-
lustrated in a realistic manner while
a phonograph supplies a lecture.
This photograph shows Mrs. Mar-
garet Roller putting the finishing
touches to the bird.

News Later Than the Latest
er HAT bright London evening paper,
.1 The Star, has found a way of

achieving such a seemingly impossible
feat, which is now being accomplished
regularly by its "Stop Press" van. This
unique vehicle carries a mobile printing
press, by means of which it can "fudge"
(print in the Stop -Press column) the
very latest news received by phone from
the office. The equipment comprises a
complete composing frame and type
cases, and a suction -fed Bush printing
machine, capable of printing anything
up to three 30 -line fudge boxes at once
at a speed up to 10,000 copies an hour.
A Petter two-stroke engine provides the
power for the printing press.

To still further increase the attrac-
tion and usefulness of this van, it has
just been equipped with a special Mar-
coniphone amplifier and two Marconi
phone public address loud -speakers,
through which can be broadcast micro-
phone announcements and phonograph
music as desired.

Special Sextant for Use on
Airplanes

Capt. John Lar-
son with his air-

plane sextant.

WHAT is claimed to be a perfect
sextant for the use of pilots of

airplanes has been developed by John
Larson, a former sea captain now living
in Chicago, Ill. Captain Larson has de-
signed this device for taking reckon-
ings, particularly on overseas flights.
The desired angle is given by a pendu-
lum device. Captain Larson developed
this instrument while pacing the bridge
during his many voyages about the
world.

From Germany to New York
by Air

IN a series of hops, Capt. Wolfgang
von Gronau, an aviation instructor,

and three companions, completed their
trip from Germany to the United States
by way of Greenland in 47 hours flying
time. The flight was started on August
18th at the Isle of Sylt in the North
Sea, the northernmost German territory,
and ended at the Battery in New York
City. The plane is an old Dornier-Wal
that once served Capt. Amundsen.
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A Beacon Both Day
and Night

oN top of the LaSalle -Wacker
Building, in Chicago, Ill., there is

a new type of beacon which in the clay -
time reflects the sun rays, and at night
reflects the light from neon tubes. The
beacon was designed by A. N. Rebori,
and differs materially from any now in
use. It employs eight mirrors, three feet
in width by five feet in height, and of
parabolic cross .section. Like a fluted
octagonal column in shape, this aviation
marker at night sends out beams of red
light in eight directions. Two neon
tubes of the hot cathode type developed
in the research laboratory of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, and placed one
above the other in the focal line of the
eight mirrors, furnish the illumination.
From above the beacon appears to be a
huge eight -point red compass. The an-
gles between the beams of red light are
bisected by 2/ million candle power
beams of eight 24 -inch searchlights.

Identification Marks That
Don't Erase

NEW-BORN babies at the
Delaware County Hos-

pital, Pennsylvania, arc now
branded to prevent con fusion,
but the branding is not per-
manent, nor is it in any way
harmful. The babies are ex-
posed to ultra violet rays, a'
Stencil being put on the back.
The ultra violet rays give a
sun tan mark, and the brand-
ing lasts for two weeks, at
the end of which time the
child and mother may leave
the hospital.

New Airway Radio Station
airway radio station that broad-

casts weather information and
emergency messages to airports and to
aircraft in flight has been opened by
the United States government at Silver
Hall, Md. It operates on a frequency
of 314 kilocycles with a power of 2000
watts, in conjunction with airway radio
stations at Atlanta. Spartanburg,
Greensboro, Richmond and New Bruns-
wick. Weather information is collected
by phone and automatic telegraph type-
writers over an area of 400 miles.

Extracting Steel Fragments from the Eye

APOWERFUL electro-magnet
has recently been put into

operation in a Vienna, Austria,
hospital for the purpose of ex-
tracting fragments or dust of iron
or steel from the human body. In
this photograph, we see the ma-
chine in use while extracting a
splinter of steel from the eye of a
patient. After the electro-magnet
has been properly positioned, cur -

Drying Up Zuyder Zee
HE drainage of the Zuyder

1 Zee has reached the stage
where the bed is now visible. Two
pumping stations were used ill the
draining, drawing off a total of
4,000,000 tons of water daily from

the historic Dutch Sea, which has been
completely dyked in. This is an area
of 49,420 acres lying in the Northwest
corner just inside the Island of Wier-
ingen, where the former German Crown
Prince passed his few years of exile.
The area is expected to be dry by Oc-
lober. A little more than seventy-seven
square miles of new land, most of it
of the same rich heavy clay as the adja-
cent province of North Holland, will
then have been won back from the sea
and made into farms. This photograph
shows one of the dredging mills.

rent is turned on. The piece of metal is
removed with lightning rapidity, per-
haps even faster than when it entered.
This electro-magnet eliminates the neces-
sity of delicate medical operations, and
greatly expedites the recovery of the
patient. It can be used for extracting
any metallic particles of a magnetic na-
ture from any part of the body. Re-
sults with. it have been highly satis-
factory to patients and practitioners.

Ten Cents a Look

AT.
first the heading above might

sound a little ambiguous. Many
a person has paid ten cents for a look
at something or other. Here, however,
is a new slot machine that has found
its way to the top of one of Chicago's

tallest buildings. It has converted
the top of this structure to a
dime arcade, and in some respects
carries out the same old idea.

On the top of the Medinah
Athletic Club, one is able to drop
a dime in one of the series of
binoculars, and the mechanism
contained therein releases and
opens up an avenue for a peep at
Chicago. The binoculars are
mounted on turn tables, so that a
view of a quarter of the city can
be obtained, and are also tiltable.
This photograph shows John S.
Fee seeing the city.
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Mercy Bullets Put Animals
to Sleep

HUNTERS are now able to cap-
ture wild animals without in-

juring the animals, damaging valu-
able pelts and with absolute safety
to themselves if they make use of
the new mercy bullets recently in-
vented by Capt. Barnett Harris, a
former army captain, and now the
head of the Harris Zoological Expe-
dition. In demonstration tests for
Chief Veterinarian Raymond Garbutt
of the A.S.P.C.A., and Dr. Hatcher, of
Cornell Medical School, at the New
York Live Stock Exchange, Capt.
Harris showed how a sheep can he put
to sleep after being hit by one of these
mercy bullets. After a while the effect

Capt. Barnett Harris
demonstrating his in-
vention of a mercy bul-
let with a Iamb as a

subject, and below, a

closeup of one of the
bullets.

of the narcotic, which is injected by the
powder -propelled, hypodermic -syringe -
like bullet, wears off entirely.

The Paris -to -New York Flight
AT 5:54 A.M., on Monday, Septem-

ber 1st, Capt. Dieudonne Coste, the
French ace, piloting the reconditioned
airplane ''Question
Mark," started
from Paris with
Morris Bellonte
with New York as
their destination.
This was the sec-
ond attempt. Last
July they were
forced back when
north of the Azores,
because of head
winds which re-
duced the flying
speed. The flight
had been planned
for three years, and a great amount of
care was taken in grooming the plane
and in installing a new motor, a 650

Hispano-Suiza, 50 h.p., more
powerful than the old motor with which
Capt. Coste made his two world's

records. The ''Question Mark" has a
heating system for the plane's motor,
and carries a radio. In event that the

fliers would have had to make a forced
landing at sea, use would have been
made of a rubber lifeboat which Coste
(center) and Bellonte (right) are
shown testing at Versailles Lake. The
lifeboat has a tank of compressed gas.

A Captive Glider
AGLIDER designed to teach the rudi-

ments of glider flying has been
mounted on an extension rod fitting in an
air cylinder, and attached directly to the

chassis of an auto. When the auto-
mobile is at rest, the pressure of air
in the cylinder is equal to the
weight of the pla,ne and its occu-
pants, but when the auto is put into
motion, and the controls regulated,
the glider rises and falls for a dis-
tance of about two feet. A good
pilot can maintain good altitude.

Successful Diving Suit of
Inner Tubes

OLD automobile inner tubes have
been used for a variety of pur-

poses. Rubber hands have been cut
from them, the rubber has been cut into
strips and used for making bags and
rugs, gun cases and pouches, as well
as fishing rod holders, have been im-
provised, and the inner tubes themselves
have been used instead of door springs
and in place of snubbers.

It remained for Kent Kyle, a profes-
sional diver, and Edward A. Nelson,
both of Chicago, to develop an entirely
new use for old tubes. Cutting the
tubes apart and cementing them to-
g -ether, so as to form a garment. and
then adding- a home-made helmet, the
experimenters were able to build a div-
ing suit and actually descended in Lake
Michigan to a distance of sixty feet
with this equipment. Coming up to the
surface again. they pronounced the suit
an entire success.

Third Claude Tube Ready
READERS of this publication will

remember how we followed the
progress made by Dr. Georges Claude,
the French scientist, in attempting to
produce electric power from the waters
of the Gulf Stream, basing the project
upon experimental models which demon-
strated that the temperature changes be-
tween the surface water and water at a
great depth could be made. to produce
inexpensive steam, which in turn oper-
ate turbines and these would operate
the generators. Two tubes already built
and launched were destroyed in the
launching process. A third and new
one has been built, and every precau-
tion will he taken to prevent possible ac-
cident during its launching in the
waters of Matanzas Bay, Cuba. So far,
a total of $1,200,000 has been invested
in the three tubes. Reports of the
progress made will be given from time
to time in this magazine.
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Diving for Treasure in
Sunken Ship

1022. following a collision, the
1 steamship "Egypt" was sunk in 400
feet of water with $6,000,000 in gold
and silver on board. Divers are now
engaged in trying to recover this
wealth. In order to do so. they had
to break through the deck and finally
were able to reach the captain's safe.

The divers are using a torch -shaped
observation shell. With this, the diver
anchors himself to the bottom and
places the shell in any position and at
any depth that he might desire. Should
the anchor chain break accidentally the
diver is able to conic up to the surface
because the shell will float of its own
accord. Anchoring the shell to the bot-
tom prevents it being raised and
dropped by the action of waves on the
surface of the water, 400 feet above.
It is likely that large electro-magnets
will be used to lift the safe out of the
hull and retrieve treasure and papers
that might be found therein. The safe
will first probably he blasted away from
the wall, to which it is attached, and
dynamite will likely have to be used to
gain access to the purser's room.

Determining Age
of Eggs by Temperature
ASYSTE of measurements and

temperature data by means of which
science is able to determine the quality
of an egg and its relative age in terms
of mathematics is described by Paul
Francis Sharp and Charles Kelly Pow-
ell of the Department of Dairy Indus-
try and Poultry Husbandry, Cornell
University, in a report to the American
Chemical Society. Candling, and simi-
lar tests in popular use are unreliable
in forming true estimates of the egg's
quality. Temperature is found to be a
factor which, controls deterioration to
an extent not yet commercially recog-
nized. In experiments the quality of an
egg dropped to 0.30 in about three days
at 37° C.. in eight days at 25° C.. in
twenty-three days at 16° C., in sixty-
five clays at 7° C., and in about one
hundred days at 2° C. This indicates
clearly the harm that can be done to an
egg by subjecting it only a short time
to warm temperatures.

AJAPANESE student, Mr. Nami-
eno, has invented a new superseis-

mograph for detecting and reporting
the slightest tremor, however weak it
may be. The instrument has been ac-
cepted by the University of Tokio and
the details will be given for the first
time at the International Scientific Con-
gress at Stockholm this fall.
Reports would have it that the
apparatus is 250 times more
sensitive than any existing
seismograph.

Seismographs are used for
the purpose of recording earth
tremors and in that war to en-
able scientists to determine
where an earthquake shock is
taking place. Often these tre-
mors occur beneath the sur-
face of the ocean or in places
where it would be impossible
to obtain any reports. Seismo-
graphic stations can, by a

Hitch a Covered

A little horn? on wheels
that can be disconnected
from your auto or coupled
to it and towed in back of
your car, is a new develop-
ment intended for the
motor camper and tourist.
It is the successor to the
English horse-drawn caravan.

Wagon to Your Automobile

HERE is a covered wagon that is
rain -proof, dust -proof,insect-proo f,

animal -proof, and that forms an ideal
trailer. It can be coupled to the back
of your car, and enables von to carry

around with you a little home
an wheels. The interior is ar-
ranged like a kitchenette apart-
ment. Lowering a floor gives
sixteen square feet of kitchen
space and ample head room
with plenty of space to cook,
heat, wash or attend to other

camp duties. A gasoline stove is con-
tained for heating the interior. Five
large glass windows are provided, and
the bedroom is sufficient to accommo-
date four adults.

German Inventor Develops Wheels That Make
Handtrucks of Boxes

TWO.three and four wheel trucks
have been used for transport-

ing boxes and freight. The loading of
these trucks was always effected with
difficulty, particularly when heavy pieces
'!tad to be transported. In a newly de-
vised apparatus developed by the Ger-
-nan engineer, H. Kiessling, a wheel is
attached to an iron angle. When the
)ox is lifted with a crowbar, the wheels
are slipped in place and the box itself
automatically becomes the truck. Due
to the shape of the iron angle the wheels
do not fall off even when transporta-
tion over bad pavement. A pair of
40-11). wheels are capable of carrying
nearly three tons of weight.-P. T. A.

Japanese Student Invents Microseismograph
series of calculations, determine exactly
how far off a quake occurs and when
reports are obtained from two or more
stations, the position of the earthquake
can be definitely fixed. It is expected
that with supersensitive instruments
much will be learned about this earth
that is not presently known.
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Seeking Glass Secrets in Death Valley
THE lost art of Vene-

tian glass is being
sought in Death Valley.
Many pieces of glass, bot-
tles, vases are carefully
indexed with the forum-
las composition and ex-
posed to the direct rays
of Death Valley's sun at
Stove Pipe Wells. This
work is being carried on
by Professor A. L.
Tompkins. Ultraviolet
rays of the sun color
certain glass composi-
tions a deep purple;
others a rich amber. But
the process takes from
five to twenty years for
its completion.

Lard and Salt Pork of Little
Value in Preventing Black -

tongue in Animals
FOR several years the Public Health

Service has been conducting studies
relating to nutritional diseases with par-
ticular reference to pellagra. A report
recently made public indicates the black -
tongue preventive potency of lard. salt
pork, dried green peas, and canned
dock has been studied. The results
show that lard and salt pork are poor
sources of the blacktongue preventive.;
Canned haddock contains the black -
tongue preventive factor and, when
used in relatively large proportion, the
clinical manifestations of blacktongue
are prevented. Dried green peas con-
tain the blacktongue preventive but in
relatively small amount. Fi f ty per
cent or more of the test animals on the
lard, salt pork, and haddock diets
showed post-mortem evidence of fatty
degeneration of the liver.

Paint Your
Golf Ball

Automatically

"V automatic ma -
,chine for paint-

ing golf balls is a
new convenience for
the golfer who de-
sires to have his
equipment always
clean looking. The
ball is placed in a
slot, a clime in an-
other, and in less
than ten minutes the
ball comes out look-
ing fresh and white,
with a new coat of
especially prepared
lacquer. A window
arrangement at the
top of the gargan-
tuan golf ball which

encloses the machinery permits the
owner of the ball treated to watch its
progress.-R. C. Coiling.

It Flies, It Swims or Moves on
the Ground

THE Comet plane with which
Wendel Wobido of East Berlin,

N. J., hoped to revolutionize the avia-

tion industry is barrel shaped with a
kind of conning tower on top. The
plane has no wings but has
fins, ailerons and a rudder. An
attempt was made to get it off
the ground at Florence Lake,
N. J., but unfortunately the
plane failed to rise. The blame
was laid not to the principles
of design, but to the motor.

Adapts Bicycle to
Railroad Rails

TIRED of walking to
clay and covering a

distance of five miles each
way, John D. Lemey of
Hoquian, Wash., purchased
four pressed paper wheels. Then with
the aid of a few pipe fittings, he con-
verted his bicycle into a foot -propelled
locomotive. So now he no longer walks
to work, but
rides on smooth
rails to the town
where he is em-
ployel.

The wheels on
this home-
made loco-
motive are of
pressed paper
and are very
serviceable..

Carbon Dioxide Gas Kills
Bacteria

CRBONA dioxide gas rids food-
stuffs of bacteria, D. H. Killef-

fer of the Dry Ice Corporation of Amer-
ica declares in a progress report on
bacterial studies to the American Chem-
ical Society. Use of "dry ice,- or solid
carbon dioxide, is extending, and is
effecting economies in the distribution
of the nation's perishable food supply,
says Mr. Killeffer. Safer and cheaper
transportation will result. he asserts.
"Dry ice" is now being employed to
safeguard shipments by land and sea,
and is being extended to commerce with
the tropics. John D. Rockefeller, Mr.
Kindler discloses, relies upon it to pre-
serve butter, eggs and poultry shipped
from his Tarrytown estate to his winter
home in Florida.

"Carbon dioxide gas kills or prevents
the growth of many common bacteria
on meat, fish and other flesh foods."

"It appears that carbon dioxide is ab-
sorbed by the surface of the flesh, and
creates an acid condition which is very
unfavorable to bacterial growth. It is
perfectly possible to keep meat or fish
in an atmosphere charged with carbon
dioxide formed by the evaporation of
'dry ice' for several days without
spoiling in a perfectly edible condi-
tion, even at temperatures far above
those maintained in refrigeration prac-
tice."

Spoilage by bacteria can be pre-
vented for a period as long as a week.

New Type Aircraft Radio
Receiver

ANEW and improved type of air-
craft radio receiver. the model D,

is announced by the Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Company at Rochester, N.
Y., which will manufacture it following
specifications developed by Aircraft
Radio Corporation, Boonton, N. J.,
pioneers in aircraft radio receiving ap-
paratus. Captain R. L. Meredith (U.
S. A. retired), former army flight
officer, is shown in the photograph.
The outstanding new feature is that it
is universal as to frequency band and
class of service. The frequency range
is front 250 to 15,000 kilocycles obtained
through the use of a removable coil as-
sembly. The receiver proper measures
15X7Y2X672 inches, and weighs but 18
pounds together with tubes.
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Make Records with Your
Radio

A SMALL portable microphone at-
tached to a radio phonograph com-

bination and recently put on the mar-
ket by the R.C.A.-Victor organization
will enable the owner to make his own
recordings of any program received
over the radio in the home or of the
voices of members of his family. The
change from one type of instrument to
another is accomplished by turning a
small switch to either one of four posi-
tions. Recordings are made on discs
six inches in diameter and can be played
quite a number of times without show-
ing appreciable signs of deterioration.

India Bets on Fish Fights
THE lighting proclivity of the Siam-

ese fighting fish form the basis of a
sport in India that is comparable to
Mexican bull -tights. To place two
males into one tank means death to one
or both of them. Bets are placed on
which of two males in a tank
will first die in the battle. Two
females will also light. These
fish are generally found in vari-
ous colors-red and blue, corn-
flower, blue and green. Often
fortunes are won or lost on the
outcome of a fight between two
fish.

De -ion Grids

THE ease with which these twelve
men rest within the walls of this

Westinghouse oil circuit breaker demon-
strates the size of this equipment. The
."De -ion Grids" fastened to the lower
end of the condenser bushing type of
terminal break high voltage circuits in
a fraction of a second, thus protecting
overhead transmission line and station
equipment from damage.

The De -ion Grid contains a groove,
open at one end, in which the arc is
drawn and forced into intimate contact
with the entrapped oil by a specially de-
signed magnetic field, making the most
efficient use of the oil for arc extinc-
tion.

Aiding Aviators
71 HE Bureau of Stand-

ards is doing every-
thing possible to aid avia-
tion. The latest step along
this line is the testing of
turn and bank indicators
to show the effect that
temperature has upon the
accuracy of the readings.
This photograph shows
R. B. Block of the Aero-
nautic Instruments Sec-
tion of the Bureau making
such a test with two indi-
cators and five inclino-
meters. The tests are
generally made at two tem-
peratures, the first at a
high temperature, and the
second at a very low tem-
perature. In this illustra-

lion the low temperature test is being
taken. A glass enclosed box prevents
drafts from disturbing temperature.

by Testing Indicators

Device to Eliminate Noise and
Shock at Track Crossings

DISCS set in the interection
of the rails were installed

on a pair of tracks at Southgate,
California. for the purpose of
eliminating noise and shock when
the trains crossed the tracks. The
project is the invention of W. H.
\A'halan. a Los Angeles railroad
man. The discs are made to
rotate when the train approaches
and a groove in each disc lines up
with the rail. According to the

reports, the device has been highly suc-
cessful. It is thought that such sys-
tems will ultimately be installed on all
railroad crossings and thus make for
more silent operation and save the
cost of frequent track replacements.

Portable Short -Wave Radio Receiver
AS I ALL receiver, not much larger

than a cigar box, has been designed
that can be carried around on the per-
son of its owner. One can receive for-
eign stations while walking, running or
riding. The outfit weighs five and a
half pounds, uses one stage of audio
amplification and has a 45 -volt B -bat-
tery. When conditions are good it will
give loud speaker reception. A .00015
condenser is used
and no vernier dial
is needed. The out-
fit will operate on
sixteen meters as
well as 180 meters
and experiments
with it have indi-
cated that it will
pick up aircraft ig-
nition noises when
the airplane is two
miles away. Ac-
cording to its build-
er, the device will
operate excellently
when electrical dis-
turbances are not
too great. Auto-
mobile ignition
sounds produce in-
terference. The de-
vice was designed

by John Alelicharek of Houston, Tex.,
who is seen wearing the receiver
and has the bat-
tery case and an-
tenna strapped to
his back. The
photograph imme-
diately below
shows the com-
plete outfit.
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Measuring the Oiliness of Oil
W. C. Wilharm
demonstrating to
a visitor a de-
vice for measur-
ing the oiliness

of oil

Solarium That Turns With
the Sun

AUNIQUE solarium
has recently been

erected at Aix-les-Bains
in Savoy, France, for the
application of heliotherapy
for sick people. It contains
several glass -enclosed rooms partitioned
off from each other. The patients sleep
in these rooms, and whenever they wish
they can go up on the roof for a sun
bath. The roof is fenced in. The whole
house is so constructed that it turns on
a giant axis and is turned with the sun,
so that the patients can get the full
benefit of the direct rays of light.

Portrait Stamps to Prevent
Fraud

TN an effort to prevent fraudulent
forgery of signatures, Mr. Thomas

Smith, of AVorcestershire, England, has
developed a unique system consisting
of an adhesive stamp bearing the por-
trait of the signatory. Whenever a
check is stamped, one of the gummed
stamps is affixed, and the signature
signed across the face of the portrait.
Under special arrangement with the
bank, only those checks bearing the por-
trait are accepted for payment.

By means of a device consisting of a
weighted platform supported by

three highly polished steel balls, and
resting on an equally highly polished
steel plate which is covered by a film
of oil, it is possible to measure the
oiliness of oil. The angle between the
plate and horizontal is increased grad-
ually until the weighted platform sup-
ported by the steel balls moves over the
distributed film of the lubricant. Nat-
urally, the smaller the angle between
the plate and horizontal before the plat-
form begins to slide, the better is the
oil for lubrication purposes. The appa-
ratus was developed in the research lab-
oratories of the Westinghouse Electric
& ,Manufacturing Company.

Phonograph Records That
Can Be Bent or Hammered

DURIUM is the name of a new
chemical substance that was re-

cently discovered by Dr. Hal T. Beans,
Professor of Chemistry at Columbia.
This product in
its first commer-
cial application,
has been found to
he ideal for phon-
ograph records in
that it is flexible,
shatter -proof and
practically un-
breakable. It is
contemplated that
disk records made
of this substance
will be sold from
the newsstands,
and a new dance
hit of the week
will be available
throughout the
countiry every
Friday or Satur-
day.

Fastest Commercial Plane to
Show More Speed

THE fastest commercial airplane in
the world is intended to show still

more speed when it is entered in the
Chicago air races. The craft is the
low -wing monoplane Texaco 13, and.al-
though he recently established two new
transcontinental records in it, Captain
Frank M. Hawks arrived at the Na-
tional Air Races with the ship display-
ing, new racing wings, a smaller and
faster propeller, landing gear without
brakes but with "pants" of finerstream-
line. The brakes and navigation lights
on the wing tips and tail were removed
and other changes, which Captain
Hawks has declined to explain, were
made to decrease wind resistance, and
although he gave no estimate of his
'speed tests in the altered craft a pace
of 300 miles an hour or greater is ex-
pected of it.

The Chicago races, and especially the
Thompson Trophy free-for-all event on
Labor Day in which Captain Hawks
will oppose the best speed pilots of the
Army and Navy and commercial avia-

tion, will prove the full po-
tentialities of the Texaco 13,
a Travel Air special Mystery
S. driven by a Wright Whirl-
wind motor of 400 horse-
power. At the races Captain
Hawks is scheduled for dem-

onstration flights in his speed plane
and in the Texaco Eaglet, the
glider in which he was towed from
San Diego to New York last
spring. What he will do in the
Thompson Trophy competition is
exciting the greatest interest.

Sonic idea of the Hawks craft's
speed may be had by consideration
of its transcontinental flights. It
averaged more than 200 miles an
hour.

Vincent Lopez, popular
New York orchestra lead-
er, is shown applying a

flame to a phonograph
record made of Durium.
The record does not burn,
and can be treated in
this fashion with perfect

safety

Left: Dr. Hal T. Beans,
demonstrating the shatter-
proof qualities and the
flexibility of a record made
of Durium, a new chem-
ica I substance which he

invented -
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Would You
Believe It?

Pulling a Locomotive with a Bell Cord
YOU would never believe that three men

pulling on an ordinary bell cord would
be able to move a monster locomotive weigh-
ing 350 tons, or 700,000 pounds. Yet in a

demonstration to show that this could be
done, one of the steel giants of the road was
pulled for a distance of 50 feet, and there
was no one at the throttle. The tow line
consisted of an ordinary bell cord. The next
time you observe one of the giant
locomotives as it thunders along
the rails, just remember that you
yourself could almost push it along
without assistance if the brakes were
released. Let this thought convey
the impression of the re-
markable engineering in-
volved in eliminating as
much friction as possible.

We will pay $5.00 for
each photograph ac-
cepted and published on,
this page. Address,
"Would You Believe It?"
Editor, c/o SCIENCE &
INVENTION, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Where Drains Run on the Outside of
Houses

ONE of the most picturesque countries, full of
enchantment, is the Island of Corsica, now be-

longing to Italy and the birthplace of Napoleon.
While little known to the average man, it is fre-
quented by poets and artists. Houses in Corsica
have drainage systems, but instead of having the
system within the structure of the house itself, the
pipes running down inside the walls, a view of a
Corsican city backyard will show the ancient drain-
age systems going down outside the outer walls.

A Plaything of the Wind
E see here ar u iLsual tree fcrma-
tion charactetizecl as a wind ---tarp,

t ut this is difFeren- f om the wind -harp
known to every student of physics a; the
Aeolian harp. Trees .31ch as this one
may be found on tie tcp of high moun-
tains: they are distrtxc into this slaps
by the winds. Thb one is situated on
the Continental Divide in the Rocky
Mountains.

Lily Pads that Can Support a
Child

AT the Berlin Botanical Gardens, the lily,
Victoria Regia, was photographed while

in bloom. This flower blooms only one day
every year. Of South American origin, it
possesses leaves that are so strong they can
easily support the weight of a four -year -old
child. The reason for this strength becomes
more apparent when one looks at the under -
surface of a leaf shown in a closeup photo-
graph. The peculiar ribbed structure is

readily discernible.
The Victoria regia was named in honor of

Queen Victoria, of England. It was supposed
to have been first observed by Henke in
1801, but was first described in 1832, by
Poeppig who found it on the Amazon river
in South America. The leaves attain a
diameter of five to six feet. The margin
turns up about two inches so that it forms
a shallow vessel. The flowers are over a foot
in diameter. It has been cultivated in hot
houses in botanical gardens here and in
Europe.

Famous Kitchen Clock

FCR
the first time in history, 150 years after

her death, the closely guarded quarters of
the Empress Maria Theresa, of Austria, in
Castle Schoenbrunn, were open to the public.
Much of the furniture has played a part in
European history of the eighteenth century,
and is considered to be of exceptional ar-
tistic value and beauty.

Cne of the points of interest is the famous
kitchen clock, which was first presented by
Empress Marie Antoinette of France, to
Countess Hoyos, who in turn presented it to
Maria Theresa. Kitchen utensils in miniature
and porcelain flowers and figures decorate
this ancient timepiece.
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A pair of medium
selenium -red discs
may help the airman
to find a port in a

fog.

A Visual Attack

THE practical application of the visual filter idea is simple
enough. For the ship lookout, a pair of red spectacles

and possibly a pair of yellow ones; for the aviator, perhaps
extra red and yellow glass discs that will slip inside his

goggles, or a red filter on part of the windshield. The
proper colors are widely available to experimenters. High
transmission yellow is closely matched by amber theatre
gelatin; and Kodaloid (the Eastman printing mask material)
duplicates medium selenium -red. This field of research is

at least interesting, and may possibly yield some results of
definite value.

Briefly summarized, the principles of visual fog filters
as our experiments have revealed them are tlhese: No
filter is a panacea: advantages are slight at best. Mixed
filters (blue, green, purple, etc.) are of no value; only
"pure" filters (cutting off all wavelengths shorter and all
frequencies higher than a certain point in the spectrum)
are worth trying. For any given conditions, the deepest
filter possible (cutting off at the lowest frequency) should
be used. The usable depth of filter will depend on the
intensity of light available. Sunlight permits cutting off
all colors except red: in ordinary daylight we must pass
red and yellow; at night we need red. yellow and green.
For beacons and searchlights a yellow filter is helpful when
the observer is behind the light or looks in any direction
except straight into it; when the observer looks directly into
the light no filter should be used. From these principles
let us hope that there will develop some practical applica-
tions conducive to greater safety of transport on land, on
the water and in the air.

Much Has Been Said About the Fog
Been Said of Methods of Combating
the Average Airplane Pilot or Motorist.
Data and Means Which Anyone

By lieutenant

AIR transport and water transport bow to a common
enemy-fog. A surface vessel can slow clown or
anchor when the fog blanket descends; an airplane

can often return to a clear_landing field. But the ship may
be rammed in the murk, and a plane forced to come down
blind is courting destruction.

Fog danger is much more pressing in the air, where mini-
mum speeds approach a hundred miles an hour. For this
reason, perhaps. aviation is more active than shipping in
grappling with fog problems. Aside from great improve-
ments in standard airplane instruments, the chief avenues of
attack have been radio (dark light) and visible light. The
radio beacon, the radio altimeter and other navigation aids
have in the hands of experts shown very promising results;
but most pilots are from' Missouri in emergencies-they natu-
rally want to see a landing field before they try to land on
it. On all airways far more power is being put into visible
light than into radio signals. In the northeastern United
States, in fact, one can hardly get beyond sight of a revolv-
ino.b searchlight on a clear night.

It 'has long been known that red and yellow light pene-
trate fog better than blue light; witness the "secret" blue
convoy lights in the wartime submarine zone, experiments
with yellow automobile headlights, red and yellow filters for
military and naval sighting telescopes and range finders, and
the pinkish neon aviation beacons of recent years.

Before going very far into a discussion of seeing through
fog, one must inquire somewhat into the nature of fog and
into the nature of light. The minutest form in which water
appears in the lower atmosphere is haze, though in this phe-
nomenon dust particles and air mixing play their parts as
well. At any rate, the haze particles are very small-prob-
ably on the order of a millionth of a centimeter in diameter.
Particle size, as we shall see, is an important factor in light
penetration. Haze usually spreads quite uniformly over the

This shot was taken down the Hudson from West Point through
a haze, with a camera equipped with only the standard clear lens.

A ruby red filter cleared the landscape considerably, as this
photograph shows. Visibility is extended to about four miles.
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z Fog Problem
Problem in the Past Few Years, but Little Has
It Which Might Be Possible of Application by
. . . In This Article Lieutenant Wenstrom Offers
Encountering the Fog Problem Should Find Useful

William H. Wenstrom

landscape, and extends upward with little change from a few
hundred to a few thousand feet. Fog, on the other hand,
may be detached clouds in contact with the ground, generally
filling hollows and valleys; or it may be a continuous layer
over the whole landscape and a section of ocean. The murk
may be bad on the ground, and worse as one climbs several
hundred feet. On the other hand, one may be in "pea soup"
at the ground or water level while the sun shines a hundred
feet overhead-sometimes the masts of a ship project above
a fog which enshrouds the ship itself. Fog looks much more
dense than haze because its water droplets are larger-on
the order of a thousandth of a centimeter in diameter. The
upper end of the moisture scale is, of course, rain or snow,
of which the particles are perhaps a tenth of a centimeter
or more in thickness.

Having in mind a picture of the medium we expect light
to penetrate, let us briefly review some of the facts concern-
ing light itself. Light is in general an electromagnetic dis-
turbance similar to radio waves, but of much shorter wave-
length. Whereas radio waves are measured in meters, light
waves are measured in Angstroms, or hundred millionths of
a centimeter. When white light is spread out into its con-
stituent colors, the result is called a spectrum; the rainbow is
a familiar example. As the diagram shows, the colors of
the' visible spectrum begin with red at about.7000 Angstroms
and progress through yellow, green and blue to end with vio-
let at about 4000 Ano-stroms. Color sensitivity and general
light sensitivity of the human eye is thought to be due to
three types of nerve -endings in the retina; one type responds
chiefly to red, a second favors green, and a third favors blue.
The peak of total light sensitivity falls in -the green at about
5350 Angstroms.

Various light sources emit spectra of different types. For
example, an incandescent solid such as a tungsten filament
emits a continuous spectrum extending smoothly through all

Through a medium fog a standard clear lens gives an extremely
vague view of the east bank of the Hudson.

the colors it in-
cludes; a rarefied
gas as in a neon
bulb emits a series
of sharply defined
bright lines with
complete darkness
between them.

In brief form,
accurate enough
for present pur-
poses, tit e la w
which governs the
scattering or
penetration of
light in haze or
fog may be expressed thus: When the particles of the me-
dium are small in relation to the wavelength of the light,
clear image penetration (or freedom from scattering) varies
as the fourth power of the wavelength. This means that in
pure air red is going to come through much better than blue,
as shown by the blue sky (blue light scattered) and the red
sunset (red light transmitted). In haze, where several of
the particles would have to be placed end -to -end to make a
wavelength, red still retains a surprising lead over blue, In
fog, where the particles are more than a wavelength in
diameter, this lead is cut down but not altogether obliterated,
as our experiments show. In heavy rain or snow red has no
theoretical advantage at all. Granath and Hulburt have
found that in medium fogs infra -red waves up to about
twenty or thirty thousand Angstroms show little advantage
over visible red-that the increase of transmission with
wavelength is mostly confined to the visible spectrum. What
the infra -red waves above 30,000 Angstroms may do is quite
in the future-if anyone can invent (Continued on page 650)

Lieutenant William Holmes Wenstrom was
born in Sweden, but came to the United
Stales at the age of three. He graduated
from West Point and was commissioned in
the regular army in 1918. He is now
instructor in English at the U. S. Military
Academy; his interests cover radio, elec-
tricity, writing, physics and other fields.

The use of a medium selenium -red filter emphasizes the contrast
between lend, water, and sky.
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Why Not Light Up
Those Dark Corners?

By Mary Anne Sheppard
Home Lighting Specialist, Westinghouse Lamp Company

is still so mysterious that we
are apt to think of it only as the means of
supplying general illumination in a room. We

forget how much beauty and convenience it can
add to the house. One's home is not an
empty place, but has or should have an
atmosphere, and light is a flexible and
mobile medium of decoration which may
create varying moods. There are many
lighting devices which will give individu-
ality to your home, which can easily be as-
sembled in any home workshop.

One of the newest and most conveni-
ent additions to home lighting is the
porch light which also serves as an illumi-
nated house number. Many of us, late for
an engagement, have spent precious
minutes looking for our host's house along
a dark street. A lighted house
number shows up at a glance
and an entrance is made more
distinctive when this is a part
of an attractive lighting unit.
It may be a bracket type fixture
or a lantern type such as the
one illustrated. There are
many styles, suited to all types
of architecture, and they are
quite inexpensive.

Inside the house there are
countless unusual applications
of light, which give charm to
the home as well as add to the
convenience of living. If the
whole family occupies a sleep-
ing porch and there are very
young children who retire
early, one may wish to have a
light there, which provides a
soft illumination without dis-
turbing the sleepers. A lamp
in a porcelain socket, or a
miniature reading lamp with a
clamp device. fastened to the
under side of the bed, will throw
glory of light over the floor, so that a
late comer may see plainly without the

A reading lamp with a clamp device
fastened under the bed to light the

playroom floor

A door switch
controls the
closet light,
which auto-
mat ically
turns on when
the door is
opened, and
off when it

is shut

a light shining directly into the other's
eves. This may be particularly useful
in a nursery or a sick room.

A dining room with cove lighting is
the dream of many home people.
Aside from its beautiful effect
it gives a sufficient amount of
soft light to illuminate the room
properly. It is not as difficult to
install nor as expen-
sive as is commonly
supposed. If your din-
ing room has a plate
rail it can be covered
with asbestos, and a
string of Christmas
tree sockets fastened
along its upper sur-
face. Twenty-five watt tubular
lamps or the small ten -watt round
lamps may be used. These smaller
lamps should be placed only six
or eight inches apart so that they
do not produce a spotty appear-

This lantern -type porch light also serves
as an illuminated house number

ance along the wall. If the lamps
show, a moulding of wood or
painted tin is used to conceal them
and reflect the light against the
wall and ceiling. Where there is
no plate rail, a strip of molding,
slightly larger and with lamps at-
tached to it, may be fastened along
the wall two feet or so above eye
level.

Sometimes one of these ten -
watt lamps is used to emphasize
a note of decoration in the living
room or library. The accompany-

ing illustration shows a mantlepiece
with a clock on it and a picture hang-
ing above this. The tiny lamp, in a
porcelain socket is concealed behind
the clock and connected to a con-
venience outlet. This throws its
light upon the picture, making it the
center of attraction in the room.
There are countless places where a
bit of light may be used to floodlight
or spotlight some such object. pick-
ing it out as the focusing point of
the decorations. Often one is used
inside a lovely transparent vase to
bring it to life at night, or behind
a graceful ornament to produce a
silhouette.

The illuminated bookends shown
in an accompanying illustration are
an unusual way of providing an
A ten -waft bulb in the
base of your bookend

will illuminate if

individual note in a room, and
easily made. First, the bookends proper
were purchased, and then copper frames
of the desired size and shape were
made as a base for each of them. On
the top of (Continued on page 657)

can be
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Handy Chest, Easy

Picture This Weather -Scarred Pirate's Chest in
Your Den or Beside Your Open Fire. . . . It's
Attractive, It's Capacious, It Can Be Used to
Hold Anything from Clothes to Firewood. .

And It Can Be Built for $3.50

By Harry Seelye
N attractive pirate's chest wood.A box, designed by A. 0. Horning,

head of the wood -working depart-
ment of the John Marshall Junior High
School, Pasadena, Calif., is so simply
made that anyone with some small ex-
perience and the proper tools can pro-
duce a first class job. When completed
and properly finished it is a distinctive
asset to your fireside, holding enough
fuel for several evenings, and prevent-
inc, litter from marring the appearance
of the floor or hearth. The hinged lid
conceals the contents. And scores of
them have been made by Mr. Horning's
students at an average cost of $3.50
each !

Mr. Horning recommends Cali-
fornia redwood, or cedar, as a very
satisfactory material because of its
property of lightness combined
with strength. Either wood is
easily worked.

First make the ends and sides,
built up of fairly'wide boards glued
together before cutting to size.
Side pieces are secured to ends
with No. 10 flat -head wood screws
2" long. The bottom is a single
piece of 3/8" plywood, with y4"
"silent glides.' at each corner.

In building the top, nail down the
center board iirst. All top boards
are 4" by 3Y4", and beveled on
the edges to allow for the curve
of the top. Glue edges of the boards
and clamp them together while
nailing down. Note that the lid
is sawed after the box is made up.
This insures flush sides all around.

Three-inch butts are used at the
back side, and an escutcheon lock
is mortised in to the front, with
a hinged link to prevent the top
from opening back too far.

Much care should be given to the
finish, which is an attractive weathered

driftwood effect.
Having scraped the
glue from the joints
and planed the top
fairly smooth,
dampen the surface
and run a stiff wire
brush along the
grain, pressing down
hard. This gives the
appearance of wood
long exposed to the
elements.

A light gray stain
is applied next, fol-

Right-the chest complete.
Below-Detailed construction

drawings

COPPER
HEATED AND
IHAIMMERED

' 5" TOP

COPPER HINGE
STRAPS RIDGED
IN

HAMMERED 6. TINTED
SHEET COPPER:

'Scraping the glue from the joints (lower
fration), planing the top fairly smooth
running a stiff wire brush along the grain (upper
illustration) will produce a weathered driftwood

effect.

lowed with touches of brown and green
to give a somewhat mottled effect.
Powdered water stain is very satis-

illus-
and

yi SILENT GLIDESi *

3/4 x 3Y4"
TOP
BOARDS

-: BEVELED
GLUED AND
CLAMPED,
MIDDLE
BOARD
NA/LED
ON FIRST

29"
BRASS BOK CORNERS

6"

DESIGN FOR COPPER
DECORATION

factory for this purpose. A light
coat of varnish can be applied if
this finish appeals to you. The in-
side is clone in natural -wood varnish.

For the straps, corner bindings,
false hinges, and skull and cross
bones use light -gauge sheet copper,
which is easily hammered. First
put on the broad straps with gimp
nails or escutcheon pins. Heating
the copper before putting it on dis-
colors it and gives the effect of age,
and battering, lightly with a hammer
or blunt punch further adds to this
impression. Corner bindings are
nailed on in a similar manner. Note
that the hinges are cut in somewhat
irregular shape as though corroded
by the action of salt water, and along

the center for about half their length
they should be ridged. This is accom-
plished simply (Continued on page 647)
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A jointed pasteboard skeleton
painted with luminous paints
can be made to cut fantastic
figures in a darkened room.

LUMINOUS PAINT and
Its Preparation

TOPS that shine in the dark when
they spin, luminous valentine and
greeting cards, cigarette lighters

that shine at dusk and weird dancing
skeletons can all be made by one who
likes to experiment with chemical mix-
tures.

The basis of luminous
phide of zinc, calcium, strontium or
barium, with certain exciters such as
compounds of bismuth, uranium. man-
ganese, thallium, etc. The simplest
phosphorescent substance is made by
heating calcium oxide (pure lime) with
one-third its weight of sulphur and then
adding a drop of a five percent solution
of bismuth nitrate solution to every
fifteen grams of the mix. The whole is
then mixed, dried and heated to redness
in a crucible over a Bunsen burner for
half an hour. One may use barium car-
bonate with sulphur, also strontium car-
bonate with sulphur, and adding a drop
of five percent bismuth nitrate solution.
or manganese sulphate solution, with or
without the same amount of thorium
nitrate solution. The resulting prod-
ucts will have different colored phos-
phorescences, when exposed to a strong
light and then viewed in the dark.

If the experimenter makes many
mixes and calcinations, then new clean
crucibles should be used on each

Hold a leaf against a sheet of paper pre-
pared with luminous paint, then expose to
the light; in the dark the outline of the

leaf will appear as a luminous area.

By George D. Donaldson

Those Who Like to Experiment with Chemicals
Will Find That the Preparation of Luminous
Paints in Colors Is Interesting, Educational, and

Fascinating

A luminous
butterfly,
cigar lighter
and valentine.

The bowl of an old clay pipe makes an ex-
cellent crucible and a different bowl is used
for each chemical mixture. Clay bubble
pipes are cheap; they are destroyed or put
aside after any color has been prepared, thus
preventing contamination from previous

mixtures.

"batch." Clay bubble pipes make good
crucibles, and their cost is a tenth that
of the chemical porcelain crucibles.
\Vorking with clean crucibles. contami-
nations from previous preparations are
avoided.

Another method for making a lumi-
nous product is to pass hydrogen sul-
phide gas into zinc sulphate or zinc
chloride solution, and also adding a so-
lution of cadmium chloride during the
passage of the gas. The precipitate of
zinc sulphide and cadmium sulphide is
filtered off, washed, and calcined in a

crucible provided with a cover which
will shut out practically all the air. Clay
works well with a bubble pipe bowl.

Another mix is 40 grants barium
oxide, 9 grams of sulphur, 0.7 grams of
lithium phosphate and 3cc of a solution
of 0.4 grams of copper nitrate dissolved
in 100cc of denatured alcohol. The
whole is calcined for three-quarters of
an hour. It glows red.

One may buy a very good grade of
luminous paint from various manufac-
turers. Collodion. gum arabic, and very
thin spar varnish can be used singly as
a vehicle for the phosphorescent sub-
stances which you may make.

A dancing, jointed, stiff paper skele-
ton is sold at many novelty and carnival -
goods stores. Such a skeleton about
15" high painted with luminous paint
will cause much amusement when oper-
ated in an absolutely dark room. Strings
tied to the limbs will enable one to
make it dance in a very realistic man-
ner.

A card coated with luminous paint
can be caused to give a very pretty ef-
fect if a leaf, some lace, a paper cut-out
or other figure is held over it and the
coated side held to a strong light. When
the card is viewed in a darkened room,
an image of the object now removed,
can be clearly seen. Photo negatives
produce weird results, and it is possible
with a good grade of paint coated very
evenly upon the card to recognize the
characters of the negative glowing in
the dark !

The familiar disc top carried on a

A disc of cardboard painted as indicated
produces a top that shines in the dark

while it spins.

looped string and spun with the hands
can be made to give a fire -effect in the
(lark if it is painted or streaked with a

(Continued on. page 649)
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A Rope Hog -Oiler
HERE is a simple oiler that operates with old crankcase

oil from the bus or the tractor, or the special
kind if you wish. . . . A six -by -six timber is set two feet
into the ground, and a two-inch auger hole is bored down
through it, as far as possible. Then the timber is wrapped
with old rope about I inches thick, and small gimlet holes
are bored between the turns into the center well. Pour oil
into the well, and it seeps out, soaking the rope. The hogs
do the rest without any further trouble to you. 

Hanging a Lean-to Door
THE lean-to kind of barn or shed needs a full -width door
like any other building that ought to be weather -tight.."..

The door pictured above does the job in a neat and con -
lenient way. There's really two doors, one hinged to :the
other, the main one being level on the top and hung from a
regulation door hanger. The other door follows the roof
angle and is hinged to the righthand edge of the sliding sec-
tion. The rig is light enough so that the track and doors
work in a very satisfactory manner.

Down on the Farm
Bill Richards Has a Sharp Eye
for Handy and Helpful

Look at These

Winter -Proof Your Porch
WHEN the cold winds begin to

come down from the north, the
hack porch becomes deserted again
and starts to go to waste until
spring. But an hour's work will win-

terproof that porch and make it
nearly as tight as an inside
room. Stretch ordinary muslin
over the screened part, and the
screened door, and fasten it with
tacks. Then dissolve about as
much paraffine in high-test ben-
zine as it will take, and paint the
cloth with it. Use a wide
brush. Make long, fast strokes.
The coating left is weather-proof.

By Bill Richards

Rock Truck and Granary
IIE rock truck shown below clears

1 the ground by only six inches, look-
ing it easy to load. An old manure
spreader furnished the body and frame.
Front wheels from the same machine
were put on behind, and smaller ones in
front. . . . You can haul almost any-
thing in it. . . . The granary shown
above holds 25 bushels. It's mounted
on two iron truck wheels and the front
axle and wheels of an old car. Bed
pieces are timbers. and the bin is
matched lumber, nailed to studding
placed outside. The roof is hinged and
covered with tarpaper. The outfit is
easily moved from pen to pen.

Nearly Every Farmer Can Find
for One or More of These

Wrinkles-Isn't It So?

Water for the Grindstone
MIIERE is a simple method of keep-

ing the edging surface of a grind-
stone wet at all times while something
is being sharpened. The only things
necessary to make the rig are an old

tire casing and enough wire to
fasten it firmly. Part of the cas-
ing is cut away to leave plenty
of room for contact between the
stone and the axe, or whatever
you are sharpening, and the rest
of it is wired up so that it sur-
rounds the stone by something
more than half. You pour in a
quart of water, and the stone
turns without splashing.
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The finished bookcase looks well in the
living -room.

THE bookshelves shown in the
drawings are not bookshelves in
the ordinary sense of the word, but

are more in the nature of a living room
article of furniture with convenient re-
ceptacles for the accommodation of
books, magazines, vases for flowers.
knick-knacks, and a reading lamp, or
bowl on top. By filling the shelves with
books, a fair-sized library can be ac-
commodated. If desired for bedroom
use, the bookcase will be found to be a
very useful article as a bedside stand.
It can also be used as a place to store
one's extra shoes. By placing the usual
smoking stand accessories on top of any

8"

\

10"

I I

Make Your Own
Modernistic Bookshelves

By H. L. Weatherby
Director of Manual Training, Montgomery

County Schools, Montgomery, Alabama

Most Bookshelves Are Rather Dull and Uninspiring to Look at, But

Here's a Modern and Attractive Design for a Useful Bookcase Which
the Veriest Novice at Wood Working Can Make for Himself, Out of

Any Lumber Which He Has Lying Around

one of these designs the bookcase will
become an excellent article of furniture
to place in a man's room or study, to
be used as a combination bookcase and
smoking stand.

The decorations are modernistic and
in keeping with the design. The con-
struction is very simple and no trouble
should be experienced in the building of
it by even a novice at wood working.

Grooves are recommended for fitting
the shelves into the sides or uprights.
These, however, may be dispensed with.
and the shelves fastened in place with
dowels or screws. These methods are
all illustrated.

Below, et left, are dimensioned plan and front
elevation sketches. A suggested design for paint-
ing on the side is also given. This can be varied
to suit the taste and ability of the individual.
Other sketches show suggestions for sliding panels
to cover the shelves and keep dust away from the
voluMes These panels can also be painted,
enameled, or lacquered with attractive designs.

The finish will probably prove to be
the most troublesome feature. There
are several different ways of going
about this. Either quick drying enamel
or lacquer in about three colors that
harmonize will probably be the choice
of materials. The softer tints of al-
most- any of the colors will harmonize,
and one expects a piece of this sort to
be gay and bright.

In finishing, all holes should be care-
fully- filled with putty, and then if an
open grained wood has been used, the
whole surface should be given a primer
coat, after which this should be fol-
lowed by (Continued on page 669)
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In many countries of the world workmen
perform tasks with their feet. In China,
feet turn paddle wheels that mix paste for
pottery or pump water for irrigation.

In Syria we find foot power used
for crushing grapes in the wine -
making process. The grapes are
dumped into vats, and the workers
crush the fruit by trampling it.
The grape juice flows through a
funnel-like pipe beneath the box

into earthen containers.

EWing Galloway

FOOTWORK

These mechanics in Algeria use their fingers and
toes on a primitive lathe for making chair legs,
rungs, and other turned wood. The tool is a

sharp knife.

A three-man primitive
pump for irrigating rice
fields in South India.
Two of the men walk
back and forth on the
suspended pole, bal-
ancing themselves with

sticks.

In parts of China where tea raising is the
chief trade tea leaves are rolled with the
feet. Notice that the men rest on a
support of three sticks, to prevent them

from getting tired too quickly.

A few miles from the city of Algiers, men
wash their clothes in a little stream on the
outskirts of Bou Saada. They use their feet
instead of their hands for manipulating the

clothes on the rocks in the stream.

A Moroccan flower -basket maker
weaving a straw basket with both

hands and toes.
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CH ECKINC UP 0

The engineering and test procedure principles outlined in the test are reflected
in the design of the superheterodyne illustrated above

1
T is recognized by set manufacturers
and parts manufacturers alike that
the tolerances to he maintained on

the component parts of high grade radio
sets are becoming more and more nar-
row. The careful design of the cir-
cuits now most commonly used pre-
supposes an accuracy unheard of a few
short years ago. Radio -frequency
transformers must now be held within
close limits as to effective inductance,
coefficient of coupling, etc.; fixed con-
densers must be of capacity specified by
the circuit designer, and not just "about
so and so." In particular is this true
in dealing with the couplings providing
the so-called band-pass effect, where ex-
tremely small variations in the percent-
age of the couplings will upset the de-
signer's intentions as to band width.

The superheterodyne is one example
of a combination of various types of
couplings, both r.f. and i.f., in which
great stress must be placed on parts
tests, in order that the overall perform-
ance may be held uniform, yet without
requiring unduly long periods of adjust-
ment on the completed product. The
desired response characteristic of the
entire r.f. amplifier is secured by means
of a combination comprising a pre -
selector with inductive coupling and an
r.f. transformer having both low and
high tuned primaries. A careful choice
of inductances in the two primaries, to-
gether with accurate tuning of the
"high" primary, produces a response
sufficiently enhanced at the low frequen-
cies to combine geometrically with the
opposite type of characteristic produced
by the pre -selector. It follows that
such an overall curve may only be
maintained by correct values of both the
pre -selector "mutual" and the r.f. trans-
formers high primary tuning condenser.
The rapidity with which such a curve
alters its slope by slight changes in
either or both of the parts named and
the degree of change has been most
thoroughly studied; the net result can

N

Ordinarily the Broadcast Listener and
the Radio Experimenter, too, Are Not
Afforded the Opportunity to Know
What Takes Place in a Radio Manufac-
turing Plant from the Time a Receiver
Is Designed Until It Has Its Final Pro-
duction Test. He Must Either Take It
or Leave It. This Article Gives an
Insight Into the Extreme Measures
Taken to Safeguard and Insure Against
the Use of Inferior or Defective Parts
in Radio Receivers by Rigid Repeated

Tests and Final Assembly Tests .

only be a greater determination to hold only good design. It naturally follows
these parts within narrow limits. that such work on receiver parts must

The total dissimilarity of the three be clone quickly and by ordinary skilled
labor, regardless of the
limits set by the engi-
neer. To do so requires,
more than anything else,
a little unusual care and
precision in the measur-
ing equipment and its de-
sign. A considerable
amount of such equip-
ment, rugged and not of
particularly expensive
construction, is used in
the checking of parts em-
ployed in one type of
superheterodyne now
available, and is shown
in one of the attached
photographs. Note that
complete screening is used
to avoid interference with
other equipment through

B

CD -

.c\

NOT COUPLED- NO SHIELDING BETWEEN
COILS- MOUNTED ON 90° AXIS r

Fig. I. A push-pull oscillator circuit used in coil measure-
ment work

couplings, with respect to
loading, requires that such
parts be measured under
conditions simulating those
in the receiver. AccOrd-
ingly, antenna load of a
predetermined value and
tube plate circuit load are
used, respectively, in the
selection of these coils.
The high primary of the
third coil must also be
shunted, while measured,
by its carefully chosen
fixed condenser. When the
above conditions are fully
met, <:itd an accurately phased variable
gang condenser is connected, the nicety
with which such an amplifier tunes, and
the extreme "flatness" of its gain -
frequency characteristic fully justify
the labor spent in the checking of its
parts.

No expensive equipment is required-

+15 10 5 So 5 10 15 -
SIMPLE

R.E. TRANSF.

+15 10 5 So 5 10 45 -
HOPKINS STAGE

TUNED FOR MAX. REJECTIVITY

The comparative resonance curves of a simple tuned trans-
former (2) and the "Hopkins" stage employed in the

superheterodyne illustrated above

THIS article illustrates what goes on be -
I hind the scenes in a modern radio
receiver manufacturing plant. For sim-
ilar subject matter readers are referred
to the current and recent issues of
RADIO NEWS, particularly the August
and September issues.
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RECEIVER PARTS
By E. K. Oxner

Chief Engineer, High Frequency
Laboratories

the creation of beat notes, yet without
hampering the operation by cumbersome
shielding of the part under test.

A simple type of oscillator is used
for both sides of the zero -beat device
used for phasing the gang condensers
and checking values of small fixed con-
densers. This is permissible clue to the
short time interval on such operations
resulting in a minimum error clue to
frequency creeping. Calibration is such
that the "difference" scale is one inch
in linear length per 72 nurifd., which is
of great value for speedy yet accurate
phasing to limits of approximately 1

nunfd. in 420.
For coil measurement, however, such

simple oscillators have their drawbacks
due to "creep." In this work, use is
made of push-pull oscillators, whose
fundamental diagram is given in Fig.
1. Due consideration was given to the
possibility of using crystal controlled
oscillators, but it was found that the
"creep" of the push-pull type, when
correctly designed, was so small as to
be negligible. It may, of course, be
tuned to any desired frequency by
means of the two condensers.

Working inside a screened booth to prevent unwanted pickup
of stray interfering signals

A typical laboratory set-up

By means of an ingenious drip -wick
system, using several small paint pots, a
"dot" of color is used to distinguish all
parts tested. Thus, both the assemblers
and inspectors may note at a glance,
the exact tolerance limit of any part of
the receiver requiring close limits. An
adequate supply of check standards are
supplied by the engineering laboratory
and are kept in a lock box in measure-
ment booths. Such standards are
checked in the laboratory at intervals at

the discretion of
the engineer in
charge. Intimate
contact between
parts check and
final receiver test,
is essential in order
that limits be held
sufficiently close.
The same careful
check is necessary
on parts used in the
i.f. section of the
receiver. A study
of the resonance
characteristic of the
Hopkins stages,
which were de-
scribed in Radio
News for August,
will disclose to the
reader how little
mistuning may be
tolerated if the band
shape and gain are
to be maintained.
Figs. 2 and 3 show
in fundamental
form the compara-
tive resonance
curves of the sim-
ple tuned trans-
former and the
Hopkins stage. Res-
onance in both is
denoted by Fo; in
the case of the sim-
ple stage, mistun-
ing in either direc-
tion could be tol-
erated to a con-
siderable degree,

say to a point 5 or 6 k.c. removed (at
175 k.c.), without too disastrous loss of
amplification; a like amotint of mistun-
ning in the Hopkins stage of Fig. 3, if
in the one direction, would cause seri-
ous side -band asymmetry, in the other, a
complete loss of signal. Practical con-
siderations prohibit the tuning of such
i.f. stages by means of large variable
elements which could be used to correct
for wide tolerances in parts. It is there-
fore increasingly important that all
parts be carefully measured for the job
which they have to perform. In the
case of the i.f. amplifier (Hopkins) pic-
tured here, tuning coils are held to
limits of less than 10 units in 1400;
fixed tuning condZinsers to limits of plus
or minus 1 percent; choke coil natural
periods to an extremely close tolerance.
The latter test is unusual. considering
the wide latitude usually allowed the or-
dinary types of coils used as r.f. chokes.

Repeated checks are made on com-
plete i.f. amplifiers without the r.f. input
system, in order to determine the degree
of change in characteristics brought
about by the daily tolerance limits set
for checking. The 165-185 k.c. gen-
erator, together with the test i.f. ampli-
fier frame, are shown in the accom-
panying photograph. No variable
frequency -modulating equipment is used
for this work, the 30 percent modula-
tion at 400 cycles, supplied by the gen-
erator, being sufficient for comparative
measurements.

In connection with the push-pull os-
cillators of the type mentioned for coil
checking-. it is interesting to note their
adaptability to performance test of com-
plete receivers, clue to their practical ab-
sence of frequency shift. One unit of
three such oscillators is now in use for
securing, on the test bench, an immedi-
ate indication .of the degree of rejec-
tivity of the receiver under test.

In the particular case, the standard
demanded, as determined by complete
signal generator test, is a rejectivity of
1000 to 1 at 10 k.c. from the resonant
frequency on either side. The three
oscillators, each of the push-pull type,
each modu- (Continued on page 644)
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For the Motor
Workshop

By Raymond B. Wailes and Frank W. Bentley, Jr.

Do You Want to Improve Your Home Workshop? Here Are
Authentic Kinks for Motor Equipment that Will Aid You Materially

F1 g . 2

FIGURE NO. 1-The workshop
motor can be controlled from any

point about the workbench if a shaft
device is installed over the bench.
This can be done by mounting a dou-
ble pole single throw porcelain _base
switch overhead and affixing to the
fibre handle two dowel sticks which
pass on either side of the switch and
are suspended from the ceiling of the
shop. Thus two sticks, each three feet
long, will present an area six feet
long from which the motor switch can
be operated. The shaft thus formed
can be operated with one hand with-
out taking the eyes up front
the work. While dowel
sticks are suggested, light
strips of square cross-sec-
tion can be used
equally well.

Fig. I

Figure No. 2-
Centering wooden
blanks to be turned

in the lathe is best accomplished by
marking two lines across the ends,
the lines passing through the opposite
diagonal corners. The tool rest makes
an ideal straight edge for this purpose.

Figure No. 3-A tool rack to be
fixed in an upright position on the
rear edge of the motor bench will be
found very useful. It consists of a
wooden panel mounted to the bench
top by means of shelf brackets. The
panel is useful in holding rag wheels,
scratch brushes, emery wheels, lathe
wrenches, calipers, pulleys, rule, belt-
ing dust brush, etc. Turning tools
and a screwdriver can he held in a
shelf mounted on the front of the
panel. Drills can also be retained
here.

Figure 4-The problem of loose
driving belts on small motor workshop
equipment is, at times, very serious.
Due to the small diameter of the pul-
leys, grippage is at a minimum, and

belts must be kept very tight.
As idler pulleys do not seem to
be on the market for small, in-
expensive motor shops, another

means of keeping belts
tight is needed.

Slotting the holes of the
motor bench through which
the hold-down bolts of the
lathe, saw, planer and
other devices pass, affords
a ready means of adjust-
ing the play in the driv-

ing belt. The nuts underneath the table

TO 0 L
RACK

11111111

JIG SAW

---11,7g1
SHELF poi/rB RACKET

MOTOR TABLE

Fig.3

LATH E

Fig.4

are supplanted by wing nuts,
and the machine itself is ac-
tually moved forward or back
to tighten the driving belt.

Tightening the wing nuts securely
locks the device in position.

Figure No. 5-Wire bottle, or
test tube brushes cut in short
lengths and fitted in the drill chuck
make excellent brushes for interior
work. A five -cent hand scrub
brush can be cut into a square -
shaped brush with cz hack saw,
mounted a bolt and revolved

in the chuck for cleaning and polishing.

Fig. 5
Figure No. 6-Quite recently a

small bearing was needed for the
end of a light shaft. An old auto-
mobile engine piston was quickly sawed
away and shaped into one as shown.
One of the wrist pin bosses was run
with a bit of babbitt for the shaft end.
and the top of the piston was cut into a
tail like portion which was drilled for
screws and fastened down securely.

Fig. 6
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The finished arc
lamp mounted on its
stand. While pri-
marily intended for
therapeutic use, it
makes an excellent
adjunct for the tak-
ing of indoor pho-
tographs and home

movies.

" UNSHINE at the turn of a
switch," is bringing health and
happiness to thousands. No

longer is it necessary to go to the sun
to receive the blessings of its health -
giving rays. The magic ultra -violet
rays are being brought into American
homes by various makes of therapeutic
lamps. Physicians everywhere are pre-
scribing ultra -violet light for various
diseases. The ancients recognized in a
general manner the value of sunlight.
but it remained for modern science to
establish it in a definite way and to de-
sign equipment for furnishing the bene-
ficial portions of the sunlight to the
patients.

We think of sunshine in terms of the
light it gives, but strangely enough the
invisible rays of the sunshine, the short
ultra -violet and the long infra -red rays,
are the health -giving rays. They are
particularly valuable in such diseases as
anemia, rickets, neurasthemia, endro-
crine disorders, neuritis, tuberculosis,
and delayed sex development.

To obtain the benefits of ultra -violet
treatments one need not purchase one of
the expensive machines on the market.
A simple machine built by the writer at
the cost of a few dollars has been used
with excellent results in successfully
treating a bad case of anemia. This
machine is of the carbon arc type which
has been found by the Bureau of Stand-
ards to be the nearest approach to true
sunlight. In order to secure the maxi-
mum efficiency, a double arc consisting

I-%
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Fig. 3

Artificial Sunshine from a'

Home -Built Lamp
By Lionel K. Arnold

Engineering Experiment Station., lozca State College

This Article Describes the Building of an Arc Light for
Providing Ultra -Violet Rays for Therapeutic Purposes. It Is

Thoroughly Practical and Easy to Build

of two arcs in series was used. If only
one arc is used it would be necessary to
add additional resistance to regulate the
current to the proper amount and actual
power consumption would be practically
the same, while the effectiveness would
be only one-half as great.

The regulating mechanism of the arc
is shown in Figure 1. The parts are as
follows: L is made from a piece of
strap iron or steel Y44 inch thick, 1 inch
wide, and 17 inches long, bent into shape
as shown. The piece B is made from a

LIP
'11111

3" I=

sheet brass placed between them and the
fiber. The movable carbon holders are
made in the same way except that they
are 134 inches long. They are fast-
ened to the fiber pieces M which are 1Y2
inches by 1 inch by 3/16 inch. M is
bolted to the small hinge 1 inch in width.
The hinge is bolted to the piece K. N
is merely a rectangular piece of 24
gage sheet iron, 2/8 inches by 1 inch,
bent over at right angles Y2 inch from
each end. N is bolted to the center of
the cross piece B. The piece G is made
from sheet iron of the same weight and
is shown in Figure 2. It is bolted to
M between it and the hinge. Two links
H of sheet iron are connected at one
end by a pin or bolt to G, and at the
other end to the piece 0. A piece of
wire is coiled around the pin at G to
hold the links apart. The hole in piece
0 is threaded to correspond with the

0
OMR

similar piece of steel 7 inches long and
bent to shape. It is fastened to L with
small bolts or rivets. F is a piece of
fiber or other suitable insulating ma-
terial 3 inches long, 1Y2 inches wide.
and 3/16 inch thick. It is fastened to
L by the pieces P which are made from
strap iron. F is bolted to P which is
bolted to L. The purpose of F is to
support the holders for the stationary
center carbons. These holders shown
at J are made from 3/4 inch brass rod.
YI inch long. A hole inch in depth
and 5/16 inch in diameter is drilled into
one end. A hole is drilled at right an-
gles into this hole and tapped to take a
small machine screw (such as 10-24. 07
8-32) used for holding the carbon in
place. In the opposite flat end, a hole
is drilled and tapped to take a small
screw used to fasten the holder to the
fiber piece F. The two holders are con-
nected together electrically by a strip of

Fig. I

The details for
the construction
of the carbon
holders are in-
dicated in this

diagram.

threads on the rod W. This threaded
rod has the ends filed down to a smaller
diameter so that they fit in holes drilled
in pieces B and P in such a way as to
be readily turned. K is a wheel of
iron, wood, or any other suitable ma-
terial. It is held in place on the rod by
lock nuts so that when turned the rod

(Continued on page 654)
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Wrinkles and Recipes
Leader Repaired with Inner

Tube
ASHORT section of leader pipe be-

came rusted out, and as I did not
have a length of pipe to make a repair,
I cut a piece of automobile tire inner
tube. The free ends were slipped over
the parted ends of the pipe and drawn
tight. The elasticity of the tube made
the slipping on very easy and resulted
in a neat looking joint which held
tightly. Rub wet soap on the pipe ends
if the tube does not slip on easily.-
Raymond B. Wades.

BUTTE

INNER -
TUBE

LEADER
CLAMP

Easy Way to Repair Broken

Gear Teeth
WHEN teeth break off, as often

happens on pinion and gear
wheels, they may be easily repaired by
drilling holes, tapping for and screwing
bolts in the space where the teeth are
broken. By cutting the bolt heads off
and filing off the bolts so that they line
up with the rest of the teeth and mesh
properly a quick and enduring repair
can be made.

Place the bolts as close to each other
as is posSible so that greater strength
and surface may be obtained.-Joseph
D. Amorose.

Holding Doors Open

SMALL
BOLTS

SCREW

DOOR_

PEDAL TO RELEASE
DOOR

HERE is a simple device for hold-
ing doors open. Take a piece of

spring metal or tin and bend it as in the
illustration. One inch is a good width..

' When you want to close the door press
the strip with the foot as shown; this
will release the door for closing.-
McKee Smith.

First Prize, $5.00

Dirt -Proof Mask for Working
Under a Car

THIS celluloid mask fits over the
face and when working under an

automobile prevents sand and grit from
getting in the eyes.-W. T. Mason.

Paper Pocket Lining
E who travels or goes on an out-

ing often carries pieces of gum in
his pocket, or cigarettes and candy. This
sometimes causes stains in his coat
pocket. To remedy, he can take an ordi-
nary paper bag the width of his coat
pocket and cut it to about five inches
in length. The bag is then inserted into
the pocket and no attention need be paid
to it. Candy, cigarettes, etc., can then
be placed in it with perfect safety.
The paper bag can be discarded and a
new one replaced whenever necessary.-
Frank Schmulozvitz.

Tightening the Loose Nuts

SOMETIMES threads of a bolt and
nut become so worn that they are

practically useless, and when another
set is not easily obtainable, the trouble
can be remedied by the method shown;
by sawing a slot in the bolt with a hack-
saw and spreading the threaded part
with a chisel.-Toseph D. Antorose.

$5.00 is paid each month for the
best Wrinkle or Recipe accepted
and published in these columns.
All others used are paid for at
regular rates. Address: Editor,

Wrinkles and Recipes.

Door or Drawer Handle
A STURDY and attractive handle can

LI. be made out of a pair of curtain
supporters and a piece of curtain rod.
The supporters are provided with
screws by means of which they can
easily be fastened to a door, the top
of a home-made tool -box, or any other
place where a handle of this type is
suitable. A piece of curtain rod of
sufficient length is inserted and fastened
in with small nails, as shown. It mav
be secured by soldering or sweating.-
F. S.

PIECE OF CURTAIN
ROD

CURTAIN ROD f
- SUPPORTERS

Quick Acting Vise
QUITE often it is necessary to hold

a board firmly, especially is this
the case when planing. A short piece 
of 2"X4" wood is nailed flush with the
edge of a plank the size of which is im-
material. A piece of 2"X8" wood about
six feet long is' very convenient as it
can be carried to the job,- placed upon'a
pair of wooden horses or boxes; and
will be ready for work. Next cut an
inch board. into a circle with a.diameter
of six-.or.eight inches. This:piece as
illustrated is circular; if you prefer :it
may be_ made as a half circle.. Fasten.it
with a screw and washer to the- plank.
The screw is placed near the edge of
the circle.; this allows the circular piece

to move as an eccentric cam toward the
2"X4" block. The vise is used as fol-
lows; insert the board you wish to hold
between the block and cam, push in the
direction indicated by the dotted arrow
and it will automatically be clamped
firmly. To release push the hoard in
the opposite direction.-Eugene Keyarts.

(Continued on page 664)
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Mystic Fish Story
LARGE transparent glass can-
nister filled nearly to its brim with

nothino- but water is covered by a bor-
roweehandkerchief. After a few mo-
ments, the handkerchief is removed,
when to the amazement of the spectators
a dozen or more goldfish are found to
be swimming about in the water. The
secret lies in the fact that the can-
nister is divided by a piece of glass mir-
ror. The reflecting side is toward the
audience. The fish are concealed be-
hind the partition. When the handker-
chief is removed, the glass is withdrawn
and digposed of by being left on the
table top while attention is called to the
fish.

A Fortune in Eggs
ATRAY of eggs, all unprepared, is

passed for inspection. The magi-
cian then removes a pencil from his
pocket, cracks the egg with it, and then
withdraws a twenty dollar bill from the
interior of the egg. The trick requires \
a little preparation. A clutch pencil
is fitted with a spring that pushes a
rolled bill out of the hollow top. A
bayonet catch secured to the piston
holds the spring in place until, at the
opportune moment, it is released and
a rolled bill is forced into the interior
of the cracked egg. An unprepared

AAC C
GLASS

COVERED
Ad

MIRROR
IN HAND-
KERCHIEF

The master mind of modern mystery, who
has. mystified Es -Presidents Harding, Taft,
Roosevelt, Coolidge, the Prince of Wales and

other celebrities

DOUBLE'
BAG

The

`OLD GOLD

CROSS
SECTION

OF
BAG

DIFFERENT
BRANDS

OLD
GOLDS

double bag permits of an ingenious blind-
fold cigarette test.

pencil similar to the one used for the
effect should be available in case ex-
amination is requested.

Naming a Cigarette
HE magician asks the spectators to

1. drop cigarettes into a bag, and he
will demonstrate an ingenious blindfold
test. The cigarettes ate called aloud as
they are accumulated, Camels, Chester-
fields, Old Golds, Pall Malls, Fatimas,
Murads Melachrinos, and many of the
other brands that will be found in a
well packed house, The magician is
now securely blindfolded, and a spec-
tator is asked to pick out any cigarette
from the bag, light it and blow a puff
of smoke in the direction of the magi-

, cian, who may be standing eight or ten
feet away. The magician correctly
names the brand. The secret lies in the
fact that the bag is double. On one side
of the partition ten or twelve Old Gold
cigarettes are secreted. The spectators
drop their cigarettes in the opposite side
of the bag, but the one which is chosen
comes from the first mentioned side and
must, of course, be one of the cigar-
ettes previously placed therein by the
per former.

Second Sight
THE magician requests that the spec-

tator take one of his own visiting
cards and write a date, number or name
upon it, while the magician walks away.
This card is then taken from the spec -

(Continued on page 663)
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Experiments with
Toy Motors

By Raymond B. Wailes

The Author of this Article Is a Veritable Mine
of Ingenuity in the Experimental and Home
Work Shop Field. This Series of Toy Motor
Experiments Will Attract Every Electrical

Amateur Among Our Readers

ERHAPS one of the first
desires of the possessor of
a battery motor is that of

varying the speed of the
motor. This was simply
and easily accomplished
by means of a rheostat in-
serted in series with one
o f the battery leads. Radio

The completed reversing switch, made from
a few metal strips, several binding posts and

a wooden base

rheostats mounted on a wooden base or
behind a wooden panel mounted upon a
base make a serviceable resistance
group by which motor speeds can be
controlled.

That of reversing the motor is often
a problem to some. Simply reversing
the battery leads will not bring this
about. However, by mounting the
motor on a wooden base and fixing four
binding posts upon the base. two posts
being connected to the brushes and the
remaining two to the field, results in a
combination whereby the direction of
rotation can be varied at will. In

The circuit to
a toy motor so
arranged as to
permit its re-

versal.

Producing a musical
note by blowing
through the holes of
a moving paper or

phonograph disk.

Left-A series of obsolete radio
rheostats arranged on a base.
They are to be used to control

the speed of a *toy motor.

Below-Diagram of the reversing
switch and method of connections.

Oc

OD

TOY MOTOR REVERSER

-7;--13RuSHES

1.4

WIRING DIAGRAM

SOLDER

BATT ERY

snaking these connections, the present
series field connections of the motor are
abolished. In the series -field con-
nection, one end of the field winding
of the toy motor is connected' to the
battery, the other free end of the field
winding connects with one of the
brushes, and the remaining brush con-
nects with the remaining battery
terminal. In the four binding post
method, the field to the brush wire
should be disconnected. The now free
wires should then be connected to two
binding posts and the two brushes, con-
nected electrically to nothing else,
should be led to the other two binding
posts. To operate the motor, run bat-
tery wire to one field binding post. the
other battery wire to one of the brush
binding posts and then connect the free
binding posts with a wire. By a simple
reversal of either ONE battery wire
to the other corresponding connection,
or end, and connecting directly the free
binding posts, the motor will reverse.

Holes drilled in a phonograph record pro-
duce a musical note when a current of air is
directed toward them through a soda straw

or rubber tube, when revolving.

In this Planner, the battery current re-
verses through either the field or the
armature (through the brushes), but
never reverses through both the field

Rigging up a toy motor for
operation from 110 volt lines.

and the armature at the same time to
cause a different rotation.

A reversing switch can be made from
copper strips. Bend and mount strips
as shown in the sketch. Strips E and F
are somewhat like telegraph keys and
in the normal. or up, position make
contact with strip G. When either one
is depressed, this depressed strip snakes

(Contilutcd on Mgt: 645)

Arrangement of the
alternator producing
a note in a telephone.
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Prize Puzzles to Polish
Your Wits

By

THE Puzzle King presents the elev-
enth of a series of problems, the

solving of which will show if your
mathematical ability is bolstered
up by logical reasoning. Prize Speculating in Oil and Vinegar
winners of the August puzzles and
solutions will be found on page
656.

TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS IN PRIZES

AFIRST
PRIZE of $10 will be awarded to

the person sending correct answers to the
five puzzles accompanied by the best ex-
pressed analyses of the Oil and Vinegar
Problems:

A SECOND PRIZE of $5 will be awarded
for the next best analyses and correct answers
to the five puzzles.

TEN PRIZES of $1 each will be awarded to
the ten persons who send the next best
analyses of the Oil and Vinegar Problems
together with correct answers to the five
puzzles.

Answers must be received not later than
noon, November 15, addressed to "Puzzle
Editor," SCIENCE AND INVENTION, 381
Fourth Avenue, New York City.

All contestants must abide by the decisions
of Sam Loyd, who will examine all papers and
award the prizes.

Papers of identical merit, tying for any one
of the prizes, will each receive the full amount
of the prize tied for.

Pr HE roost ancient puzzles of which
1 we actually know the author's name

11EN Tony Bacciagaiupo bought
Vv out Angelo Frascatti's stock of

oil and vinegar, for an even hundred
dollars, the two merchants took inven-
tory and found the quantities of liquids
as shown in the sketch. Each barrel is
marked with the number of gallons it
contained.

Tony believes in quick sales and small
gains, so at bargain prices he real-
ized a nice profit by speedily clearing
out the entire stock, with exception of
one barrel, which barrel remained un-
tapped at the time of our interview. He
had a flat gallon price for his oil, which
was three times as much as he asked for
vinegar, and with six of the barrels
sold out, he had taken in like amounts
of cash for each of the liquids.

Tony told me many interesting things
about oil and vinegar, and also imparted
some confidential advice as to what one
could do with a barrel of grape juice.
However, since this is a puzzle discus-
sion, let us confine our attention to the
facts already set forth.

As related, after taking in the same
amount of money for each liquid, and
charging three times as much per gallon

The Seal of Ahmes
date back to 1500 B.C. These are con-
tained in an Egyptian papyrus reposing

in the British Museum. The title
of this prized relic is. Directions
for Knowing- All Dark Things.
The author was a priest named
:Mimes. His puzzles were not dif-
ficult, since they dealt mainly with
simple arithmetic.

Here is one of them, which an
eighth -grade pupil should solve in

a jiffy.
"Find a number which,

when added to its seventh
part, equals 19.''

A feature of the Ahmes
document which strikes me as
being much more worthy of
our attention, is a symmetri-
cal design which appears
throughout the work in the
nature of a seal, or signature.

As shown in our sketch,

for oil as for vinegar, Tony had emptied
all but one of his barrels, winch barrel
remained untouched.

Now, here is where the puzzle comes
in. I offered Tony four dollars for the
contents of that remaining- barrel, and
he snapped me up, although I got the
stuff 20 per cent. cheaper than did the
other customers.

Which of the liquids did a stock up
on, and what profit did Tony realize
ou his turning over of the seven bar-
rels.

Another Puzzle from Tony
WHILE investigating the oil and

vinegar business, let us consider
another problem picked up at Tony's.

it seems that in bottling up a 'full
barrel of vinegar, Tony used three
measures in decanting the gallons.
He drew five times as much vinegar
with the 3 -qt. measure as with the 2 -qt.
measure, and the only other measure
used was the 5 -qt. one.

Since he drew only full measures,
who can tell how much he drew off
with each of the three measures?

tins symbol is composed of a group of
triangles within a circle.

From tins graceful figure we deduce
two natural puzzles, as follows:

First: How many different triangles
can. be counted, that is-the total num-.
ber of triangles, large and small, that
can be found within the circle?

Second: In how few strokes of a
continuous line (counting the circle as
one) can the figure be drawn; it being
permitted to retrace parts of the de-
sign?

Thus three problems, gleaned from
the musty records of Ahmes. The first,
that little arithmetical question. should
be solved mentally to lubricate the men-
tal mechanism for digestion of the other
two posers.

At the top of answer sheet, state the
number of triangles. Also set down the
total number of strokes required to
draw the symbol.
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Make Your Own Castings
By L. K. Wright

A Very Large Number of Otherwise Keen "Pvleke It Yourself" En-
thusiasts, Who Literally Do tvIake Everything Themselves, Invariably
Balk at the Prospect of Making Their Own Castings. Like Every
Other Job, of Course, There Is a Knack in It, and a Few Tricks to

Be Learned

AGREAT many "how -to -build -it
articles very easily skip over the
casting problem by advising the

constructor to "take the pattern to the
foundry" so that the required number
of pieces may be cast. To the builder
familiar with casting practice this is
superfluous advice, but to those not
cognizant of pattern and founding pro-
cedure such a single sentence of instruc-
tion on this subject is the bugaboo
which deters many from constructing
the models they are anxious to build.

Patterns fortn the most expensive
-part of the production of castings. Once
a pattern is made up almost any number
of castings may be cast by the use of
it. The cost of casting is so reasonable
that it does not pay to attempt to pro-
vide the metal and apparatus to pour
them in the worker's own shop, unless
they -are of the low metals,
such as the tin, lead, bismuth and zinc
alloys. The low melting point alloys
are suited to small experimental parts
and after proving the piece by a test fit
the pattern thus checked may then be
used for an iron or brass casting.

Iron castings range from five to
fifteen cents per pound, brass and
bronze from thirty to sixty cents and
aluminum from forty to seventy cents
per pound. Small intricate castings
cost a great deal more than large simple

ones, but on the whole the prices
are usually very reasonable.

To make small castings about
one or two cubic feet of fine mould-
ing -sand will be required, which
will be sufficient for most experi-
menters. Tins material may be
purchased from a foundry sup-
ply house, the foundry itself or
obtained by a dealer in hardware.
If it is possible to obtain the yellow
sand it will he found to serve better
than the black material generally
employed. but the latter will serve,
as it does in thousands of foundries.

Should the amateur decide to find his
own sand, preference should be given to
the finest material, which clings to-
gether in a solid cake when a damp
mass of it is compressed between the
hands. Common river, lake or ocean
sand is not it is too coarse
and will not hold its form.

In order to prevent the sand from
getting on the floor and being tracked
about the place it is best to construct a
moulding -table. While an ordinary
bench or table will do it will he found
that convenience of working at a mould-
ing bench, of the type shown in Fig. 1,
will more than offset the labor neces-
sary to build it.

Since the bench is subject to con-
siderable pounding it is best 'to con -
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These sketches give all the detailed information required to make a moulding bench and
"flask." or container for the sand mould.

Pouring the molten metal into the mould

struct it of one -inch material, fastened
with screws, so that the joints will not
open. Two rails should be screwed to
the front and back boards inside the
trough so that the cross -boards, which
in turn support the mould, may be easily
shifted. By sliding the mould with the
cross -boards the sand below is easily
available. Fig. 1 depicts the general
form of a suitable moulding bench, and
conveys more concrete information than
would a page of text.

A few simple tools will be required
for handling and preparing the sand.
A small shovel or scoop may be used for
filling the moulding box or "flask."
Whether sand is new or used over and
over again it is best to make a sieve of
ordinary wire screeen. A piece of
wire netting fastened to a box or hoop
makes a good sieve.

A rammer, used for pushing- and ram-
min.- the sand in place, may be easily
made by whittling down a small rolling
pin; one end being cut to a wedge shape
while the opposite end is left full size
for ramming. The center portion may
be thinned to offer an easy grip for the
hand. For small work an ()id teaspoon
may be used for working the sand. The
above "tools," together with a bag or
knitted stocking filled with coal dust.
completes the necessary equipment, with
the exception of the "flask."

A simple "flask" consists of a rec-
tangular box, cut longitudinally in half
and provided with a loose top and
bottom. A "flask" suitable for small
castings may be made of one inch stock
and is best constructed by first making
a box about 12"X8"X8" high. and then
sawing it in half, so as to provide two
frames. The upper section is called
the "cope" and the lower portion is
termed the "drag."

Each, section is provided with corners
and sand holders, screwed in place, the
former members serving to strengthen
the "flask" and the latter triangular
strips to pro- (Continued on page 639)
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Keep Your Dresses Straight
alHEN you unpack a grip, it's

mighty discouraging to find care-
fully pressed clothes all wrinkled. The
Aviatrix suitcase keeps dresses smooth.
. . . Besides the regular compartments,
it is equipped with a banded dress -holder,
so arranged that clothes are always in
a vertical position. The case accommo-
dates from six to ten garments; you
merely raise the holder to get them.
Priced from $10.00 to $85.00.

Save Your Hands

STEEL
wool is excellent for cleaning

aluminum pots. Unfortunately, it
chaps your hands. To eliminate this, a
long metal handle (the Nu-Brite) which
fits into the disc holding steel wool, is
being manufactured. Price 10c per
package containing steel wool, soap and
handle. Tested in our laboratory.

fic Aids to
Your omfort

By Mary Jacobs

Are You Getting Full Benefit from the Time and
Labor Savers on the Market? This Monthly Page
Features the Latest Devices to Lighten Your Work

Turn the Switch, and Cook
TE you are tired of a hot kitchen, \vhy
-11- not install an Electrochef? Double
air -space oven insulation and focused
radiant reflectors assure cool cooking,
according to the manufacturer. Several
dishes can be prepared at the same time
by using the oven, and table stove of
four burners. An adjustahle thermo-
stat maintains constant oven temper-
ature. The oven is constructed of
Armco iron, all bare metal finished in
rustless chromium, and porcelain enam-
eled.

Toast to Order
THIS automatic toaster prepares any

slice of bread, thick or thin, on both
sides simultaneously. Heat is adjust-
able: your toast can he done just as you
like it-light, medium, or dark. There
is no ticking or popping out ; the toaster
signals silently by the wink of a light
when each slice is ready, then keeps it
warm for von. Price $12.50. Tested
in our laboratory.

OU can buy the latest in electric
Y irons for $8.90. The Proctor iron
has a complete temperature range up to
250 degrees Fahrenheit for properly,
pressing linen, cotton, wool, silk or arti-
ficial silk. No constant plugging in to
warm the iron and pulling out when it
gets too warm. Just set the dial marked
for )our fabric, and correct temper-
ature will be maintained. Tested in our
laboratory.

Upon turning on the
current, a red light
is flashed. It re-
mains until grids are

heated

Silent Signal
Waffler

THE Proctor Wafflor
eliminates guesswork

in baking waffles. Nine
intensities of heat are provided for the
grids. 'Waffles can be baked from a
very light yellow color to dark brown,
crisp ones. When grids are properly
heated the ruby light flashes oft ; when
batter is poured it . reappears, and re-
mains until the waffles are perfectly
baked,. It will stay just right till you.
take out your waffle. Price $25.00.
Tested in our laboratory. -

Names and addresses of manufacturers gladly supplied upon request
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New Ideas
By Arthur George

Every Month New Developments of Interest to
the Owner Driver Make Their Appearance, and
Are Reported for Your Information and Benefit.
The Author of These Notes Is an Authority on
Automobiles, and Has a Wide Experience in the

Motoring Field

3,bSKE6 ODE

,:mt,I,J7A7OR

Current Failures
THE absence of charging current

will be shown immediately by the
ammeter.

If removal of the cut-out cover shows
this unit to be out of contact and the
contact points will not stay together
even after holding them closed. it is
probable the -fault is in the generator.
ThiS can be taken off the engine by
loosening one or two bolts. If the seg-
ments in the commutator are uneven,
the segments should be trued up with
emery cloth or on a lathe. Look for
worn brushes, which niav be too short.
If worn, replace with new brushes.

Another cause may be the rubbing of
a brush wire or pigtail against the corn-
inutator. A piece of insulating tape will
possibly be all the repair required unless
the wire is cut. The third cause for
failure may be a broken wire from the
third brush, where it joins the field coil.

Temporary Terminal and Battery
Filler

WHERE the terminal of a battery
is corroded the tightening of the

bolt may cause it tobreak. -A strip of
Sheet copper is punched at both ends,
bent to the shape shown and attached to
the battery wire by a bolt, washer and

or

nut. A bottle with
a convenient vent
will facilitate adding
water to the battery.
1f the cork is nicked
on one side, it will
allow controlling the
flow of water to the
cells.

the Owner
and Driver

WOOD PIECE THROUGH HANDLE. AND HELD
AGAINST ;IRE RACK

CROSS
TEMBER
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RUBBER
SLEEVE

TOP VIEW OF LAP: GOD OF
FAGTF SING AWNING A 1TH

The Starter Control on Steering
Post

MANY new models of cars are being
equipped with starting button con-

trols on the dash or the steering post.
The advantage is leaving the foot free
for operating the brake or accelerator
while starting the engine after stalling

LEVER

PRACKETON /
POST

STEERING
POST.

BRACKET
FOR

UPPER ENID
OF HANDLE

,; A ND NOD MADE 01 t/ INCH IRON

in some awkward position. A good
steering post control for starting is pic-
tured. This consists of a lever, two
small brackets around the steering post
and one rod. The lever is 4 simple
straight iron bar, one end to rest against
the starting button and the other drilled
for the hand rod. Sheet iron forms the
brackets, fastened by small bolts. A
quarter inch iron rod reaches from the
lever to a convenient place under the
wheel. A pull on this handle and the
engine starts, both feet being free to
control the car.

A Top for the Rumble Seat
TTIDE rumble seat is one of tile most
undesirable locations from the pzis-

senger standpoint, particularly in rainy
weather.

The top shown consists of a metal
bow which slips into holes in the seat -
back. Extending forward from this is
a single section of pantasote. The turn-
ing type or snap -on 'fasteners are the
means for attaching the forward edge
to the car top. The rear edge is fast-
ened around the rod. If desired, two
metal rods can be added at the sides of
the top, the top fabric being stitched
over to provide an opening for these.

Cooling of Engine

CLEANING
the radiator is an im-

portant detail. If grease or oil
gets in the deposits fill the openings
through the radiator and prevent water
th)w A good solution to clean out the
scale is lye. One -quarter pound is dis-

NCGL SHCHJED BC RADIATOR SHOULD BC
RENEWED HI NEEDLE PLUSHED VITH CLEANSING

AND HOSE CLAMPS MADE TIGHT SOLUTION ,--

CONNECTIONS SHOULD NOT LEAK.
INSERT NEW GASKETS IF WATER 1II4H.
AT THESE PI ACES.

:CYLINDER HEAD
GASKET SHOULD
BE TIGHT. TAKE.
UP ON CYLIN-
DER HEAD

BOLTS

FAN BELT
ouLD BE RENE,R0

'F WORN OR FRAYED

PUNT C. AND

solved in three gallons of water, strained
through a cloth and placed in the radi-
ator. The engine is run until thoroughly
hot and the solution is drawn off
through the lower petcock. The radi-
ator should then be thoroughly flushed
out with clear water.
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This bandsaw in a woodworking shop, San
Jose, runs on a pair of discarded bicycle

wheels with leather lined rims.

OSTA RICA is one of those small
republics struggling with an
overabundance of politicians

which might escape notice if it were
not for the fact that the people are

.adept in making useful things from
waste and salvage.

The gasoline used in Costa Rica is
imported in five -gallon cans. The
average person would think that after -
the gasoline had been emptied the only
thing to do with the empty can would
be to feed it to the goats, but the in-
genious Costa Ricans will not have it
so.

Of the many things that are made
from gasoline cans, perhaps the most
useful is a miniature stove which does
excellent duty in many, many homes,
especially in the homes of the smaller
and poorer families, of which there is
an overabundance.

To make one of these stoves the first
step is to close and solder two holes
which are always punched in the top of
the can in order to pour out the gaso-
line. Next a rectangular piece, a little
narrower than the original height of the
can and exactly as deep as the can is
wide, is cut out of one side. A smaller
rectangular piece is cut out of the ad-
joining side and a half -circular piece
just above it.

With the large. rec-

How They
Make It

in

Costa Rica
By Russell Raymond Voorhees

Correspondcnt-on-the-Mozv

Ordinary kitchen -shelf brackets form the
supports for this stair in Cartago.

POLITICS
-POOR - that's Costa

Rica; but Costa Rica's Common
People Have Developed in Their
Poverty a Wonderful Talent for
Making Useful Things Out of Sal-
vage and Waste. . . . The Globe -
Trotting Scribe, R. R. Voorhees,
Tells You the Details Here in an

Article Genuinely Unique

A pinion and gear from a junked Model
T Ford transfer motion from shaft to shaft

in this candy agitator at Alejuela.

tangular cut removed uppermost, the
upper portion of the can is lined with
a clay mixture. A collar is soldered
around the edge of the cut. The lining
is brought above this collar and leveled
off to form a flat surface on which to
rest pots and pans in the process of
cooking.

The clay lining divides the inside of
the can into two horizontal parts, the
upper one being the firebox in which is
burned charcoal and the lower one the
baking oven. A tin door is added, with
two pivoted pieces of tin to hold it.
These stoves sell at retail for two

Above-Flower stands made of metal binding
taken from packing boxes. Left-Wall cov-
erings, cookie display boxes, sprinkling cans,
stoves, and candy boxes are some of the
things Costa Ricans make from emptied

gasoline cans.

colones or pesos, Costa Rican money,
which is exactly fifty cents in the U.
S. A.

There are literally dozens of other
articles and uses for the lowly gaso-
line can. For instance the cans arc
flattened out and used for the covering
of sides of little shacks in place of
sheet tin. (Colitinited on page 659)
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Suggestions for the
Home Machinist

DRILL GAUGE MADE FROM
SHEET METAL

3W

_ L.

DR LL FOR
SPECIAL SIZE

HOLES

By George A. Luers

DRILL ROD OR
COLD ROLLED

STEEL

The Drill Point and the
Special Drill Size

WHEN drilling a hole the point of
the drill should be accurately

ground (both cutting lips should be of
equal length), otherwise the hole may
be oversize. A simple sheet metal gauge
as shown is a good guide to use in
grinding a drill. A machinists' scale can
be used to roughly check up on the drill
point. It is placed to the side of the
drill to measure the cutting face.

The drills shown in the lower view
will prove very accurate for drilling
special sizes of holes. A piece of drill -
rod or cold rolled steel, the size of the
hole required, is ground down, the end
pointed, and the tool is tempered.

GROOVE TO DRAW ROUND NOSE CHISEL FOR
DRILL OVER CUTTING GROOVE

lviii111111111111111,to OM I I I 1111111o

A LEAD HOLE OFF -CENTER CAN
BE OVERCOME BY CUTTING
GROOVE TO DRAW THE DRILL

A LEAD HOLE MADE W TH A SMALL
DRILL ALLOWS OF MORE RAPID
DRILLING .

ro.11,101
tom

11111 I
III

fJpll

IIIIIfl II 111116

Centering the Drilled Hole
THE majority of jobs require drilled

holes to be accurately positioned and
the work is laid off with a scribed line
and prick punch marks to indicate the
hole position. When the drill is started
and the point cuts off center of the
scribed hole, it is possible to draw the
drill over by means of a. round nose
chisel as shown. The chisel is used to
nick out metal or make a groove in the

direction it is desired to throw the drill.
If a small lead hole is drilled through

the work, prior to using the large finish-
ing drill, the hole may be cut more
rapidly and with less effort. If the hole
is drilled slightly off -center, the larger
drill can be drawn hack to the desired
position, as shown by the upper view.

WE GE
SINGLE CUTTER

TOOL

Aszo

PILOT

, "AM I VMM

WORK

SPRING

PACKING PIECES
FOR ADJUSTMENT

DOUBLE CUTTER
ANNULAR BORING TOOL

Annular Cutting Tools for
Plates and Girders

HERE are two annular cutters for
plate and girder work. The.upper,

a single cutter tool, consists of a bar
with a pilot, a cutter and a wedge to
hold the cutter. The pilot hole for the
tool is first drilled into the plate. A
more elaborate tool for cutting with-
out a pilot hole, and having two cut-
ters for rapid work, is the lower one.
The pilot point is spring -held against
the work. The cutters are made ad-
justable by wedges driven above the
cutters through the slot.

Simple Boring Bar for Large
Boring Work

AJOB that frequently has to be un-
dertaken is the boring out of large

diameter holes, such as the cylinder of
a pump casting. if a single fly cutter
is used the hole is apt to be smaller
at the center- of the casting, due to

This Page of Ideas for the
Home Machinist Is a Regular
Feature of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION . . . Its Author Is
a Consulting Engineer by Pro-
fession, and Is Supervisor of
Ordnance Design at the Naval
Gun Factory, Washington, D. C.

Vee Blocks and Angle
Plates

WORK

WORK

BLOCK WITH ''U"
CLAMPS TO SUPPORT

CYLINDRICAL WORK.

ANGLE PLATE WITH"C'

LU'PSTOVERHANGING CASTINGS'uPPO

DR OTHER DIFFI-
CULT SHAPES.

lilt

A YS to hold circular work
and work where no sup-

porting face is directly under the
area to be machined are illus-
trated. The upper view of this
figure shows the general method
of using the "V" block. All cir-
cular jobs can be supported by
adequate clamps and blocks, ar-
ranged either on the machine bed
or on an angle plate. In the
lower view is shown a piece of
work supported by clamping to
an angle plate. Usually C
clamps are the means used to se-
cure the casting to the plate,
blocking out if required to 'line
up the face to be drilled or
bored. The angle plate should
always be secured to the machine
bed.

spring of the boring bar. The best and
quickest method to bore out such a job
and obtain a bore of uniform size is.
shown below. A boring bar is selected,
one having a diameter as large as pos-
sible. A cutter is made from flat tool
steel, grinding this cutter so that both
ends are of equal length measured from
the central notch. A wedge is used to
hold the cutter in the slot in the boring
bar.

6

WEDGE CUTTER
REST

VIVAPIPMA IV -immtei__ __
1

r
7 ,ZANSfe WORK 1

-4----'

WA idfdiMIP' .

11111111
CUTTER - WEDGE TO HOLD CUTTER

Li

DETAILS OF BORING BAR FOR LARGEBARS CYLINDERS

I II III I

The cutter removes metal at directly
opposite sides of the work and this
tends to prevent spring or deflection ill
the bar.
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RADIO
NEEDS
YOU!
...and YOU Need Radio!
Many opportunities for service men,
mechanics, radio operators for ship,

shore and broadcast stations
MANUFACTURERS and broadcast-

ing stations are seeking trained
RCA Institutes men. Millions of sets
need servicing ... thousands of ships
require experienced operators...
Never before was there an opportunity
like this.

The Only Radio Course Sponsored
by Radio Corporation of America
RCA Institutes (A Division of Radio
Corporation of America) conducts
courses in every branch of Radio and
assists graduates in obtaining employ-
ment. Why wait another day See for
yourself what Radio will do for you .. .

Study Radiounder the direction of RCA
. . . the organization that sets the stand-
ards for the entire radio industry...
Study under the direction of RCA ex-
perts... Learn the "why" as well as
the "how" of radio problems... by act-
ual experience with the remarkable
outlay of apparatus given to every
student.

Graduates of RCA Institutes
Find It Easier to Get Good Jobs
Students of RCA Institutes get first-
hand knowledge, get it quickly and

Study Radio
at Home in
your Spare

Time
Increase your earning capac-
ity by learning Radio under
the direction o f RCA experts.
Ask about amazing outfit of
special radio equipment sup-
plied to every student of the
RCAHomeLaboratoryTrain-
ing Course.
See for yourself how you too
can tune -in on success by
studying Radio in your spare
time.

4 4 4

Study Radio
by takingRadioStudyCourse
at any of these RCA Institutes
resident schools (classroom
instruetionsy. . . RCA mt-
perts instruct you in every
phase of radio ... The man
who trains TODAY will hold
down the big -money job of
the future.
RCA Institute resident
schools that give classroom
instructions are located in
the following cities:

New York
75 Varick Street

Boston, Mass.
899 Boylston Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
1211 Chestnut Street

Baltimore, Md.
1215 N. Charles Street

Newark, N. J.
560 Broad Street

Chicago, Ill.
222 North Bank Drive

Radio Inspectors
$2000 to $45u0

a Year

io Broadcast
,Lh..hani cs

oar

Radio
Operators
$90 to $200
a Month

(Board Free)

get it complete. Success in Radio de-
pends upon training and that's the
training you get with RCA Institutes.
That's why every graduate of RCA
Institutes who desired
been able to get one . . . usually in
from three to ten days after gradu-
ation. That's why trained graduates
are always in demand!

Send for
FREE BOOK

... Or step in at any of our resident
schools and see for yourself how you
too can quickly place yourself upon the
road to success in Radio... how you can
speed up your earning capacity...
earn more money than you have ever
earned before. Come in and get our
FREE BOOK or send for it by mail.
:Everything you want to know about
Radio. 40 fascinating pages packed
with pictures and descriptions of the
many opportunities in this fastest
growing industry of today.
Send for Free Book Today!

RCA
INSTITUTES

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.
Dept, Erro 11, 75 Varick Street, New York

Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE 40 -page book
nhich illustrates the opportunities in Radio and de-
scribes your home laboratory methods of instruction.

Name

Address

A Division of Badio Corporation of America Oce loot ior.
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Dynamotors and Motor -Gen-
erators for A.C. Receivers

THE Electric Specialty Company
announces a new line of-dynamotors

and motor -generators, for operating al-
ternating current radio receivers, or
other apparatus, from direct current.
They are equipped with standard attach-
ment plugs-providing "plug-in- con-
nection'between alternating current ap-
paratus and direct current. A new type
filter is provided which in addition to
silencing the noises of the machines,
smooths out stray noises brought in by
the direct current lines. This gives
quieter operation than from the. ater-
nating current lines. All units have been

made as trouble proof as possible. They
are equipped with wool pack bearings.
which are long lived, quiet in operation
and require a minimum of attention.

Semi -enclosing prevents damage from
objects getting into the machines, yet
permits ventilation, assuring cool oper-
ation. Dynamic balance eliminates vi-
bration. (This is very important in the
high speed machines.) Totally enclosed
wiring improves appearances and
safety. The new line of machines and
filters are made in both high and low
speed.

Superheterodyne
GRIGSBY"-

GRUNOW
Company an-
nounces the Majes-
tic model 52. a
screen grid super-
heterodyne. It is
designed in a
greatly reduced
high -boy type, mea-
suring- 39%" high,
18%" wide and but
123/4" deep.

The superhetero-
dyne circuit em-
ployed consists of
a stage of radio

frequency amplification, an oscillator, a
first detector, an intermediate frequency
stage, a second detector and a push-pull
output stage. The speaker, volume and
voltage controls are all an integral part
of the chassis.

Interference Filter
ANEW type interference filter has

recently been announced by the
Aerovox Wireless Company.

In this interference filter, a plug re-
ceptacle is provided on one face of the
unit and plug prongs are provided in
the opposite face. The prongs plug into

- ally standard wall socket while the plug

What's

New
in

Radio

of the receiver or appliance call he
plugged into the receRtacle of the inter-.
ference filter.

The outlet type illustrated here is
unique. It comprises a square plate de-
signed to fit just over the mounting
holes of the outlet wall plate so that
the screw which fastens the wall plate
to the outlet box can be used to fasten

the interference filter and outlet plate
to the outlet box, thus providing an
efficient and convenient ground con-
nection for the filter, instead of requir-
ing the unsightly ground wire connec-
tion necessary with most interference
filters.

Adaptor and Trouble Finder
and Switches

BEST -Manufacturing Company is
manufacturing an adaptor and

trouble finder and three types of selector
switches. The former is specially adap-
ted to making all circuit connections
to a five prong tube base where no
wires are exposed. Plate, ;grid, cathode,
or heater circuits can be opened readily

for connection of meter or test equip-
ment. This device may be used for con-
necting phonograph pickups or meters
to radio sets or amplifiers.

In the line of selector switches, knobs
are keyed to shafts to prevent their
slipping. All contact members are of
spring phosphor bronze. Model W-23,
which is illustrated here, is a doublepole,
4 point switch.

Jackson -Bell Midget

AN
outstanding feature of the new

model "62" Jackson -Bell Midget
which has just been placed on the
market by that company, is its tone
control. This receiver contains six
tubes, four type -22 screen grid, 1 type
-24 power tube and one type -80 recti-

fying tube. It has
three stages of
tuned radio fre-
quency amplifica-
tion with four
tuned circuits and
screen grid power
detector. It con-
tains only one
stage of audio
frequency ampli-
fication, which is
resistance -coupled
to the detector.

The radio frequency circuit is known as
a "constant gain" circuit, in which the
amplification and selectivity over the
entire broadcast band remain practically
constant. The selectivity of this re-
ceiver is not appreciably affected by the
length of antenna used.

Tuning is controlled by a single illu-
minated dial operating a four -gang con-
denser. Volume control and switch are
combined in one unit.

The speaker is electro-dynamic, de-
signed by Jackson -Bell engineers for
this receiver.

Power supply is protected by a two-
ampere fuse. This is arranged so that
it may be inserted in one of two posi-
tions-one for 110 -volt lines, and one
for 125 -volts. An electrostatic shield
is provided between the primary and the
various secondaries of the power trans-
former for the purpose of suppressing
the antenna effect of the a.c. line. This
is an important factor in the perform-
ance of the receiver, and has a great
effect upon the selectivity of the set and
the ability to obtain zero volume on
strong local signals.

Amplifiers
ACOMPLETE line of power ampli-

fiers for public address and cen-
tralized radio systems, is announced by
the Rauland Corporation. In addition
to portable form and also panel types
for mounting on channel racks, the line
includes portable and panel mixers, pre-
amplifiers, and microphone current
supply units and other equipment for
complete sound system installation.

The portable power amplifier illus-
trated here, is contained in a strong
metal cabinet with carrying handles. It
has an eight foot heavy rubber cord and
rubber jacketed plug. There are, two
types-fixed output impedance and
variable output impedance.
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WHEN RADIO'S HISTORY IS FINALLY WRITTEN
THIS AMAZING SUPER WILL BE SET DOWN AS

THE FIRST « «
REALLY GREAT RECEIVER

In the development of all arts and
devices, there stand out epochal,
basic achievements toward perfection.
Motor car men know exactly the feat
that marked the turning point to today's
unfailing reliability of the automobile.
The aviation expert knows what 'plane
established the pattern of design and
construction to insure safe travel
through the air.

And, we know enough of radio
now to make this bold claim that this
wonder 1931 H. F. L. Mastertone 10
marks entry to an entirely new era in
this new art.

The Super's the Thing!
Long known to be the ideal circuit
for receiver use, it remained for
H. F. L. to adapt the super -heterodyne
to practical home reception. True to
its name, the super has been the
superior set in power, in selectivity,
in pure tonal quality. Yet to combine
these qualities with the demanded
simplicity of control and ease of opera-
tion was a task that baffled radio's
best engineers for years.

Now we have all these features in
a history -making receiver and at a
price that bespeaks the genius and

cleverness of toddy's engineering skill
and manufacturing ingenuity.

Awe -Inspiring in Action!
This receiver is actually, definitely

revolutionary. It sets up entirely new
standards of design, building and per-
formance. Operation of silky smooth-
ness that thrills you to new heights of
radio enjoyment. Sharpness of selec-
tivity that is truly breath -taking in its

surprising precision. A sweet, full
tone quality that is inspiring in its
sheer naturalness! Power and reach
that awes even the hardened, experi-
enced DX explorer!

Why It is Different
H. F. L. exclusively uses the newly
perfected Hopkins Band Rejector
System, a circuit of which you will
hear much from now on in radio. By
this method, the width of the band
may be adjusted to absolute precision,
without impairment of the audio. Tune
the entire scale in steps of 10 kilo-
cycles, just as surely as you set the
clock! Distant stations reproduced with

the same clarity and definiteness as
locals!

Try It at Home
Surging power that lays the world of
broadcast at your finger tips! Tone that
lifts you to the realm of illusion with
the artists before you --reproduction
that elevates you to hitherto unsealed
heights of musical enjoyment.

Give H. F. L. the chance to prove
all these unusual claims. Test the giant
power o5 the Mastertone in your own
home. Experience its uncanny separa-
tion of stations. Thrill at its amazing
reach into the far corners of the world.
Do this all dt our risk.

Book Tells All
Details o: this history -making re-

ceiver and our new policy of distribu-
tion, placing this wonder set within
the reach] of all, are set out in a new
Brochure. Send for and get this book
without cost or obligation. No sales-
man will call on you-you will riot be
importuned to buy. Write now. You
owe it to yourself to know all about
the H. F. L. Mastertone 10 before
purchase of any new set.

HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES
DEPT. E-930, 3900 CLAREMONT AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

AMERICA'S LOWEST PRICED FINE RADIO!

H.F
MASTERTONE

SUPER 10

HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES, Dept. 0-930
3900 Claremont Ave., Chicago.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of your
new Brochure describing the new 1931 H. F. L. Mastertone 10
and your liberal selling policy.

Name

Addresn

City State

A
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PATENTS SECURED
TRADE -MARKS REGISTERED

High-class professional services for
Inventors and Trademark users are neces-
sary for Proper Protection. We offer
you our facilities on reasonable terms.
If you have an invention send us a
model or sketch and description and we
will give you our Opinion whether your
invention comes within the provisions of
the Patent Laws. Our book "HOW TO
GET YOUR PATENT" and Record
of Invention Certificate sent on request.
Delays are Dangerous in Patent Matters.
We Assist our Clients to Sell Their Pat-
ents. TERMS REASONABLE. BEST
REFERENCES.

RANDOLPH & CO.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

Dept. 172, Washington, D. C.

Name

Street

City

INVENTORS
who derive larg-
est profits know
and heed certain
simple but vital

facts before applying for patents. Our book, Patent"
Sense, gives these facts; sent free. Write

LACEY & LACEY
635 F ST., N. W. Dept., 15,WASHINGTON, D. C.

Established 1869

PATENTS
Write for Free Booklet. HOW TO OBTAIN A
PATENT and RECORD OF INVENTION-or
send drawing or model for examination.
MILLER & MILLER, Patent Attorneys

Former U. S. Patent Office Examiners
261 McGill Building, Washington, D. C.

fNTOBSPIODHS

Complete Service to
the man with an Idea.

20 gears. Rendering
Specialists for over labor-Savinq

Designed6Built
achinery

Mechani

Circular r References Guarantee ,Free -
BERNARD & HELLER 31 East 17'4St.N.Y.C.

UNPATENTED IDEAS
CAN BE SOLD

I tell you how and help you make the
sale. Free particulars. (Copyrighted)

Write W. T. Greene
926 Barrister Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS TRADE MARKS
All cases submitted gi VIM personal atten-
tion by --a member of the firm.

Information and booklet free
LANCASTER, ALLWINE & ROMMEL

255 Ouray Bldg., Washington, -D, C.

PATENT ADVICE
CONDUCTED BY JOSEPH H. KRAUS

In this Department we publish such matter as
is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases.
Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such
inquiries are published here for the benefit of all
readers. If the idea is thought to lie of importance,
we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possi-
ble to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail, a nominal
charge of $1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and ex-
plicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this de-
partment, see to it that your name and address
are upon the letter and envelope as well. Many
letters are returned to us because either the name
of the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

Flashlight and Vanity -Case
Combination

(1236) Mr. E. Schultz of Buffalo.
New York, asked whether we know of
an article marketed or patented that
consists of a combination Vanity Case
or Compact and Flashlight, so con-
structed that when the case is snapped
open the light shines on the user's face,
enabling her to use the device in the
dark, as in a theatre.

A. We have seen devices of this na-
ture on the market, but have not seen
any during- recent years. It is con-
ceivable that the item if correctly de-
signed and appealingly presented might
meet with favor. The venture strikes
us as being dependent entirely upon
your ability in properly playing up the
suggestion.

In view of the fact that the product
seems to have been taken off the market,
or is rarely seen, it is doubtful that it
met with popular appeal. Your own
idea along- this line might find the simi-
lar difficulty.

We advise extreme caution.

Double -Pointed Phonograph
Needle

(1237) Gaith Ficker, Asheville, N.
C., asked whether we believe he could
secure a patent on the design of a dou-
ble -ended phonograph needle.

We are extremely doubtful if you
could patent this suggestion. The idea
does not present an article of market-
able value and the extra saying in steel
is of little consequence, when one con-
siders the difficulties attendant on the
manufacture of such a needle or the
generally inferior results which it would
give.

We would not advise further pro-
cedure.

Electromagnetic Brake for
Automobiles

(1238) Jerry C. Clark of Oolitic. In-
diana. asked whether we would suggest
that he apply for patent On an electro-
magnetic brake for automobiles using
the principle of an ordinary disk clutch
operable by the electromagnet and a
connecting lever.

A. Some five or six years ago at the
Inventors' Show in New York an elec-
tromagnetic brake was demonstrated.
Up to the present time this brake has
not been applied to any of the commer-
cial automobiles. We do not believe
that any electromagnetic brake can
compare with the modern four-wheel
brake, nor:do we believe that an idea

along this line is of any value what-
ever unless you arc in a position to sell
it to some manufacturing- organization.
A patent could undoubtedly be taken
out on this item. Your construction
seems to indicate enough differences to
enable it to be fully protected by patent
claims.

Portable Folding Porch
Swing

(1239) A. M. Shandor, Lilly, Pa.,
asked whether we would suggest that
he apply for a patent on a portable
folding porch swing.

A. Your question does not give us
enough information upon which we can
base an argument for further pro-
cedure.

We shall be glad to continent upon
this suggestion if you will. furnish the
necessary details.

A Moon Plane
(1240) Phil Margulis of the Bronx,

New York, has designed an airplane
which is not based on the rocket prin-
ciple, but with which he expects to at-
tain tremendous altitudes. He merely
adds a tank of oxygen.

We do not see how the airplane
which you have designed can conceiv-
ably be made to rise to any greater al-
titude titan those which are now at-
tained by plane.

Every airplane that is made for the
purpose of breaking- an altitude record
is provided with a super -charger which
has a tendency to furnish a greater
amount of oxygen to the engine. Your
system will do nothing- more. The idea
is worthless and we do not consider it
patentable.

Automatic Clock for
Parking Lights

(1241):Jacob Schotel, Brooklyn, New
York, has designed an automatic clock
for turning on the parking lights of an
automobile at a predetermined hour and
shutting them off again. He asks our
opinion.

A. The idea is undoubtedly good.
Such a device could be used and could
conveniently be placed on some of the
modern cars. The question rests not
with the idea but with the possibility of
selling- the idea after it has been pat-
ented. We believe that you have no
chance whatsoever with a suggestion of
this type and if any automobile manu-
facturers cared to duplicate the stunt
they could do so with ease. We do not
find that you have any basic ground for.
a patent claim.
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My Offices
Just Across Street
From U. S. Pat.

Office

At the right is a view of my draft-
ing and specification offices where
a large staff of experienced ex-
perts are in my constant employ.

Protect Your Ideas
Take the First Step Today-Action Counts
If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an
Improvement on an old one, you should communicate with a competent
Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applica-
tions for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or
more applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea
(even though the inventors may live in different sections of the country
and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of
proof rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in
filing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So 1090 1114
time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below,

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time and attention'to patent and trademark cases, Our offices are directly across the street
from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the technicalities of patent
law. We know the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We canproceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an applicationfor a patent covering your idea. Our success has been built on the
strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trade,
mark owners located in every state in the Union.

Strict Secrecy Preserved-Write
Me in Confidence

All communications, sketches, drawings, etc.. are held in strictest confi-
dence in strong. steel, fireproof files, which are accessible only to author-
ized members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly. It is probable
that I can help you. Highest references. But FIRST-clip the coupon and get
my free book. Do THAT right now.

No Charge for Information
On How to Proceed

The booklet shown here contains valuable information relating to -patent
procedure that every inventor should have. And with it I will send yonmy "Record of Invention" form, on which you can sketch your idea and
establish its date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valu-able to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send you the booklet, and
the "Record of Invention" form, together with detailed information on howto proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose aminute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely
without charge or obligation.

Clarence A. O'Brien
Registered Patent Attorney

All drawings and spec-
ifications are prepared

in my offices.

fnventors

Free Boo

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney

53-A Security Savings & Commercial
Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Suite 1106, Dept. D-5, Woolworth Bldg.
New York City

Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain
a Patent," and your "Record of Invention" form
without any cost or obligation on my part.

Name
Member of Bar of : Supreme Court of the United States;
Court of Appeals, District of Columbia; Supreme Court, AddressDistrict of Columbia; United States Court of Claims.

PRACTICE CONFINED EXCLUSIVELY TO
eAmommommiimmiiimmommimommie1/4.9PATENTS,TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS (Important! Write or print plainly,

office nearest you)
and address
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INVENTORS FINANCE
CORPORATION

Will assist you to obtain protection
when, due to the lack of funds, you
cannot file application for patent
without long and dangerous delays.

UNION TRUST BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Chicago representative-N. E. HEWITT
Room 1853, 111 West Washington Street

Write us immediately for free information
regarding our time payment plan for the
benefit of inventors.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
INVENTORS FINANCE CORPORATION
Dept. C, Union Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Please send me particulars with reference to above
plan, and information about the way to proceed.

Name

Address

City State

NOTICE
TO

INVENTORS
A large Eastern Manufacturer with an ex- -
iensive and exclusive, established selling
organization desires contact with an inventor
or a firm owning a good household invention
that can be sold in every home. The device
wanted must be a summer seller that can be
retailed at not over $1.00. It may be a re-
frigerator, dish washer, oil stove, or any
good household necessity-. A good proposi-
tion is in store for the one who has what
We want either on a royalty or on a cash
consideration. When answering give com-
plete details and sketch with patent number
if issued. Write Box 11, Mackinnon -Fly,
Inc., 381 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

PATENTS
BOOKLET FREE _HIGHEST REFERENCES
PROMPTNESS ASSURED BEST RESULTS

Send drawing or model.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer

724 9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

TENT
TRADEMARKS-{COPYRIGHTS
Erfore showing idea to anyone. send for nmr-"DII-
PLICATING INVENTION RECORD"-YOU keep
rnPV Doerevidence anend me a eopy for advice. and
;x4Cti,cot,sf gr:noti, Pooc,rnuLt Jereonal Service. Advice

11! ,1-,YRNLei 7 0R4!
Registered Attorney

41-C
York City Washington, D. C.

41ENEW YEAR - NEW IDEA
PATENT YOUR IDEAS
Call or send me a sketch of

your invention. Phone LONgacre 3088
FREE 1 lenavgclreinr st; 11 eadiicneg Blank

U. S. and Foreign Patents secured by

Z.H.POLACHEK CReg.PatentAttorneyonsult. Engineer
En 1234 Broadway, New York Ira

MAKE MUCH MONEY
Making and Selling Your Own Products.
Formulas, Processes, Trade Secrets. All
lines. Automobile Specialties. Cleaning,
Polishing Compounds. Food Products. Toi-
let Preparations, etc. Expert Analytical
Service. Catalog, circulars free.

D. THAXLY CO., Washington, D. C.

Yankee Brains at Work
Notice to Readers:

AN appreciable period of time elapses between the filing of a patent and the
date upon which the patent is granted. During this interval inventors fre-

quently move. We regret that it is quite impossible for us to supply the correct
addresses of persons whose inventions appear on this page, nor can we furnish
information about when the product may appear on the market. Attorneys who
prosecuted the patent cases can furnish the most reliable data. Copies of patents
are available at ten cents each from the U. S. Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

Frames for Metallic Screens
No. 1,772,780, issued to Louis J. Milone

HIS inz,entiou relates to metallic
screens for windows, doors, etc.,

and is an improvement on the patents
issued to Arthur L. Otto. Practical pro-
duction methods are described for the

twittifstvifffitiffr
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formation of tubular and chann,ellea
rails and stiles of aluminum or other
similar .instal, the consiruction being
light, economical and neat in finish. The
screens themselves can be arranged to
be a press fit into the channels of the
frames, as shown in the accompanying
diagram, or they can be a sliding fit in
the vertical frames only, so as to roll
up out of the way into a receptacle at
the top when not required.

Floating Station for Aircraft
No. 1,773,029, issued to Alan J. Cobham
THE object of this invention is not

to provide Atlantic aerodromes but
floating stations for mooring flying
boats and seaplanes. The stations are
designed to be anchored in sheltered
waters where such aircraft limy moor
in safety while being refuelled and
otherwise serviced. They are compara-
tively stationary, will not sa.ing round
with changes of the wind, and have no
obstructions which will be like -117' to in-
convenience any craft moored alongside.
The stations consist of conical buoys,
moored by means of an anchor cable

passing through a hawse pipe midway
between the deck and the ape.e of the
cone. The deck itself is turnable inde-
pendently of the buoy itself, so that
'moored aircraft can swing zenith the
wind without causing the entire station
to swing. Fuel tanks are provided
within the buoy.

Dandelion Exterminator
No. 1,772,763, issued
to Walker Van Riper

07-111E object
of this in-

vention is 10

provide a simple
appliance adapt-
ed to discharge
a noxious liquid
onto the crown
of a plant with-
out affecting the
soil around it.
It is based on
the knowledge

t tat if gasoline or other similar
destructive liquid is deposited on the
head of a dandelion, it will, in, a short
time, permeate the entire root. The de-
vice is simply a tubular reservoir with a
spring loaded valve at the end. When
this valve is pressed up on the crown of
the dandelion the valve is opened and a
quantity of gasoline is permitted to flow
into the root.

Flying Machine
No. 1,772,049, issued to Simon Lake

Tinuention relates to a flying
_I machine of the heavier-than-air
type which is to designed that the pro-
pcIling forces can be directed to drive

the 'machine in ally desired direction
ranging from the hori..7ontal to the ver-
tical. It is possible by means of it to
take off either hori,::ontally, after the
manner of existing airplanes, vertically
after the fashion of a helicopter, or at
any intermediate angle. Flight may also
be maintained at any angle irrespective
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of .the position of the usual controlling
surfaces. This is achieved by the use
of two plane rings, mounted concentri-
cally, which arc driven through gearing
in such a way that they revolve in op-
posite directions, as indicated in, the
lower cut above. The revolving planes
art' mounted in gimbals so that they can
be inclined at an angle at the will of the
pilot. The engine and a pusher pro-
peller are mounted in the cab or cock-
pit.

Make Your Own Castings
(Continued from. page 628)

vide a hold or shelf for the sand so that
when the two halves are separated the
sand will not slide out of the "flask"
sections.

Tapered dowels or cleats fastened to
the sides of the "flask" sections must be
carefully made so that the two halves
fit accurately together. Care should be
exercised in building the "flask" to as-
sure a rigid form, with sections that ac-
curately match. The construction of
such a "flask" is shown in Fig. 2. The
cover, called the "moulding -board" is a
duplicate of the flat section used as the
"bottom board." These boards, of one
inch stock. should measure about 13"X
9", and both are best provided with
1"X2" cleats to strengthen them and
make it easier to pick up the "flask"
from the floor.

The moulding sand should first be
screened to remove the lumps, then it
should be carefully moistened, sifted
and shovelled about so that the mois-
ture is evenly distributed. If, when
compressed between the fingers, the
sand forms into a cake and shows all
the finger marks it has sufficient mois-
ture and is ready for use. If it fails
to cake or if it crumbles it is too dry
and more water is required. A sprink-
ling pot of small size will be found
useful in bringing the sand to the
proper working consistency, as it will
spread the water and prevent uneven
wetting.

The sand must he of the proper con-
istency, for if it is too dry it will
crumble or being too wet it will "boil"
when pouring in the molten metal
through the formation of steam. In
either event poor castings will result.

To make a mould the operation is as
follows: The "drag" or lower section
of the "flask" is placed on the "mould-
ing -board" and the pattern, assumed to
be a simple affair, such as a face plate
for a drill press, is placed flat side down
on the "moulding -board," off to one
side rather than squarely in the center.

A quantity of sand is then sifted into
the "drag" until it is filled level, as
shown in Fig. 3. Then the sand is
"rammed" down and smoothed off even
with the top edges of the "drag," by us-
ing the "bottom -board" as a straight
edge. The sand must be rammed prop-
erly, for if rammed too hard the surface
of the sand next to the pattern will dis-
close cracks. If not rammed enough the
sand will fall or run out of the "drag."
Several trials should provide sufficient
experience to determine how to pound
in the sand,

iR

VICTOR BUILDING
Our New Building Nearly Opposite U. S.

Patent Office Specially Erected Sy
Us for Our Own Use

OUR OFFER-. OF
FOR

YOUR
THE PROTECTION

INVENTION

YOUR FIRST STEP-The inventor
should write for our blank form,
"RECORD OF INVENTION."
Before disclosing your invention, a
sketch and description should be
made on our "Record of Invention
Blank", signed, witnessed, then re-
turned to us and we will place it in
our fireproof secret files. We will also
give our opinion as to whether the
invention comes within the Patent
Office definition of a patentable in-
vention. This "Record of Invention"
will serve as "proof of conception"
until the case can be filed in the
Patent Office. There is no charge
or obligation for this service.

Write for Our Five Books Mailed Free to Inventors
Our Illustrated Guide Book

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Contains full instructions regarding U. S. Patents. Our Methods,
Terms, and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and described.

OUR TRADE -MARK BOOK
Shows value and necessity of Trade -Mark Protection. Informa-
tion regarding TRADE -MARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETI-
TION IN TRADE.

OUR FOREIGN BOOK
\Ve have Direct Agencies in Foreign Countries, and secure
Foreign Patents in shortest time and at lowest cost.

PROGRESS OF INVENTION
Description of World's Mist Desirable Inventions and Press-
ing Problems by Leading Scientists and INVENTORS.

DELAYS. ARE DANGEROUS IN
PATENT MATTERS

TO AVOID DELAY: YOU SHOULD HAVE YOUR
CASE MADE SPECIAL IN OUR OFFICE to save corre-
spondence, secure protection and early filing date in Patent
Office. You should send us a model, sketch or photograph with
a description of your invention together with $25.00 on account.
\Ve will make an examination of the U. S. Patent Office records
and if it is Patentable we will prepare the official drawings
mediately and forward them for approval. If the invention is not
patentable we will return the fee less the cost of the examination.

PAYMENT OF FEES IN INSTALLMENTS
It is not necessary that the lot .1 cost of a patent be paid in one
payment. We permit our clients to pay for their applications
in three installments as the preparation of the application pro-
gresses in our office.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA STRI('TLY SECRET
AND CONFIDENTIAL. I NTER FF;R ENC E:AND INFRINGE-
MENT SUITS PROSECUTED, Our Largo, Comprehensive Or-ganization has been established for 30 years and offers Prompt. Efficient and Personal

Service by experienced Patent Lawyers and Draftsmen. We shall he glsti to have youconsult us or to answer any questions in regard to Patents, Trath.marks or Copyrights
without charge.

WE ASSIST OUR CLIENTS TO SELL THEIR PATENTS
Highest References-Prompt Service-Reasonable Termsr _ - _

FREE II VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
COUPON Registered Patent Attorneys: Established 1898

_a MAIN OFFICES: 715 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
BRANCH OFFICES: 1007 Woolworth Bldg.. New York City; 1640-42 Conway Bldg.,
Chicago, III.; 514 Empire Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 828 Fidelity Phila. Trust Bldg., Phila-
delphia, Pa.; 1010 Hobart Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE OF CHARGE your books as described above.

WRITE TODAY ""

Name

Address
NMI.
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His Salary Was Raised
while others were reduced
"Up to the time I enrolled for a course with
the International Correspondence Schools, I
had only a grade -school education. Since en-
rolling, I have advanced to a much better posi-
tion, where my salary is nearly four times as
much as I was making previously. I would not
be able to hold my present position had I not
taken your Course. Recently I received a nice
increase in salary, while other men were being
reduced."

Read that last sentence again-"Reeently I received a
ides increase in salary, se rile other men were being reduced."

There could he no better proof of the value of an I. C. S.
course than that. It shows that the trained neon is given
preference over all others and paid more money. even in
slack times, if his work deserves it. It shows that there
are always bigger, better jabs open for men who have the
foresight to prepare for them in spare time.

Why don't you study and get ready too? We'll be glad
to help you if you will only make the start.

Choose the work you like best in the coupon below;
then mark and mail it to the I. C. S. today. This doesn't

obligate you in the least, but it will bring you informa-
tion that will start you on a successful career. This is
your opportunity.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"

Box 6236-F, Scranton, Penna..
Without cost or obligation, please send mo a copy of

your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
0 Architect CIBridge Engineer
0 Architectural Draftsman 0 Automobile Work
1:1Building Estimating CI Plumbing 0 Steam Fitting
O Wood Millworking 0 Heating 0 Ventilation
 C oncrete Builder 0 Sanitary Engineer
0 Contractor and Builder 0 Sheet Metal Worker

Structural Draftsman 0 Steam Engineer
Structural Engineer 0 Marine Engineer

DElectrical Engineer LI itef rigeration
0Electric Wiring OR. R. Locomotives
O Electric Lighting OAR Brakes
0 Welding, Electric and Gas 0 Train Operation
0 Telegraph Engineer El R. R. Section Foreman
0 Telephone Work OR. R. Bridge and Building
O Mechanical Engineer Foreman
0 Mechanical Draftsman 0 Chemistry El Pharmacy
0 Patternmaker 0 Al c eh i li ist 0 Coal Mining Engineer
0 Rending Shop Blueprints 0 Navigation
0 Civil Engineer D Agriculture
0 Highway Engineering ID Textile Overseer or Supt.
0 Surveying and nipping 0 Cotton Manufacturing
O Gas Engines 0 Toolmaker 0 Woolen Manufacturing
0 Diesel Engines 0 Fruit Growing 0 Radio
[]Aviation Engines U Poultry Farming

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
DBusiness Management DBusiness Correspondence
0 Industrial Management OLettering Show Cards
El Personnel Management 0 Stenography and Typing
0 Traffic Management El Complete Commercial
0 AccountancY DEnglish 0 Signs
0Cost Accountant 0 Civil Service
DC. P. Accountant D Railway Mall Clerk
ell Bookkeeping - D Mail Carrier
0 Secretarial Work 0 Grade School Subjects
0 Spanish D French DHigh School Subjects
0 Salesmanship OIllustrating 0 Cartooning
0 Advertising OLumber Dealer

Name Ago

Street Address

City

Occupation
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the

International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

"p

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
Think of it Turn out all your own

home woodwork with the r.r, i5i011, no-
Itravy sod apeed of so exoert cabinet,
:taker. Heautif al work. The New Ha

Owed Saw does it. No Vibration. No
Imaterina. No galloping. Absolutely

Fare. Sotitahle for indtatriai use. llondloa
eat vnrirt y of jolts. Power( Stord,

Porte hl,.. 'Motor driven. Sensational Low
Price.

A Complete Line of
Machines for Your

Home Shop
Send for full informatiOn and catalog of

complete line, including wood loth,. via
sews. jointers. ...roll wa-eaerything
You nand for home or cosammer-
cial workshop. Do it now!

HESTON & ANDERSON
1411 Kirkwood Ave. Fairfield, Iowa

When the pattern has been properly
rammed in the "drag," put the "bottom -
board" on top and then turn the "drag"
other side up. The "Moulding -board,"
now at the top, is removed and the
upper half of the mould, the "cope," is
placed in position, as depicted in Fig.
4. The surface of the sand held in the
"drag" is dusted with coal dust by shak-
ing the dust bag over the "flask." Tile
(lust which falls on the pattern is re-
moved by blowing. The dust prevents
the two sections of sand from adhering.

The "cope" is then filled with sand
and rammed, and after leveling off, a
wire about the size of a knitting -needle
is pushed down through the sand until
it touches the pattern. A number of
holes should be provided by means of
the wire so that the steam and air may
escape when the mould is being poured.
Fig. 5 discloses the manner of pro-
viding the vents.

A. pouring- hole is required and this
may be cut by means of a "sprue-
cutter" made from a piece of 4" iron
pipe. If desired a tapered plug may be
used to -form the "sprue" or pouring
hole. After forming the "sprue," place
the "moulding -board" on top of the
"cope" and then the "cope" is lifted
'from the "drag." This is the most
critical stage of the operation, for if the
"flask" is not properly made and sticks,
or the sand not of correct texture, the
mould may be destroyed by the sand
falling out.- With a little patience and
practice the "flask" may be parted with-
out difficulty and a clear mould obtained.

Cutting the "Gate"
With the two halves of the "flask"

separated the next operation is to cut a
"gate" in the sand, so that the molten
metal may flow from the "sprue" to the
form left by the pattern, after it is re-
moved. An old spoon may be used for
cutting the channel. When this is ac-
complished the next step is to remove
the pattern from the sand. A sharp
rod or "draw pin" is driven into the
pattern, which is then tapped in all di-
rections to loosen the sand slightly. It
is a good plan to withdraw the pattern
slowly, rapping it gently while doing it,
so that ally sand which has a tendency
to adhere will loosen.

The "cope" is then placed back in
position upon the "drag," the accurate
centering of course depending upon the
dowels or cleats. A heavy slab or brick
is placed on top of the "flask" above
the mould to prevent the pressure of
molten metal from separating the sec-
tions or lifting- the sand. The mould.
is then ready to pour. Fig'. 6 shows
the "flask" prepared for the molten
metal.

The molten metal should be clean and
sufficiently heated to pour well. It
should be poured into the mould in a
small steady stream, so that steam and
air have chance to escape. The metal
should not be poured directly into the
center of the "sprue" for the metal will
otherwise strike the bottom with enough
force to loosen the sand, which would
result in a dirty casting.

Sand that is too wet will emit a large

volume of steam and will produce im-
perfect, porous castings..

Most castings are subject to a certain
amount of shrinkage and where ac-
curacy is required the pattern is made
to provide fOr this reduction by -making
it of the proper oversize.

 Shrinkage of Castings
Copper
Aluminum

3/16 inch per foot

Brass 3/16 "
Cast Iron A
Tin 1/16
Zinc 5/16
Lead 5/16

To obtain the weight of a casting,
where white pine is used for a pattern,
the following will be the approximate
weights, where the pattern weighs one
pound:

Aluminum 4.8
Iron 16.0
Lead 25.0
Copper 19.0
Brass 18.5

Where a non -shrinkage alloy is de-
sired, which in turn may be used as
patterns, the following formula should
be employed:

Tin 58.50', -

Zinc
Lead 12.5
Antimony 7.0

Other formulas are:
Magnalium:

Aluminum 85 to 95'",,
Magnesium 15 to 5'

.4//..ov:
Aluminum 93.
Copper 4.
Nickel 2.
Magnesium 1.

Britannia
Tin 85 (-'c
Antimony 10.
Copper 5.

P cTut cr :
Tin 90.
Antimony 7.

Copper 3.

Low Melting
Point Alloys

For the model maker it is best to cast
the part in one of the low melting point
alloys; then trim and fit the casting to
the desired shape. If alterations are re-
quired the pattern can be worked over
until the builder is certain that castings
obtained from the foundry in brass or
iron will be exactly suited to his re-
quirements.

The experimental castings, either re-
jected as not being of thelYroper design
or as being porous, may be melted down
and the metal used over again.

Metals and alloys of the low melting
point variety may be melted in an iron
vessel, such as a clean iron or steel pot.
The writer has used an enamelled sauce
pan heated over an ordinary charcoal
fire but either a gasoline torch or a Bun-
sen burner may be used.

Much ingenuity is sometimes required
in making the patterns, so that they
will leave the moulds without disturbing
the sand.
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Page Maggie Jiggs!
(Continued from page 594)

stand the sledge -hammer -like impact
blows of the swinging pendulum; or, on
the other hand, a specimen of ware may
break readily under impact and yet be
immune from chipping. This anomaly
may partially be attributed to the de-
sign of the edge and the angle of in-
clination of the rim of the piece of
ware.

While the findings of this official gov-
ernment breaker of dinnerware-the
"mechanical man" delivering sledge-
hammer blows-are consulted primarily
by Uncle Sam for specifications in pur-
chasing chinaware for the various gov-
ernment departments, they constitute a
standard of quality for commercial
manufacturers of dinnerware. At least
24 makers of domestic ware and four
importers of foreign ware consult this
swinging pendulum in its apparent role
of destruction. The samples of for-
eign products undergoing these tests
are made in England, France, Japan
and Czecho-Slovakia.

These competitive tests-deadly par-
allels of comparison between "made -
in -America" chinaware and that of
other countries-are both an incentive
and stimulating force to our manufac-
turers to better the dinnerware used
by the approximately 122,000,000 per-
sons in the United States. The de-
livery of blows by a swinging pendulum
in a research laboratory in Washington
means stronger dinnerware on the
tables of Oshkosh and thousands of
other places in this broad land.

Bringing Food
(Continued from page 594)

to the kitchen for refilling.
Electric heating elements beneath the

conveyors maintain the heat where
needed, while refrigeration is applied to
other trays to keep ice cream, salads
and other uncooked foods in perfect
condition.

A la carte service may also be had
and an absolute check may be kept by
means of priced dishes. That is, the
price of the order is permanently
marked on the side of the dish under the
glaze. On a la carte compartments a
lock is provided on the trap door
through which dishes are returned. The
a la carte patron selects his food in the
same manner as the flat -rate plan, but
he cannot dispose of his dishes; an at-
tendant takes care of adding the prices
on the dishes and a check is handed
the customer. This gives an oppor-
tunity for the purchaser of a light
lunch as well as the full meal.

The restaurant is pleasing in appear-
 ance, simple, efficient, and noiseless in

operation. Patrons are able to get all
they want of what they want and when
they want it without the assistance of
attendants. The feature of being able
to view and select the food desired as it
passes before one creates an unusual
appeal.

V
V
V

Take your choice
LIQUID, HARD or WATERPROOF

and all LePage's

LePage's Tested Hard Glue-
for those who prefer a hard
glue and for joints that seem
to require it. Tested for uni-
formity. No experimenting
with each new lot to see how
much water to add or how
long to cook.

LePage's Liquid Glue is handiest to use.
Always ready for immediate use. No
bother of preparation. Easy to work with
because it sets slowly enough to give you
plenty of time to adjust the joints.
Makes fasting joints of tremendous
strength.

LePage's Waterproof Glue-for all joints
that must stand up, impervious to moisture
indoors or outdoors.

Any cabinet-maker will tell you the
quality of finished work depends upon the
strength and permanency of its joints.
LePage's snakes all joints stronger even
though you also use nails or screws. Each
hatch is tested to 3000 lb. shearing strain
per sq. in.

y2li
EP

PHEPANOHRiii"!
PINT

MECHANICSA" MANUFACTER
ALWAYS READY FOR USE.

ZIN THE UNITED STATES ARSENALS.THE
KU.S.NATICNAL MUSEUM.AND BY THOUSANOSOF
CURERS MD ARTISANS THROUGHOUT THE HOMO
AMON PIMOS.ORiANS.R.R.CARS.CARRIAGES MOON

LE,PAGE'S TESTED GROUND & FLAKE GLUES IN
'17 Out FLAKE & SHEET GLUES IN BARRELSE

1
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WOLLENSAK----'
Mrat0SCOPE

 'MAUL IN 1).S.A
The most interesting things in nature
are hidden from the unaided eye.
Insect, plant, and mineral life have
thousands of fascinating mysteries
that can be perceived only by means
of a microscope. One of these fine ,..---
WOLLENSAK Microscopes should be in
every home, office, school, or labora-
tory where students, dentists, physi-
cians or scientists can spend many
hours in interesting and instructive
research. The WOLLENSAK Microscope
offers a range of magnification from
100 to 250 diameters in steps of 25.
Elaborately finished, nickel trim, tilt-
ing stand, plush -lined case, prepared
slide, and complete instructions. If
your dealer can't supply you, we will
send you one postpaid. Money back
guarantee. Lower -powered WorLEN-
SAK models $2.50 to $8.50. Catalog free.
WOLLENSAK OPTICAL COMPANY
877 Hudson Avenue Rochester, N.Y.

BE THE. Win a WellePaid
MAN PositionorOPen

BEHIND THE A Studio!
CAM ERA LeariiMotion Pic-

ture Photography
.5011" Photography

Motion Picture Projection
Opportunities every-
where await you. Pre-
vious experi-
ence unneces-
sary. Age or
lack of educa-
tion no ob-
stacle. Simpli-
fied methodteaches all
phasesof tno-

LI' PHOTOGRAPHY

TJneoualled opportunities
for rnen and women in
uncrowded field of "atill"
photography.

Lion picture
photography,
projection,
still" pho-

tography or
photo -finish -
tag.

"SOUND" Course FREE of Charge
Our complete course in "Sound" and "Talking"
Pictures included FREE of extra charge with either
the motion picture photography or motion picture
projection course. FREE book tells how you can
quickly step into a big -pay position, or start a
business of your own. Mail coupon NOW!

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. T-1840 10 West 33rd St.

New York, N. Y,

xviths,,t cost or obligation wend me a COM, of your FREE book
and drools about how 1 can quAlify a
( ) Motion Picture Cameraman ( ) Projectionist
( ) "Still" Photographer ( Photo -Finisher
Name

Address

city

New Lights on Old Masters
(Continued from page 595)

mannerisms of the masters of the
Louvre. This colossal work is carried
out by means of installations, optical,
photographic and radiographic, ingeni-
ously combined.

After having placed the picture on an
easel, M. Cellerier or one of his as-
sistants sits in front of the desk on
which there are push buttons controlling
the different apparatus. The operator
then carries out the experiments neces-
sary to establishing scientifically the
character of the painting. As we have
noted above, he determines the charac-
teristics of the internal substance of the
picture, as well as the more delicate
characteristics of the individual tech-
nique of each painter. This varies
sometimes in the work of the same
master, according to the period in which
it was painted.

It will be seen from the preceding
observations, that the scientific expert
investigation carried out as described
will give very precise clues. But it will
not be enough to depend on this alone
in all cases. Science and criticism have
to be combined to achieve certainty.

We can illustrate our subject by giv-
ing some typical examples, so as to
show the importance of the investiga-
tions carried out by M. Cellerier.

We have for example a fresco by
Cassariau, which used to decorate one
of the rooms of the Ancienne Cour des
Comptes in Paris, in-
jured in 1871 during the tragic days of
the Commune. Wishing to preserve this
important work, the directory of the

Photographing a
through

picture with white light
a yellow filter.

Beaux-Arts had it restored as follows:
After having stretched and secured a
cloth over the surface of the picture,
they scraped away the stone up to the
mural painting. Then the latter was
backed by a second cloth to support it.
The first cloth was then taken away.
In this way was obtained what is called
in technical language the "marouflage,"
which means a picture more or less

damaged by this double operation, on
which a good painter can proceed with
the necessary retouching. By photo-
graphing in the usual way the head of
the principal personage of the picture
thus restored, no trace of the work will
he detected, while the surface changes
and injuries will show very clearly with
ultraviolet rays. The extent of the in-
juries is clearly seen because these last
were repaired by the use of organic
water colors, which permitted X-rays to
pass through, while the old treatments
on a mineral base were relatively
opaque to the X-rays.

Let us consider now the monochrome
reproduction of the celebrated "Bene-
dicite" of Chardin, one of the jewels
of the La Cozo collection in the Museum
of the Louvre. Photographed by a
proper screen in full light, this picture
shows the mother and her two children,
leaving the other details of the scene in
obscurity. This exhibit shows the deli-
cacy of the brush of the marvelous
artist, while an X-ray of the portion of

Taking an X-ray photograph of an oil
painting

the same picture showing- the two chil-
dren indicates the composition of the
coloring materials which he used. These
characteristics are found also in the
other works of Chardin.

Let us now go cn to the examination
of a portrait of a woman of the Bruges
School -which is attributed to the second
half of the sixteenth century. Photo-
graphing it with a white light and a
yellow screen, 1\1. Cellerier found noth-
ing anomalous. Taking a second ex-
posure with an electric arc light, whose
white light contains a large proportion
of violet rays, he found towards the
left cheek and near the mouth a discord
of tones. This observation induced the
learned physicist to vary his optical ex-
periments. He submitted the portrait
next to ultraviolet rays giving it an
exposure of forty-five minutes, when he
observed the disappearance of cheeks,
mouth and chin of the noble lady of
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Bruges. In place of these facial areas
there was visible a perceptible rough
effect, undoubted proof of .a consider-
able retouching. Going back to the
original so as to get rid of the later
touches, one can easily distinguish the
indications of the inexperience of the
retoucher. Eventually the X-ray pho-
tograph of the same work showed light
retouching towards the base of the neck
and the left cheek near the lid of the
left eye.

On other ancient pictures the mem-
bers of the laboratory of scientific re-
search of the Museum of the Louvre
have made various observations no less
interesting. In the portrait of Isabelle
of Bavaria, going back to 1435, ultra-
violet rays disclose the delicacy of touch
on the face. On the other hand, the
headdress is treated more crudely; and
yet the X-ray photograph of the picture
shows no sign of retouching. The ap-
plication of the colors of the headdress
of the Queen of France seams to show
a technique quite different from that of
the face and bust. M. Cellerier con-
cludes from this that the master painted
the face, the bust, and the neck, leaving
to one of his students the work of doing
the hair of the too -famous wife of
Charles VI.

Colored Filters

Again the examination with colored
filters of a Madonna of the Umbrian
School, painted towards the end of the
15th century, showed recent additions
of pink colors on the cheeks of the
faces of the Madonna, the Infant and
the Angels. Apparently this retouching
was done to restore colors deteriorated
by time. The examination of this chef-
d'ocuz're of the primitive Italians also
shows a partial replacement of the old
wooden panel as well as of the gilding
and painting of this portion of the pic-
ture, thus restored because of an accident.
In the Louvre Aluseum laboratory many
paintings of the principal masters have
already been examined by one or the
other of the processes to which we have
alluded above, and we understand that
the Minister of the Beaux-Arts is to
appoint a commission to develop new
processes. Once in possession of suffi-
cient material and of experienced col-
laborators, M. Cellerier will be able to
bring together a collection of references
worthy of the national artistic riches of
France. The collection of these tech-
nical proofs will he of great service to
public galleries, to collectors and to ex-
perts, enabling them to determine the
authenticity of the pictures of the prin-
cipal painters, to discover the retouch-
ing and repairs undergone by the same,
and to unmask the counterfeiting, some-
times so perfect at first sight of the too -
skillful forgers of yesterday and today.

Are you in on our $3,250.00
Ideal Tool Shop Equipment
Contest? See page 597 for

complete details.

faeltosisSmashed
LACO

AUTOMATIC
OIL BURNER

wITR MINERAL N/IC

WONDERFUL
Invention Burns

Oil andAir
Imagine! Auto-

matic OIL HEAT at
no extra cost over
coal . . . at the low-
est prices ever offered! Laco, by an
amazing new invention, burns oil
with air and eliminates fuel waste.
Cuts heating cost to a mere fraction.
Think of the convenience-no more
fire fixing on cold mornings-no
ashes. No dirt. Then think of
Laco's BIG MONEY SAVINGS
ADVANTAGES.

4211:0112013 Smashes Fuel Costs
Eliminates Smoke. Soot Grease

The spray method of burning
oil means trouble and waste and
that means smoke, soot, grease,

because surplus air pressure required blows
a large part of the oil spray out the chim-
ney, wasting heat and oil. Laco does away
with all this. The exclusive new patented
Laco Mineral Wick converts the oil into
hydro -carbon gas-the most perfect means of
creating intense heat known to man, because
ALL OF IT BURNS and WASTE is elimi-
nated. It burns all the oil with air in gas
form, thus providing intensive
clean heat, free from dirt or
grease. Furnace does not have
to be bricked in. Simply re-
move the grates and put in
the burner.

FULLY AUTOMATIC,
with room thermostat, etc.
Quiet. Won't interfere with
radio. Complies with all city
ordinances.
NEW MODEL F

For Heavy Oils
Now for the first time-an

automatic atomizing power oil
burner at amazing low cost
for communities where the
cheaper grade fuel oils are
offered and 24 West Coast
Diesel Oil. Eliminates oil
waste. Scientific combustion
chamber and new exclusive
Laco shuffier do it. Perfect
atomization-sure ignition. Meters the oil
drop by drop as needed-extracts every de-
gree of heat from every drop of oil. Burns
low pressure, slow, lazy flame that catches
every bit of oil and burns it. Not a shoot-
ing flame that blows oil and heat out the
chimney or burns out the fire brick. FULLY
AUTOMATIC. Safety Lock Out System,
ignition, thermostat. etc. Send today for
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER and
Sensational Low Price.

AUTOMATIC
OIL HEAT
AtAtnazi nq Low Cost

As Low as
420

up to
/ 6 7591-'IMO ModellF"

for
HEAVY 0/LP

Save 'Ato5iwith Griswold
The FULL AUTOMATIC Oil Burner

of the Junior Laco Line-manufactured to
LACO SPECIFICATIONS, but built to
sell to the MASS MARKET and wage
earners-saves you one-third to one-half in
fuel bills-in initial price. Patented Crys-
tal Wick does it. Changes oil into hydro-
carbon gas. ENDS FUEL WASTE. Fits
any stove or furnace. For homes, apart-
ments, factories. Any type heating system.

Money -Back Guarantee
Laco Jr., the companion burner to the

Griswold Models-manual control-electric
blower type burner. For Arcolas, Heatrolas,
small furnaces and parlor furnaces. Neither
Griswold nor Laco Jr. have complicated wir-

ing system. No ignitions.
Easily installed and operated.
Can't flood. Quiet. If your
dealer can't supply you, order
Laco Jr. direct from this ad at
these sensational low prices,
or write for FULL INFOR-
MATION about the Griswold
Models and Laco Jr.

DEALERS
WANTED QUICK

An opportanity of your
lifetime. Preferably rated
men, but also the man
who'll invert small amount
in demonstrators and then
get nut and sell. This op-
portunity is worth $10.000
to $50,000 to right men.
SPECIAL OFFER IF
YOU ACT NOW. Large
territory available for re-
liable jobbers.
95% of all Laco dealers
are still selling Laco.

ORDER NOW!

With Complete Equipment
Ready to Install Laco Jr.

Model 0-J, 2.4 rooms.... $70

Model 1-3, 4.6 rooms.... $75

Model 2.3, 6.8 rooms.... $80

All prices f. o. b. Griswold,
Iowa.

World's Most Complete Line of
Low Price Oil Burners

Laco-a complete line-has just the burner
for your home, factory, apartment, or wher-
ever heat is wanted, whether you have elec.
tricity or not. Models range from as low as
$14 up to $675. Instantly installed into pres-
ent heating system or stove. Takes just an
hour. Any plumber can do it!

INSTALL NOW-PAYMENTS LATER
Write today and tell us the type of heating system you now have, whether or not

you have electricity. All Laco and Griswold Burners are sold on easy terms at
SENSATIONALLY LOW PRICES, with a Special Offer if you act right now !

Listed as Standard by Underwriters' Laboratories

LACO OIL BURNER COMPANY
603 Union Street Griswold, Iowa. U. S. A.
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IINOW -You &oleo to

High Schoo
at Home
Make up NOW
for that education
you missed and
get your High
School Certifi-
cate. These 15
amazing "Ques-
tion and Answer"
books will pre-
pare you for big-
ger pay, business
and social suc-
cess. This new
method teaches
every High School subiect you ought to Know: Correct
English, American Government, Geography, Ancient
and Modern History, Literature, Spelling, Grammar,
Plant and Animal Life, Science, Latin, Physics.
Physiography, Civics, Economics.

It's Fun to Learn
this easy inexpensive way-now used in 12,000 High
Schools. All you do is read the fascinating questions
and answers in your spare time al home. A few min-
utes and a few cents a day will bring you rich rewards.
Increase your earning power; improve your social
standing; qualify for your High School Certificate.

S/85 after FREE Examination
Put this million dollar high school in your home on
FREE trial. Send no money-pay nothing on delivery.

Just examine the books 6 days absolutely without cost.
Mall them back at our expense if you aren't delighted.
Otherwise, send $1.85 first payment and then on/y $3 a month
until the amazingly low price of $19.85 has been paid. (10%
discount for cash in full after examination making total
only $17.85.) Is this offer too good to be true? Send your name
and address NOW for FREE examination. No obligation.
High School Home -Study Bureau, Inc.
Dpt.3798,31VnionSquare,NewYork,N.Y.

BIG SIX -TUBE RADIO
,Big 17x22x13 inch
radio set, licensed
under H. C. A. Pat-
ents.Regular price
$50. Greatest pre-
mium offer ever
made. Given for
selling only 12 bot-
tles Perfume at 25c
each, giving Per-
fume Novelties
free and remitting
as per pla in ca-
talog.

heed
no mo-

ney. We trust you.
TREVAUX

ERFUME CO.
DEPT. 5A77 CHICAGO

Free Lessons!

START TO PLAY
VERY FIRST DA
Even if you can't read a note of music right now,
you play a simple melody on the very day you get
your Deagan Xylorimba. Free, easy lessons show
you how. Soon you are amazing friends and relatives.
Then anew life begins-long, happy evenings of joy; parties;
popularity; radio engagements-and the same chance to
make $5 to $25 a night as Ralph Smith, Chicago-"Played
20 minutes at wedding; received $20." Or the Hallmann
family, Reading, Pa..- *Made $300 in 6 weeks, spare time."
FIVE DAYS' FREE TRIAL-Our big FREE book
tells all about this fascinating instrument-the 5 -day free
trial offer-the free lessons-the easy payment plan. Send
in the coupon today-the booklet will be mailed promptly
without cost or obligation.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
J. C. Deagan, Inc., Dept. 3568, 1770 &dean Ave., Chicago
Send me, without obligation, full details of Free Trial offer
and easy -payment plan on the Deagan Xylorimba.

Name

Address

Checking Up on
Receiver Parts

(Continued front page 621)

lated by a single frequency tube modu-
lator, operate from a common a.c. sup-
ply. The oscillators are shielded from
each other, and all supply lines filtered,
and they feed an r.f. transmission line
which supplies the receiver with input
energy. The oscillators show no great
tendency to "lock in" together, when
carefully tuned. Some precautions must
be taken to prevent the natural 10,000
cycle beat notes from modulating any
one of the oscillators, in addition to its
own modulating supply. They are tuned
to, say, 820-830-840 k.c., with modulat-
ing frequencies of 750, 1200, 1500 cycles.
A switch is provided to cut off the "B"
supply to both "outside" channel oscil-
lators, simultaneously substituting a
"bleeder" load of correct size on the
power supply so that the output of the
"center channel" will not increase. At-
tenuations are such that the center chan-
nel provides approximately 2 microvolts
to the receiver, while the two outer
channels each provide about 2000
microvolts. Many of the preliminary
test adjustments on receivers may be
made on the center channel, an output
meter indicating sensitivity at this one
frequency. The complete suppression
of all signals from both outside channels
then indicates normal rejectivity. It
must, of course, be understood that such
rejectivity alone means nothing; more
complete checks by means of the usual
signal generator, together with higher
percentage modulation, serve to indicate
that the shape of the overall character-
istic is that for which the receiver was
designed, that the fidelity is normal, etc.,
etc. It may be said in this connection
that, in so far as the Hopkins intermedi-
ate amplifier is concerned, the peculiar
manner in which the desired signal ap-
pears and disappears, as the small ad-
justing condenser is rotated, is, in it-
self, sufficient indication of the correct
high pass and low pass characteristic
of the respective stages. In general, it
may be said that the construction of
such a three channel oscillator has fully
repaid its designers, and additional
units are being constructed so that the
same sort of observations may be se-
cured at other points in the broadcast
spectrum.

The results so far secured through the
careful use of carefully designed parts
test equipment has fully borne out our
belief that "any means to an end are
justified, if the results justify the
means."

There were so many basement con-
version plans received that really
merited detailed consideration, that in
order to get the best material for our
final summary, we have decided to
omit it from this issue (as originally
planned), and publish it in our next
(December) number. Look for it!

FORECAST
By the Official Forecaster

THE best contest ever staged! We
think you will agree with us that

this is the only adequate way to describe
our new workshop tool and equipment
contest. Or perhaps you overlooked the
preliminary announcement in our
October issue? If so, turn to page 597
of this issue and you will find a complete
statement of the objects of this fine new
contest, what to do, and how to do it.
This is the finest opportunity ever
offered for the ambitious young (or old,
for that matter!) machinist or wood-
worker to win a complete workshop
outfit of his own selection. Start in
now. Consult your hardware dealer;
we have already advised him of this
contest, and he can help you. Write to
the reputable manufacturers of tools and
equipment for their catalogues. If you
don't know of any, write to us, and we
will do the rest. December 24 is the
closing date, so let's all get together

-now and make this the biggest, best and
most successful contest ever.

THE December issue of SCIENCE' AND
INVENTION is going to be a record

breaker, packed full of interest from
cover to cover. Here are just a few of
the highlights. In the first place, we've
got the dandiest cover drawing we've
seen in a long time. You remember the
Flettner Rotor ship which derives its
motive force from the action of the
wind on revolving towers? What more
natural but that somebody should adapt
the same system for airplanes, fitting
rotors instead of wings. That's the
cover drawing, in unusually striking
colors, and the leading article in the
issue describes the new plane.

YOU'VE
all seen circus freaks, of

course, and no doubt most of you
have wondered what is the scientific
explanation of these unnatural beings.
Dr. Frederick Damrau will tell you in
the December issue of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION.

MR. A. DINSDALE, our new Man-
aging Editor, and an authority on

television, has a wonderful tale to tell
of the tricks which the Heaviside layer
plays with broadcast television images,
and how the observed effects can be
utilized. to calculate the height of the
layer.

AS a result of J. Phillips Dykes' series
of articles on outboard motor boats

we have been inundated with requests
for constructional details and blueprints
giving all the information necessary to
build an outboard boat. It has been
impossible for us to reply to all these
requests individually, so we have done
the next .best thing, and our December
issue will contain an article by Mr.
Dykes which will give all the drawings,
data, and instructions required for the
building of an exact duplicate of the
boat, built by himself, with which he has
won 29 out of 31 races. Blueprints will
be available, and further details con-
cerning these will be announced in the
article.

THOSE readers who are enthusiastic
gardeners will soon be thinking about

planting for next year, and in our next
issue Dr. Bade will tell you what to do.
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Experiments with Toy Motors
(Continued front page 626)

contact with lower strip H. Each strip
has a binding post mounted on it. Two
L screw hooks soldered together make
a neat handle lever by which either
strip can be depressed and held in that
position, by a simple motion of the
handle hook to the left or right. If the
connections are made as shown in the
diagram, then depressing either key
strip will cause the motor to turn left or
right.

A motor fitted upon a base with four
binding posts as described readily lends
itself to being operated in alternating
current. It will be found that if the
field winding or coil is connected in
series with an electric lamp and the
110 -volt alternating current circuit, that
the lamp will light. If a radio rheostat
is connected across the brushes or
armature circuit, the motor will revolve,
if the rheostat is regulated.

A paper or cardboard disc perforated
with holes as illustrated in one of the
photographs shows how one can make
a wind siren. On whirling the disc with
the motor and blowing through a
rubber tube or soda straw through the
rotating holes in one of the concentric
perforations, a musical note can be
heard. On allowing the air stream to
strike another circle of perforations, a
different note will be produced.

A miniature alternator can be made
by mounting a circular iron (such as a
galvanized iron) disc on the motor
shaft. The circular disc should be cut
at a point every quarter of an inch
along the circumference, a quarter of
an inch in toward the center. Each al-
ternate segment thus formed should be
bent toward the same side of the disc
as shown in the photograph. By con-
necting a battery in series with an
electromagnet and placing the magnet
so that the pole is very near the re -

evolving segments of the disc, a hum can
be heard in the telephone receivers.
This is due to the magnetic lines of
force of the magnet being cut or
altered by the revolving segments, the
segments soaking up, as it were, some
of the magnetic lines at a time when a
segment is in close proximity to the
pole of the electromagnet.

$5,000 FOR PERPETUAL
MOTION

The editors have received thousands of
different designs of perpetual motion de-
vices, and have received hundreds of cir-
cular letters soliciting finances for the
building of perpetual motion machines.

The editors know that if they receive
these letters, there are thousands of others
in this country who get similar letters
and who fall for the claims made in the
numerous prospectuses giving the earning
capacities of the various machines.

Most of the shares of stock for these
perpetual motion machines are being sold
at a rate of $1.00 per share, although some
inventors are trying to sell shares of
stock at $100.00 per share.

Therefore, the editors of this publica-
tion say, "Just come in and show us-
merely SHOW us-a working model of a
perpetual motion machine and we will
give you $5,000.00. But the machine must
not be made to operate by tides, winds,
waterpower, natural evaporation or hu-
midity. It must be perpetual motion."

Giants out of the earth
Al Advertisement of the American Tezephone and Telegraph Company

No AGE but ours has seen so swift and
complete an application of natural
forces to the doing of daily tasks.
Man's leaping knowledge . . . em-
bodied in industrial plants and labora-
tories, airplanes and electric loco-
motives . . . has won new power and
freedom. Machines are the symbols
of a new relationship with nature.
They are the servants of this civili-
zation . . . helping men to extend the
limits of their opportunities, to change
the character of their life.

Americans have been pre-eminent
in this change, for in whatever they
do they seek to utilize nature to the
utmost. They have taken the power
out of the earth and from the running
streams. They have made it turn the
wheels of their industry and move their
products by rail and road.
They have made color and
variety out of chemistry. They

have spun metal in slim wires to carry
their voices anywhere with the speed
of light . . and make neighbors of
the scattered millions of America.

Joining homes and work places,
towns and distant cities, the Bell
Telephone System has furnished a
new communication for this new age.
Forwarding the growth of the nation,
giving better and more complete ser-
vice in advance of the demand, its
function has become the indispensable
one of furnishing the means of social
and business contacts in crowded
cities and scattered villages over the
length and breadth of a continent.

The Bell System is constantly
improving the scope, speed and
accuracy of its service. Its work
of contributing to the welfare and

prosperity of American life
goes on with increasing
purpose and pace.

Full A. C. Operation
on SHORT WAVES

Loud speaker
reception of
foreign broad-
cast stations.

New
NATIONAL THRILL -BOX

in A. C and D. C. Models
DOUBLE SCREEN GRID
Send today for Bulletin No. 141

National Company, Inc.
61 Sherman St. Malden, Mass.

If you're going to build a glider

. . . BUILD IT RIGHT!!
The Rhon Ranger oFfers yen PROVEN PERFORM-
ANCE, EASE of CONSTRUCTION, and UNEQUAL:
El) ECONOMY. The Ithon Ranger Construction Kit
at only 559.50 include, all parts and materials neressary
to build the complete glider. It it also available for irn
mediate delivery in any stage of construction: Combina-
tion Kit No. I (ribs built 001 it priced at $109.00; Corn-
binar.ion Kit No. 3 (with ribs and metal fttings finished)
$129.00; Rhon Ranger Pontoon Kit. 039.50 knockdown.
Many other combinations. For full particulars, send
10c to

MEAD GLIDERS
Dept. H-2 12 S. Market St. Chicago, III.
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UILD HUSKY

USCLES
cr. .60
0.19

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

SEND
NO MONEY

GET Big Husky MUSCLES-
a healthy body-with this

amazing INEXPENSIVE body-
building outfit. Here's an oppor-
tunity to get everything a fully
equipped gymnasium offers-for
only $3.60! (Think of it.) But this
offer lasts for -a short time only-and is
merely an introductory low price
offer. Take advantage of it now-
before the price is increased.
Here it is. Powerful TEN CABLE EXERCISER
for chest and back development. WALL EXER-
CISING attachments. Rugged II EA 11 HAR-
NESS. FOOT STIRRUP. WOOD AN NICKLE
HAND GRIP. Regulation SKIP ROl'E and
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS neatly and con,
partly arranged.

SEND NO MONEY
You take no chances buying this big outfit.
We GUARANTEE money back if you are
not entirely satisfied after inspection. Send

L

o money. Jo.. your name nod address. The
complete outfit ..ill be sent out immediately. Pay
the postman only 53.00 plus postal charges. (No
C. 0. D. outside U. S.)

H. C. SWEENEY MFG. CO.
21 East 22nd St., Dept. L-236

New York, N. Y.

STEINER COMBINATION

Para.
Pen dg

Steiner -Fulton Prod. Corp., 5751 Easton Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.

WOODWORKER $45.00
Belt Sander, Saw,

Grinder, Drill
lion 3f H. P. Motor. switch.

cord and plug. 30 24 in.
sander. 6-in.adiustable once.
5s 3i in. grinder for any
tool or drill. Takes un to if

Cr. drills. Operates many otliertools.
Bronze bearings. endless belt, pot.
inked table. Size 20020. Weight
60 Ike. Highest grade-lowest
Order now ori

dVt'Oor guaranteed.

ALADDIN PORTABLE.
ELECTRO-PLATER

Infroductory
AGENTS
OFFER

SOW-Npv

Instantly Applies Real Nickel
Also Electrically Plates Brass, Copper,

Silver, Gold, Etc.
With the inexpensive ALADDIN OUTFIT
you can easily nickel plate the nickel on your
car and do a good job of it. The ALADDIN
OUTFIT is also a home necessity.
Make Sig:Profits With the Aladdin
Whether you are interested in the ALADDIN
for yourself or should you wish to go into
business putting real nickel on autos or doing
metal plating in your neighborhood, or if you
would like to act as our agent in your. terri-
tory, write us immediately for free particulars.

y

7 -141111111IP"

P. J. F. BATENBURG CO.
Dept. 169 Racine, Wisconsin

Prize -Winning Home Workshops

As Announced in Our October Issue,
the First and Second Prize -Winners
in Our Home Workshop Contest
Were A. J. Stuhler, of Monticello,
Iowa, and Richard Graves of Boise,
Idaho. In What Follows We Give
Brief Descriptions of Their Workshops

TN describing his prize-winning home
workshop, Mr. A. J. Stuhler writes:

"My workshop is in two basement
rooms of my home, most of the equip-
ment being in the larger of the two
rooms. The equipment itself consists
of 1,238 individual tools and machines,
each machine having its own individual
motor. Altogether there are fourteen

H.P., one 1/3 II.P., and one 72 H.P.
motors.

"The general layout of the workshop
is designed so that not only is the avail-
able space utilized to the utmost advan-
tage, but also so that all machines can

A view of the larger basement room of Mr.
Stuhler's workshop

be conveniently operated.
"As can be seen from the accompany-

ing photographs, almost every kind of
machine is included in the workshop.
In addition to the woodworking tools
there is also a fairly complete miniature
chemical laboratory for experimental
and electro-plating work. Welding and
lead burning torches
help to make up the
equipment."

Richard Graves
writes : "Many times
in the past few years
I have longed for an
electrified home
workshop, but have
always had to cast
aside the idea' be-
cause I thought it

Another interesting
picture of the First
Prize-winning home
workshop, showing a
lathe and a goodly ar-
ray of well -arranged

tools

A corner of the smaller basement room part
of Mr. Stuhler's workshop, showing the cir-

cular saw

would dig too deep into my bankroll.
But when I got down to brass tacks
and priced several of the articles needed.
I had a pleasant surprise. Altogether

my workshop cost
me $13.00."

For that amount
of money our sec-
ond prize winner
bought a 1/5 H.P.
washing machine
motor ($5), a pol-
ishing head ($2)
on which can be
placed the saw,
emery wheel, drill
chuck, buffing
wheel, and a pulley
to operate the lathe.
The latter cost $4,
is 30 inches long and
has a 652 inch
swing. Accessories
and et ceteras made
up the bill to $13.

Articles made by Mr. Graves himself,
include a sanding disc, saw -table, cross-
cut guide and ripping guide.

Not the least interesting part of the
descriptions of home workshops is the
statements of cost. It is surprising to
realize how much can be done with a
small expenditure, provided the work
of installation and purchase of parts is
done by the owner in person.
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Modern Suspension Bridges
(Continued from hags 5001

investment?
In the new Hudson bridge there will

be two decks, the upper of which will
be in use before the lower one is com-
pleted. The upper deck will accommo-
date eight lines of vehicular traffic. The
lower will accommodate four lines of
rapid transit. Will future needs be
greater than this? Possibly future sus-
pension bridges more than two or three
miles in length will have tubes placed on
them, with cars driven through them
at tremendous speed. The great stability
of the suspension bridge makes this pos-
sible.

The tremendous amount of material
used in the Hudson bridge is indicated
by the fact that the wire used in the
cables would reach a distance of 106.000
miles, equal to over four times the dis-
tance around the earth at the equator,
or nearly half the distance to the moon.
The total wire used in the seven next
largest suspensidn bridges together
would not be sufficient for the four
cables of the Hudson River Bridge.

It takes about twenty minutes to
climb the catwalk from the anchor to
the top of the first tower and about
one hour to walk across the main span
catwalk. There are between 300 and
400 men at work on the bridge at all
times.

Handy Chest Easy to Build
(Continucd from pay,' 615)

by hammering with a blunt tool over a
soft board.

The skull and cross bones invite your
artistic talents. Cut them from sheet
copper as per the diagram, and give the
skull a convex or embossed shape by
means of a hammer and round -nosed
punch on a piece of soft wood. The
eye sockets and nose should be de-
pressed and outlines of teeth, etc.. made
with a chisel or screwdriver. Shadows
in the eye sockets and elsewhere are
dune in dark stains, preferably an ul-
tramarine or dark greenish tint. A wide
choice of handles will be offered by your
hardware dealer. These should be well
secured with small bolts, as screws may
not stand a heavy load.

The finished chest

All Woodworkers Have BeenWaiting
for these Remarkable BOOKS

How to Plan, Operate, and Get the Most
Out of Motor -Driven Woodworking Shop
NOW that practical and efficient MOTOR -

DRIVEN woodworking equipment is within
the reach of all-no man who works with wood can af-
ford to be without these two new books. The first and
only books of their kind, they explain in great detail the
proper methods of using motor -driven equipment. They
tell how to plan a modern, motor -driven workshop-
how to choose a Jointer, Band Saw, Circular Saw, Wood -
turning Lathe, Moulding Cutter, Boring and Routing
Machine. Scroll Saw, and Sander-how to operate each
machine efficiently-how to perform numerous opera-
tions on motor -driven machines of which the average
person is not aware.

Hundreds of Photographs,
Illustrations and Diagrams

Do you know hew to make mouldings on the circular
saw? Can you saw out Queen Anne legs on the band
saw? Do you know how to adjust the knives of a
jointer? How to use dluio heads? How to resaw lum-
ber? These and hundreds of other questions are fully
answered in these two remarkable volumes. Also there
are hundreds of actual photographs and drawings
showing the proper method of operating motor -driven
tools-close-up views that explain everything at a
glance-diagrams and layouts of numerous motor -
driven workshops.

2 Volumes-Each Complete
Some of the topics included in Volume 1 are: How to
Lay Out an Efficient Workshop; How to Judge the
Efficiency of Different Motor -driven Units; Flow to
Operate a Jointer; Ilow to Operate a Circular Saw;
How to Do Grooving, Dadoing, Dovetailing, Jointing,
Beveling, Notching, Rabbeting, Plaits and Compound
Mitering and Plowing.

Volume II includes: How to Operate a Woodwork-
ing Lathe; How to Do Spindle Turning, Face Plate
Turning, Screw Center Turning, Beading, etc.; How
to Operate a Band Saw; How to Use a Moulding Cut-
ter; How to Use a Boring and Routing and Mortising
Machine; How to Do Scroll Sawing, Sanding, Buffing,
Grinding and Drilling on Motor -Driven Machines-
and many other operations too numerous to mention,

Read Them 10 Days at Our Risk!
Order either one or both of these volumes for 10 days' ex-
amination. Enclose a one dollar bill for each volume you
wish and your order will be shipped immediately, all post-
age prepaid. Or ---send no money, and pay the postman 011
arrival one dollar per volume, plus postage. If you are not
fully satisfied that these books are worth at least $10 you
can return them within 10 days and your money will he
refunded, including postage. Send the coupon TODAY I

WOODWORKERS EDUCATIONAL DEPT.
Division of "Delta" Mfg. Co.

1663 HOLTON ST. Dept.14L30 MILWAUKEE

and , to N
an get the most

WOODWORKERS EDUCATIONAL DEPT.
Division of "Delta" Mfg. Co.
1663 Holton St., Dept. 141.30 Milwaukee, Wis.

Please send me for 10 day examination "the
Modern Motor -Driven 'Workshop."

Vol. I, $1 0 Vol. II, $1 (Check proper square)
O I enclose one dollar bill for each volume I lle,e

checked. Please send postage prepaid.lusPostage.
0 Send C.O.D. for $ tage.

Name

Ail Iress

LIFETIME GUARANTEED NO. 1 FOUNTAIN PEN
SELLS FOR $1.25 Use 60 Days-Money BackSEND ONLY

(Sent Post-
paid)

"Writes If Not
C Like a Pleased (

$7 Pen." Write for
Free Wholesale

AGENTS! CHANCE Catalog Showing
TO MAKE $10 to $20 A DAT Over 400 Articles

SPORS IMPT.. 830 AGATE ST., LESUEUR CENTER, MINN.

MEN
proteet yourselves

Wide-awake men everywhere
regard SAN1TUBES as the best
protection against those diseases
to which they are peculiarly sus-
ceptible.

SAA ITUBES are efficient germ -
killers. They are now packed
three in a plain pocket-size en-
s -elope. Order a package to -day
and protect yourself.

Clip coupon and it
mailfor3Sanitubes W
in plain envelope.
Interesting booklet
FREE.

The Sani tube Company
Dept. S, Newport, R. I.

Enclosed is $1 for 3 Sani-
tubes, in pocket package,
plain envelope, and your
free booklet.

Name
Address
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Weakness is a Crime
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Flashes from the Radio Lab

STRONGFORT
Man Builder

4.1

10`
3-25c BIG FUNBoye You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,

Stone, any object. See Bones in Flesh.
FREE-PKG. RADIO PICTURE FILMS.Takes pictures
without camera. "You'll like 'em." I pkg. ea. 25c order.
MARVEL MEG. CO., Dept. 83, NEW HAVEN. Conn.

Here's something that ought to
make you sit up and take notice if
you are lacking in energy, pep
and'staying powers.
" Physical Weakness is a Crime" --
many states nay so when they
require certain physical quali-
ties in applicants for marriage
licenses. Physical Weakness is
a crime" - the United States
Army and Navy say so when
they put you through a rigid
physical examination before
enlistment. Big corporations
say so, too, by insisting on
higher physical standards in
their employees.

There Is No Place For You II
You Are a Weakling!

If you are a nervous, timid,
fidgeting, shambling fellow,
you are not wanted anywhere.
You don't attract men or
women-you repel them. You
can't indulge in the ordinary
pleasures of life. You can't
enter sporting contests-you
lack the energy and stamina
of the athlete. You can't hold
down a good job-you are too
languid and pepless. Your out-
look on life is marred by fits of
the blues.

STRONGFORTISM
Will Do Wonders for You

STRONGFORTISM isn't an experiment. There's no
guesswork about it. It was through the methods I
used in developing my own body until I won the
world's record as the finest specimen of muscular
development that I constructed the science of
STRONGFORTISM. It is through it that I reclaim
wrecked and weak men, make them into new beings
and give them a body and arms of which they can
boast. Send for My FREE BOOK

It will Prove Priceless to you
CTRONGFORT INSTITUTE

LIONEL STRONCFORT, Director, La
Physical and Health Specialist for over 30 years

Dept. 83, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.
---g-g--..-Seed This Coupon two
Lionel Strongfort, Dept. 83, Newark, N. J.

Please send me free my copy of your book
"Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength
and Mental Energy."
My Ailment Is
Name
Age Occupation.
Street
City State.

WORLD iw DE,
.t.11*

A new radio thrill for you! Listen in DIRECT
to London, Paris, Berlin, Buenos Aires and
other broadcasting stations throughout the
world via short waves. Enjoy unique foreign
programs from strange lands. Your ordinary
receiver cannot tune in these low wave sta-
tions. WORLD-WIDE RECEIVER gets 14 to
550 meter stations with surprising clarity.
SEND NO MONEY! Just write your name
and address on a postcard and ask us to send
you this wonderful guaranteed short wave set.
Pay postman $6.45 plus a small delivery
charge. All orders West of Rockies must be
accompanied by $1.00 deposit. Foreign coun-
tries must remit in full. Write today!

CHAS. HOODWIN CO,
4240 Lincoln Ave., Dept. L-30, CHICAGO

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER Ner
RArCUPI° Rog.II 8 PoLOIL

Send for Free Catalog
2000 illustrations - Dia-
monds, W.a t c 11 e s and
Jewelry - Largest Dia-
mond and Watch Credit
House in the World.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.
Dept. F-22, 108 N. State St.

Chicago, Ill.

Constant Impedance Controlls
IN controlling the volume of indi-

vidual loud -speakers operating off an
amplifier common to all of them, it is
necessary to maintain the impedance of
all circuits constant, so as not to intro-
duce distortion due to unbalanced im-
pedances or loads. For such purpose,
constant impedance controls are neces-
sary.

The accompanying diagram presents
two simple clarostat constant impedance

controls, one of the dual type and the
other of the triple type. It will be
noted that -the resistance units are so
arranged that as the single knob is
turned, the multiple resistances are va-
ried in such manner as to keep the im-
pedance constant.

Test Apparatus
ASUGGESTION for the construc-

tion and use of three types of sim-
ple and inexpensive test apparatus for
servicemen comes from John Bernard
of Queens, Long Island, who writes:

"I experimented with the three types
of simple testers shown in the diagram
indicated at A, B and C. All three use
a simple series circuit, the piece of ap-
paratus under test being connected in
series with the battery and some kind
of indicating device. In the case of
"A," it is a visual indicator as represent-
ed by the lamp. In "B" we also have a
visual indicator, a deflection of the nee-
dle of the meter manifesting circuit con -

A
INDICATORS

BATTERY

--- EX PLORING L.F.Aos---

tinuity. In "C" we have the aural type
of indicator where a pair of headphones
is connected in series as the indicator
of circuit continuity. Any will find
ready use in the serviceman's laboratory

and in the case of "A," a 50 -watt lamp
may be used with the regular 110 -volt
house current or a 6 -volt automobile
flashlight bulb may be used with the
storage battery. The system represented
at "B" makes use of a 50 or 100 -volt
voltmeter used in conjunction with one
or two 45 -volt B batteries. At "A" the
circuit may be supplied by any dry bat-
tery from 4/ volts to 45 volts. By
touching the terminal leads or posts of
the piece of apparatus under test with
the exploring leads of any one of these
three systems, circuit continuity, and in
the case of "B," circuit response may
be roughly indicated."

Vernier Dialing Device
WHILE there are many forms of

vernier dialing devices in use,
many times, especially in laboratory
work, there is not sufficient space or
convenience in operation to use them.

A practical device for this work is
described as follows :

Take a flat strip of hard brass, drilled
at an angle of 3 degrees or more, with
a shaft hole of the required size, ream-
ing slightly for loose fit, if necessary.
This-' brass piece is then drilled for bolts
to fasten same to an insulating han-
dle of convenient length. Vernier ratio
is proportional to the length of the de-
vice measured from the center of the
shaft hole to the point of contact and
pressure applied by the hand to rotate.

In using, no dial is used on the in-
strument shaft, but instead, a pointer is
affixed thereto, which indicates position
on an engraved or otherwise marked
scale, on the panel (Paper scale of the
protractor type may be used glued on
panel). Vernier dialing device is placed
on the shaft, light inward pressure ex-
erted, causing device to grip shaft, then
rotate to left or right. Precise adjust-
ing is comparable with using large di-

OVERSIZE
HOLE FOR

SHAFT
DRI LLED

AT SLIGHT
ANGLE

INSULATING
HANDLE

BOLTED TO
METAL STRIP

arneter plain dial, with the advantage of
much less space required, also when
released device returns to vertical posi-
tion again, regardless of shaft pointer
position.

C. W. GALLINCER,
Ogdensburg, N. Y.
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Sky Jobs
(Continued from page 593)

often move or change jobs before
mastering their work. One factory pre-
fers to draw its helpers from the most
promising high school graduates near-
by. The best aircraft mechanics must
be able to use decimals, read blueprints,
handle accurate tools and keep mistakes
at a minimum.

Airport management offers an excel-
lent future. Engineering firms are
specializing in airport and hangar con-
struction, keeping their engineering
forces always busy. Floodlighting, site
selection, grading and surfacing, radio
and beacon installation, are among the
problems to be solved. Experience as
"grease monkey" and general handyman
is always valuable to the future airport
engineer and manager, who must find
ways and means of making the airport
pay its way.

The manager of an aviation employ-
ment bureau, the only one of its kind
in this country, told me that metal
workers, radio experts and licensed me-
chanics are being placed at the rate of
around eighty a month. Only men with
experience are listed, Ile said, largely
between 18 and 30 years of age. He
recommends that a young man select the
line for which he seems most suitable,
whether flying, mechanical engineering,
stockroom clerking or what not, and
then stick with it, getting as much train-
ing- and experience as possible. He ex-
pects the industry to leap ahead after
the next few months, as it did between
1927 and 1929.

Luminous Paint and Its
Preparation

(Continued front page 616)
luminous paint. Wind-up tops of the
"push the peg" variety can also have
the phosphorescent paint applied to
them to give a luminous effect in the
Clark.'

Quite a novelty can be made by paint-
ing the salutation on valentine, greet-
ing, birthday and other cards in lumi-
nous paint, adding in small script,
"Look at me in the dark." Paper cut-
outs such as skulls, butterflies, table
lamps, and other items all show up
nicely when prepared with luminous
paint. The constellations can be done
in tiny paper stars made luminous with
the paint. Quite a novelty would be a
luminous dipper on the ceiling of the
bedroom !

$21,000.00 for Spirits
For more than six years this pub-

lication has offered prizes totaling
$21,000.00 for genuine demonstrations
and proofs of spirit manifestations
which we cannot duplicate by scien-
tific and well-known means.

Up to the present time not one mani-
festation has been presented which by
even the greatest stretch of the imagi-
nation could be considered genuine.

How many more years must this
prize be offered? Spiritualists, please
answer!

OW LASTS!
Train NOW for One At Home!
Through hard times-adversity-sickness
-bad luck - big bills - what can equal
Job That Lasts? And who is most likely to
have the Job That Lasts? The Trained Man!
Why work all your life for small.pay and with little
chance for a raise or promotion! Let me train you for
Higher Class Work and Better Pay. Get my Job -
Securing and Pay -Raising Plan-NOW. ru send it to
you FREE. It will convince you and show you a way
to build a big future for big pay, on clean work
leading to salaries of $60, $70,:and up
to $100 a week salary.

FR EE
Job Securing
Pay -Raising

Plan
Write to me! I will send you this new book. Not a cata-
log, but my Job -Securing and Money -Making Plan. I
prove that men trained by me at home have made up to
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You can be quickly cured if you stammer. Send 10 cents,
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BENJAMIN N. BOGUE
12960 Bogue Building, 1147 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis
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fascinating and profitable field. Learn at National in the.
center of tremendous electrical projects costing more than
$100,000,000.00 - unlimited opportunities now.
Practical, intensive training by National's jobexperlence
method in 6 to 9 months. All technical essentials included.
School endorsed by leaders in electrical industry. You learn
all branches of electricity; radio. Million dollar institution;
all modern equipment and training bed.
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NATIONAL ELECTRICALSCROOL
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A Visual Attack on the Fog Problem
(Continued from page 613)

a practical method of "seeing" these
long waves we may yet have aircraft
beacons consisting simply of a tank of
hot -water !

In order to determine just what can
be done visually with certain filters
favoring the longer wavelengths such as
red and yellow, the writer has been
conducting some experiments during the
past few months in many kinds of fog
and haze, mostly along the Hudson
River and in the adjacent mountains.
The filters used in most of these experi-
ments, particularly the photographic
ones, were made up by the Corning
Glass Company for the Department of
Natural and Experimental Philosophy,
U. S. Military Academy. We therefore
use the Corning terminology for the
various colors. For convenience of theo-
retical discussion we treat the various
filters on a transmission or "penetra-
tion" basis. Actually, however, a filter
cannot increase the intensity of the trans-
mitted waves, though the eye pupil may
approximate this effect by opening
wider. The filter's main action is to
cut out the shorter waves which, be-
cause they come front the object by
more crooked paths and front every-
where else to a certain extent by scat-
tering and diffuse reflection, tend to
make less clear -in our eyes the image
of the object.
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Diagrams illustrating the sensitivity of the
human eye to various colors as compared
with the various filters used in fog fighting.

The deepest red visible to the eye is
given by "dark ruby," which cuts off
all wavelengths shorter than about 6200
Angstroms and transmits only strictly
red light. Theoretically, of course, this
filter has the greatest advantage-
about 2.3:1. That is, the mean of the
filtered waves is 6600 and the mean
of all visible waves is 5350, and the
fourth power of their ratio is about 2.3.
But when we try to look through fog
with this filter we find that it cuts down
the light very greatly-to about 1/20
of its former intensity-and the result
is, unless the sun is shining brightly

(as it practically never is in true fog)
that this filter gives no aid to vision
despite its theoretical superiority. But
in sunlight haze this filter clears things
up very strikingly, as the two photo-
graphs taken south (clown the Hud-
son), from West Point well show.
With the camera lens alone even near-
by objects look monotonously gray, and
visibility is very poor beyond half a
mile. The dark ruby filter extends the
visibility to about four miles; the
southern bills at this distance are clearly
outlined. In addition, the filter clears
up all the skylines in the middle range,
and greatly increases the contrast be-
tween light and dark objects. For an
aviator flying down the river under
these conditions, then, the filter should
offer some advantages. For these photo-
graphs and the others as well, the
camera was a 4X5 Graflex and the
plates were Wratten and Vvainright
panchromatic.

The next filter on the scale is known
as "medium selenium -red," though it
actually passes both red and yellow in
the spectrum. It cuts off at about 5900
Angstroms. Numerous experiments of
ours in all sorts of weather have
shown it to be the best all-around filter
for visual use in ordinary daylight. It
cuts clown the total light to about one -
fifth, but the pupil of the eye compen-
sates in a few seconds by opening wider.
The theoretical advantage is about
2.1:1. Of course no visual filter will
enable one to see clearly through thick
fog. The more nearly fog partakes of
haze (the smaller the particles) the
more effective are filters ; the thicker it
becomes, the less advantage they show.
But in average fogs medium red glasses
do seem to clear things up somewhat.
There is better seeing of the penetrating
rays, less interference from the scat-
tered rays, an approach towards mono-
chromatism or one color seeing, and
better contrast between differently
lighted objects such as a hillside and
the sky. The two photographs, taken
east across the Hudson River in a me-
dium fog, show about what can be ex-
pected of this filter. With the plain
lens the ridge on the left is very indis-
tinct. The filter brings out this ridge
line more clearly, as well as the main
ridge; and it shows ill addition just
above the river a, cliff that the plain
lens misses entirely. These are 51112111

differences; but at the threshold of
vision when a pilot can barely see
ahead, this slight advantage might mean
the difference between seeing a moun-
tain and not seeing it, or it might per-
mit a ship look -out to see another ship
sooner by the small fraction of time
that would mean safety instead of
disaster.

In poor light or in artificial light at
night both the red filters take out too
much light to be of any use. We have
tried the various filters while driving a
car through thick fog at night. The red
filters made it a game of blind man's
buff, but a filter known as "high trans-
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mission yellow" helped very slightly.
This tint cuts off at about 5200 Ang-
stroms p4ssing the spectral colors red,
yellow and green with a theoretical ad-
vantage of about 1.7:1. The filter is
slightly more effective over the car
headlights than over the eye; in both
cases it tends to eliminate the back -
glare of scattered white light. Some
years ago there was a vogue of blue
auto headlights; why, it is hard to say,
for they must infallibly decrease fog
visibility. It is true that blue shows
some slight advantage in laboratory
tests, but in actual field experiments this
color proves inferior to white.

In a car, of course, the eye is behind
the light source. In any case where the
eye looks with the initial light rays, or
along their direction of travel, selective
scattering of the shorter wavelengths
such as blue and violet is likely to cause
back -glare. A red or yellow filter which
cuts out these shorter wavelengths, at
the eye or preferably at the source, al-
ways has advantages here. While the
filter does nothing to increase the total
light penetration (since it can add noth-
ing to the intensity of the longer waves
and may even diminish them slightly),
it does help the over-all vision by re-
moving some of the back -glare.

Against the Initial Light Rays

On the other hand; where the eye
looks against the initial light rays, as in
the case of an aviator looking directly
at a beacon searchlight, conditions are
quite different. Here no artificial filter
is needed to cut out the shorter waves,
because the fog will do it anyway. Thus
auto lights or beacon lights seen at a
distance through fog always have a yel-
lowish or reddish tinge. Recently we
have heard much of the neon beacon
and its supposed fog -penetrating power.
A year or two ago the Lezfiathan carried
such a beacon, mounted high above the
smoke stacks, on several trips across the
Atlantic. Neon gives a bright line spec-
trum as shown in the diagram, having
among others many lines in the red, one
exceedingly bright line in the yellow,
and two faint lines in the green. The
precise, spectrum will of course vary
with chemical purity and the dispersion
of the spectroscope. For beacon use
there seems to be no good reason why
such a light should be superior in fog
penetration to one giving a continuous
spectrum over the same wavelengths:
for example, a tungsten searchlight
equipped with a medium red filter. And,
as the fog naturally filters out what fails
to get through it, a powerful white light
would seem to be as good as anything.
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Will the Rocket Replace Artillery?
(Continued from. page 600)

damage. In campaigns in 1807, 1808
and 1809, they were used on land and
afloat at the siege of Copenhagen, in
Lord Gambier's fight on the Basque
Roads and in the Walcheren expedition.

So successful were they in competi-
tion with the undeveloped artillery of
the day that Congreve predicted that
in a few years rockets of an improved
design would supersede cannon en-
tirely. Unfortunately for this predic-
tion, they were too costly and uncer-
tain, as then constructed. Congreve's
rockets used fuel not unlike that which
propels ordinary modern skyrockets.
They had a long stock to guide them as
have the pyrotechnical pieces of today,
The science of chemistry had not pro-
gressed to the stage where better ex-
plosive fuels could be adopted and
little was understood about rocket trajec-
tories and the mathematical calculations
necessary to produce accurate aim. Too
much fuel was required to carry the
rocket itself into the enemy's lines; too
little weight could be allotted to the
"pay -load", the explosive or incendiary
material that constituted the rocket's
raison d'être.

Nevertheless, rockets constituted an
important adjunct to artillery for the
greater part of the nineteenth century.
A field rocket brigade was formed in
the British army in 1812 which joined
the Allies before Leipsic in 1813, and
contemporary accounts have it that the
rockets fired on this occasion were
markedly effective, causing great da-
mage and inducing confusion and terror
among the enemy.

Here is a representative group of Ludvik
Ocenasek's rockets. Note the wide stabiliz-
ing fins. The remnants of which return to

earth after the rockets explode.

The rocket brigade later distin-
guished itself in the battle of Waterloo,
but already the use of rockets had
begun to decline. Congreve's rocket
was superseded by an improved, stick -
less type invented by Hale, but the de-
velopment of artillery had already out-
stripped military pyrotechnics. With the
invention of the rifled bore;of breech -

loading, of independent recoil and of
smokeless powder, the advantages
claimed for war rockets were discounted
in favor of artillery.

The new development of the rocket
has come through the study of it as a
means of propulsion. The pioneer work
in this direction was done by Dr.
Robert H. Goddard, of Clark Univer-
sity, who has been working at the
problem since 1909 and is now, with the
aid of generous funds, supplied by
Daniel Guggenheim, preparing to build
a rocket capable of soaring through the
mantle of atmosphere surrounding the
earth and sampling the conditions of
outer space.

But the engineers and scientists of
Europe have not been far behind him.
Since the war a great impetus has been
given to the study of rockets in Aus-
tria, France and Germany, principally
as sources of power for automobiles.
airplanes and rocket -cars intended to
travel at great altitudes. The late Max
Valier, who was killed while experi-
menting with a liquid -fuel rocket motor
invented by himself, and Dr. Paul
Heylandt in Germany are generally
credited with having made an actual
flight in a rocket -driven plane in secret
tests. His development of liquid fuel for
rocket -craft has been hailed as a revo-
lutionary contribution.

Other Germans, including Dr. Her-
mann Oberth and Fritz von Opel, have
also made great strides, perfecting
fuels of much power as to make
Congreve's two-mile rocket seem like
the toy of a child. The most important
development in connection with these
new fuels is that such rockets are con-
trollable. Unlike the dry powder in a
common skyrocket, liquid fuels are sub-
ject to throttling, so that a rocket pro-
pelled by them can be speeded up.
slowed down, guided or brought to a
stop at the will of the operator.

No longer are these powerful rockets
guided by a stick. In the simplest form
they are equipped with large blades or
vanes that direct them through the air
in trajectories calculated in advance to
compensate for distance and wind in-
terference. Experiments have shown
that swift, scientifically designed rockets
of this sort can he landed accurately on
a relatively small target at distances of
a mile or more, restriction to devia-
tions of fifty feet or less being possible.
This accuracy' approaches or surpasses
that possible for artillery.

For long range bombardment metal -
cased rockets using the multiple -rocket
principle, in which two or three rockets
are built together in such a way that
is soon as one is burnt out another is
set off, may he devised. Such rockets
would travel at incredibly great speeds,
describing a great arc more than fifty
miles in altitude at its highest point and
moving from Europe to America in less
than two hours. Max Valier announced
a short time before his death that he
had already perfected plans for a rocket
airplane that would be capable of a trip
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from Berlin to New York in a little
over 100 minutes traveling time.

What such an engine, turned to war-
time uses by a hostile European nation,
might do to the city of New York need
hardly be described. It would not be
difficult for a designer of modern
rockets to provide for guidance by radio
so that the presence of human pilots
would be unnecessary. Loads of poison
gas or explosives could be sent thou-
sands of miles in such machines and
released accurately in the heart of an
enemy's city.

War rockets for general battle use
may, in outward appearance, resemble
those of Ludvik Ocenasek, of Vienna,
who has been experimenting for several
years on rockets designed to carry mail
from city to city at incredible speeds.
In recent months the Austrian govern-
ment has moved to give him financial
aid for the continuance of his experi-
ments, perhaps, with an eye to their
possible future use not only as carriers
of mail but also as bearers of whole-
sale destruction in time of war.

With such rockets available the possi-
bilities of these engines as military aids
can hardly be overestimated. The
army skyrockets of the future will snot
be loaded with colored stars and pretty
sparks like Fourth of July pieces. They
will be packed with chemical gases,
liquid fire, shrapnel or smoke -producing
chemicals. Perhaps they will be carried
and fired by advancing infantrymen,
who will be able to aim and discharge
them without loss of time. Infantry
will thus be enabled to provide its own
barrage, eliminating the expense of
artillery and avoiding the risk of walk-
ing into the falling shells of a friendly
barrage inaccurately fired.

As Military Aids
Whatever the ultimate type or de-

sign, it appears likely that Congreve's
early evaluation of rockets as military
aids may be borne out. General staffs
have become increasingly aware of the
disadvantages of heavy artillery. Guns
are too heavy and unwieldy. They are
too easily damaged, too costly to fur-
nish in large quantities, too weighty to
transport swiftly and secretly, and wear
out too quickly. Rockets need no can-
non for firing. They can be started
from the ground or placed in a simple,
easily -constructed frame for proper
aiming and elevating, and in the hands
of trained men they can be fired with
virtually the same general accuracy as
the shells of a big gun.

Relatively less expensive than heavy
artillery, great numbers of them can be
used. It may well be that in future wars
embattled troops, looking out of their
trenches across the scarred contested
territory, will behold the sky literally
filled with barrage and counter -bar-
rage of flaming rockets-innumerable
screaming demons of fiery death, while
residents of cities thousands of miles
away from the battle zone will fear-
fully scan the heavens for the telltale
comet tail of an approaching rocket-
engine from. the enemy, bearing gas
or explosive to rain upon the defense-
less citizens.
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taches to light socket. Converts your work bench into a
machine shop. Add new special equipment any time as desired.
Avoid

private tool and
red.

Avoid Imitations! Waco Red Jacket Is the pioneer-foremost in the field-sold only
direct from the factory; not through stores.

Professional Quality and Efficiency. The choice of professional
aa well as home craftsmen. Red Jacket Shops are making money for their owners all

fry. You can ho onover the coune of the Red Jacket Guild chain and market your
or -ducts If you want under our new plan.

WACO 0 L WO KS, Ire.TODAY! Send This Coupon i 5316 W.TKiOrtie Strneet; Chicago, Ill.

for Interesting Facts I 12= getrjliaPTr=i1T:gdfAqiggt1.7 and
FREE:

Detailed descriptions and specifications.
You will be surprised and fascinated by
the poseibilities afforded. Just see what
ymi can make and do. Fill in and MAIL
TODAY. I City and State

Special Craft
Course FREE

All there is to know
abouthandicraft meth-
ods, raw materials,
carving, turning, saw-
ing,designing,etc..etc.,
is taught you by cor-
respondence FREE.
FREE Blue Prints

The Waco
GUARANTEE
If it isnot what you
want when you get
it-send it back.

YouCanBuy NOW
on Easy Terms.

Only $10 down.Easymonth-
1, payments. Liberal dis-
tocount for cash. No hardship

own a Waco Red Jacket.

Name

Address

Blueprints for Our Scout Secondary Glider Are Being Prepared.
They Cover Drawings Which Appeared in the July, August, Sep-
tember, and October Installments. Send in Your Order Now!

Easy as AP -dB C
You Can Play Any Instrument
In a Few Months
This Delightful
New Easy Way!

ANY one can easily learn music by this re-
markable new method. And the cost is only

a fraction of the old slow way. You don't need
a private teacher. You study entirely at home.
Almost before you realize it you are playing real
tunes and melodies, both popular and classic, to
please your friends, amuse yourself and make
money. This wonderful new method of reading
and playing music is as simple as reading a
book. No private teacher could make it any
clearer. The lessons come to you by mail at
regular intervals-complete printed instructions,
diagrams, all the music you need. You can select
your own time to study or practice. And the
cost averages only a few cents a day, including
the music. If you play, you are always in de-
mand. Many invitations come to you. And you

meet the kind of people
you have always
wanted to know.LEARN TO PLAY

BY NOTE
Mandolin Saxophone
Piano "Cello
Organ Ukulele
Violin Cornet
Banjo Trombone

or any other
instrument

Free Book Tells All
Our free booklet, "Mu-

sic Lessons in Your OwnHome'-contains an
offer that makes the
course available at a
very low price. Also a
Free Demonstration Les-
son which shows how
delightfully quick and

easy this wonderfully simple method is. Instruments
supplied when needed, cash or credit. If you really
want to become a good player on your favorite instru-
ment, mail the coupon now-today.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3011 Brunswick Bldg. New York City

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3011 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free booklet, "Music Lessons to
Your Own Home" with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane. Free Demonstration Lesson, and particulars of
your easy payment plan. I am interested in the fol-
lowing- course

Have you
this Inat 9

Name

Address

(Please write plainly)

City State
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Hotter than coal
and no dirt

iion Do away forever with the drud-
gery of wood or coal. The most

InVe"U simple and economicalinvention
on the market is now giving

perfect satisfaction to enthusiastic users
everywhere.

Burns 96% Air -4% Cheap Oil
The International Oil Burner fits in the
fire box of any range, stove Or furnace.
Installed in a few minutes. No noisy motor
or complicated parts.

Costs Only a Few Dollars
Heats just as well as a $400 or $500 oil
burner without electricity or gas. Simply
turn one valve and you have all the heat
you want. Cleaner and better for heating
and cooking. Approved by National
Underwriters' Laboratories and engineers
everywhere. Over 100,000 in use.

30 Days FREE Trial Offer
Try this wonderful burner right in your own
home at our risk. Act quickly and get our
special low introductory price. Sold under
absolute money -back guarantee. Write at
once for free booklet on home heating and
free burner offer.

Agents-our men are making big money
introducing International Oil Burners. The demand is
enormous. We want spare or full time workers imme-
diately. If $500 a month and more interests you, write
or wire us for our protected territory offer.

Clip This Coupon
INTERNATIONAL OIL HEATING GO.
3808 Park Ave., St. Louis. Mo., Dept. 402-N

Bend your free booklet and free details on home heating
for stove D furnace 0. Also free burner offer.
Name
Address
ri Check If interested in making money as an Inter
LI national representative with protected territory.

Home -Study
Business Training

Your opportunity will never be bigger than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards of
early success. Free 64 -Page Books Tell How. Write
NOW for book you want, or mail coupon with your
name, present position and address in margin today.

0 Higher Accountancy 0 Business Corres.
0 Mod. Salesmanship  Credit and Collection
 Traffic Management Correspondence
o Rail. Station Mgm't  Modern Foremanship
El Law: Degree of LL.B. D Personnel Mgm't
El Commercial Law C Expert Bookkeeping
DIndustrial Mgm't  C. P. A. Coaching
 Banking and Finance 0 Business English
El Telegraphy 0 Commercial Spaniaft

Business Mgm't 0 Effective Speaking
DRailway Accounting D Stenotypy-Stenog'y

D Paper Salesman's Training
LaSalle Extension University, Dent .1194-R,Chicago

"Dependable 'B' Battery Power"
For long and short wave receivers. Prices
reasonable. Also "B" batteries operating
from 32 to 110 volt D. C. farm lighting systems.

Write for our free interesting booklet.
See Jay Battery Co., 911 Brook Ave., N. Y. C.

Electrical 17)1.t'ii°nnina''''nofirnaletdoftiamme:Concise, comprehensive

Engineering including Math -
course

A
course in Theoretical and Practical Electrical

elmaantiie1c: ntl 11;1e-
Drawing.

Students construct motors, install wiring, test elec-
trical machinery. A thorough course designed to be
completed in one college year.
THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS of successful experience A

assures you maximum training in minimum time.
Send for free catalo9

BLISS
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
151 Chicago Ave., Washington, El. C.

1,0

A

Artificial Sunshine from a Home -Built Lamp
(Continued front page 623)

turns. Turning the rod causes the piece
0 to move along it, thus moving H, G,
and E. If the upper and lower linkages
are identical, turning the wheel K will
move the carbon holders E equally. The
frame L is fastened to the block of iron
D by -the pieces of strap iron C, shown
in Figured. D is drilled to take a y,
inch steel rod and is provided with a
tightening screw.

The balancing resistance is shown in
Figure 3. This shows the resistance
made of 5 coils of No. 22 michrome
wire connected in parallel. Instead of
this arrangement a single coil of larger
wire could be used. The No. 22 wire
was used since this can be readily se-
cured, being sold by the mail order
houses and others for repairing the heat-
ing elements in electric toasters and
similar heating devices. Since the lamp
requires a current of 15 to 20 amperes
for efficient operation, more than one
coil in parallel of the No. 22 michrome
wire is necessary to give carrying ca-
pacity. The wire is ordinarily sold in
spools havinob a total length of fifty
feet, but coiled in one-fourth inch coils
to a much shorter length. One-third of
a spool is used for each coil. The coils
of wire are fastened at the ends to the
disks of sheet brass or copper 2 inches
in diameter which are bolted or riveted
to the fiber disks. The fiber disks are
held rigidly 13 inches apart on the
threaded rod by means of jam nuts. An-
other method of attaching the copper or
brass disks is to clamp them between two
pieces of fiber or asbestos board held by
two nuts on the threaded rod. The resist-
ance wire is fastened to the disk by
hooking the end of the wire through
holes punched in the disk. The sheet
iron disks which form the top and bot-
tom of the resistance housing are at-
tached to the rod by means of jam nuts
on both sides. These top and bottom
disks are made with four tabs about 4
of an inch wide and one inch long, ex-
tending outward from the periphery.

The Tabs

Each tab has a hole large enough to.
take a Y8 or 3/16 inch bolt. The tabs
are bent at right angles to the disk ; the
ones on the top disk being bent clown
and on the bottom disk up. Two pieces
of sheet metal one inch wide and 14
inches long are drilled with holes to
match the holes in the tabs on the two
disks. when bent to a circular shape.
They are bent to shape and bolted to
the tabs forming the extreme upper and
lower portions of the cylindrical hous-
ing. The ends of each of these sheet
metal strips are bolted together on both
sides of the Y2 inch steel rod to the
top of which the regulating mechanism
is attached. The sides of the housing
are covered with ,A inch mesh wire
screen which is fastened between tabs
of the top and bottom disks and the
sheet metal strips referred to above. A
switch is mounted on the top of the
resistance housing and a porcelain re-

ceptacle to the bottom of the housing.
The method of assembling the parts

is shown in the photograph. The. car-
bon adjusting mechanism is mounted on
a Y2 inch steel rod 48 inches long which
fits into the base of a music stand. The
regular rod with the music rack is re-
moved from the stand and the steel rod
inserted. This allows adjustment for
height. A reflector is bolted to the
framework of the adjusting mechanism.

The Reflector

A reflector may be purchased or
one may be made from a tin pail. The
latter will not be quite as good appear-
ing as a regulation reflector, but will
give very satisfactory results. A ten
quart pail of light tin plate may he

An opening 2 inches wide should
be cut from the middle of the bottom
to allow the carbons and the regulating
mechanism to slip in. A sector of tin
plate having a width of 2 inches across
its widest part should he attached to
the bottom side of the reflector just in-
side the large opening. This is to
catch any sparks falling from the car-
bons. The resistance is bolted to the
upright rod just below the regulating
mechanism. The wiring is simple. A
piece of lamp cord connects one of the
movable carbons to one side of the
switch on the resistance. The other
switch terminal is connected to one end
of the resistance. The opposite end of
the resistance is connected to one ter-
minal of the receptacle on the bottom of,
the resistance housing. The other ter-
minal of the receptacle is connected to
a long piece of lamp cord leading to a
plug. The other wire of the lamp cord
is connected to one of the movable car-
bons. A twenty ampere fuse is screwed
into the receptacle. The heavy appli-
ance cord is preferable to lamp cord for
connections, since the lamp requires a
current of 15 to 20 amperes. The out-
side of the reflector and the resistance
housing may be given a coat or two of
black stove enamel.

Special therapeutic carbons should be
used in the arc. Several types of these
are put out by one of the large carbon
companies and can be secured from
dealers in electrical and medical sup-
plies. The "Sunshine" carbon produces
light which approaches close to that of
sunlight. The PIP carbon gives lesS
light than the "Sunshine" carbon, but
produces more ultra -violet rays. The
eyes should be well protected when
using this carbon. Carbon "C" gives
still more ultra -violet than "B." Carbon
"D" is the ordinary type of carbon and
is not, in most cases, desirable for
therapeutic work. The "E" carbon
produces small amounts of ultra -violet
but is strong in infra -red rays. It is of
value where it'is desired to apply pene-
trating heat. The "F," "G," "H,". and
"K" carbons are Of special applications,
and will not ordinarily be used.

When using the arc the eyes of both
operator and patient should be pro-
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Holds Rupture
Athlete.; praise this newly patented

wSanitary Appliance
Ruptured athletes every-

where will welcome news of
the Brooks made to measure

Appliance which retains rupture
with comfort ,Ind safety. Weighing
but a few ounces. this Unproved sup-
port gives absolute freedom in move-
ment. Cannot lie detected beneath
tight -fitting clothes. Comes apart-

can he washed daily. 3,000,-
000 Brooks Appliances sold.

Made to measure. No gouging
springs or hard pads. Send for 10 -day trial offer and
:28 -page Rupture hook. Sent in plain, sealed envelope.
Brooks Appliance Co., 181ID State Street, Marshall, Mich.

WE MATCH
ToAnySuit
Double the life of your
coat and vest with correctly
matched pants.100,000 patterns.
Every pair hand tailored to your measure; no
"readymadee." Our match sent FREE for your
0. K. before pants are made. Fit guaranteed.
Sand piece of cloth or vest today.

SUPERIOR MATCH PANTS COMPANY
515 se. Dearborn Street, Deot.384. ChiG1380

0111.42mi,,,,ftvit i itom
Icil e 101 0-- " .. OUR INTERESTING A

FREE CATALOGUE OF MOVIE
NA

LET US

LOW AS $375 POSTPAID .USE
STANDARD ORI6ma SIZE -COMPLETE LAE OF FILM SUB -

AEGIS AVAILABLE VIITILEXCHANGE Sea.
VICE  LOWEST PRICES DOMTDE-

LAP WRITE FbR FREE CRT-
LoGUE

llfll

k A AM RumsRoW

EARIKTErn,.No,
BOSTON DEPT. S-51 MASS'.

w
R

V Noyy(

I Positively Guarantee
to increase your arms one-half inch
in size, chest one full inch,
strength 25%. health, 100% in
one week's time, by following my
instructions and using my exer-
ciser 10 minutes mornings and at
night. Send $1 for complete
course and exercisers. Satisfaction
guaranteed or $1 refunded.

Prof. J. A. DRYER
Box 1850-L Chicago, Ill.

Free toMenPast40
What is prostate gland disorder? Why does it come

to two-thirds of all men past middle age? Why does it
cause loss of health, sciatica, aching
feet, back and legs? Amazing book,writ.
ten by well known American scientist,
answers these questions and tells how
100,000 men have found relief without
drAg.s.. eruergerfr; lessons. Simply send nadir

'Areas 61.HP Eir,alionoTittigitkil. CO..'
4536 Morris Avenue. Steabeneillo, Ohio.

EarbnpAIN.eniglIOW CARDS0
Otto

We QuicklyMP teach you by mail. or at

I work. Oldest and foremost school.
hoot, In spare time. Enormous

demand. Big future. Interesting

EARN $50 TO $200 WEEKLY
Otto Wlegand, Md., hornoostudy graduate, made
$12.000 from hie business in one year. John
Vaamsa. AL Y., gets $2.5 for a show card. Crate.ford. B. C., writes: "Earned $200 while taking
course." Write for complete information.

DETROIT SCHOOL OF LETTERING
179 Stlmson Ave. ' Est. 1899 DETROIT, MICH.

BE A DETECTIVE
Make Secret Investigations I

IEXPERIENCE UNNECESSARY .

!DETECTIVE Particulars FREE. Write!
GEO.STEVE WAGNER, 2190 Broadway, N.

Name

Address

tected by smoked glasses or goggles.
Instead of wearing goggles the patient's
eyes may be bandaged to keep out the
ultra -violet rays. The arc should be
plugged into an outlet designed for elec-
trical appliances, requiring a heavy cur-
rent. Do not plug into a light socket.
Be sure the circuit is fused for at least
20 amperes. To start the light turn on
the switch and by means of the hand
wheel bring the ends of the carbons
together. Immediately begin to slowly
separate them until the maximum arc is
obtained. Once adjusted the arc should
burn steadily 15 or 20 minutes or even
longer without further adjustment.

The patient being treated should be
about three feet from the lamp. The
first treatments should not be over about
five minutes in length on each side of
the patient. After being treated on one
side, the patient should turn the other
half of his body to the lamp for the
same length of time. The amount of
exposure Nvilli depend on the kind of
carbons and the characteristics of the
individual. Excessive reddening- of the
skin during the treatment is usually a
sign that the treatment should be
stopped on that side. It is not necessary
to tan the patient to secure beneficial
results. The tan acts as a protective
means to the skin and lowers the effi-
ciency of the treatment. As much of
the body should be exposed to the rays
as possible during the treatment since
the effectiveness of the treatment is a
function of the surface radiated.

SCIENCE AND INVENTION
is suspending temporarily
the Financial Section.
Until further notice,
readers are requested not
to contribute material for
this department.

Reclaiming Zinc from Dry Cells
VERY often the experimenter has

a use for zinc and that of a dry
cell would be satisfactory if it were not
for the difficulty in cleaning out. the
container.

A method that is wholly satisfactory
is to connect the plus and minus termi-
nals of the cell to two wires coming
from a transformer having an output
of about 10 amperes at 10 volts. In a
minute the cell will become warm and
the gases formed will cause the insides
of the cell to be forced out, leaving the
zinc container relatively clean.

When using this method, the cell
should be in a. horizontal position as the
contents are usually expelled with con-
siderable force.-Laurence E. Lechleit

Iodine Remover
TO a little tincture of iodine in a test-

tube, add a solution of sodium thio-
sulphate (hypo) and it will turn white.
The solution can be used for removing
iodine stains from clothing or hands.-
1-?clijainiu. Heller.

I

Learn at Home
-by Mall!

Quickly Easily
New! Different! Dr. Harlan Tarbell,
Famous Magic Wizard, teaches you
Big Tricks, Illusions, Stage Stunts,
"Patter" and the Principles of Magic.
You learn easily and quickly at home
by mail. Earn big money with magic.
Write today for big details.

Astonish
Your Friends

Gain that magnetic popularity that
makes you the center of any crowd.
Business and social success is assured
the man who can perform mystifying
tricks. You can earn big money either
on the side or as a professional, as well
as being the most popular person in
your crowd. Why envy others' skill?
You can learn Magic yourself, quickly,
easily - at home- by mail-during
your spare time.

Earn Big
Money

Dr. Harlan Tarbell, one of the really
Great Magicians, has finally opened up
the secrets of his profession in a com-
pletely illustrated course offered at a
merely nominal cost. The apparently
superhuman doings of the accom-
plished magician becomes as simple
as ABC when you just know how.

Write: Mail coupon now for
the free Magic litera-
ture telling all about

the great Tarbell Course in Magic. Get Our
Low Price, and Easy Payment Plan.
Tarbell System, Inc., Studio 14.28
1926 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Tarbell System, Inc., Studio 14-28 19.
5926 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, ad.

Gentlemen: Without any obligation send me your
free literature and information all about your won-
derful "Tarbell Course in Mavis." Also tell ma about
your Low Prices and Easy Payment Plan.

Name.

Address,

Age
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Illustrated with 40 drip-
ping scenes from the
good old days, by the

famous Bob Dean.

"ONE ON THE HOUSE"

BARTENDER'S
GUIDE II SONG BOOK"

Absinthe
Cocktail Only 50c While They Last

(And They Won't Last Long)
Dedicated to the sacred memories of bygone days,
when mixing drinks was an exact science and
a man could drown his troubles at any corner.

eIONTAINS 200 au-
thentic recipes which

will make you smack
your lips and long to live
over again the days of
your youth. You will

wish you could try them all immediately,
just as the authors once did. If the good
old days ever do come back, we recom-
mend that you pause awhile after each
and before the next.

Precise Recipes
are given explaining exactly how bartend-
ers of old concocted practically every
drink known to mankind. Many forgotten
gems of purest translucent color are here
restored to the human race. Perhaps
they may yet spread their sunshine on
these dark days when the mixing of a
good drink is almost a lost art. And what
drinks they are!! Here are just a few:
Kiddie Kar Kocktail Hello, Montreal
Manhattan Harvard Cocktail
Tom Collins Careless Love
Golden Fizz Widow's Kiss
Bacardi Rickey Horse's Neck
The "HOME BARTENDER'S GUIDE"
also contains dozens of fa-
mous old songs that you
will want to get right up
and sing loud and long-
especially loud and long
if you have tried a few
of the recipes. Here you
will find "Father, Dear
Father, Come Home with
Me Now," the original
"Frankie and Johnnie"

Buy It at Your
Newsdealer's or
Rush this Coupon
Back AT ONCE

song, and many
others.

And What
Illustrations!

Profusely --lavishly
they crowd the
pages. "Everybody
Works But Father"
-"Don't Hit Your
Mother, It's Mean"
-"Down Where The Authors
the Wurzburger Flows," and scores of
others. Truly these rare portrayals of
scenes from bygone days are the work of
a genius. So vividly will they stir your
memories, they will bring tears to your
eyes. They alone are worth a hundred
times the modest price of this complete
"HOME BARTENDER'S GUIDE."

Order your copy NOW-AND HIDE IT!
Even your best friends will steal it! Al-
though its publication has been kept in
strictest secrecy, news has leaked out and
already terrible crimes have been perpe-

trated to obtain advance
copies. Never has a book
been in such demand!
GET YOUR COPY
WHILE YOU CAN-
WRITE TODAY!

11 sem lint=11111111Mir OM 01

Experimenter Publications, Ina., Dept. 2511
381 Fourth Avenue, New York. N. Y.

Gentlemen: Ship me immediately
copies of "THE HOME BARTENDER'S
GUIDE & SONG BOOK." I enclose 50c
for each copy ordered.

Name

Address

City and State

Answers and Prize Awards
in August Puzzle Contest

First Prize, of $10, is awarded to:

Robert P. MacFate, 321 So. Central Ave.,
Chicago, III.

Second Prize, of $5, is awarded to:

S. D. Berlowitz, 1475 Shakespeare Ave.,
Bronx, N. Y. City

The ten prizes, of one dollar each, are
awarded to the following:

Theodore Savage, 4249 Blackburn Ave.,
Ashland, Ky.

Howard Shomate, 1103 Truxtun Ave.,
Bakersfield, Cal.

Carlton Poppenberg, 200 Depew Ave.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Charles J. Jacobs, 72 Mt. Vernon St.,
Boston, Mass.

Norman W. Cote, 4 Grove St., Water-
bury, Conn.

Jean Dentraygues, 4075 So. Broadway,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Fred. \V. Norris, 324 14th St. N. E.,
Washington, D. C.

Charles Lang, Aibonito, Porto Rico.

P. \V. Boggess, 450 Fairmount Ave.,
Sunbury, Pa.

Helen Hahn, 901 Parrioit Ave., Mounds-
ville, W. Va.

Solution to "American Fan Tan"

My Chinese friend's opening play re-
moved all five of the quarters, the only
play that would surely win for him.

The remaining groups of two, four and
six coins, insured him of being able to
leave me with further groupings of 1, 4, 5;
1, 2, 3; 1, 1, 1; or reducing the groups to
two -4, 4 ; 3, 3 ; 2, 2; all of which are
losing stages for the player who must deal
with them.

Solution to "Science on the Farm"

Torn Brown's statementto the effect
that placing his poles three feet apart
around his square piece of land would find
a shortage of 400 poles, whereas, placing
them nine feet apart would leave 800 poles
uncalled for, reveals that between the two
methods there was a difference of 1200
poles.

By the more extravagant method, a dis-
tance of 9 feet would call for three poles,
while by the other method that distance,
9 feet, would require but one pole, a sav-
ing of two poles. If in a distance of nine
feet, he could save two poles by the more
economical plan, then how many feet must
there have been in the fence line to ac-
count for the actual saving of 1200 poles?
The question is answered by dividing 1200
by 2 and multiplying by 9. Thus we es-
tablish the perimeter of the square as 5400

feet. One side being 1350 feet, the area
of the land must have been 1,822,500 square
feet. or 41.83 plus, acres.
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Why Not Light Up Those Dark Corners?
(Continued from page 614)

these frames was fitted a piece of white
frosted glass. Two small ten -watt
lamps were fastened inside each frame,
connected in series, and received their
power from a convenience outlet. The
light from these lamps is diffused
through the frosted glass, illuminating
the figure above. In the open sides of
the frames mica or heavy parchment
may he used. The light filtering
through this gives a warm cozy glow to
a somber corner.

Another unusual application of light
is shown in the mirror lights illustrated.
These fixtures are also quite simple to
make. They consist of two long boxes,
four inches wide, four inches deep and
twenty-eight incises long. The front
and back are made of wood and painted
black. The two sides are of white
frosted glass. In the center is a par-
tition of wood which is thick enough to
carry a socket both on the upper and
lower side, holdinob40-watt tubular
lamps. A small tumbler switch is used
to control these lights, and is also
painted black so that it is not conspic-
uous. In making these lights, the di-
mensions allow for the length of two
of these tubular lamps in their sockets.
It must be four inches square to diffuse
the light, for if it is smaller a bright
streak will be visible from the filament.
The fixtures are hung from the molding
as a picture would be, and the wires
carrying the current are run along the
supporting wires to the molding, and
from it to a convenience outlet.

Bookcases frequently offer opportuni-
ties for effective lighting. The one il-
lustrated is in the same modern style
as the mirror lights. The top, bottom
and sides of the sections containing the
ornaments are made of frosted glass.

25 -watt
tubular

bulbs
account
for this
lighted

bookcase

Twenty -fire -watt tubular lights are
placed in the partitions back of these
glass panels and shed a glow of light
on the ornaments. A small 10 -watt
lamp in the center at the top silhouettes
the vase. The frame of the bookcase is
painted black and the edges outlined in
silver, but the background in the lighted
sections and behind the vase may be of

a bright color for contrast. The sec-
tional drawing shows how the lamps
and connections are arranged.

Light may be used for convenience as
well as beauty. Many closets are so
placed that almost no light enters them
from a central fixture in the room. A
lamp in a porcelain socket placed just
over the door inside the closet will pre-
vent groping around in the dark for a
lost article. In fruit closets and dark
pantries they are indispensable. These
closet lights are often controlled by a
door switch which turns the light on
when the door is open and turns it off
again when it is closed. A pull chain
lamp socket with a luminous pendant is
sometimes used.

Two wooden boxes, painted black, with sides
of white Frosted glass-and you have an

illuminated mirror!

A lighted refrigerator is now on the
market, which makes use of this same
principle. Each time the door is opened
a light in one of the corners comes on,
showing everything on the shelves.
Many refrigerators are placed away
from the windows and one always
stands directly in front of them cutting
off their own light, so that such an ar-
rangement is extremely useful.

A new and convenient device recently
developed is a small pilot light on the
switch plate. These are lighted only
when the switch is on and the electricity
they use is almost negligible. There are
countless places where they flay -be used
in the home to save the electricity a
larger lamp would consume if neglected.
They may indicate when the attic, base-
ment or garage light has been left burn-
ing or when an iron is forgotten. The
latter use is most important, as one
never knows whether an iron is heated
or not.

Lamps have their novel uses iv the
garage and conservatory as well. An
extension cord, with a rough service
bulb, is a necessity when you are repair-
ing your car at night. A newer use is
to leave it burning under the hood. on a
cold night to prevent the radiator from
freezing. A lamp can also be left burn-
ing near plants to prevent their freez-
ing if they are on an unheated sunporch
during the winter.

The experimenter in home lighting

"Dont tell rite
you never had a chance!

"Fame years ago you and I worked at the same bench.
I realized that to get ahead I needed special training,
and decided to let the International Correspondence
Schools help me. I wanted you to do the same, but
you said, `Aw, forget it!' You had the same chance I
had, but you turned it down. No, Jim, you can't
expect more money until you've trained yourielf to
handle bigger work."

There are lots of "Iiins" in the world-in stores,
factories, offices, everywhere. Are you one of them? Wake
up! Every time you see an I. C. S. coupon your chance
is staring you in the face. Don't turn it down.

Right now over 150,000 men and women are preparing
thernseh es for bigger jibs and better pay through I. C. S.
courses. You can join them and get in line for promotion.
Mark and mail this coupon, and ilnd out bow.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"

Box 6235-F, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of

your booklet, "Who Wins and Why." and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:

TECHNICAL. AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
I:Architect OBridge Engineer
0 Architectural Draftsman El Automobile Work
O Building Estimating 0 I'lumbing 0 Steam Fitting
0 Wood Milhvorking CI Heating 0 Ventilation
D Concrete Budder CI Sanitary Engineer
D Contractor and Builder CI Sheet Metal Worker

Structural Draftsman DSteam Engineer
Structural Engineer D Marine Engineer
Electrical Engineer °Refrigeration
Electric Wiring DR. R. Locomotives

0 Electric Lighting oAir Brakes
0 Welding. Electric and Gas O Train Operation
['Telegraph Engineer D R. R. Section Foreman
0 Telephone Work Ott. R. Bridge and Building
°Mechanical Engineer Foreman
0 Mechanical Draftsman 0 Chemistry 0Pharmacy
D Patternmaker 0 Machinist D Coal Mining Engineer
DRaffling Shop Blueprints D Navigation
0 Civil Engineer 0 Agriculture
0 Highway Engineering 10 Textile Overseer or Supt.
0 Surveying and Mapping o Cotton Manufacturing
0 Gr. s Engines 0 Toolmaker D Woolen Manufacturing
ID Diesel Engines °Fruit Growing °Radio
IDAviation Engines D Poultry Farming

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
0Busine,s Management
['Industrial Management
O Personnel Management
 Traffic Management
D Accountancy
0 Cost Accountant
0 C. P. Accountant
0 Bookkeeping

Secretarial Work
0 Spanish :Wrench

Salesmanship
['Advertising

O 13usiness Correspondence
°Lettering Show Cards
°Stenography and Typing
ClComplete Commercial
DEngl ish 0 Signs
17 Civil Service
o Railway Mail Clerk
10Mail Carrier
0 Grade School Subjects
0 High School Subjects
°Illustrating 0 Cartooning
['Lumber Dealer

Name Age

Street Address

City

Occupation
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the

International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Mon/red, Canada

Specialize complete

Manufacture,
Tools, Dies, 'Special

Machinery

MODELS MADE
ATLAS INDICATOR WORKS

817 W. Washington Blvd. CHICAGO, ILL.
Telephone: Haymarket legs -2107

BUILD THINGS!
EARN - LEARN - HAVE GREAT SPORT
W e furnish plans for the construction of this Airsled, also for
Aireleighs, etc. Finest of materials
for model airplanes. Airsled Circu-
lar IDs. Model price list 10c. Com.
plete set catalogs 25c.

INTERNATIONAL
ENGINEERING
CORPORATION

Westory Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
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NEW YORK
ELECTRICAL
SCHOOL

Master Electricity by Actual
Practice! "Learn by Doing".

Become an expert in every
branch of Electrical Trade
practice. No books used, no
previous training necessary.
Enroll any time. Day, and
evening classes open all year.
Write for Free Catalog.

New York Electrical School
29 West 17th Street, New York City

Established 1902

Be

aTo
make Crowns,

RN AT NOMEDINTI(IAN
Plates, Bridgework,
etc., for Dentists. Easy
practical way to learn me-
chanical dentistry at home in
spare time. Full equipment
of tools and materials includ-
ed with course FREE. Low
tuition. Easy terms. Write
for FREE BOOK about this
money making profession and
our easy -to -learn home study
course and special offer.

DIcCarrie School of Mechanical Dentistry
2340 5. Michigan Avenue Dept. E403 Chicago,

WANTED MEN
To Manufacture Metal Toys and Novelties

Big demand for Toy Soldiers. Animals, 5 and 10c
Store Novelties, Ash trays, etc. We co-operate in
selling goods you make, also buy them front you.
Small investment needed to start and we help you
build up. WE FURNISH COMPLETE OUTFITS

and start you in well paying
business. Absolutely NO EX-
PERIENCE and no special place
needed. A chance of a lifetime
for man with small capital.
CHRISTMAS RUSH is now
starting, so if you mean strictly
business and want to handle whole-
sale orders now being placed, write

u AT ONCE for full information.
METAL CAST PRODUCTS CO.
Dept, E 1696. Boston Road, New York City

'BURN YOUR NAME ON TOOLS
WITH THE GAF'ARK° ProtectR Your

Tools From Theft. writs with ale,
tricity say name or design on the hard-
est and finest tools, ore, metal, like
writing with a pen. Outfit $3.50 Pre-
paid Anywhere. Illustrated circular
free. Write today. Agents wanted.

ARKO,GRAF PEN CO.,
11115 E. Stark St., Portland, Ore. es, I.,..+A

STUDY AT HOME
Become a lawyer. Legally trained

in high positions and big
access in business and public life.

Be independent. Greater opportuni-
ties now than ever before. Big corpo-

rations are headed by men with legal
training. Law -trained men earn
$5,000 to $10,000 Annually

We guide you step by step. You can train at home dur-
ing spare time. Degree of LL. B. conferred. Success-

ful graduates in every section of U. S. We furnish
all text material, including fourteen-yolume Law Library. Low cost;
bookserms. Get our valuable 64 -page 'Law Guide" and "Evidence'

FREE. Send for them NOW.
LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 1104-L. Chicago

The World's Largest Business Training Institution

will find these suggestions an interest-
ing beginning. They will lead him far-
ther to more fascinating applications of
light as an expressive means of twen-
tieth century decoration.

A tiny lamp in a porcelain socket is placed
behind the clock. It is then connected to
the convenience outlet nearby.. . . A light
is flashed upon the picture above on the

mantlepiece.

Man -Made Models
(Continued from page 596)

figure, Mr. Noell explains, depends
largely upon intelligent handling of
lights and shadows, the camera angle,
and other knacks of the cameraman's
art.

The lower of "The Distinguished
Set" photos, prepared by Van Dyke
Cigars, illustrates this point very well.
While the same general process was em-
ployed in its construction-figures being
molded of plasteline upon wire frame-
work, and backgrounds and settings of
cardboard overlaid with clay-expert
photography was required to help turn
inanimate plasteline into human, sway-
ing fencers, their graceful shadows
lending vividness to their movements.

The lady with the cigarette case was
treated a little differently. To add to
the depth of the relief, the background
was painted black. As the plastic ma-
terial contains fat, it was necessary to
mix the paint with soap before applying,
in order to have it adhere to the plaste-
line.

SCIENCE AND INVENTION'S Service to Home
Owners and Prospective Home Owners
NOTE TO READERS AND MANUFACTURERS
Whether your interest lies in materials and equipment for

building a new home, for modernizing your present one, or
getting new utensils for it, you will find the following list of
subjects very helpful ; for each subject we have several book-
lets. These are not just catalogues. Many contain full data on
installing and using the products described. SCIENCE AND
INVENTION provides them as a service to readers and will add
to them from month to month as new booklets are received.
To obtain booklets on any subject or subjects listed below,
simply use the coupon at the foot of the list, and order by
number of subject.

So as to make this list as complete as possible, SCIENCE AND
INVENTION invites manufacturers to submit copies of their
booklets or other literature. No obligation is involved. Simply
address the materials to SCIENCE AND INVENTION, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, with a brief note authorizing inclu-
sion of your booklets in future lists.
1 INSULATION
2 INCINERATORS
3 ROOFING AND SHINGLES
4 FURNITURE
5 SURFACE MATERIALS AND

FINISHES
6 HARDWARE
7 PLUMBING
8 BATHROOMS AND BATH-

ROOM ACCESSORIES
9 LUMBER

10 HEATING AND VENTILAT-
ING

11 WINDOWS, SCREENS, DOORS
12 HOME BUILDING MATE-

RIALS
13 ELECTRIC WIRING, UTEN-

SILS AND APPLIANCES

(Because of the demand for book-
lets covering this field, we have
classified them as follows:)

Cooking Utensils
Fixtures and Outlets
Vacuum Cleaners and Floor

Waxers
Dishwashers
Refrigerators

Portable Light and Power Plants
Clothes Washers, including Port-

ables
Ironing and Drying Equipment
Fans
Telephone Accessories
Aids to Health
Soldering Irons
If you are interested in any of

these articles under item num-
ber 13, write us, designating
which ones, and we shall see
that you are supplied with lit-
erature on the subject.

SCIENCE AND INVENTION
381 Fourth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Please send me booklets

No.

Name

Address

1
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RV LOW
PRICES
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oofirepat

.striN,
U. TIRESlitesto-

HERolerl!

Lowest Prices
This big company, because of its immense
buying power, will aepolY you with recon-
structed standard Make Dr. at these un-

heard of low prices-whola year's serrice guar-
anteed. Thousands of satisfied customers reorder

rear after year. Dealers Wanted

-ORDER NOW -SAVE MONEY
AL 00  eg. ires

Size Rim Tires Tubes Size Tires Tubes
2904.40 21" $2.30 $1.10 30x3 $2.20 $1.00
2904.60 20" 2.40 1.15 300355 2.25 1.00
3004.50 21" 2.45 1 20 3104 2.95 1.15
2804.75 19" 2.45 1.20 3204 2.95 1.15

. 30x4.95 21" 2.90 1 35 3304 2.95 1.15
2805.25 18" 2.95 1.35 320434 3.20 1.95
3005.25 20" 2.95 1.35 330415 3.20 1.96

.; 3105.25 21" 3.20 1.36 340415 3.45 1.95

3.20118 33053.60005 3.60 1.76

3306.00 21' 3.20 1.45
3 1.76

4.45'( 32x6 20
only $1

65 1 76 All wither Sizes
Send only 81.00 deposit ch tire

ordered, balance C.O.D. If r011 send cash in full
deduct 57, YoU are guaranteed a year's service or replacement
at hall puce. MIDLAND TIREAND RUBBER COMPANY
Dept. 579, 1000 West Sixty-third St., Chicago, III.

AN EAsYSHAPE .1"4
WAY TO

SC) DAYS
HOME TRIAL .

your NOSE
Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-tilage - quickly,safely, painlessly,while you sleep.
Lasting results. Gold

Medal Winner. 78,000users. Write for
FREE BOOKLET.

Anita Institute
1173 Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

RAISE CHINCHILLA
AND NEW ZEALAND WHITE

FUR RABBITS
In Your Back Yard

We supply stock and a market for all
you raise. 36 -page Illustrated book
and catalog, also copy of FUR FARM-
ING magazine tells how to raise
rabbits successfully, all for 10 cents.

STAHL'S OUTDOOR ENTERPRISE CO., Ins.
1006 Outdoor Bldg., Holmes Park. Mo.

MODEL BLUEPRINTS
Correct -Easy to Follow

1-2 Horizontal Steam Engine details.. set $1.00
3-4 Boiler construction for above. .. . set 1.00

5 880 -Ton Bark .50
6-7 Twin Cylinder Steam Engine and

Boiler set 1.00
8-9 Gasoline Fired Locomotive set 2.00

10-11 U. S. S. Constitution, "Old Iron -
sides" set 1.00

12 13th Century Man -of -War .50
13-14 Chinese Junk set .50
15-16 Electrically Driven Automobile set 1.00

17 Roman Ballista .50
18-19 Simple Steam Engine set .50
20-21 How to Build a Reflecting Telescope. 1.00

22 Santa Maria," complete .50
23-24 Model U. S. S. Portsmouth set 1.00

25 Building a Model Tugboat .50
26 Twin Cylinder Marine Engine .50

27-31 U. S. S. Truxton 2.00
32 Sopwith Biplane .50
33 Speed Boat .50
34 Airplane Engine .50

35-36 Motor Winch .75
37-38 Vertical Steam Engine 1.00

39 Cannon .50
40 Steam Roller .50
41 Prairie Schooner .50

Lincoln Sport Biplane (man -carry-
ing) 6.75

Gerber Monoplane (man -carrying) 1.00

Anyone Who can read blueprints and is at all
handy with tools, will find no difficulty in follow-
ing the simple explanatory diagrams. Many
sport planes and monoplanes built from our plans
are flying daily, thus attesting to the accuracy of
the blueprint details. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send Orders to
BLUEPRINT DEPARTMENT
SCIENCE AND INVENTION

381 FOURTH AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

How They Make It
(Continued from page 631)

In addition they are used in many in-
stances as roofing tin in place of the
purposely made sheets. I saw a gate
made of them, the framework of the
gate being made of wood with the
flattened out cans used as a covering
for the wooden skeleton. And I saw an
automobile in San Jose one day which
had a new running -board of a flattened
gasoline can.

But these are not all of the uses.
Cocoanut graters, cake pans, milk mea-
sures, biscuit pans and almost anything
and everything that one might expect
to see in a kitchen are made from gaso-
line cans. A chocolate candy manu-
facturer in San Jose who makes tin
boxes out of the same old cans, fre-
quently not even taking the trouble to
remove the gasoline label.

Just where this use of empty gaso-
line cans will stop is more than I can
say. Just before I left the country I
talked to a coffee man in Cartago, a
Costa Rican, who was planning to ship
ground coffee in empty gasoline cans
to the large hotels in the States.

While gasoline cans are the most use-
ful useless thing- that one finds in Costa
Rica, they do not form the whole re-
fuse pile that is converted into usable
commodities. The lowly metal case
binding that is so much in use on cases
for export is carefully pressed flat
where it has been twisted in removing
it from the cases, and.all sorts of fancy
flower baskets are fashioned from it,
some even going to the extreme of be-
ing combination flower baskets and tab-
ourettes.

Uses for Other Cast -Offs
Other odds and ends are used prof-

itably for various purposes. A candy
manufacturer in Alejuela uses a candy -
mixing machine, the gears On the turn-
ing arrangement of which are made of
all old driving pinion and ring gear
from a discarded Ford.

A woodworking shop in San Jose has
a handsaw that was Made by the owner
of_the shop, the principal parts of which
are two discarded bicycles wheels, with
the inside of the rims lined with leather
strip.

Discarded railroad track is frequently
used for electric light wire poles in
Costa Rica, and in San Jose pieces of
(Hoarded railroad track have been used
to lend strength to a new sidewalk.

A fence around a part of the rail-
road shops in San Jose is built of dis-
carded metal railway ties and railroad
track, around which concrete has been
poured.

An undertaker in Cartago, Costa
Rica, wishing to run a pair of stairs to
an upper floor for his assistants to use
as a sleeping room solved the problem
by using ordinary wall brackets for sup-
ports for the treads of his stairs. Since
the undertaker has his own woodwork-
ing shop where he makes his own cof-
fins he made the entire stairs himself
with only limited expense.

PPP E W

LO EST PRICE EVER OFFERED

CORONA

Vi '014"Fr-12
Al

Art' Ott
talaiv yea .1. .6

HERE'S your
11 chance to own

that brand new Genuine
Model 3 Corona you've
wanted -on the easiest
terms ever offered - at
LOWEST PRICE ever offered!
Complete in every detail; back
spacer, etc., MANUFACTUR-
ER'S GUARANTEE. Recog-

nized the world over as the finest, strongest,
sturdiest, portable built. Try this wonderful port-
able typewriter -the same machine that has sat-
isfied 500,000 users.

Yours for 10 Days FREE -
Send No Money

Experience the joy this personal writing portable
typewriter can give you! Use it 10 days free! See how
easy it is to run and the splendidly typed letters it
turns out. Ideal for the office desk, home, traveling.
Small, compact, light, convenient. Don't send out let-
ters, reports, bills in poor handwriting when you can
have this Corona at such a low price or on such easy
terms. Remember these are brand new machines right
out of the Corona factory.

Carrying Case Included
-If You Act Now

Leatherold carrying case, oiler, instructions free on
this offer. Send no money -just the coupon. Without
delay or red tape we will send you the Corona. Try it
10 Jaya. If you decide to keep it, send us only $2 -then
$8 a month until our special price of,$39.90 is paid.
Now Is the time to buy. Mail coupon today(

MONEY <SAVED
By Using This Coupon

Smith Typewriter Sales Corp.[Corona Division]
9.91. Ohio St., Chicago, Dept,

Shi
press

the Corona, F. 0. B. Chicago. On arrival deposit 82
d roe $8 a month

nit% the r$97.9sOciraltanc'eloW9P.AagiZi..Ipl:rthe title to remain
with you until then. am to have 10 dare to try the typewriter. If
I decide not to keep it, I will repack and return to express agent.
and get my money back.You ate to give roar standard guarantee.

Name

Address

'Employed by

AN

EASIER Way
toPopularity

PLAY your way to favor with a
sweet -toned, easy -playing Pan-
American. You I earn popular
music quickly. Fun, popularity,
increased income ! Choose any
instalment -Pan -Americans are
the only complete line of na-
tionally -advertised, factory guar-
anteed, moderately priced instru-
ments made. Free Trial; write for
literature; mention instrument.

PAN-AMERICAN
Band Instrument and Case Co.

1105 Pan-American Bldg.
Elkhart, Ind.
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Boy! It's the greatest fun in the world.
You can "crash" any gate; make extra
money-easy; and maybe become fa-
mous and rich like Rudy Vallee when
you learn to play a

1Z471. True Tone
Saxophone

EASY TO PLAY. Master scales in one hour;
easy tunes first week ;join a band in 2 to 3 months.
3 free lessons give quick, easy start. Fun from the
very beginning. Your success assured with a Buescher.
EASY TO PAY. Take 6 days' free trial on any
Buescher instrument. See what you can do. Easy
terms. Play as you pay. Send coupon today for beau.
tiful catalog. No obligation. Do it right now.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
1112 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind. Bi8

Without obligating me, please send catalog of
[ 3 Saxophones 1. 3 Trumpets 3 Trombones
Mention any other My age is
NameStreet

Address

Tower State

VFREE BOOKS of
BUSINESS HELPS

We publish over 200 Home Study Books. each a complete
treatise of its subject. We have one or more for you.
Books on

p Commercial Art 1:7! Decoration
p Lettering ID Automobiles
 Advertising ci Battery Work
0 Sign Making Li Electricity
D Radio D Carpentry
01 Aviation D Building
 Painting ID Contracting

Silk Screen Process D Sheet Metal Work
and many other subjects. All fully described In our
FREE CATALOG. Check the subjects in which you are
interested and write today.

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO., Publishers
Room 510-179 No. Michigan Blvd., Chicago

Drake books are for sale in all book stores

NEW SELLING SENSATION
Take orders for famous Stay-Prest Trouser

Presser. Puts perfect crease in pants-takes out
wrinkles and baggy knees. Sells quick to men
and housewives. Newest thing out. Big repeater

FR E E SELL/NG OUTFIT
Profits in advance. Ames made $24 in 4 hours.
Randle sold 33 first day. Special Offer gives you
Selling Outfit absolutely FREI.: We guarantee
you will make sates. Write for plan and excluv .
sive territory. Act quick.

STAY-PREST CO.. Dept. K-44. Central
Park Bldg., Cencinnati, 0.

RADIO BARGAINS
Low Power Transmitter adaptable for phone or

code. With plug.in coils $14.75
Auto Radio-Uses 3-224, 2-227 tubes and 1-245

power tube, single dial, tremendous volume.
Compact. Fits any car. We guarantee this set
to perform better than sets selling up to $150 20.00

B Eliminator, Bone Dry with 280 tube, 180 volts,
will operate up to ten tube set, fully guaranteed. 6.75

AC-A B C power packs 8.75
Tubes: DX type, 30 -day replacement guarantee, No. 210,
$2.25; No. 250, $2.35; No. 281, $1.85; No. 245, $1.25;
No. 224, $1.25; No. 227, 75c; No. 226, 65c; No. 171, 75e.

CHAS. HOObWIN CO., 4240 Lincoln Ave. Dept. L-3, ChicagoIle. %
SELL "THE BEATS ALL"

CHRISTMAS CARD BOX ASSORTMENT
Biggest value ever offered 21 large cards and
folders. Tissue lined envelopes. A $2.20 value;
costs you 58e postpaid. Fastest $1.00 seller;
sample portfolio furnished. Write quick. Nu -
method Co. Desk SIC -11, Numethod Bldg.,
Bradford, Penna.

/
/

/l
On the Shoulders of the Wasp

(Continued front page 591)

than that before all the orchardists were
convinced that a silly bug was necessary
for the culture of this particular variety
of fig when other varieties all over the
state were being grown without it.

When growers first became seriously
alarmed by molds, smut, souring, and
other troubles in their figs, they tried
to explain them as being caused by
faulty irrigation, atmospheric humidity,
cool nights followed by hot days, and
scores of other environmental conditions
which were not fundamentally involved.
Then the California Peach and Fig
Growers Association called for aid. A
young specialist in subtropical horticul-
ture, I. J. Condit. was drafted from the
University of California to make an in-
vestigation. He brought with him two
young women, Edith Phillips, research
associate, and Elizabeth Smith, assist-
ant pathologist, and set them to work
studying fig smut.

24,000,000 Pounds of Figs Annually
They soon found that they had been

given no sinecure. The sun -baked or-
chards of the San Joaquin Valley were
their laboratories, fruit boxes were
their desks, and study material piled
up around them, literally in tons. But
the future America's dried fig trade de-
pended upon solving the problem, for
California produces practically all of
the dried figs in the United States,
24,000,000 pounds annually. Month
after month they opened blighted figs,
studied them under the microscope,
made notes, and raised strange fuzzy
colonies in test tubes, from the oozing
or desiccated remains of fruit. They
found that none of the factors conjured
by growers were primarily to blame.
The figs were not suffering from poor
environment-they were sick. This trio
of investigators demonstrated that spe-
cific kinds of fungi, bacteria and yeasts
lay at the bottom of the various forms
of rotting, molding and souring, and
uncovered evidence that these diseases
were carried by insects. More im-
portant still, their report indicated that
smut was not the most deadly of the
diseases-that there was another, more
serious malady attacking the Smyrna
figs.

This latter lead was further investi-
gated by Panos D. Caldis, a candidate
for the Ph.D. degree at the university.
He went through the same procedure
as his predecessors, splitting open
countless Smyrna figs, and making ex-
haustive tests. His studies demonstrated
that there was a disease peculiar to the
Calimyrna fig, a fungus growth to
which he gave the same endosepsis.
Furthermore, to the horror of the
growers, he found that the indispen-
sable fig wasp was to blame. In leaving
the Caprifigs, the female wasps picked
up the spores of the fungus on their
wings and infected the Calimyrna figs
as they spread pollen.

It is doubtful if any industry has ever
been faced by a situation more compli-

cated. Some means had to be found of
stopping a disease carried by a scarcely
visible insect without which the industry
could not live. Two more scientists
were drafted from the University of
California College of Agriculture, Dr.
R. E. Smith, professor of plant pathol-
ogy, and H. N. Hansen, another -grad-
uate student. They made a careful
survey of the situation. The Caprifig
tree produces, typically, three crops a
year, the mamme, the profichi, and the
mammoni. The wasps grow within these
Caprifigs. As each crop matures, the fe-
male wasps emerge in hordes from the
orifice which is found on the broad end
of each fig, enter the orifice of each
young fig of the next corp, and lay
their eggs in the tiny blossoms which
line its interior. The male wasps never
leave the Caprifig in which they are
born, but each generation of females
migrates to the young figs which de-
velop just as the previous crop reaches
full maturity. It is this migration of
which Smyrna or Calimyrna fig
growers take advantage. When the pro-
fichi crop, the only one that produces
pollen, is ready to disgorge its legions
of female wasps, the growers pick the
Caprifigs and transfer them to the Ca-
limyrna trees. The female wasp leaves
the prifichi fig as usual, covering itself
with pollen from the blossom stamens,
for the fig is really a closed tree flower.
Not knowing that it has been moved,
the wasp enters the orifice of a Cali-
myrna fig to lay its eggs. But there the
plot is discovered, for the style of the
Calimyrna flower is too narrow and
deep for the ovipositor or egg -depos-
iting organ. The distracted wasp
stumbles and buzzes around the inte-
rior of the fig, fails to lay its eggs, and
finally gives up, but not before it has
dusted the precious pollen in every
cranny of the expectant fruit.

A typical orchard of Calimyrna figs.

The problem that faced Professor
Smith and Hansen was to keep the
wasps from transferring the spores of
the dangerous fungus during these mi-
grations. They decided to concentrate
on one migration, that from the mamme
crop to the profichi, so that this latter
pollen -bearing crop would be clean
when the wasps forced their way out
and took up the task of fertilizing the
Smyrna figs.
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6 Tubes-Screen Grid
Amazing new long distance 0 -tube A.C. screen
grid radio at a price anybody can pay. Mar-
velous tone. Plenty of volume for dynamic
speaker. Absolutely free from A. C. buns. The
very latesti n A. C. radio using three acreen grid
tubes and the price is only $2 7.50. All ready
to plug in the electric light socket and operate.
This is the most startling radio bargain offer
in history.

AGENT MAKEFORTUNES
Live agents everywhere are making big money selling
the new set. Demonstration always means a sale. Add
SIXTY DOLLARS A WEEK PROFIT to your
Present income in spare time evenings. This ultra-
modern all -electric set replaces battery radios every-
where. Exclusive territory franchise worth fortune to
right men but ant quick as choice territory is going fast,
and my company has asked me to place good men in
all open territory QUICK. Write or wire immediately
and bo sure to give me the name of your county.
P. H. WILCOX, Secretary, 4910 0. Crawford Ave., Chicago, III.

PROTRUDING
EARS

30 DAYSTRIAL OFFER

PRIMSET-s simple and marvelous
new method. sets them in natural poei
Eon and improves appearance EtISIE.
',LATELYB

C
. No mechanical aBppliace!

INVISI LE, 01\ IFORTALnE,
'HARMLESS and can he corn any time
without detection.
Use corrects deformity Quikl with
children. eventmdly with dints. E n-
dorsed by physicians as best known
method for straightening oars.

Complete outfit, euaranteed to do as
claimed. sect for $3.00 postpaid or pay
postman, plus postage.

PRIMSET LABORATORIES
Dept 16, 55 W.42nd St., New York

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight. ONO

They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of opoi

No wires, batteries or head piece.

and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they

the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD, Inc.. Suite 685, 70 5th Ave., New York

IN RADIO NEWS
FOR NOVEMBER
Six specially written articles on short-

wave and broadcast superheterodynes
by such radio authorities as James
Martin, McMurdo Silver, Fred Schnell,
L. W. Hatry, N. E, Wunderlich and
A. Dinsdale. The latter writes ex-
clusively for RADIO NEWS on the
newly developed Stenode Radiostat, a
type of crystal -controlled superhetero-
dyne which is capable of such selectiv-
ity as to tune to a signal only 9 kc.
removed from another powerful local.

Full design details on the new RCA
Victor Radiola superheterodyne are
described by N. E. Wunderlich and two
assistants.

Other articles by recognized leading
radio authorities describe

The New 1931 Hammarlund Hi -Q
Receiver.

A Quality "Local" Tuner.
Short -Wave Adapters far Broad-

cast Receivers.
Use of Line Voltage Regulator

Tubes.
THE DECEMBER RADIO NEWS

will be devoted especially to a presen
Cation of articles of particular interest
to servicemen, engineers and laboratory
research workers.

Hansen thought of many ways of at-
tacking this problem, but finally de-
cided that the mamme crop would have
to be treated with a fungicide just be-
fore the wasps came out. For his exper-
iment he selected a few isolated or-
chards in the San Joaquin Valley, and
to make the task less complicated, he
stripped the trees of every mamme fig
not needed for the implantation of the
all-important profichi. There are thou-
sands of figs hiding in unexpected
places on each tree, and before he was
done he wished that he had started to
clean the Augean Stables. Then he
took up the delicate work of sterili-
zing the remaining figs without killing
the larva of the wasps. Patiently, fig
by fig, he injected a fungicide solution,
using a small hypodermic syringe.

After the stage had thus been set, it
was necessary to wait for results until
the profichi crop was implanted, and
then until the Caliniyrna figs were ferti-
lized, months later. To the delight of
the experimenters, the experiment was
successful. The wasps were not killed,
and the condition of the test orchards
was improved. But it was demonstrated
that the fungicide only temporarily dis-
couraged the fungus, and that unless
the wasps came out within a few days
after the treatment, they picked up fun-
gus spores just as before. Also, it was
realized that to expect growers to go
about injecting each Caprifig with a
hypodermic needle was to suppose that
they had the patience of Job.

Sterilization of Mamme Figs
Further experiments showed that the

sterilization of the mamme figs could
best be done by picking them from the
trees, splittino-b them, and dipping them
in tanks of fungicide. Even by this
method, it was difficult, but so great was
the crisis that the growers asked that
the method be tried, and tried on a
stupendous scale. In 1928, under the
direction of the University of Cali-

' fornia, an attempt was made to destroy
all unneeded mamme figs in the State.
The rest were sent to a central treating
plant, where, by means of an incubator,
the wasps were hatched while the fun-
gus on the exposed surfaces of the figs
was dead. Thousands of test tubes
were placed over auger holes in the
sides of the incubator, and the wasps,
attracted by light, entered them. These
tubes were sealed and shipped back to
the orchards as needed.

The ensuing crop was the smallest in
years, but in spite of the fact that strip-
ping the trees was almost beyond hu-
man capacity in the time available, that
it was impossible to handle the dipping
and incubating fast enough, and that
some of the growers were too sceptical
or too lazy to clean their orchards, the
theory of the plan was proved correct.
In districts where the program was
carried out religiously a remarkable
improvement in the quality of the figs
was noted.

The chief benefit of this gigantic ex-
periment was educational. It convinced
recalcitrant growers who, like those
early pioneers scoffing at the idea that
the silly bug carried disease.

YtYtta

1930
Given to readers of Science and Invention
who take advantage of this offer now made
in connection with

Webster's New
International

ATLAS

Dictionary TiltYet=m
The "Supreme Authority"

A complete reference library in dictionary
form, with 3,000 pages and type matter equiva-
lent to a 15 -volume encyclopedia, all in a single
volume, can now be yours on the following
remarkably easy terms:

The entire work (with 1930 ATLAS)

Delivered for $1.00
and easy monthly payments thereafter (on
approved orders in United States and Can-
ada). You will probably prefer the beautiful
India -Paper Edition, which is

Reduced About One -Half
in thickness and weight as com-
pared with the Regular Edition

Over 408,000 Vocabulary Terms and in addi-
tion. 12,000 Biographical Names, nearly
32,000 Geographical Subjects. 3,000 pages,
6,000 illustrations.

Constantly improved and kept up-to-date.
"To have this work in the home is like sending
the whole family to college." To have it in the
offirm is to supply the answers to countless
daily Questions.
To Those Who
Send This
Coupon
NOW!

G. & C.
MERRIAM CO.
Dept. S, Springfield, Mass.
Please send me free of all obligation or expense,
complete information, including "125 Interesting
Questions," with references to their answers,
striking "Facsimile Color Plate" of the new
bindings, with terms of your Special Atlas Offer
on Webster's New International DIctiouarY to
readers of Science and Invention. (11-30)

Address

 CLA55 FIN531.17e,
3484

FREE CATALOG
Either Pin. silver plate'' 35? ea

Sterling silver or gold plate 50 (ea
I ar 2 colors enamel. any 3 or4 letters &dares 3499

Got
RA SII AN BROS CO ROCHESTER N.

,J °lily 31Eacittfor.-i
NOT OIL TREATMENTS

MAGIC
e'tor

FALL1 N G
HAIR

DANDRUFF
SCALP

TROUBLES,

NEW
electric

OIL COME
Remarkable Invention spell. electrically

heated oil treatments for FALLING HAIR,
DANDRUFF and various SCALP DISOR-
DERS-quickly-easily-scientifically.SAV-LTR-HAR Electric Oil Comb psesas
through and around the strands of hair,
gently stimulating the scalp. Heated oil
comes through hollow teeth of the comb.

Used by leading beauty and hair special-
ists-eaves 15 to 95 Anyone e-costs only
8 eta. per treatment. can use it at
hull ome. Write f low Introductory price and
f details freor. e
BEAUTY AIDS, Inc., Suite 2021L
307 N. Michigan Ave., CHICAGO

$24.00 a Day
We have a few
good openings'
for live repro-
eentatives that
pay $29.00 profit
on only 3 sales.
perday.Writeue...
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RE THEY ARE
SHIP MODELS and

STAGE COACH MODELS
You Can Build One

FREE

k

Illustrated
Catalog

We furnish the
ti parts, all cut to fit

and ready to put
together. Also full instructions as to
how it is done.

No tools required except a small
hammer. When it is finished you will
have a beautiful ornament for your
radio cabinet or mantel.

Write for Catalog
Ship Models $4.98 and $6.98 each

Coach Models $4.98 each
All models sent C. 0. D. plus a few

cents postage by parcel post to any-
where in the United States.

All foreign orders must be accom-
panied by check or money order.
MINIATURE SHIP MODELS, INC.

Dept. SI., Perkasie, Penna.

\ke
.1)3fop

Wing Span: 24 in .: Weight 21-6 o A beautiful "job' and a
wonderful floc, Demountable, adjustable wings. balsa wo-
ve n°, large gelanding wheels, dummy motor, tremendous power
for long, fast flights. Construction is easy, quick. Complete
Construction Set . . . . $3.50

Ask yo
Catalog

or order direct from us.
Big Models and Supplies Sc.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO.. inc.
22-24 West 19th Street New York City

1711 Vz Price
Save over

Price on 11 standard office 1,--____..-`_r-RockBottom

modele-Und'ersood, eing- : ,-, V!.- 'Z_T.r.r.
ton. Royal, etc.-Easiest terms ever of-
fered. Also Portables at reduced prices.

All late models completely refinished -ST
SEND NO MONEY 44;:i,,,,,

Sent on la days' trial. Send No 'E-- ,_i,-,4 nit t 0.like brand new. Fully Guaranteed.

al machines in Pull colors. Greatest bar. ./".Trial
Money. Big Free Catalog - day
gains ever offered. Send at once!!
International Typewriter Exch., apitriMMsbk.

$1260 TO $3400 YEAR
Men-Women-18 UP Franklin Institute
STEADY WORK Dept. P-181

4, Rochester, N. Y.
Paid Vacations -con Gentlemen: Rush to me. FREE

f charger list of steady U.S. Gov -
Common education .167 ernment big pay positions now ch-

tainable 32 -nags book describingusually sufficient GO missies. beers, ' or], ...Ai...ea roll
Mail Coupon particulars onhowto get a position.
Today- Name
SURE / Address

How to Form an Outboard Club
(Continued from page 601)

Or "C" class can be substituted for
"B" as there is very little difference.
Most "B" motors are able to run with
the "C" class with no trouble, and by
combining the classes more entries and
far more exciting races are the rule.

A family boat event is also desirable
as it gives every one owning a boat and
motor the chance to compete and as most
of the so-called "family boats" have a
turn of speed often up to 30 M. P. H.
they make very attractive spectacles,
with their varigated colors and designs
flashing over the water in unison.

The National Outboard Association
has classified drivers into divisions of
amateurs, near -professional and pro-
fessional groups. This is alright where
a hundred boats are competing, but in
a local regatta it cuts competition to the
point where many times only three or
four boats will appear for a given heat.

Outboard racing must consider the
spectator in order to grow in. popu-
larity, and the spectator loves excite-
ment ! Three or four boats don't make
many shivers run up and down the
human spine, but fifteen or twenty boats
in a race provide real thrills ! And I
urge the smaller meets to do away with
division and let everybody run in his
proper class as there is very little, if
any difference in the relative speeds of
the so-called "hopped up"' motors and
those of the simon-pure stock variety.

Sometimes in a small regatta, by let-
ting the first three boats to finish a heat,
compete in the next higher class, many
extra entries and thrills are the result.

Three judges, a starter and three
timers can handle most any race. The
judges should be equipped with binocu-
lars. They watch the progress of the
race, cutting buoys, fouling and other
troubles. The timers should have stop-
watches or a central chronometer and
should time their boats independently of
each other. A small cannon or shot
gun should announce start and finish.
It is also good policy to fire a gun five
minutes in advance of each event. A
one minute gun can he used to good ad-
vantage and a checkered flag should be
used to wave down contestants at the
finish.

ANCHORS

START

STA

TABLE

TER 0 0 0
TIMER -5

JODGE5
FLOAT

GUN

GAS

ANCHORS

SPACE FOR TYING FIG.S
CONTESTANTS BOATS

Arrangement of judge's float.

The pole boat is preferably a run-
about capable of about 25 M. P. H. The
starter should have three flags. Yellow,
red and white. The yellow should be
displayed as he makes a large circle in-
side the course giving all contestants

time to line up alongside and as nearly
abreast as is possible.

When the boats are in the proper
position and headed for the starting line
the white flag should be raised to signal
drivers that the race is on. If the boats
do not align properly, red should be dis-
played indicating a false start. The
same procedure prevails if the boats
are forced to run by the dock or barge

HOLE FOR
FLAG
POLE

ANCHOR ROPE -

61E1

RED OR
YELLOW

ANCHOR

FIG.4

How to make marker buoys.

in order to start. A gun should be
fired the instant the boats cross the
starting line and when the first boat
finishes.

Several fairly fast boats should be
used to patrol the outside of the course
and keep spectators away from contest-
ing boats. These should be marked by
a distinguishing flag or other marking
showing the authority invested.

Turns should be made to the left, on
the right hand side of the markers, and
any contestant cutting a buoy or marker
should he disqualified unless he re-
makes the turn in a proper manner.
Protests should be made immediately
following the finish of a heat or event.

Where there are not many boats
available, events run off in three heats
for a class will lengthen the program.
But as this method involves complicated
scoring, it is advisable in small regattas
to run the event as a race. So many
times around the course until the total
mileage is run off. Five or six miles is
plenty, except for the free-for-all event.
which should be ten or fifteen miles to
give every boat a chance to display en-
durance, as well as driving and me-
chanical ability.

Loving cups are generally given as
prizes, but a few merchandise trophies
donated by enterprising merchants of
the town provide an added attraction
and give contestants something useful
as well as ornamental.

The grand prize should be for the
free-for-all event. Other classes should
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Emirs of fun
looking at ace-

nerY, games. bathing
beauties. Great for trips

7-- end voyages. Made like
telescopes used in observa-
tories. Gerding wrote,"Moon

II seemed 10 yards away."

EARN $10 A DAY
Charge 25c to look al the moon

Five Days' Free Trial
Rush only $1.00 now. Pay
balance ($0.55 plus postage',
when postman delivers. Keep
5 days. if not delighted, re-
turn telescope and money will
be refunded.

ROLL -0 SPECIALTY CO.,
Dept. M-335

20 E. 3rd St., Cincinnati, 0.

"Concentration"
Learn how to keep your mind on one subject despite

interruptions. Great possibilities through
Companion book "How to Conquer Fear,"

shows how to avoid worry, doubt, anxiety, nervousness; gain
contentment. Both wonderful books, by F. W. SEARS,
$1 postpaid. Satisfaction or money back.

CENTRE PUBLISHING CO.,
1123 Broadway-A-45 New York

SONG WRITERS!
Substantial Advance Royalties
are paid on work found acceptable for pub-
lication. Anyone wishing to write either
the words or music for songs may submit
work for free examination and advice.
Past experience unn ecessary .N ew demand
created by "Talking Pictures". fully de-
scribed in our free book. Write for it
Today-Newcomer Associates
764 Earle Building, New York, N. Y.

$2

Only 4 Motions used in playing this fascinating
instrument. Our native Hawaiian Instructors
teach you to master them quickly. Pictures
show how. Everything explained clearly.
Playin Half Hour Easy Lessons
Afte rearu get the Even one note

don'tfour asy motions know one note from
you play harmonious anther, the 52
chokds with very printed lessons and
little practice. No clear pictures makeprevious musical it easyto learn quick -
knowledge needed. ly. Pay as you play.

GIVENasweet toned
when you enroll

HAWAIIAN GUITAR, Carrying Case
and Playing Outfit

Value SIB to $20
No extras -everything included

ENORl and other course.. Th same thorough instruction on Tenor
BANJOBWell-known earTelorre0en Ukulele,ifil.teinlitoarnoloa, Ukulele.

FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, Inc.
9th Floor, Woolworth Bldg., Dept. 249. New York, N. Y.
Approved e a Correspondence School Onaer the Lowe of the State of

Vent York-Member Nations! Home Study Leonel!.

WRITE AT ONCE for attrac-
tive offer and easy terms. A
postcard will do. ACT!

Astronomical and Terrestrial
TELESCOPE

Magnifies 30 Times
Own a genuine Astronomer's
Telescope. See thousands in
miles away. Make Sun. Moon
Planets, Stars your next
door neighbors. Moon
Craters. Sun Spots,

eEclipses. Comets
eillarged 30 Price

Strange ?3":15 fence,t,a
i1 a

brooch, etc.t Itettge-.
times.

thrills!

See
Landscapes,

Games, Ocean
Scenes, Enlarged

30 Times(
Diameter 2 inches. Special
friction adiustment for focus-
Icuin Isee I.A.zeneberaic,ke ha,,?rd

each for names of new cus-
tomers who wear an artifi-
cial eye. Send names of any

you know and earn commission.
Nothing to buy or sell.

DENVER OPTIC CO.
795 Quincy, Denver, Col.

FOUNTAIN PEN

0

7,1,100% Protectiori-Nolnjurys--.})-,
Amazing Invention. Has Size. Shape

and Appearance of a Fountain Pen-BUT
--it shoots TEAR GAS. A safe, effective
substitute for dangerous firearms. Just
Point it-release fetytrigger and-project a

TEARcloud of Blinding TEAR GAS. Instantly Stops.
Stuns and Incapacitates the most vicious
Man or Beast. No permanent injury. Crimi-
bals, Morons Thugs fear Tear Gas more than
ullets. Needed in Stores, Banks, Theatres,

Homes everywher Idealprotect fife and Property.
No skill required. protector for Motorists
and women. Shoots far enough so
feet user. Uses same Tear Gas Shellsells as Official Police
Equipment. Precision built. Not a Toy. Guaranteed Perfect.

AGENTS. Here is the ONE BIG SELLING sensation of the
 year. Quick Sales-Big Profits. Everyone who area

it wants one. Earn up to $25.00 daily. Makes anazing nem-
onstration that rolls in the money. Write Today for detamails or send
Dnly 93.95 for Sample Pen -Gun. Extra Ammunition and
emonstration Outfit 'Retail value $6.501. Not Sent C. 0. D.

LACHRTITE CO.. P.0.1719, Box C.53. CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

be awarded equal prizes in each posi-
tion first, second and third. Another
mighty popular attraction is a souvenir
medal or badge to each boat competing.
This serves as a stimulator in future
events and somewhat gratifies the "also
rans."

Of course Saturday afternoon, Sun-
days or Holidays will turn out the
largest crowds and it is vital that the
race committee have a publicity com-
mittee working well in advance of the
meet to stimulate public interest.

Out-of-town competition is always to
be encouraged as it makes rivalry keener
and will often make the home town
boys turn out for the express idea of
beating so-and-so from the other town
and will lay the foundation for a race
meet in the other fellow's locality so
he may redeem in his own back yard
any lost laurels.

Facilities for docking, repair work
to motors and hulls and a good supply
of fuel and lubricant should be provided
by the race committee close to the start-
ing line and the local sporting goods or
garage man can do a favor by having
some one at hand with a supply of
spark plugs, shear pins, cotter pins,
starting ropes, and an extra propeller
or two.

So, with a course, some boats, ade-
quate prizes obtained by the prize com-
mittee, a publicity committee and a race
committee, you are "All Set" for the
big day. More power to you and may
your regattas be many and successful.

In the next issue, Mr. Dykes will
give full plans for building an outboard
boat. It will be an exact replica of his
own boat, which he constructed, and
with which he has won 29 out of 31
races.

ARTICLES of this type can cover
only in a general way a subject

that in many cases calls for detailed
treatment. If Mr. Dykes can help you
solve any problem regarding hulls, mo-
tors, parts, fuels, racing rules, the for-
mation of clubs, or the managing of
regattas, let him know. He'll be glad
to give you all the information at his
command. Write on one side of the
paper and enclose a stamped envelope
for his reply.

Be brief and specific. Questions like-
ly to interest many outboarders will be
answered in these columns. Other-
wise your problem will be treated in a
personal letter from Mr. Dykes or
from some other authority on the sub-
ject involved.

Magic
(Continued front page 625)

tator, and held with the writing toward
the floor. It is then pushed into an en-
velope, the envelope sealed, and then
held to the forehead of the magician,
who correctly divines its contents. The
envelope is torn open and the card re-
turned to the spectators. The. effect is
carried out by slitting the envelope with
a razor blade and in the act of pushing
the card into it, permiting the card to
pass out through the slit, as the envelope
is held to the forehead, the message is
read. Tearing the envelope to get at
the card destroys the evidence.

Model R-279
Phono- Radio
Combination

Exeello Radio, 3 screen -grid radio tubes bill
dynamic :speaker. Fun i.he,1 complete with Phons-
graph! eitu ipment. Meet; perfectly the highest
standards of program re-creation.

Exiiello Radio weans excellent re prnducti
Free catalog of Had b), Rad iff-Hhonnfrraph Coin-

billatjons .nut COnsolc,. Write today.

tJ PRODUCTS CORPORATION
4832 West 16th St. Cicero, Illinois

Te e raphy
Morse or Continental

Step into this interesting-un-
crowded-HIGHLY PAID
Profession. Become a trained
operator in Morse or Radio

Code, easily, quickly, at home, with
TELEPLEX, the Master Teacher. Used by
the U. S. Government and leading schools.
Write for Folder E-11

TELEPLEX CO.
76 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

Learn AT HOME
With

GOVT:POSITIONS
$35 TO $75 WEEKLY

M
E
N

0
E
N

( ) Railway Mail Clerk
( ) P. 0. Clerk
( ) P 0. Laborer
( ) File Clerk

Matron
General Clerk
Chauffeur -Carrier
Skilled Laborer

) Watchman
) Postmaster

( ) RFD Carrier

( ) Meat Inspector
( ) Special Agent

(Customs Insp.)
) Steno -Typist

Immigrant Insp.
City Mail Carrier
Border Patrol
Typist
Seamstress
Steno -Secretary
Auditor

INSTRUCTION BUREAU, 383 St. Louis, M
Seed fparticulars about poeitioe marked "
safari., locations, opportunities.' How to Qualify",

m.
Name

Address

A
G

18

0
55
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AS A ROWING
MACHINE

10 CABLE
EXERCISER

Get Stroll
Eight Improved
Muscle Builders

0111 fOr37,5
Easily master feats which now seem difficult.
If you want physical culture for health this
equipment is what you need. SAVE AT
LEAST HALF! We furnish ten cable cheat
expander adjustable to 200 lbs. resistance
Made of new live extra strength rubber to
give resistance needed for sure muscle devel-
opment. Pair of patented hand gripe de-
velop powerful grip and arm. Wall exercising
Pwts develop back. arms and less. Head strap
permits exercise of neck
muscles. Develop leg GUARANTEE
m uscles with foot strata- Entire eats-
i'ves apecd. endurance. faction ens,llustrated course anteed or
shows how to develop any money back.
part of body.

SEND NO MONEY
Bend name and address. We send all by re.
turn mail. Pay postman $3.75 plus postage.
MUSCLEPO WEE CO. Dept.SC-11,150Nassau

&reef, New York

pr./21FAFAIWAFAMIArirIKIAKIWAIEdrAFAIll

$ Saves 30% on Gas 0
The Holmes Automatic Thermostatic Carbu- $
retor Control. Most amazing device of the auto-
motive age. Guaranteed to save 30% on gas and 4

oil. Absolutely automatic. Strictly thermo-
static. Automatically regulates air and
gas mixture by heat and speed of motor.
Same principle now used on $3000 cars.
Avoids corbon. Prevents crank -case dilu.
tion. Starts cold motor quickly. Installed

in Eve minutes. Low price. Saves its cost

twenty times a year. Adopted
to all <ors. Millions

Money bark guarantee. will be sold.
Ej Get yours free. Write today.
 Salesmen and Distributors wanted.

10

5

5

5

A HOLMES THERMOSTATIC CO.
5
FA

5 806 Finance Bldg. Cleveland, Ohio g
moraupwernerArarArAnwireraugarA

222

Moulds as low as $1.50 each.

Cast Your Own Lead Soldiers, Indians, Hunters,
Wild and Farm Animals

Wonderful -Prue On I,ife" Models. Easy and inexpensive to
make. I furnish all necessary material including enamel. Send
5e Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue A.

H. C. Souercke, 1034 -72nd St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

.71

CLASSDOTEREN

FREE CATALOG ft
.4,

1
i

dko
'I' WITH SEPARATE DATEGUARD &CHAIN 2 COLORS

94
3SOMETHING 7: PIN

PINS "A
COMPLETE

I

II

i

.i
RICC ViHEN OUPHTITY IS I -,P12 .2 OR MORE

STERLING SILVER *1.35.. t1.20rn.
SILVER PLATE .75 EP. .65EA. 4

5 METAL ARTS CO.,INC. 770 Portland Ave. Rahester,NY

GERSTNER
TOOL CHESTS
last longer because they
are made better. The
finest in America, in
many sizes, shown in

Free Catalog
H.GERSTNER&SONS

683 Columbia St.
Dayton, Ohio

Wrinkles and Recipes
(Continued from page 624)

Parchmentizing Paper
TN this day of lampshade making there
1 is a constant demand for lamp cover-
ings that will look antique. Common
drawing paper of the white variety may
be treated so as to resemble old parch-
ment very realistically. A bar of par-
affin is melted in an old pan. Then, the
paper to be treated is placed on a large
sheet of clean new wrapping paper
which has been placed on a smooth, flat
surface. Do not use paper with print
on it as the ink comes off the paper to
be waxed. A clean rag is dipped into
the melted paraffin and rubbed, with a
circular motion, on the drawing paper.
This is done until the entire surface of
the paper is covered with a thin coating
of wax.

Now, a second piece of wrapping
paper is spread over the waxed drawing
paper. This piece is indicated in the
left hand diagram above. A hot iron is
applied to the entire upper surface of
the second piece of wrapping paper.
When a transparent spot corresponding
to the shape of the waxed sheet appears
on this paper the process is finished.
The result is an artistic looking piece of
parchment-Clyde McClary, Jr.

Drawing Spikes
TO overcome the danger of breaking

the handle of a carpenter's hammer
while pulling spikes, bring into use a
piece of old gas pipe 20" long and
proceed as shown in cut. E. Peterson.

Easy Method of Making
Gaskets

GASKETS of any shape or size may
be easily made by obtaining card-

board, heavy wrapping paper or gasket

paper, free from cracks or flaws and
placing it over the work on which it is
to be used. Then take a hammer and
tap lightly around the edges of the parts
which must be cut out. Hold the ham-
mer at a slight angle and each blow will
cut through. The ball peen of the ham-
mer will also cut the holes though a"
punch may be used.-Joseph D. Amo-
rose.

HAMMER HELD
ATAULTT

11r +1.°
CARDBOARD,

GASKET PAPER
OR HEAVY
WRAPPING

PAPER

Locating Cotter Pin Hole
BY filing a small line across the end

of the bolt exactly where the cotter
pin hole is drilled and doing this before
the cotter pin is extracted it will be a
simple matter to line up the nut when
replacing the cotter pin.-Joseph D.
Amoroso.

Window Screen Markers

TNSTEAD of purchasing two sets of
1 numbering tacks to identify win-
dow screens so that they can be fitted
into their matched window frames, one
may use brass headed tacks if they are
placed in such positions that identifica-
tion is possible.

For one screen and its window cas-
ing, drive a tack in the center of the
screen and also in the center of the
casing. For another window, drive a
tack on the left hand side of the screen;
and the left hand side of the casing, and
for another drive a tack on the right
hand side of the screen and one on the
left hand side of the casing. Two'tacks
can be driven into the left hand side of
the screen and two more driven into the
window sill opposite marks this par-
ticular screen for this particular win-
dow casing. The number of combina-
tions are unlimited, and of course, if the
tacks are spaced far enough apart, no
difficulty will be had in selecting the
particular screen for the window.-R.
Wailes.
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EXTRA L
STRONG(
IMPROVED MODEL

COPPER.

Catalog t?
Free

,SOLID cast
"10 SCREW TOP

5..Gallon.___$ 6.50
7 _8.85

1o_ 1(90
15 .14.20
20 -18.50
25-___ 22.50
30 27.50

d111L$01,:A=

2o% Now,
Most Practical

Boiler & Cooker
Made with large 6 -inch In,
nroved Cap and Spout. Safe,
practical and simple. Nothing
to get out of order, most sub-
stantial an d durable oa the
market. Will last a lifetime.
gives real service and satis-

faction.
Easily Cleaned
Cap removed in fusee-
hnd: no burning of
ands. An ideal I ow

tpuesu fborhomd land
farm.

Save20%by ordering
direct from factory. No
article of such high qual-
ity and utility ever sold
at such amazingly low
prices. Prices Quote
cash with order or one-foortb

cash. balance
C. 0. D. Send check or
money order: prompt
shipment made in plain
strong box.The only boil -
Cr worth haying. Large

atalog Free.

HOME MANUIFAC
TURING CO.

Dept. 6786
18 E. Kinzie St.

Chicago, Illinois

QUIT TOBACCO
Don't try to banish unaided the hold to-
bacco has upon you. Thousands of invet-
erate tobacco users have. with the aid of the
Keeley Treatment, found it easy to quit.

KEELEY TREATMENT FOR
TOBACCO HABIT psohiz%m;
for tobacco. Successful for over 50 years. Write
today for FREE BOOK and ecartitulars of
our MONEY RACK GUARANTEE.
THE KEELEY INSTITUTE, Dept. L.609, Dwight, III.
Home of the famous Keeley Treatment for Liquor and Drugs.
Booklet Sent on Request. Correspondence Strictly Confidential.

MAKE BIG MONEY
WITH OUR LIST PRICE

BARGAIN CATALOG
Bargains in motors, grinders, saws, pumps, compressors,
paint sprayers, exercisers, drills, cellar drainers, lathes,
blowers, lighting plants, water systems, flexible shafts,
stock clippers, washers, furnace fans. Write for free
copy and wholesale prices to you.

M. E. A. CORP. 1424 F.

I CHALLENGE
you that I will teach you, by mail, in one lesson, the
simplest, shortest method. All for 51.00. Not telepathy
You can read one's mind to a dot, by only looking In the
eyes of partner. chum, sweetheart, etc. Praised by New
Yak, Boston, Montreal Police chiefs; colleges; Thurston:
Blackstone, etc. If fake, let them arrest me.

A. HONIGMAN, Dept. Inv -C
Sta. E, P. 0. B. 85 Montreal, Can.

CHEMISTS
Catalog illustrating 2500 Chemist's sup
pnee, 5,000 Chemicals, Minerals, Drugs
etc., and listing 1,000 scientific book,
sent for 50e. Glass Still as illustrated
Capacity of flask I qt. Complete $8.

4 LABORATORY MATERIALS CO
635 East 71st St., Chicago, U.S.A.

LEARN CARTOONING
At Home-In Your Spare Time

The famous Picture Chart Method
of teaching original drawing has
opened the door of success for hun-
dreds of beginners. Whether you
think you have talent or not, send
for sample chart to test your abil-
ity, and examples of the work of
students cashing from $50 to 5300
per week. Please state your age.
THELANDONSCHOOL
1460 National Bldg., Cleveland, 0.

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book, Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
1428 3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago, U.S.A.

Making Room for
Motor Cars

(contimicd from pagc 602)

through the establishment of a compre-
hensive traffic signal system. Still
another step was the abolition, in 1928,
of parking in the Loop. Results seem to
show that this measure has been a help.

It has speeded up all kinds of Loop
traffic and has apparently lessened acci-
dents to pedestrians and motorists alike.
And it seems not to have affected busi-
ness adversely; in fact there are those
who assert that it has been decidedly
beneficial, through making the shopping
district more accessible to the average
purchaser. Additional advantages are
reductions in the cost of street clean-
ing, and time saving in deliveries by
cartage companies.

Following the 1926 survey, a new
city traffic code placed Chicago among
the foremost American cities in scientif-
ic supervision of traffic. This system
includes a City Traffic Engineering
Bureau, with a supervising- traffic en-
gineer empowered to investigate and
make improvements. It includes also
a City Traffic Court and Traffic Vio-
lation Bureau.

Accomplishments for the improve-
ment of Loop traffic conditions during
recent years include the widening and
double -decking of Wacker Drive.
which follows the outer contour of the
Loop on the north and partially on the
west side. This includes a double -deck
traffic bridge across the Chicago River
at Michigan Avenue, the widening of
Canal Street; and the completion of
Roosevelt Road, just outside the Loop,
to give much needed street outlets over
the railway tracks to the south. A
further important project still under
way is the straightening of the Chicago
River south of the Loop, which will
enable the extension of streets.

Still another important feature of
traffic relief is the municipal automo-
bile parking area in Grant Park, within
a few minutes' walk of Loop sky-
scrapers. This parking area will ac-
commodate several thousand cars and
has possibilities for indefinite expansion.

It was estimated, as a part of the
1926 traffic investigation, that there WaS
a loss to Chicago for the year 1925 of
$17,000,000, as the result of personal
injuries and property damages from
automobile accidents; and this amount
did not consider economic losses from
delayed traffic. It was assumed, at that
time, that the city traffic and city safety
problems were closely related. This
assumption seemingly has been con-
firmed by the fact that Chicago was one
of the few American cities to show a
substantial reduction in automobile acci-
dent fatalities in 1929.

Read the final summary of our
Basement Conversion Plans in
the December Issue of Science
and Invention. It will give you
ideas for improving your own

basement.

Brand New
An article that arouses instant
curiosity. Quickly demon-
strated and conveniently
carried in vest pocket. Pro-
tection for everybody
against robbers, criminals,
morons,vicious dogs, etc.
yet it is not classed as a
weapon, because abso-
lutely harmless.

"Sold 17 First
Day Out"

writes Hansen of North:
Cr,, Hayes of
hlinn. wires "Sold my
firat dmen is five hours.
Send a Do.. C. 0. D.
at once." Agents
niake $2.55 on each
,ale. Rig extra prof-
it. on quantity.
Preen, t a every-
where-men. o-
olen, banka, the-
atre, rierehante,
etc. You should
close at least
40%.

Looks
Like A
Fowl-
tain
Pen

,.,011NT

1VIR6115
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PROTECT"
WITtIOUT INJURY
To ANYONE

Two Tear Gas
Cartridges Free

with every gun. You
make 20 cents each on

every extra cartridge
sold.

Exclusive Territory
still open. Especially at-

tractive proposition to
men controlling force of

salesmen. Send Coupon for
details regarding flow to get

Free Demonstrator, etc.
Women are not 500 Atlaseereeently

afraid to uae the ordered by bank.Atlas Gon. Great- in one territoryest protection for alone.
omen ever invented.

MUNALIg4A14191S11
Atlas Tear Gas Co., Chicago, III.
Ogden Park Station, Dept. 76
Gentlemen: Plea. mend me particular. regarding your Fountain
Pen Tear Gan Gun agency. Alm tell me how I can get a Demon-strator and two Free.

Name

St. or R. F. D Stole

No
Wind
Can
Blow

out

95
Va rilion
MAKES A 1931 MODEL OF
YOUR PRESENT RADIO

Gives you TONE CONTROL!
Connects in One Minute to any

Electric or Battery Radio
TRY IT A WEEK %V
Makes your set sound like a latest 1931
"tone control" model. SATISFACTION
or money back! Vary tone and pitch to
suit yourself. No need to buy a new
$200 radio. Send $2.95 or order C. 0. D.
Free literature. Radio agents wanted.

VARI-TONE LAB. Dept. 111
I'. 0. Box 700, Cincinnati, O.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
No Flint. No Friction.

MAKE UP TO
$40 A DAY

Showing My Alystery Lighter to
Alen. What Makes It Light? All Guar-
anteed. No Flint or Friction. New
Principle of Ignition. Sample With

Sales Plan 25c. Sample Cold or Silver Plated.
$1 00. Agents write for proposition.

NEW METHOD MFG. CO.
Desk 51-11. New Method Bldg., Bradford, Pa.

lleo,n Today-Write for My FREE BOOK. I ran
time

a good penman of at home during sre
too, Write for my FREE BOOK,BOOK, "How To Be-
come a Good Penman." It contains specimens
and tells how others nsensed penmanship by the
Tamblyn System. Your name will be elegantlY
written on a card if you enclose stamp to pay post-
age. Write today for book.
P. W. Tamblee. 454 Rider Bide.. E8118811 City. Me.
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"How to Make It"

r
ONLY

25C
COMPLETE

11111111111MMIIMIll

I

For the Man Who Likes
to Build Things Himself

SO often a little knowledge will do the
trick-and here's the book that will

tell you how to do it.
"How to Make It" is a veritable treasure -
house of information for the man who has
the urge to learn to do things for himself.
In it you will find full instructions for
making over a hundred helpful and un-
usual things. For example, it includes full
details for making all kinds of furniture,
fireplaces and lamps. Also the making of
a telescope; for building a model tug -boat,
a deaf -phone that is of real benefit, a small
lathe, a telegraphone, an enlarging ma-
chine, and numerous other articles that
bring joy to many families.
A copy of "How to Make It" costs only a
quarter. Simply clip and mail the cou-
pon below with 25c in stamps or coin to
the Radio -Science Publications, Inc., 381
Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Clip and Mail Coupon
11=It mosii IIM11111 .111IMM

RADIO -SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Dept. 2511 381 Fourth Avenue, New York
Gentlemen:

I enclose 25c, for which please send me your
book, "How to Make It."

Name..

Address.

City .... . . . .... State

I

I

 =MM. 11= 111111 =IMMO NEVEM NMI

The Most Interesting Evening
I Ever Spent

UP TILL 9 o'clock the party was
a complete flop. Then Tom
walked in. Tom's a live wire,

if there ever was one.
He said he'd heard about a one-man

show anyone could perform with the
help of a book he knew about. He
had sent for that book, and said he was
going to put on the show.

We thought he was joking and
laughed at him, but he sat us all down
in the living room, got out a pack
of old playing cards, and started to do
things that made our eyes pop out of
our heads.

For over 2 hours he made those
playing cards almost talk. What he
could do with those cards just didn't
seem human. After it was all over,
the gang all crowded around, shaking
his hand, and patting him on the back.
The girls all said, "Oh, Tom ! You're
wonderful !" It was by far the most
interesting evening I had ever spent.

I asked him how he learned it all.
For answer he pulled out a shiny new
quarter, and said that one just like it

had taught him every trick he had
showed us.

And it was a fact! Tons had simply
enclosed a quarter with the coupon be-
low and gotten Walter Gibson's Famous
Book of Popular Card Tricks by return
mail. You, too, can entertain yourself
and your friends with the 101 card
tricks it teaches. No sleight of hand
is necessary-no hard work to learn.
Simply read the hook carefully and you
can do every trick in it.

And it costs only 25c! Send for it
today.

MI= NMI =MA

Radio -Science Publications, Inc.
Dept. 2511, 381 Fourth Ave., New York

enclose 25e (in stamps or coin) in full
Payment for Walter Gibson's Book of Popular

ICard Tricks, which, it is understood, will be
sent me by return mail.

Name

Street anti N:

City Stale

Fireplace Charm with
Furnace -Like Heat

THE Heatilator, representing the
latest in fireplace equipment, has re-

cently been put on the market by the
Heatilator Company. It combines the
advantages of a fireplace with those of
a hot air furnace. It consists of a
double metal shell, which constitutes a
complete fireplace except for the brick-
ing -in and ornametal covering, which
you may have any style you desire.

I

WARMED
Alit OUTLET.%

DAMPER

Heatilator Company

This sketch explains
the course of the
cold air through the

heater.

Openings into the hollow space within
the double shell are provided. In the
finished job these are connected to small
registers set in the walls near the fire-
place. When a fire is started, air is
drawn in from the room through one
register, circulates within the hollow
walls of the shell where it is heated, and
then passes out into the room through
a register set higher up. Thus the room
is heated both by the direct radiation
from the fire and by the constantly cir-
culating air, warmed within the metal
walls.

Safety Rubber Plug and
Push -Socket

IF you are troubled with fuses burn-
ing out. the new Protex rubber

sockets will, undoubtedly, interest you.
Broken plugs or short circuits (caused
by small wires coming into contact with
the opposite binding post) can be largely
eliminated by the rubber plugs and
sockets. The terminals in the rubber
plugs are separated from each other in
such a way that contact between wires
is impossible. There are no exposed
surfaces. The shells, instead of being
made of hard material, are made of soft
rubber which can be stepped on or
thrown down without breaking. They
come in various sizes for household or
industrial use. You may purchase either
a push or keyless type socket.

Daniel Woodhead Company

Blueprints on the Scout Secon-
dary Glider Will Be Available
Shortly. Put Your Order in

Now.
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The Safety Valve
(Continued front page 584)

Here's a Real Ordinance
WE have worked for several years to
frame an ordinance, or law, that will

put the mediums out of business, by prevent-
ing their advertising in any manner.

We believe we have one now that will get
around the "religious defense."

The same is enclosed herewith, and we
would like your opinion on it.

J. HERBERT PRATT,
Kosmon Printing & Publishing Co., 403-5 S.

Tejon St., Colorado Springs, Colo.
We, the un-

dersigned, resi-
dents of C o 1 o-
r ado Springs,
hereby urgently
request the City
Council to
forthwith pass
accompanyingordinance
against pern i-
cious practices
which should

never have been tolerated in this community.
The necessity and expedience of this ordi-
nance must be apparent to every member of
the Council.

Ordinance No.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the

city of Colorado Springs :
Section 1. No person, association or cor-

poration, foreign or domestic, nor any agent,
employee or officer thereof shall within this
'city, or by using any mail address therein,
practise, exercise or teach the vocation, call-
ing, profession or pretended science of clair-
voyancy, palmistry, astrology, seership, me-
diumism, s6ances, reading, sittings, circles,
demonstrations, advice, messages, crystal
gazing, fortune telling by any method, fake
healing systems, or exhibitions of like char-
acter; or any other like crafty, nefarious or
superstitious science, vocation, calling, pro-
fession, carried on under the guise of re-
ligion, philosophy or science or otherwise,
by whatsoever name called.

Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for any per-
son, association or corporation, foreign or
domestic, or any agent, employee or officer
thereof, to advertise within this city in any
newspaper, periodical. circular, handbill,
sign or signboard. billboard, by radio, mov-
ing picture show, by personal solicitation, or
in any other manner, that he, she or it is
carrying on, conducting or teaching any of
the said crafty and nefarious callings, voca-
tions, professions or sciences named in the
foregoing section.

And it shall be unlawful for any owner,
officer or person in charge of any newspaper,
periodical, sign or signboard, billboard,
printing shop, advertising agency, publicity
bureau, radio station, or picture show, to
broadcast, publish or distribute anything in
this city which directly or indirectly adver-
tises any of the above -named prohibited call-
ings, vocations or professions, whether lo-
cated in this city or elsewhere.

Sec. 3. No person in this city shall use
the prefix of "Doctor" or "Professor" to
their name without proper credentials recog-
nized by law.

Sec. 4. Any person violating any of the
provisions of this ordinance shall be fined
not to exceed three hundred dollars ($300),
or imprisoned in the City Jail for not more
than thirty days, or shall be punished by
both such fine and imprisonment.

Sec. 5. All ordinances or parts of ordi-
nances in conflict with this ordinance are
hereby repealed.

Sec. 6. That this ordinance shall be in

force and effect from and after its passage
and publication as provided by the charter.

(Well, well, we hope that you put this or-
dinance across. While fortune-telling is
against the law in some states, there are
many ways of getting around the rules.
Laws sometimes are passed rather promiscu-
ously, but no attempt is made to enforce
them. Such laws are of little value. The
District Attorney's office is generally too
busy to take care of violations of mediocre
ordinances. What we need now is more sane
legislation, far less foolish legislation, and
enforcement. While we consider such a law
of value in ridding communities of vultures
who Prey on the minds of the credulous in-
nocent, we doubt if any serious attempt
would ever be made to enforce the ruling
when it has once been made a part of the
law.-EDITOR.)

4 14114 *

An interesting Etching Hint
IN the August issue I read the article on

"Etching" and, after starting to do it, I
cut the work in half. I took a piece of cellu-

loid and clamped
it over the
picture, then
soaked the cellu-
loid with acetic
acid to soften it
so a needle will
cut deeply in the
celluloid. Then
I inked the
etched celluloid
with printer's
ink, as you

would the brass, and the results will be the
same. When the acetic acid evaporates, the
celluloid is almost as hard as brass.

WILLIAM L. HARKER,
Indianapolis, Ind.

4 448010

Rates of Payment
How much do you pay to the contributors

of "Wrinkles and Recipes," "How -to -Make -
It" articles, etc.?

SHELDON BROWN,
Los Angeles, Calif.

(SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine pays
from lc to 2c a word for all material ac-
cepted and published. Special rates are
paid for good photographs and well illus-
trated articles. "Wrinkles and Recipes" are
Paid for at a rate of $1.00 each, except if
long. Finished drawings are made by our
own staff of artists, but good drawings
should accompany "How -to -Make -It" and
"Constructor" articles.-EDITOR.)

41, 4 tali. 4.

A Boost for Patent Advice
IHAVE just returned front Washington,

D. C., where these ideas (four of them)
have been recorded by my attorneys there.
I talked so much to them of the wonderful
service accorded inventors through your
magazine, and they suggested I have your
opinion on them before proceeding further.
A strange suggestion, you no doubt consider
it, but then I am related to these attorneys.

CHAS. H. REED,
Reed Publications, Hontzdale, Pa.
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Build Muscles and Strength
With This Iron Shoe

The Germans invented the Iron Shoe
because they realised it enabled them to

kZ.Z

achieve physical perfection. We have
brought it to America and improved it.
It is offered you at a ridiculously low
price. Every strong man uses one to
build back muscles, tremendous chest
and powerful giant-like arms. We show
you how to develop abdomen and legs
so that you will be a top-aotcher in 30
days. We don't just ship the apparatus
and let you work out your muscle build-
ing problems for yourself. We include
with our

Free Special Offer
the IRON MAN'S FAMOUS 80 -DAY
ILLUSTRATED PICTURE COURSE
of exercise instruction. SPECIAL
STRENGTH RECORDER and
STRENGTH RESISTER, thereby
snaking this the greatest body-building
offer presented to you in a lifetime. It
is the greatest muscle -building appara-
tus you ever saw. Write for particulars.
today and start getting strong at once.
Follow the choice of champions and get
that grip of steel. Ring in now on our
special offer and learn all about the low-
est priced and biggest result getting
exerciser under the sun.

sun.

THE AMERICAN ATHLETIC APPLIANCE CO.
4341 Frankford Ave., Dept. SC -11, Philadelphia, Pa.
Without any obligation send me free illustrated information on the
Iron Shoe Strength Builder and Special Offer.

Name

I.

Address

Brings new
Radio thrills.
Shows you where to
dial for ovary station
in the U. S., Cnada, MOX-
ico and Cubs. Lists all chain
programs. Provides method
of logging. Many other featues.

Doubles Your Radio Pleasure
A radio becomes intensely faseinatir,--with
Rader. See, for yourself. Your news-
dealer, radio store or Kresge's am supplY
Yea-or send a quarter direct for your copy

Rader Press, 1305 E. Sixth, Cleveland. 0.

BEAN'S CAMP BLANKET
Made of pure pirgia wool paper mill blanketing
with whipped edges. This blanket is the greatest
value we ever offered. With reasonable use we
will guarantee it 20 years. Size 66" a 78", weight
5% to 6% pounds, $4.45 postpaid. Large quantity
pur,liases and slight imperfections enable us to
make this low priee. The most warmth and least
bulk of any blanket made.

Write for samples and new fall catalog
L. L. BEAN, 176 Main St., Freeport, Me.



Read Classified Advertising It Pays ! I I
Advertisements in this section fifteen cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at this rate. Cash should

accompany all advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. Not less than 10 words accepted. Objectionable or misleading
advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for these columns should reach us not later than 1st of 2nd month preceding issue.

Classified Advertising Manager -Experimenter Publications. Inc., 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City

Advertising
Get into Advertising. Learn quickly at

home. Experience unnecessary. Now. easy
plan. No text -books used. Practical work.
Old established school. Send name and ad-
dress for interesting free booklet. Page -
Davis School of Advertising, Dept. 533-A,
3601 Michigan, Chicago.

Agents Wanted
MAKE BIG MONEY with fast selling

line of food products. Prize motor and
tractor oils -paints. Sure repeat orders.
Write for FREE SAMPLE CASE. LOV-
REIN & BROWNE, 1622-D So. State,
Chicago.

SUCCEED WITH YOUR OWN PROD-
UCTS. Make them yourself. Formulas,
Processes, Trade -Secrets. Expert Analytical
Service. Catalog, circulars free. D. Than-.
ly Co.. Washington, D. C.

Agents -extra money -sell personal pro-
fessional stationery - envelopes highest
quality -commission $1.00 per order up.
Sample Demonstration Outfit FREE.
Write Merchants Industries, Inc., Box
1028, Dayton. Ohio.

Make your own products. Employ agents
yourself. Toilet articles. soap, extracts. We
furnish everything. Valuable book Free.
National Scientific Laboratories, 1932W
Broad. Itichmond, Va.

Big money and fast sales. Every owner
buys gold initials for his auto. You charge
$1.50; make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy.
Write for particulars and free samples,
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, East
Orange, N. J.

$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and
refinishing lamps, reflectors, autos, beds,
chandeliers by new method. Outfits fur-
nished. Write Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, De-
catur, Ill.

Big Profit putting our gold sign letters
on store windows. without experience.
Samples. CONSOLIDATED, 69-R, West
Van Buren, Chicago.

AMAZING PROFITS WITH "NO -
FROST." Keeps auto windshields, shiny -
windows, etc., absolutely clear of frost,
mist, steam, rain, sleet and snow. Mattes
wonderful demonstration. Pocket package.
Tremendous seller. Big profits. Investi-
gate sure. ALBERT MILLS, 5387 Mon-
mouth, Cincinnati. 0.

YOU ARE WANTED TO RESILVER
Mirrors at home. Profitable business plat-
ing auto parts, tableware, etc. Write
Sprinkle, Plater, 955, Marion, Indiana.

$60-$200 a week. Genuine Said Letters
for store windows. Easily applied. Free
samples. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,
Chicago.

BIG MONEY applying Gold Initials on
Automobiles. Easiest thing today. No ex-
perience needed. $1.45 profit every $1.50
job. Free Samples. "ItALCO," R-1043
Washington, Boston, Mass.

BIG MONEY DAILY SELLING Shirts,
Ties, Underwear, Sox, Raincoats, Lumber-
jacks, Sweaters, Leather Coats, Macki-
naws, Coveralls, Pants, Children's Play -
snits. Outfit FREE. Experience un-
necessary, NIMROD CO., Dept. 148,
4922-28 Lincoln Ave., Chicago.

AGENTS -Build your own business -
clean, profitable dignified -taking orders
from pocket samples for outstanding line
made to measure shirts, neckwear anti
underwear for men. $50 weekly to workers.
Get details now. Superior Textile Mills,
Dept. S, 10 East 12t1r Street, New York.

Don't sell for others -Employ agents
yourself. Make your own products. Toilet
articles, household specialties, etc. 50.3%
profit. Valuable book free. National Sci-
entific Laboratories, 1932W Broad, Rich-
mond. Virginia.

Free Booklet describes 67 Plans for
snaking $20-$200 weekly in home, or
office. Business of your own. Elite Co.,
04-B, Elizabeth St.. N. Y.

Airplanes -Aviation
Biggest, Best Catalog Model Airplanes

Parts, Supplies; 5c postpaid. Ideal Com-
pany, 23 West lath Street. New York.

Business Opportunities
A SPLENDID SIDE LINE -We sell

pass books, cheek covers, coin bags, etc.,
mainly to banks. They are centrally lo-

,,gateg and do business quickly. Little time
Yost. Our samples are light, compact,

f;easily carried. Sales run into money,
items repeat well, commission is liberal,
anti all paid immediately. We also have
an excellent line of advertising novelties
for -.merchants. Our quality is good, the
variety extensive. the styles interesting.
Line is big enough to devote your whole
time if you wish. We are manufacturers,
own our buildings. been in business six-
teen years, ship to every State. Eighteen
thousand banks have bought from us. You
could work wherever you happen to be.
Correspondence invited. Continental Bank
Supply Co.. Mexico, Mo.

CHEMICAL DIGEST, tharoughlY
American in ideas, chuck full of money-
making opportunities through formulas,
chemical talks. Headed by Dr. Lumen
Royer, recognized authority. Particulars
regarding subscription, membership, free.
Copy 15c. Box 2616, St. Petersburg,
Florida.

RAISE CASH CAPITAL QUICKLY
for any legitimate business. Be suc-
cessful and prosperous. Write immedi-
ately for free details. Miller, 909 S.
Joliet St., Joliet, Illinois.

Protected Ideas for Sale. Unusual op-
portunities for investment. For particu-
lars write W. T. Greene, 826 Barrister
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Sell by Mail. Books, Novelties, Bar-
gains! Large Profits. Particulars FREE.
E. Elfco, 525 S. Dearborn, Chicago.

Chalk Talks
Laugh -Producing Program. $1.00 Catalog

10c. Balda Art Service, Dept. 4, Osh-
kosh, Wis.

Chemicals
"Handbook for Chemical Experimenters."

Hundreds of experiments: illustrated 50c.
Booklet of experiments. 15c. Chemical
price list, 5c. General Chemical Company
Box 397, Reading, Penna.

Correspondence Courses
Used correspondence school courses sold

on repurchase basis. Also rented and ex-
changed. Money -back guarantee. Catalog
free. (Courses bought). Lee Mountain,
Pisgah, Alabama.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES -Sold,
Bought. Exchanged. Rented. Bargain
Catalogue Free. Hanfling, B-799 Broad-
way, New York.

Detectives
DETECTIVES. Work home or travel.

Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
George Wagoner, 2190-X Broadsvay, N. Y.

For Inventors
INVENTOR'S UNIVERSAL EDUCA-

TOR: Contains 900 mechanical movements;
50 Perpetual Stations; instruction en pro-
curing and selling patents and selecting an
attorney, etc. Suggests new ideas. Price
$1.00 postpaid in U. S. A. Address Die-
terich Co., publishers, 602G, Ouray Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

Inventions Commercialized. Patented or
unpatented. Write, Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.,
205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell
you how and help you make the sale. Free
particulars. (Copyrighted.) Write W. T.
Greene, 908 Barrister Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

Formulas
Crepe -Rubber Soles, Plastigue Wood,

Transferine, Automobile Preparations Re -
finisher, Cosmetics, complete line; Clean-
ers, all kinds; Candies, Foods, 50c each.
Practically any formula, 50c. Just send
name, 50e and name it. Catalogue free.
Industrial Institute, Department 401, 64
W. Randolph, Chicago, Ill,

Help Wanted -Instruction
U. S. GOVERNMENT STEADY JOBS.

$126043000 year. Men -Women. 16-50.
No "layoffs." Pleasant work. Paid va-
cation. Short hours. Common education
usually sufficient, 25 coached free. Full
pArticulars and list positions FREE.
Write today sure. Franklin Institute,
Dept. R-4, Rochester, N. Y.

POSITIONS on ocean liners; experience
unnecessary; good pay. List of positions
free. 292-X, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Detectives Earn Big Money. Experience
unnecessary. Write, American Detective
System, 219-K, Broadway, N. Y.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY. Men -
Women 10-55, qualify for permanent Gov-
ernment Positions, $105-$250 month; ex-
perience not required; Vacation with pay;
common education: many needed soon.
Write, Instruction Bureau, 293, St. Louis,
Mo. quickly.

MEN 18-35. RAILWAY POSTAL
CLERKS. $150.00-$225.00 month. Steady
work traveling. Common education suffi-
cient. 25 coached free. Write immedi-
ately. Franklin Institute, Dept. R-15,
Rochester, N. Y.

Inventors
Inventors: Send us sketch or crude

model of your idea. Crescent craftsmen
will develop it into a practical working
model. 30 years successful experience and
thousands of satisfied clients. Confidential
service guarantees]. Bank references
furnished. Free illustrated book: "Making
Inventions Pay." Crescent Tool Co., Dept.
U-11, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Inventions Wanted
Inventions, Patented or Unpatented,

marketed promptly through organized co-
operation. Booklet free. Write today.
Chartered Institute of American Inven-
tors, 635 F. Street, Washington. D. C.

Will pay well for clippings or informa-
tion about death ray or similar devices.
Dr. Evans, Grand Hotel, Santiago, Chile,
So. America.

Inventions Commercialized. Patented or
unpatented. Write, Adam Fisher Mfg.
Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis. Mo.

Inventions Wanted -patented, unpatented.
If you have an idea for sale write, Hart-
ley, Box 928. Bangor, Maine.

Magic
AMAZE! MYSTIFY! With magical

pictures. Sample 10c. Set of five, 25c.
PI ishman, 3333 Wilson Ave., Bronx,
New York.

Magic Catalog, 20c. Lynn, 105 Beach,
Dept. 6. Jersey City, N. J.

Card tricks. Coin tricks. Hypnotism.
Ventriloquism, 4 instruction, 04 -page
books, 10e each. G. Fenner, 2401 Jeffer-
son, Louisville, Ky.

Male Help
Fireman, Brakemen, Bag g ag emen ;

colored Train or Sleeping Car Porters,
$150-$250 monthly. Experience not
necessary. 997 Railway Instruction Bu-
reau, East St. Louis, Ill.

SHOE SHINERS: Make more money
shining shoes scientifically the right way.
The Scientific Shoe Shine. Particulars
Free. Scientific American Cleaners. 432
Tenth. New Kensington, Pa.

Miscellaneous
HAVE YOU A CAMERA? Write for

free sample of our big magazine showing
how to make better pictures and earn
money. American Photography, 3103
Camera House, Boston, Mass.

CASH'S WOVEN NAMES. For mark-
ing Alen's, Women's, Children's clothing.
Sample free. Ouirnette's Mail -Order
House, 81 Holly, Dept. 15, New Bedford,
Mass.

Wood Turners, Make Meridian Tops.
Sells for fifteen to thirty-five dollars. Ten
cents for photo and particulars. L. F.
Collins, 1831 North 53rd Street, Seattle,
Washington.

GUARANTEED HIGH-CLASS OPERA
GLASSES. Special, 79c. Neil Tasker,
Shamokin, Penna.

Model Airplanes
CITY OF CHICAGO "WORLD'S DUR-

ATION PLANE, 30" Plan, 20c. Model
Aviator, Dept. E. G., 601 Washington,
Chicago.

Patents
Inventions Commercialized. Patented or

unpatented. Write. Asians Fisher Mfg.
Co., 203 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Inventions and patents sold. Outright
or royalty. Free examination. Leading
firm in country. H. G. Green Company,
180 West Washington St., Chicago.

Patent Attorneys
PATENTS -Write for Free Booklet,

HOW TO OBTAIN- A PATENT and
RECORD OP INVENTION -or send
Drawing or Model for Examination. Mil-
ler & Miller, Patent Attorneys (former
Patent Office Examiners), 250 McGill
Building, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS -All cases
submitted given personal attention by a
member of the firm. Information and
booklet free. Lancaster, Allwine &
Rommel, 242 Ouray Building, Washing-
ton. I). C.

Patents Procured; Trade -Marks Reg-
istered -Preliminary advice furnished with-
out charge. Booklet and form for dis-
closing idea free. Irving L. McCathran,
703 International Building, Washington,
D. C.

Patents. Time counts in applying for
patents. Don't risk delay in protecting
your ideas. Send sketch or model for in-
structions or svelte for Free book, "How to
Obtain a Patent" and "Record of Inven-
tion" form. No charge for information on
how to proceed. Communications strictly
confidential. Prompt, careful, efficient
service. Clarence A. O'Brien, Registered
Patent Attorney, Security Bank Building
(directly across street from Patent Office),
Washington, D. C. See page 637.

"Inventors' Adviser," Valuable Patent -
book sent free. Labiner, 15 Park ROSY,
New York.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. 1 tell
you how and help you make the sale. Free
particulars. (Copyrighted.) Write W. T.
Greene, 909 Barrister Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives
valuable information and advice for all who
have original ideas or improvements. Frank
Lederman, Registered Attorney and En-
gineer. 233 Broadway, NOW York City.

PATENTS -As one of the oldest patent
firms in America see give inventors at
lowest consistent charge. a service noted
for results, evidenced by many well-known
Patents of extraordinary value. Book,
"Patent -Sense" free. Lacey & Lacey,
035 F. Street, N. W., Dept. 17, Wall
ingtom D. C. Established 1009.

Patents or Inventions
Inventions Commercialized. Patented or

unpatented. Write. Adam Fisher Mfg,
Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Personal
Tobacquit-used by merely rinsing the

mouth eliminates the taste for tobacco
entirely in any form; two dollars if suc-
cessful, otherwise money refunded. Hy-
drous, 2066 Fifth Avenue, Nev York.

Photo plays Wanted
$$$ Photoplay Ideas for Both Silent and

Talking Pictures. Accepted any form for
revision, criticism and submission to
studios. Estab. 1917. Booklet free, Uni-
versal Scenario Co., 223 Western & Santa
Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Plays, Entertainments, Etc.
PLAYS, Operattas, Musical Comedies

and Minstrels, comedy and talking songs,
blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs,
dialogs, recitations, juvenile plays and
songs, musical readinas, entertainments,
make-up goods. Catalog free. T. S. Deni-
son & Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 99,
Chioago,

Postage Stamps
STAMP Bulletin. Published monthly.

Fine stamp offerings. illustrated. Au-
thoritative information. Free to advanced
collectors. Reimers Co., 30 N. La Salle,
Chicago.

Printing
PERSONAL STATIONERY, 50 sheets

-50 Envelopes -and 50 Cards. Plateless
engraved with your name and address on
high grade vellum paper. White, Buff.
Blue or Pink. All for only $2. Excel-
lent Christmas Gift. Send order with
remittance, Style Stationery Service.
300-C East 149th St., New York, N. Y.

200 LETTERHEADS and 100 envelopes.
$1.00; 200 letterheads, sy, x 11, 150 en-
velopes. $2.00; 250 cards, $1.00. Hoosier
Print Shop, Dept. E, Portland,

Quality Printing! Low Prices! Circu-
lars, Folders, Catalogs our specialty.
Samples FREE! Fantus, 525 South Dear-
born Street, Chicago.

Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print your own cards, stationery, cir-

culars, advertising, etc. Junior Press,
$5.90; Job Presses, $11 up, Power, $149.
Print for others, big profit. Easy rules
furnished. Write for free catalog anal
full information. Kelsey Co., R-6, Meri-
den, Conn,

Real Estate
TUNG OIL varnish tree groves. Sub-

urban Orchard; Co., Biloxi, 'Mississippi.

Salesmen
PUNCHBOARD Salesmen -Most gigan-

tic line ever featured. Vending machines,
all kinds. Make high as 028.00 on single
order. Repeat commissions. Beautiful
colored catalog free. LION MFG, CO.,
Dept. 11. 308 IV. Erie. (Mingo.

PUNCHBOARD SALESMEN. NEW
PLAN SELLS EVERY MERCHANT.
Better bigger commissions. Sure
repeat orders wills full commission. Ex-
perience unnecessary; outfit free! A. J.
NOVELTY CO., 161 W. Washington, -
Chicago.

Make 33 1/30-1, on fastest selling sales
plan WI market -90f5 repeats -sells every-
where all the time. Plan indorsed by
biggest merchandisers in country. Adapt-
able for every class of business. Every
merchant prospect. Sells on sight. Sales-
men rnaking up to $1000.00 month. Want
money quiet:. (let action, Write today. A0HIN('TON SALES 157 B'. Wash-
ington, Chicago.

BUSINESS STATIONERY -LARGEST
LINE: HIGHESTQuality-Quickest De-
livery - Biggest Commissions -Liberal
Bon use. -Free copyrighted Cuts, every -
business - Experience unnecessary - In-
structions and Outfit free. DAVID
LIONEL PRESS, 312 S. Hamilton, Dept.
170, Chicago.

Sell Merchants $10 value for only $3.15
mill pocket $1.50 cash. Big repeat com-
missions. Free Kit. Sales Stimulators,
Dept. 4-L, 230 W. Madison, Chicago.

PUNCHBOARD-Hurrah! New Pro-
tection Plan opens "closed" territory
creating tremendous demand. Dealers
jubilant, Business Booming. Commissions
enormous. Outfit free. Puritan Co., 1417
Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

SALESMEN, WONDERFUL SIDE-
LINE. 40 Ca COAIAIISSION paid daily.
Sells all merchants. Pocket outfit free.
WILLENS CO.. Dept. 324, 2130 Gladys
Ave.. Chicago.

Songwriters
Lyric Writers -I compose better music

cheaper. Ernest Deininger, 2027 Pepin
St., St. Louis, Ala.

SONG POEM WRITERS -"REAL"
proposition. nibbler, D-191, 2104 Key-
stone, Chicago.

SONGWRITERS, POEMS, MELODIES
-Opportunity, Tommie Mahe, SINN' 4215
N orth Ave., Chicago,

Stamps
CAYMAN ISLANDS -Astounding packet

from Cayman Islands, Thirty other Unique,
Interesting, Beautiful Distant Land
Stamps (Richly Colored, Unusual De-
signs]. Hurry! Rush! Get yours now.
Free for 5e postage, Empire Stamp,
Toronto. Canada.

Typewriters for Sale
TYPEWRITERS, all standard makes,

$10 up. Fully guaranteed. Catalog free.
Northwestern Typewriter Exchange, 121
N. Francisco Ave.. Chicago.

Wireless
Learn Wireless (Radio) and Morse

telegraphy. School, oldest and largest;
endorsed by Telegraph, Radio, Railway
and Government Officials Expenses low -can earn part. Catalog free. Dodges In-stitute. Stone St., Valparaiso, Ind.
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Scientific Book Reviews

WAVE -MECHANICS, by Arnold
Sommerfeld. Published by E. P.
Dutton & Company, New York City.
VII; 304; price $6.25.
This is what may be termed a de-

cidedly deep mathematical treatise on
the constitution of matter. The hook
fairly bristles with mathematics. Many
people do not know what a differential
equation is. Here they can revel in any
number of triple integrations. It is im-
possible really to review this book. If
any investigator will turn to the last
pages and go through the four page in-
dex it will give some clue to the range
of the topics treated, as there is con-
siderable text touching on the quantum
theory and Bohr receives a due amount
of attention, while Schroedinger is cited
some fourteen times in the index. It
is interesting to note that the word
"proton" does not appear in the index,
which in a way indicates a good con-
ception of the subject. The word "elec-
tron" may be given as an example of
the title assigned in the index to a num-
ber of pages in the book. A glance
through the volume indicates that an ap-
palling amount of work was expended
by the German author.

AN -INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY OF WAVE MECHANICS
by Louis De Broglie. Published by
the E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., New
York City. VII; 249 pages; price
$4.25.
We have just reviewed a book by

Arnold Sommerfeld on Wave Mechan-
ics. Here a distinguished visitor of
France has produced a treatise on the
same subject. We can say much the
same about it that we have said above
on the other hook on Wave Mechanics.
It is very advanced in its treatment,
the subject being one which will not
lend itself to any satisfactory treatment
except by the aid of the calculas. It
would be futile for anybody to attack
these books who is not a good high-
grade mathematician.

A FIRST YEAR PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY, by Dennis Brook
Briggs. Published by J. M. Dent &
Sons, London and Toronto, Ltd.
V; 77; price $.50.
This little manual falls into a series

on modern science topics published by
the well known house of Dent. The
book is definitely a treatise on experi-
mental chemistry; from beginning to
end it is experimental, even simple
chemical formulas do not appear. After
each section, there are some questions
with which to test the work of the
students in the laboratory. The ex-
periments are of a type which runs into
physics in some cases, but they are ab-
solutely a part of a chemist's education.
The outline drawings used as illustra-
tions may be referred to as entirely
practical, as they are far more explana-
tory -than finished- half -tone work would
be. The work is of a type to excite a
student's curiosity and it was curios-

ity which led the old chemists in their
wonderful work. To the chemical

. graduate it may seem very primitive
and too simple but the older one gets
the more he appreciates the value of
books which start at the very founda-
tions of the science they treat of.

MANUAL OF FLIGHT, by Captain
Ienar E. Elm, Air Corps Reserve,
U. S. A. (Retired). Published by
David McKay Company, Philadel-
phia; 157; price $3.00.
It is conceivable that some day you

will fly. You really should know what
to do in case of an emergency. Un-
doubtedly you are interested in flying in
general, and a plane is more or less of
a puzzle to you, perhaps.

Captain Ienar E. Elm has undertaken
to write a book that "contains the fun-
damental knowledge of flying that
should be part of the equipment of
every man or woman who intends to
fly either for pleasure or profit." The
requirements to become a competent
pilot are explained, the elementary and
advanced maneuvers are similarly
treated. The hazards of flight are dis-
cussed, from varying ground levels
to a stall due to excessive climb. The
operation of a Russell Lobe para-
chute, and an Irving parachute, are de-
scribed. The various parts of a plane
are explained, in language which the
layman can comprehend. While the re-
viewer does not think one should at-
tempt to fly after reading this book, he
does feel that flying will be a good deal
easier.

Particularly good is the dictionary of
terms in back of the hook. It contains
a definition of the words connected
with the flying industry.

Modernistic Bookshelves
(Continued from page 618)

about two finish coats of the body color,
let us say a lettuce green.

Painting the Design

THE next step would he to lay out
either a full-sized paper pattern of

the design or, better still, lay it out
with a soft pencil directly on the article
itself. In case the first method is used
the spots of one color should be cut out
and the paper used as a stencil, followed
by other stencils, for other colors. If
the pattern has been laid out on the
wood, the design may be painted in, if
care is taken, with small brushes.

Latest data on radio receivers for
Dealers, Servicemen and Amateurs

The
Radio Construction

Library
WRITTEN by two widely known radio engineers,
these three books cover every phase of building,

repairing and "trouble -shooting" on modern receiving
sets. This practical Library includes: PRACTICAL
RADIO --The fundamental principles of radio, pre-
sented in an understandable manner. Illustrated with
working diagrams. PRACTICAL RADIO CON-
STRUCTION AND REPAIR-Methods of locating
trouble and reception faults, and making workman-
like repairs. Discusses modern Short Wave Receivers
fully. RADIO RECEIVING TUBES-Principles un-
derlying the operation of all vacuum tubes and their
use Us reception, amplifica-
tion, remote control and
precision measurements.
Three Volumes
6 x 9-993 pages,
561 illustrations

See this
Library
FREE I

No
Money

Down

McGRAW-HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
375 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Send me the new RADIO CONSTRUCTION
LIBRARY. three volumes, for 10 days' free exam-
ination. If satisfactory I will send $1.50 in 10
days and $2.00 a month until $7.50 has been paid.
If not wanted, I will retorts [Ise books postpaid.

Name

Home Address

City and State
Position
Name of Company

.01

Print YourOwn

EXCELSIOR

Cards, stationery, Advertising,
labels, paper, circulars, tags, etc.
Save money and time. Sold direct
from factory only. Junior Press
$5.90, Job Press, $11, Power $149.
Do popular raised printing like en-
graving with any of our presses.

Print for Others, Big Profits.
Pays for itself in a short time.
Easy rules sent. Write for free
catalog of outfits and all details.
The Kelsey Co., f1-47, Meriden, Conn.

Be a Traffic Manager
Big Pay-Big Opportunity

Big business needs trained traffic men. At least three
Detroit manufacturers pay,their traffic managers better
than $20,000 a year.. Train in your spare time for this
highly profitable profession. Bow cost; easy terms.
Write now for valuable 04 -page book-FREE.

La Salle Extension University, Dept. 11384-T, Chicago

STEADY MONEY FOR
INGENUITY
Now is the time to safeguard
your future. There are
many good profitable trades
not subject to hard times or
slack seasons-trades meet-
ing constant, everyday hu--
man needs.

A. helpful Booklet on this subject 'is ready
for distribution Without cost. It explains in
detail how to enter such work without ex-
perience and how age or circumstance need
not stop you. Your copy is waiting. Simply
ask for Bulletin 59, "Choosing a Trade."
BODEE INSTITUTE, 1755 Broadway, N. Y.
1305 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 85 Court St., Brooklyn
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$19000
REWARD!
IN a dirty, forlorn shack by the river's

edge they found the mutilated
body of Genevieve Martin. Her

pretty- face was swollen and distorted.
Marks on the slender throat showed
that she had been brutally choked to
death. Who had committed this
ghastly crime? No one had seen the
girl and her assailant enter the cottage,
no one had seen the murderer depart.
How could he be brought to justice?
Crimes like this have been solved-are
being solved every day by Finger Print
Experts. Every day we read in the pa-
pers of their exploits, hear of the mys-
teries they solve, the criminal they iden-
tify, the rewards they win. Finger Print
Experts are always in the thick of the
excitement, the heroes of the hour.

Not Experienced
Detectives-Just
Ordinary Men

Within the past few years, scores of men-men
with no police.experience, men with just ordi-
nary grade school educations-have become
finger print experts. You can become a finger
print expert, too. Can you imagine a more fas
cinating line of work than this? More trained
men are needed. Here's your real opportunity.

Learn the Secrets of
Identification

More and more -the detection of crime resolves
itself into a problem of identification. You
can learn the methods of the famous identifica-
tion experts. You can learn the science of
Finger Print Identification-right at home in
your spare time.

FREE-The Confidential Re-
ports No. 38 Made to His Chief!
IF YOU ACT QUICK-We will send you free,
a copy of the gripping, fascinating, confiden-
tial report Secret Service Operator No. 38
made to His Chief. Write quickly for fully
illustrated free book on Finger Prints which
explains this wonderful training in detail.

Institute of Applied Science
Dept.14-28 1920 Suritlyside Ay., Chicago

Institute of Applied Science, Dept.14-28
1920 Sumayside Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen: Without any obligation whatever, send
me your new, fully illustrated, FREE book on Finger
Prints and the free Copy of the Confidential Reports of
Operator No. 38 made to His Chief. Literature will NOT
be sent to boys under 17 years of age.

Name

Address

City & State
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Consumers Prefer Blue
By James R. Lowell

AMERICAN business has suddenly
become color conscious ; and today

we find color a predominating note in
advertising. Merchantry is offering the
public its choice of blue, green, red, and
their various shades and combinations,
in automobiles, shoes, frying pans,
plumbing fixtures, bed sheets, and what
not.

In view of the increasingly important
role color is playing in modern mere
chandising, it is interesting to observe
the results of experiments in color
preference conducted over the past four
years by William E. Walton, Instructor
in Psychology at the University of Ne-
braska. Mr. Walton has developed a
machine which he calls the "chromo-
pathometer" and with which he is work-
ing at present to determine the affective
values of colors and their combinations
on human beings. It is to demonstrate
the method of impression and paired
comparisons, to determine the reaction
and perceptibility of the visual system
to various colored lights, as well as
other more or less scientific facts. More
than 800 students have been used in the
psychology instructor's experiments at
the State Universities of Nebraska and
Kansas.

One of the most important uses of
the chromopathometer is its capacity
for measuring the affective values of
colored lights such as are used in elec-
tric advertising. This idea, original
with Mr. Walton, readily shows to
which colors the human mind reacts the
quickest. For example, in a test given
to determine the perceptibility of col-
ored lights, it was found that the red
light exposed through a pin -point hole
for one two -hundredth of a second was
recognized readily as being that color.
All other colors were more 61- less mis-
named, while blue could not be per-
ceived at all. Thus blue would be a
poor color to use in a flasher sign or
traffic stop light, while red, now gen-

I Projector
5 Switch -board
8 Main Switch

I I Small switches
14 Socket rack
2 Reflector

erally used, is the best.
On the other hand, in regard to out-

door advertising, it is desirable that a
color be used which will not attract at-
tention because of its disagreeableness,
but will focus the attention of the ob-
server upon what is advertised. From a
test given to a large group of university
students, it was found that blue was the
color most preferred, with green rank-
ing next. Where women alone are con-
sidered, however, it is found that green
is preferred, with red second.

When the intensity of all the colors
was made equal, through resistance coils
in the chromopathometer, it was discov-
ered that both men and women pre-
ferred red and the conclusion was ar-
rived at that the intensity of the color
is a large factor in influencing the
preference. Thus an ideal sign would
be one of a red color, with an inter-

' sity that would attract attention and yet
not prove disagreeable, as many red
signs are prone to do.

For color combinations it was found
that red and blue appealed to most men,
while women favored white and green.
In general, red and blue are liked by
both sexes and make a good combina-
tion to be used in signs advertising gen-
eral commodities. Mr. Walton has dis-
covered. The machine also reveals that
man is more consistent in his choices
than is woman and that the male pre-
fers saturated colors in combination
with each other, while the woman as a
rule prefers a saturated color in com-
bination Nvith an unsaturated one. For
instance, red and blue for men, white
and green for women.

Manufacturers conducting sales cam-
paigns in foreign countries may take a
tip from the psychology of color prefer-
ence, viz., colors endeared to a people
through patriotic association, or colors
corresponding with the outdoor colors
peculiar to nature in a given location,
are certain to prove popular.

Top View

3 Lens
6 Plug and fuse box
9 Binding posts

12 Switch -board light
15 Projector rack
4 Switch

End View

7 Reflector shield
10 Frosted glass
13 Resistance box
16 Light socket

:172" scale

An accurate diagram of the chromopathometer

Last night
I came home with
great news 11

"I'D TELEPHONED Ruth that I had a surprise for her
and she could hardly wait for me to get home. You
should have seen her face when I told her the Bona
had given me a $25 increase in salary.

"It's wonderful,' she said, 'just wonderful. Now
we can pay those bills and even start saving.

" 'Remember the night'we saw that coupon in a
magazine and you decided to take up an I. C. S.
course? It made a new man of you, Bob, and I knew
it wouldn't be long before the firm would notice the
difference in your work. We certainly owe a lot to
the International Correspondence Schools.' "

How about your Are you always going to work for a
small salary? Or are you going to get ahead? It all
depends on what you do with your spare time.

Don't let another precious hour pass before you find
out what the I. C. S. can do for you. It doesn't cost
you a penny or obligate you in any way, but it may be the
means of changing your entire life. Do it now I

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

"Tke Universal University"
Box 6237-F, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a cony of
your booklet, "Who Wins and Why." and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
n Architect * 0 Bridge Engineer
0 Architectural Draftsman CI Automobile Work
0 Building Estimating 0 Plumbing 0 Steam Fitting
0 Wood Millworking 19 Heating 0 ventilation
0 Concreie Builder 0 Sanitary Engineer
El Contractor and Builder CI Sheet Metal Worker

Structural Draftsman 0 Steam Engineer
structural Engineer 0 Marine Engineer

0 Electrical Engineer 0 Ref rigeratIon
DElectric Wiring DR. R. LOcomotives
9 Electric Lighting 0 Air Brakes
9 Welding, Electric and Gas 0 Train Operation
] Telegraph Engineer 0 R. R. Section Foreinan
D Telephlne Work OR. R. Bridge and Building
CI Mechanical Engineer Foreman
0 Mechanical Draftsman 0 Chemistry 0 Pharmacy
0 Pattermnaker 0 Machinist 0 Coal Mining Engineer
9 Reading Shop Blueprints 0 Navigation '

A Civil Engineer 0 Agriculture
9 Highway Engineering ['Textile Overseer er Supt.
9 Surveying and Mapping 0 Cotton Manufacturing
9 Gas Engines 0 Toolmaker 0 Woolen Manufacturing
9 Diesel Engines 19 Fruit Growing 0Raclio
O Aviation Engines El Poultry Farming

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
0 Business Management ['Business Correspondence
9 industrial Management OLettering Show Cards
D personnel Management El Stenography and Typing
O Traffic Management OComplele Commercial
0 Accountancy LI English 0 Signs
0 Cost Accountant 0 Civil Service
DC. P. Accountant 0 Railway Mail Clerk
U Bookkeeping 01Mail Carrier
0 Secretarial Work IA Grade School Subjects
O Spanish 0 French ['High School Subjects
O 'lalesmanship OIllustrating ['Cartooning
0 Advertising ['Lumber Dealer

Name Age

Street Address

City

Occupation
ff inn reside in Canada, send this coupon to the

Internal anal Corre,sponde»ce Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada
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MAKE BIG MONEY
Just out. Lights gas instantly with-
out sparks or flame. Sells like wildfire
wherever gas is used. Retails for 25c.

MYSTERY GAS LIGHTER

-OK)Packed on individual cards with
irernetions. Sample 10e or rush 59.00 Der
Gress or $1 per Dozen. New Method Mfg. Co.,
Desk St-I1,New Method Bldg., Bradford, Pa.

GEARS

tvl

0
N
E
Y

In stock-immediate delivery
Gears, speed reducers, sprockets,
thrust bearings, flexible couplings,
pulleys, etc. A complete line is
carried in our Chicago stock. Can
also quote on special gears of any
kind. Send us your blue -prints and
inquiries.

Write for Catalog No. 40
CHICAGO GEAR WORKS

769-773W Jackson Blvd. Chirac
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Screen Grid Sets
D C Battery Sets
Phono-Combinations
Dynamic Speakers
New Mantel Sets
Slot Machine Sets
Electric Clock Sets
Super -Heterodynes
New Accessories
Tubes-Parts

Mt COMO
ROCICK-BOTTOM

PRES ON

LATEST SETS

KITS PARTS
ESSORIES

HERE'S our new catalog chock-full of all the
latest radio features at lowest wholesale prices.

Because we are the world's largest radio store, we
are able to buy and sell in such large quantities that
we can make marvelous savings for you.

You will find in this book the new, Humless, Screen
Grid A. C. all -electric and battery -operated sets; a
wide range of beautiful consoles, from the small
mantel model types to the most ornate and artistic of
radio furniture; dynamic speakers of tremendous
volume and richest tone; accessories, parts and kits
in wide variety-in fact, everything that is standard,
as well as everything that is new, in Radio. Get this
book today.

We have everything in radio. Our immense stock is
complete with practically everything new in radio.
Quick deliveries and genuine cooperation are assured
on all orders. Send for your copy of this new catalog
and find out the remarkable savings that we are pass-
ing on to you.

\Write Catalt(OflaS.-

CHICAGO SALVAGE STOCK STORE
World's Largest Radio Store

509 So. State St., Dept. 516, Chicago, Ill.

FREE CATALOG COUPON
Chicago Salvage Stock Store
509 So. State St., Dept. 516
Chicago, Illinois

Kindly send me, free of charge, your new rad:
catalog.

Name

Address



I  ORY TO YOU -SAYE to 50% -COMPARE WITH COSTLIEST OUTFITS BEFORE YOU BUY

Vlipti a OWerfid ileFf
- Latest 1931 Cle0 ODAYSR

SUPER Screen Grid Outfit

NEWEST IN RADIO! iii,94.kit, 11,1:11,i1.10 k<,
each end, Place it anywhere in any 1'1. at.
Eit-sily moved about. Contains it compl,A.,

1 -size radio and Sup,,r .,11:1111le 5p'51k-
NI, 11111Side aerial oe orusHull requiem!.

1:Iny other new, clever in., 1,1s, obtainable
nowhere else, slim, ii in free liter-
ature.

d'A N EA* ILCW)=-4.
IA IC WIRY IPIR II iC I[S

ISAVIE05070

Similar Low Prices onBeautiful Variety ofLatest Fine Consoles
Send Coupon!

30 DAYS'
FREE TRIAL

Full-size wall console wills
latest 1931 features. Beau-
tiful design and woods.
Priced very low, factory to
you.

Popular "Lo -Boy". Takes very
little space. Stores haven't
anything as classy at $50.00
more.

Medium -size "Hi -Boy". Slid-
ing doors. Rirh design, fine
woods, line finish. Astonish-
ingly tow factory price to you.

These Consoles are Equipped wit!

SUPER DYNAMIC
ATHEDRAL TONE REPRODUCERS

Also built-in
*aerial and groundand built-in extralight socket!
Magnificent new creation.
Super Screen Grid Radio.
Phonograph under same lid.
Greatly under priced. Send
coupon for low factory to
you prices.

t.

nealersWrite!

00.0
mut -ROI°fn

eastto
coa5t

-dOss

Latest 1931

(No obligation to sly

Get Our
"SEND NO MONEY"
11th Anniversary Offer!

ii?ided I dial
sfee/ chaffir

ariToneandAutomaticSensitivityControl

Also latest PUSH -PU LL Amplification

FULL
YEARS

GUAR.

Built like-looks like-performs like newest radios in many outfits much more costly.
Latest, finest, heavy duty construction. Skilfully engineered to super -utilize a
battery of "224" SCREEN GRID tubes-in addition to "245" PUSH-PULL
POWER, '224" HUM -FREE long-lived POWER DETECTOR and AMPLI-
FIER and "280" A -C TUBES. Vari-tone feature gives any tone -pitch your ears
prefer. Automatic Sensitivity Control reduces "fading," protects tubes. Phonograph
pick-up connection. Built-in house wiring aerial and ground. Built-in plug for
electric clock, lighter, lamp, etc. Super -sturdy power section. Razor -edge selectiv-
ity; Super -Dynamic Cathedral tone quality; marvelous distance -getter. Solid one-
year guarantee if you buy! Wide choice of cabinets.

m4-616ci °5.66146t1.deal direct with big factory cor

Easy Chair
Model

(as illit,trar,.11, Ss tuNes)

Only
Values possible because you

?L/ C
TRADE MARK. REGISTERED

CATHEDRAL TONED, SUPER SELECTIVE, POWERFUL DISTANCE GETTERS
You need notsend us a cent ! For its Don't Confuse ith Cheap Radios
11th successful year, America's big, With Miraco's rich, clear Cathedral Tone,
old, reliable Radio Factory again quiet operation, razor-sharp separation of
sets the pace in high-grade, latest nearbystant aastations,ton tvanmndoonues

and
'kick"

guaranteed radios direct to you. And matic sensitiviticontrol, and other latest
now-at history's features-be the
greatest savings.
With this newest
perfected SUPER
SCREEN GRID,
push-pull, super -
powered and hum -
less electric AC set
in clever, beautiful
newMiraco-Master.
crest consoles ob-
tainable nowhere else-you are guaran-
teed satisfaction, values and savings un-
surpassed. Gel Amazing Special °Pert

At our risk, compare a Miraco outfit
with highest priced radios 30 days and
nights. Surprise, entertain your friends-
get their opinions. Unless 100% delighted,
don't buy! Your decision is final-no
argument!

Only marvelously fine radios, of latest
perfected type, at rock -bottom prices, can
back up such a guarantee. Send postal or
coupon for Amazing Special Factory Offer(

IUSER -AGENTS WANTED
Exclusive Territory
Try it at Our Risk!

Spare or full time. No contract,
no experience required. Big
money! Send coupon now:

envy of many who
pay 2 or 3 times as
much!

Send for proof
that delighted thou-
sands of Miraco
users cut through
locals, get coast to
coast, with tone and
power of costly sets.

Miraco's are built of finest parts-ap-
proved by Radio's highest authorities.
Our 11th successful year!

Deal Direct with Big Factory
Miraco outfits arrive splendidly packed, rig-
idly tested, to plug in like a lamp and enjoy
at once. No experience needed. Entertain
yourself 30 days-then decide. Liberal year's
guarantee if you buy. Play safe, save lots of
money, insure satisfaction-deal direct with
Radio's big, reliable -pioneer builders of fine
sets-successful since 1920. SEND POSTAL
OR COUPON NOW for Amazing Offer!

MIDWEST RADIO CORP., 409 -AN Miraco Dept., Cincinnati, Ohio
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE, TESTIMONY OF NEARBY

USERS, PROOF OF OUR RELIABILITY-
All the proof you cant of our hon. 'v, fair, I.-. size, financial integrity, radio experience and
the performance of slur sets-incht ling Airiaziiig Factory Offer -sent without obligation!

THIS COUPON
IS NOT

AN ORDER

EASY
TERMS
to reliable
persons only

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Pioneer Builders of Sets -11th Successful Year

409 -AN Miraco Dept., Cincinnati, Ohio
WITHOUT OBLIGATION, send latest literature, Amazing Special Free Trial Send -No -
Money Offer, testimony of nearby users and all Proof. 0 User.  Agent. U Dealer!

 0 Check here if interested in an EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY PROPOSITION
 NAME ADDRESS



Over the Mountains
front LosItitteles

559.11iles
G.

sil"-Ittt?

Gallons of GAS
Think of it! FIVE HUNDRED FIFTY-NINE NIILES over rough mountainous country burning
only ELEVEN GALLONS OF GASOLINE. Imagine more than FIFTY MILES to the GALLON.
This is what the WHIRLWIND CARBURETING DEVICE does for D. R. Gilbert, enough of a

saving on just one trip to more than pay the cost of the Whirlwind.

THE WHIRLWIND SAVES MOTORISTS

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS YEARLY
Whirlwind users, reporting the results of their tests, are amazed at the results they are getting. Letters keep streaming into the office

telling of mileages all the way from 22 to 59 miles on a gallon, resulting in a saving of from 25 to 50', in gas bills alone.
Mark H, Estes writes: "I was making 17 miles to the gallon on my Pontiac Coupe. Today, with the Whirlwind, I am making 35 5/10 miles

to the gallon. Am I glad I put it on? I'll say so!"
P. P. Goerzen writes: "I made an actual test both with and without a Whirlwind, getting 13' miles without and 34 6/10 miles with the

Whirlwind, or a gain of 21 miles to the gallon. The longer the Whirlwind is in use on the machine, the better the engine runs, has more pep
and quicker starting. It makes a new engine out of an old one, and starts at the touch of the starter button."

R. J. Tulp: "The Whirlwind increased the mileage on our Ford truck from 12 to 26 miles to gallon and 25% in speed. We placed
another on a Willy's Knight, and increased from 12 to 17 miles per gallon.

Arthur Grant: "I have an Oakland touring car that has been giving me 15 miles to the gallon average, but I can see a great difference with
the Whirlwind, as it climbs the big hills on high and gives me better than 23 miles to the gallon of gas, which is better than 501/4 saving in gas."

W. A. Scott: "I had my Whirlwind for three years. Winter and summer it gives the same perfect service, instant starting, smoother
running, and what I saved in gasoline these last few years has brought other luxuries which I could not have afforded previously:.

Car owners all over the world are saving money every day with the Whirlwind, besides having better operating motors. Think what
this means on your own car. Figure up your savings-enough for a radio-a.bank account-added pleasures. Why let the Oil Companies profit
by your waste. Find out about this amazing little device that will pay for itself every few weeks in gas saving alone.

FITS ALL CARS
In just a few minutes the Whirlwind can be installed on any make

of car, truck, or tractor. It's actually less work than changing your
oil, or putting water in the battery. No drilling, tapping or changes
of any kind necessary. It is guaranteed to work perfectly on any make
of car, truck or tractor, large or small, new model or old model. The
More you drive the more you will save.

SALESMEN AND DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED

To Make Up to $100.00 a Week and More
Whirlwind men are making big profits supplying this fast -selling device

that car owners cannot afford to he without. Good territory is still
open. Free sample offer to workers. Full particulars sent on request.
Just check the coupon.

WHIRLWIND MANUFACTURING CO.
999-364-A Third Street Milwaukee, Wisc.

GUARANTEE
No matter what kind of a car you have-no matter how big a gas

eater it is-the Whirlwind will save you money. We absolutely guar-
antee that the Whirlwind will more than save its cost in gasoline alone
within thirty days, or the trial will cost you nothing. We invite you
to test it at our risk and expense. You are to be the sole judge.

FREE OFFER COUPON
sim smi

I WHIRLWIND MANI-FACTURING CO.
999-364-A Third Street, 'Milwaukee, Wisc.

Gentlemen: You may send me full particulars of your Whirl
wind Carbureting device and tell me how I can get one free. This
does not obligate me in any way whatever.
Name

Address

City

County State
n Check here if you are interested in full or part time salesmen
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